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PREFACE TO THE CANADIAN EDITION.

The present edition of Hamblin Smith's Arithmetic

is not simply a reprint of the EngUsh work. Several

articles have been introduced, which, it is hoped, will

render the book mor'=! useful. Some of these will be

found on pp. 83-40, 45, 48, G4, 92-95, 115. From
Simple Interest to Proportion the work has almost

altogether been re-written. Impoitant subjects, such

as Discount, Stocks and Shares, Exchange, &c., have

been treated at much greater length than in our ordinary

text-books. Some articles of a practical business

nature, not usuaUy found in school arithmetics, such as

Equation of Accounts, p. 188 ; Partnership Settle-

ments, p. 224 ; have been introduced. Eor these we
ate indebted to Mr. S. G. Beatty, late Trincipal of

Ontario Commercial College. Special care has been

taken to adapt the work to the wants of the business

community. Examination Papers of a somewhat diffi*

cult character have been added to each chapter. These

are designed to stimulate the student to think for him-

self, and to assist him in preparing for the different

ofucial examinations. In order to render the work as

complete as possible, an Appendix has been added, in

which the subjects of Interest, Discount, and Annuities

have been treated algebraically.

We have to thank Dr. McLellan for hints and

adrice during the progress of the work,

ToBONTo, August, 1877-
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ARITHMETIC.

I. On the Method of Representing Numbers

by Figures.

1. ARITHMETIC is the science which teaches the use oi

numbers.

2. The number one, or unity, is taken PuS the founda-

tion of all numbers, and all other numbers are derived

fi'om it by the process of addition.

Thus

:

Two is the number that results from adding one to one;
Three is the number that resuUs frvirn aJdiug one to two ;

Foar is the number that results from adding oiie to three;

and so on.

3. By means of the symbols or figures

1 2 3 4 6 G 7 8 9,

called the jvine significant digits, together with the

symbol or figure 0, called zero, we can represent num-
bers of any magnitude.

4. First, each of the significant digits, standing by
itself, represents a number greater lij one than the

number represented by the digit that immediately pre-

cedes it in the hst uf digits.

Thus 7 represents a number gi-eater by one than the

number represented by 6c



2 BEPRESENTATION OF

5. Tlie symbol +, read Plus, is used to denote thf

operation of Addition.

The symbol = stands for the words "is equal to," o?

"the result is."

Since

2— 1 -fl, wlierc unity is writtou uac^,
3=2-1-1=14-1 +1, where uuity is written three timet,.

4=3 -f 1=1 -f i -J- 1 -f- 1, where unity is written four timofc

and so on.

6. Numbers between nine and a hundred are repre-

sented by two figui-es, the one on the left-hand signifying

how many groups of ten units are contained in the num-
ber represented, and the one on the right-hand signify-

ing how many single units are contained in the number,
in addition to the groups of ten units.

Thus, in the expression 69,

the figure 6 represents six groups of ten units,

the figure 9 represents nine single units.

These groups of ten units are for brevity called Tens,

and the single units are for brevity called Units.

Numbers between ninety-nine and a thousand are

represented by three figures.

In the expression 745,

the figure 7 represents seven groups of a hundred unit:*

the figure 4 represents four groups of ten units,

the figure 5 represents five single units.

In the expression 3475,

the figure 3 represents three groups of a tliousand units.

In the expressioc 23475,

the figure 2 represents two groups oiten tliousand ui:;!.?.

In the expression 123475,

the figure 1 represents one group of 'a hundred thousmil

units.

In the expression 9123476,

the figure 9 represents nine groups of a million units;

fc^.O -^~' or-.



NXDIBERS BY FIGURES. 8

7- To put the matter briefly : when we express a

number in figui-es, and tell off the figures /ro/^t right to

kfu

the first figure represents a number of units,

the second figure represents a number of tetis,

the third figure represents a number of hundreds,

the fourth figure represents a number of thousands,

the fifth figure represents a number of tens of thou-

sands,

the sixth figure represents a number of hundreds of
thousands,

the seventh figure represents a number of mitiionSf

the eighth figure represents a number of tens of millions,

the niidh figure represents a number of hundreds of
millions^

the tenth figure represents a number of billions,

the eleventh figure represents a number of tens of billions,

the twelfth figure represents a number of hundreds of
billions,

the thirteenth figure represents a number of trillions.

8. When the symbol appears in an expression, it

shows that the number, represented by the expression,

contains no single units, tens, hundi-eds, etc., according
as the is placed in the first, second, third i)lace, the
order of place being reckoned fi-om right to left.

Thus:
20 represents the number which contains two groups of

ten units and no single units ;

13 JO represents the number which contains three groups
of a hundred units, and no group of ten, and no sin-

gle units

;

4007 represents the number which contains four groups
of a thousand units, and no group of a hundred, and
no group often, and seven single units.

NUMEEATION,
9. To wi'ite in words Um moaning of a number

expressed in figures, is called Numeration.

The remarks, which we have alreadv made, origh+



4 NUMERATION.

to enable the learner to write in words all numbers
expressed by one, two, or tkree figures.

Thus:

the number expressed by 8 is written eight ;

the number expressed by 27 is written tvventy-sevev
;

the number expressed by 304 is written tueee uunduld
AND FOUE.

10- Next take the case of numbers expressed by

FOUR, five, or SIX figures, as 4237, 23509, 402675.

Draw a line, separating the three figures on the right

of each expression fi-om the rest of the expression, and

over the figure or figures on the left of the Hne write

the word Thousmidf thus :

Thousand |
Thousand I Thousand I

4
1
237 ; 23

I

509 ; 402
j
675.

Then the meaning of each expression can be written

at once in words, thus :

Four thousand, two hundred and thirty-seven
;

Twenty-three thousand, five hundred and nine
;

Four hundred and two thousand, six hundred and

seventy-five.

11. Next take the case of numbers expressed by

seven, eight, or nine figures, as, for instance, the num-
ber expressed by 847295328.

Draw a line, separating tlie thi'ce figures on the right

fi'om the rest of the expression, and a second hue,

marking off the next three figures. Over these write

the word Thousand, and over the figures on the left oi

this second Une the word Millions, thus :

Milliona I Thousand I

847
I

295
I

328.

Then we can write the meaning in words, thus :

Three hundied and forty-seven millio'nSt

two hundi-ed and ninety-five ihousaiul,

three hundred twen' v-eight.



NUMERATION, 5

Again, to express in words 20010030, write it thus :

Millions , Thousands I

20 I

04.0
I

030

f.Qd the number expressed in words is

—

Twenty miUlons,

forty thousand

and thirty.

12. If more tlmn nine fignres are in the given nun.
ber, mark oil the figures by threes, as before, and

over the fourth parcel wi'ite the word billions,

over the fifth parcel ^^ite the word trillions.

Thus, to express m words 2i0 03269407032, proceed

thus :

Trillions i Billions I Millions I Thousands I

24
I

003
I

200
I

407 | 082

and the number expressed in words is

—

Tweuty-foiu* triUionSy

three hilliojis,

two hundred and sixty-nine millions,

four huudred and seven thousand

and thhty-tv.'o.

Note. 1 followed by three zeros, 1000, represents a tbousfind.

1 followed by six, zeros, 1000000, represents a million.

1 followed by iune zeros, 1000000000, represents a bil-

lion.

Examples, (i)

"Write in words the numbers expressed by thefollo'^sTng

fif^ures :

—

*o'

(1) 7, 13, 45, 50, 82G, 4578.

(2) 90, 110, 207, 4300, 4080, 4306.

(3) 780, GOO, 5300, 2020, 1101.

(4) 30497, 49532, 054321, 743200.

(5) 45000, 32000, 75230, 500000.

(6) 81572911, 3409218, 4029817.

(7) 9000000, 29000000, 715000000.

(8) 910307240, 307004205, 380503040.

(9) 213759208;U2, 307405000270.

(10) 417235082719435, 203050300072010.



O NOTATION.

NOTATION.

13. To represent by figures a number, expressed in

words, is called Notation.

The method to be employed is this :

prepare the divisions in •which the figures represent-

ing thou-frrnds, milUoiis. &c., ai'e to be placed, thus

:

Trillionu BiUions Miiiiona Thousand

and place in each division, as well on the right and left

of the outermost lines, the figures required.

Thus, to represent by figures forty-seven thousand,

three hundi'ed and nine, we proceed thus •

Thousand I

47
I

309

and the number expressed in figures is 47309.

Again, to represent by figm-es four biUions three

hundred and two milhons, eighteen thousand, and fifty-

three, we proceed thus :

Billions I Millions I Thousand I

4
I

302
I

018
I

053

and the number expressed in figures is 4S 32018053.

Examples, (ii)

Express in figures the following numbers :

—

(1) Nine; twelve; seventeen; nineteen; thirteen; six-

teen ; eleven.

(2) Twenty-three ; twenty-seven ; thirty-five ; thirty,

eight ; forty-four ; forty ; twenty-six ; thirty-four.

(3) Sixty-seven ; seventy-five ; sixty-two ; eicrhty-three
;

seventy-four ; ninety-two ; sixty-eight ; ninety-five.

(4) Seventy-six ; twenty-two ; fifty ; fifteen ; twenty-

eight ; sixty-one ; forty-nine ; eighteen ; ninety ; seventy-

three.

(5) One hundred and seven; one hundred and thirty;

two hundred and forty-six; three hundred and seventy-two ;

six hundred and eight ; seven hundred and forty ; nius

hundred and ninety.



NOTATION. 7

(5) Eight hundred and thirty-six ; seven hundred and
forty-seven ; four hundred and ten ; nine hundred and
thirteen ; seven hundred and fifty ; three hundred and
eighty-four.

(7) Eight hundred and eighteen; eight hundred and
eight ; two hundred and six ; four hundred and thirty ; five

hundred and twelve ; seven hundred and eighty-seven.

(8) Seven thousand eight hundred and forty-five ; nine
thousand .^ix hundred and thirty-seven ; trvelve thousand;
eight thousand four hundred ; six thousand and three

;

eighty-five thousand and forty.

(9) Five thousand four hundred and seventy ; three thou-
sand six hundred and fifty ; eight thousand seven hundred
and eighty; one thousand two hundred and forty-seven;

four thousand eight hundred and eight.

(10) Six thousand and four ; seven thousand and twenty-
two ; three thousand five hundred ; nine thousand and forty-

seven : two thousand and seventeen ; nineteen thousand
four hundred and two.

(11) Seventy thousand and seven; sixty thousand and sixty,

f-^mrteen thousand and fourteen ; seventy thousand and
seventeen ; twelve thousand three hundred and three ; six-

teen thousand and five.

(12) Three hundred and fifty-six thousand seven hundred
and twenty-eight ; six hundred and forty thousand eighx

hundred and forty-two ; nine hundred thousand ; eight hun
dred thousand and forty.

(13) Seven millions; four millionB five hundred and
seventy-six thousand eight hundred and sixty-five ; seventy-

five millions eight hundred and six thousand, nine hundred
and forty.

(14) Three hundred and fifteen millions ; five millions

and forty thousand ; eight millions and seven hundred;
eighteen millions and twenty ; seven hundred millions and
two.

(15) Three hundred and fifteen billions six hundred and
seventy-four millions, eighteen thousand and three ; thirty-

five billions six hundred millions, five hundred and twenty.

(16) Seven billions ; five trillions, eight hundred billions,

six hundred thousand and forty-seven ; eight trillions,

forty-three thousand and seven.

(17) Three hundred and five trillions, five billions, four
millions, six thousand and three ; fifty-three trillions, fifty

three millions, fifty-three thousand and fifty-three.
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(18) Nine trillions and nine ; ninety trillions and nine
hundred ; nineteen trillions and nineteen thousand ; one

trillion, one m.llion, one thousand, one hundred and one.

ROMAN NUMERALS,

14. In tlie Eoman system of Notation, -vrlncb is stili

used frequently in inscriptions, in references to chapters

of books, and for other purposes, the s^'inbols cliiefly

employed were I, V, X, L, C, D, M.

These symbols, standing by themselves, represented

reepectively the numbers one, five, ten, fifty, a hundred,

five hundred, and a thousand. Intermediate numbers
•were represented by means of an arrangement that the

numbers represented by the symbols I and X when
standing on the right of a higher sj'mbol were to be

added to the number represented by that symbol, and
when standing on the left were to be subtracted from it.

Thus:

VI represented the number six,

IV represented the number four^

and LX represented the number sixty^

XL represented the number /oWi/.

The following table will explain the method for num*
bers up to a thousand :

1 1.



ROMAN NUMERALS.

Examples- (iii)

Write in Tvords

:

(1) XXVII. (2) XLIX.
(4) LXXIII. (5) XCII.
(7) CLXIII. (8) CXCIX.

(10) MDCCCLXXII.

Write in Eoman Numerals

:

(3) LXYIII.
(6) CXLIV.
(9) DCLXIV.

(1) 37. (2) 59. (3) 62. (4) 87. (5) 95.

(G) 139. (7j 145. (8) 179. (9) 8^6. (10) 1763.

II. Addition.

15. If we combine two or more gi^oiips of units, so

as to make one group, the number of uuits in tins sin-

gle group is called the Sum of the numbers of units in

the original groups.

To find the sum of 5 and 3, we reason thus

:

Since 3 = 1 + 1 -f- 1, (Art. 5)

6+ 3 = 5 + 1-^1 + 1

= 6 -f- 1 +

1

(Art. 4)

= 7 + 1

= 8.

16. By practice we become able to express the result

of adding a number less than ten to another number,
without breaking up the number, which we have to'

add, into units.

Thus we say

7 and 5 make 12,

15 and 8 make 23

;

and so on.

Again, if we hare three or four numbers, each less

than ten, to add together, we perform the process men-
tally ; thus, to add 4, 7, 9, and G together we say 4, 11,

20, 26.

17. We now proceed to explain the process of addi-

tion in the case of lh;2her numbers.
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Snpi^ose we have to add togetlier the four numbers
2475, 897, 486, aud 3007.

We arrange them thus :

2475
397
486
3007

G3G5

placing the figures that represent units in each number
in the same vertical line, and those that represent te^is

in the same vertical Hne, aud similarly for those that

represent hundreds and thousands. We then draw a

horizontal line under the last number, and under this

hne we place the number representing the sum of the

given numbers, which is found in the following way :

Adding 7, 6, 7 and 5 units, the sum is twenty-five

units, that is 2 tens and 5 units : we place the five

under the line of units, and carry on the 2 tens for

addition to the line of tens.

Adding 2, 0, 8, 9 and 7 tens, the sum is twenty-six

tens, that is two hundreds and 6 tens : we place the 6

under the line of tens, and carry on the 2 hundi'eds for

addition to the line of hundi'eds.

Adding 2, 0, 4, 3 and 4 hundi'eds, the sum is thirteen

hundi-eds, that is 1 thousand and three hundi-eds : we
place the 3 under the hne of hundi-eds, and carry on
the 1 thousand for addition to the hne of thousands.

Adding 1, 3 and 2 thousands, the sum is six thou«

sands, and we place 6 under the line of thousands.

Examples, (iv)

Add together

(1) 4 and 7, 8 and 2 B, 5 and 15, 9 and 27.

(2) 62 (3) 40 (4^ 86

86 27 24





SUBTRACTION.

(31^ 256497 (32) 054297 (33) C25493
648098 248C43 758G2
720430 880469 6436
630C89 472586 87294
407246 682987 4859
864928 639458 862
2-'>4384 4984G8 13

(34) 7462594
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if we take away one of these units from 5, we liaye 4 left

;

if we take away the second unit from 4, we have 3 left ; ii

we take away the third unit from 3, we have 2 left.

The Sj-mbol — , read minus, is used to denote the

operatiou of Subtraction. Thus the operation of sub-

tracting 3 from 5, and its connection with the result,

may be briefly expressed thus :

5-3 = 2.

19. By practice we become able to subtract a num-
ber, less than ten, from another number, without

breaking up the smaller number into units ; thus we
Bay,

7— 4=3,
18— 5 = 13,

49— 8= 41;

and so on.

20. Before we proceed to explain the process of

Subtraction in the case of higher numbers, we must
notice the principle on which a certain step in the

process is founded.

If we are comparing two numbers, with a view to

discover the number, by which one exceeds the other,

we may add ten single units to the gi-eater, if we also

add one group of ten units to the less, and we may add

ten groups of ten units to the greater, if we also add
one gi'oup of a hundred units to the less ; and so on.

Suppose, for example, we want to find the number
by which 5G exceeds 29, we might reason thas:

56 = five tens together with six units.

29= two tens together with nine units.

To the foi-mer add ten single units, and to the latter

add one group of ten units.

Then the resulting numbers will be,

in the first case, five tens together with sixteen units,

in the second case, three tens together with nine units.

Hence the excess of the former over the latter will be

the number, made up of two tens together with seven

units, and will therefore be represented by 27.
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Let us now take an example, to show tbe practical

way of performing the operation of suhstraction, accom-
panied by a complete explanation of tlie proceiS.

Suppose we have to take 589 from 926
;

From 926
Take 689

Eemainder 837

We arrange the numbers, placing the figures that

represent units in eacli in the same vertical line, and
doing the same with those that represent tens and
hundreds.

We then reason thus : we cannot take 9 units from 6

units ; we therefore add ten units to the 6 units, making
sixteen units, and we take 9 units from the sixteen

units, and set down the result, which is 7 units, under

the hue of units.

Having increased the upper number by ten units, we
add, by way of compensation, 1 ten to the lower number,
changing 8 tens into 9 tens. We proceed thus : we can-

not take 9 tens from 2 tens ; w^e therefore add ten tens to

the 2 tens, making twelve tens, and from these we take

9 tens, and set down the result, which is 3 tens, under

the hne of tens.

Having increased the upper number by ten tens, we
add, by way of compensation, 1 hundred to the lower

number, changing 5 hundi-eds into 6 hundi-eds.

We then take 6 hundreds from 9 hundreds, and set

down the resiUt, which is 3 hundreds, under the hne oi

hundreds.

Examples- (v)

Find the difference between the following pairs oi

numbers :

(1) 13 aud 6. (2) 15 and 7. (3) 23 and 4.13 aud 6.



MULTIPLICATION

.

1

5

(10) 813 {U) 704 (12) 630 (13) 7426
247 195 643 8618

(14) 6239 (15) 4729 (16) 6253 (17) 65472
4127 601 36 4001

(18) 857 (19) 4625 (20) 72649 (21) 20004
249 1846 43821 17243

(22) 437— 56 (23) 529— 483 (24) 827— 795

(25) 3000— 958 (26) 7040— 583 (27) 6259— 479

(28) 58623—7428 (29) 64295—53296 (30) 70000-08904
(31) 52764 and 34297. (32) 42456 and 102479.

(33) 624300 and 14000702. (34) 99999 and 100000.

(35) A miJlion and a thousand.

(36) A hundred milhons and a hundred thousand.

(37) Ten bilhons and a thousand and one.

(38) What number must be taken from 26 to leave 18?
(39) What number must be taken from 427 to leave

401?
(40) What number must be taken from three thousand

an 1 fifteen to leave two thousand four hundred and five ?

(41) By how many does a thousand exceed four hundi'ed
ana seven ?

(42) The ^eater of two numbers is 427 and the sum of

the numbers is 586, what is the smaller of the two numbers ?

(43) What number must be added to 7428 to make 8047 ?

IV. Multiplication.

21. Multiplication is the process by which we fiud
the sum of two, tlnee, foui- or more nimibers, which are
equal.

Thus, if we have to find the sum of three numbers
each equal to 7, we call the process ^/V Multiplication
0/7 by 3.

This sum is caUed the Product of the multiplication

of 7 by 3.

The number 3 is called the Multiplier.

The number 7 is called the MuLTiPLiciND.

The following table must be committed to memory.
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Now eince the figures in each vertical line are the

same, we may save ourselves tlje trouble of addition, by
learning, from the ^lultiphcation Table, the numbers
that result from adding the same number four times.

Then we may wiite the operation in a shorter form,

liius :

67
4

2G8

The process will stand thus :

Four times 7 is tweuty-eight ; we set down 8 in the place

of units, and carry on two for addition to the line of tens.

Four times 6 tens is 24 tens, and adding 2 tens, the result is

twenty-six tens, that is two hundreds and six tens ; we set

down 6 in the place of tens, and 2 in the place of hundreds,
and the final result is 268.

Here 67 is called the Multiplicand,

4 is called the Multiplier,

2G8 is called the Product.

23. The symbol X, placed between two numbers,
expresses that the second is multiphed by the first, and
the whole operation in the example just given is brieliy

expressed thus :

4x67 = 268.

9A. Next observe, that the multiplier and multipli-

cand may change places, without cJltering the value of

th" Product.

Thrp «X4 = 4x8, or3 times 4 = 4 times 3.

For 8 times 4 = 4-{-i-\-i.

= 14-1+1+1)
+ 1+1+1+11
4- 1+1+1+ij

And4tkne8 3 ^ 3+3-;-':+3

= 1+1+ 11

+ 1+1+1 r^
+ l+'+li

Now the results obtained from I and 11 must be the

same, for the horizontal columns of the one are identi-

cal wjth the vertical columns of the other.
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25. If we multiply a number by 10, tbe product is

obtained by annexing to the number, that is,

10 X oG4 = 3640.

• If we multiply a number by 100, the product is

obtained by annexing 00 to the number, that is,

100 X 364 =-. 36400.

So by annexing 000 to a number we multiply it by
1000, and so on.

If we have to multiply a number by 20, we may first

multiply it by 2 and then annex to the result, and
the final result will be the product requii-ed.

Again, if we have to multiply a number by 200, we
may first multiply it by 2 and then annex 00 to the

result.

The method of expressing the result of multiplica-

tions of this kind in practice is as follows :

We multiply 4276 by 700 and 14239 by 6000 thus :

4276
700
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Tho form of the operation is

:

847
23

10-41

694

7981

The explanation is this :

The multiplier is made up of two parts 3 and 20, we there-

fore multiply 347 first by three, aud then by 20, aud add the

two results.

Now 3X347 = 1041.

and 20X347 = 6940.

in setting down this second result we omit the zero.

because it will have no eifect on the addition which has

to be performed.

Ezamples. ("^)

Multiply

(1) 23 by 15. (2) 87 by 29. (3) 45 by 36.

(4) 70 by 26. (5) 125 by 24. (6) 827 by 42.

(7) 205 by 43. (8) 307 by 93. (9) 2684 by 35.

(10) 57296 by 27. (11) 84293 by 88. (12) 7C29302 by 76

Ex. (2). To multiply 34007 by 213.

84007
213

102021
84007

68014-

7243491

Here, when we multiply 84007 by 200, the result is

6801400, and we omit the tico zeros at the end, being

careful to put the 4 in the place of hundreds.

Observe that, in all cases, the first figure on the right

of each partial product will be in the same vertical line
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with tlio figure by which we are multiplying : thns, in

the example just given, the 4 in the third product is in

the same vertical line with the 2 by which we multiphed.

Ex. (3). To multiply 30047 by 21009.

80047
21009

270423
80047

60094

631257423

Here the first figure on the right of the second pro

duct stands in the jjlace of thousands, because we ai'S

then multiplying 30047 by 1000.

Ex. (4). To muWjply 70407 by 3700.

70407
8700

49284900
211221

2G0505900
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Ex. (5). To find the continued product of 14, 8, arid

70.

Here we first multiply 14 by 8, and then multiply the
product by 70, thus :

14
8

\112
70

7840
that is, 14 X 8 X 70 = 7810.

Examples- (is)

Find the continued product of

(1) 18, 19 and 20. (2) 436, 73, 12 and 6.

(3) 3470, 2300, 70010 and 2003.

27. "When a number is multiplied by iUelf cnce,

t-^ice, three times, . . . the resulting products are

called the second, third, fourth, . . . Powers of the
number. The process is called Involution^ and the
Power to which the number is raised, is exiu-essed by
the number of times the number has been employed a3

a factor in the operation.

The term square is usually employed instead of second
power.

The term cube is usually employed instead of third

power.
Thus, 144 is the square of 12, because 12x12 = 144.

64 is the cu!)e of 4, because 4x4x4= 64.

81 is the tourth power of 3, because 3x3x3x8=81.

Examples, (x)
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V. Division.

28. Division is the process by which, when a product

is given, and we know one of the factors, the other fac-

tor is determined.

The product is, with reference to this process, called

the Dividend.

The given factor is called the Drvisos.

The factor, which has to be found, is called the Quo-
tient.

29. The operation of division is denoted by the

sign -^

Thus 12 -r 8 signifies that 12 is to be divided by 3.

The same operation is denoted by vsriting the Divi-

dend over the Divisor with a line di-awn between them,

thus, —
8

In this Chapter we shall treat only of cases in which

the Dividend contains the Divisor an exact number of

times.

30. For small numbers, the Multiphcation Table

affords the means of solving questions in Division.

For instance, since 12 =4x3,
12 -i- 4 ==: 3, and 12 -^ 3 = 4

;

and since 96 = 12 x 8,

96 -f- 12 = 8, and 96 -r- 8 =12.

31. When we divide one number by another, we find

how many times the latter is contained in the former,

and therefore any process by which we can discover how
many times one number is contained in another will

fui-nish a rule for division. Such a process is explained

by the examples, which we shall now give.

Ex. (1). Divide 408 by 17.

Since 17X20^= 840,

and 17X30 = 510,

it is plain that 17 is contained in 408 more than tioenfy

times, and less than thirty times.

If then we take away 340 from 408, and find how
many times 17 is contained in the number that remains,
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we shall find how many times, more than twenty, the

Di\isor is contained in the Dividend 408.

Now 408— 340^68, and this number contains 17

just/oz^r times.

Hence 17 is contained in 408 twenty times, and also

four times, that is, the Quotient resulting from the div-

ision of 408 by 17 is 24.

This process is rex^resented more briefly thus

:

17 ) 408 ( 20+4
840

68
68

Hence 408 -r 17 = 24.

And yet more briefly, availing ourselves of the notation
by which the local value of digits is represented, and we
are enabled to omit zeros,

17 ) 408 ( 24
34

68
68

Ts. (2). Suppose we have to divide 89012 by 10 ;

Divisor Dividend Quotient.

17) 89012 (6236
85

40
84

- 61
51

102
102

We first find how often 17 is contained in 80, and as it

is contained live times, we set down 6 as the first fi^rure

m the quotient, then multii% 17 by 5, and substract
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the result 85 from the 89 : to the remainder 4 we annex

the next figure in the dividend ; then as 17 is contained

in 40 twice, we set down 2 as the second figure in the

quotient, then multiply 17 by 2, and substract the result

34 £]• i the 40 ; and proceed by similar ste^js to i)^^

end of the operation.

Ex. (3). Divide 920575 by 23.

23) 920575 (40025
92

057
46

115
115

ITere, when we bring down 0, the iJiii-d figure of the

dividend, 23 is not contained in it ; we therefore set

down as the second figure of the quotient, and when
we bring down 5, the fourth figure of the dividend, 23

is not contained in 5 ; v/e therefore set down another

as the thu-d figure of the quotient. When we then bring

down 7, the next figure of the dividend, 23 is contained

in 67 tvvice,; and the operation proceeds easily.
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(30) 1165584398000 by 17072.

(31) 35088008S23434 by 74291.

(32) 3G91S7022U85112 by 65432.

(33) 83774135G152459 by 98989.

(34) 58376823669 by 6428(37.

(35) 2959990965442 by 9864302.

(36) 261449109180 by 8723694.

32. If any two of the three numbers that form the
Divisor, Dividend, and Quotient be given, we can find

the thii-d.

For Dividend-i-Divisor= Quotient.
Dividend-r-Quotient= Divisor.

Divisor x Quotient= Dividend.

Ejamples- (xii)

(1 The Dividend is 1171692, the Divisor 342. Find the
Quotient.

(2) The Dividend is 149201, the Quotient 23. Fmd the
Divisor.

(3) The Divisor is 987, the Quotient 64852. Find the
Dividend.

SHORT DIVISION.

33 • When the Divisor is not greater than 12, the

process of division may be greatly abridged.

Suppose we have to divide 92368 by 8.

The operation is set down in the following form :

8i92368

11546 Quotient.

The following is the process :

Since 8 is contained once in 9, with 1 as remainder, we set

down 1 under the 9, and mentally prefix the remainder 1 to

the 2, readin<? the result as 12 : then since 8 is contained

oiice in 12, with 4 as remainder, we set down 1 under the 2,

and prefix 4 to the 8, reading the result as 43 ; then since 8
is contained Jive times in 43, with 3 as remainder, we set

down 5 under the three, and prefix 3 to the 6, reading the
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ree^-l as 86 : then Bince 8 is contained four times in 86, with

4 as remainder, we set down 4 under the 6, and prefix 4 to

the 8, reading the result as 48 : then since 8 is contained six

times in 48, with no remainder, we set down 6 under the 8,

and our operation is completed.

Next, suppose we have to divide 11042304 by 12.

The operation is set down thus :

12111042304

920192 Quotient

The following is the process :

We must take three figures before we obtain a number
which contains 12 ; then we say 12 is contained nine time*

in. 110, with 2 to carry on ; then 12 is contained twice in 24,

and there is nothing to carry on ; then 12 is not contained at

all in 2, we therefore set down under the 2, and carry on
2 ; then 12 is contained in 23 once, with 11 to carry on ; then
12 is contained in 110 nine times, with 2 to jarry on : lastly,

12 is contained in 24 twice exactly.

-AAa
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VT. On the Resolution of Numbers into Factors.

34. We shall discuss in this section an operation,

which is t]ie opposite of that which we call multiplication.

Ill multiplication we determine the product of too given

factors : in the operation, of which we have now to treat,

the product is given, and the factors have to be found.

35. For small numbers the factors may be determined

by inspection :

thus, the factors of 21 are 3 and 7,

the factors of 55 are 5 and 11.

36. "When we have found two factors that make up a

product, one or both of these factors may be themselves

reducible to simpler factors.

Thus 9 and 6 are factors of 54 :

and the factors of 9 being 3 and 3,

and the factors of 6 being 2 and 3,

the number 54 can be split up intofour factors, 2, 3, 8. 3.

X37- Prime numbers are those, which have no exact
^dndsor but themselves and unity.

Thus 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19 are Prime Numbers.

/^ Composite numbers are those, which can be resolved

into factors, each of which is greater than 1.

Thus 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18 are Composite
Numbers.

38. Every composite number can be resolved into

factors which are prime numbers : thus

4 = 2X2; 6 = 2x3; 8= 2x2x2; 9 = 3x3.

Hence, in resolving a large number into factors, we
divide it by any small prime number, by which we know
it is exactly divisible, and then divide the quotient by
any small prime number by which it is exactly divisible,

aud proceed in this way, till the quotient is 1 ; then
the divisors are the factors requhed.
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Thus, to find the factors of 2520 :

2
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(1) 117. (2) 288. (3) 495.

(4) 1050. (5) 23472. (6) 42345.

(7) 27464. (8) 32495. (9) 84732.

(10) 6480. (11) 619182718.

Note.—"We have inserted these remarks at this point,

because, in attempting to resolve a large number into factors,

it is well to know whether the attem;it to divide it by 2 or 3
or 5, &c., will be successful.

The student may now, following the instructions given
in Ait. 88, work another set of Examples.



so
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Again, if we have to divide 72469 by 53, we proceed

63) 72469 (1367
63

194
159

856
818

889
871

18

Hence the Quotient is 13G7, and the Eemainder 18.

Note.—If we multiply the Quotient by the Divisor, and
add the Remainder to the product, the sura must be equal to

the Dividend.

r^i-m*/^
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Ex. (2). Divide 672948 by 125.

. 5;572948

126- 6 114589 and 3 units over,

5' 22917 and 4 parcels of 6 units, or 20 units over.

4583 and 2 parcels of 25 units, or 50 units over

Whence the Quotient is 4583, and the Remainder ii

50 4-20 4-8, or 73.

Examples- (xx)

Divide, employing Short Division,

(1) 4153 by 15.
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from di\isor and dividend, and find the quotient and
remainder by a similar process.

44. If any three of the four numbers, that form the

Divisor, Dividend, Quotient and Remainder be given, we
can find the fourth.

1. Let Divisor, Dividend, and Quotient be given.

Multiply the Divisor by the Quotient, subtract the result

from the Dividend, and you have the Remamder.

2^ Let Divisor, Quotient, and Remainder be given.

Multiply the Divisor by the Quotient, add the Remainder
to the result, and you have the Dividend.

8. Let Divisor, Dividend, and Remainder be given.

Substract the Remainder from the Dividend, divide the

result by the Divisor, and you have the Quotient.

4. Let Quotient, Dividend, and Remainder be given.

Substract the Remainder from the Dividend, divide the

result by the Quotient, and you have the Divisor.

Examples- (xxi)

(1) The Divisor is 25, the Dividend 4276, the Quotient
171. Find the Remainder.

(2) The Divisor is 842, the Quotient 1381, the Remainder
67. Find the Dividend.

(3) The Divisor is 696, the Dividend 372149, the Remain-
der 245. Find the Quotient.

(4) The Quotient is 2910, the Dividend 8765237, the Ee-
caaiuder 317. Find the Divisor.

VIIL Methods of VerifTing the Operations and
some Practical Methods of Shortening Labor in

the Fundamental Rules.

45. Addition. The usual verification is to add both

upwards and downwards, and see if the sums agree.

This is generally sufficient. Another method is to

draw a horizontal line across the middle of the sum
p,.nd add it in two separate parts, then find the sum of
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the two answers, which must agree with the work it is

to verify. If it be a very long sum, it may be divided

into three parts by two horizontal hnes, and the thi'ee

separate sums found, &c.

46. Subtraction. The correctness of the result in

subui action maybe tested by adding the remainder or

difference to the subtrahend, when the result ought to

be the same as the top line or minuend.

47- Multiplication. The proof of multiplication })y

easting out the nines depends on the following property

of numbers :

—

Any numher divided by nine will leave the seme re-

mainder as the sum of its digits divided by nine.

This will be evident from the following example

:

6783 6000 700
^ 80 3

9 "^ 'V + "9 "^ IT + ^~

= ^666 + I) + (77+^)4- (8 -f f-f-f

)

= 666+77+8+ A^.|^|.+_|_

= 751+^7+8+^.
y

Hence it is clearly seen that the remainder, arising

from the division of 6783 by 9 is the same as that aris-

ing from the division of the sum of the digits by 9.

This test may be given in the form of the following

rule

:

Divide tlu. mim of the digits in the Multiplicand by 9,

and set doicn the rernoAnder. Divide the sum of the digits

in the Multijjlier by .9, and set down the remainder. Mul-

tiply the two remainders together, divide the result by 9,

and set down the remainder. If the process be correct,

this remainder icill he the same as the remainder obtained

by taking the sum of the digits in the Product and divid-

ing it by 9.

For example, if we multiply 76371 by 854 the pro-

duct is 65220834.
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Sum of digits in Multiplicand= 24,

and 24-i-9 gives remainder
Sum of digits in Multiplier= 17,

and 17-f-9 gives remainder
First remainder X second remainder= 48,

and 48-5-9 gives remainder 8.

Sum of digits in the Product = 30,

and 30-7-9 gives remainder S.

This so-called proof is defective as a proof in the
following, as it fails to detect errors in the product

—

1. K the order of figures iu the product be misplaced,
as 37 foi- 73.

2. If errors be made which counterbalance each other,

as 35 wiitteu for 62, the sum of digits in each case
being the same.

8. If 9 be wi'itten for 0, or for 9, or either be
omitted or inserted too often.

48. Division. To prove division, multiply the divisor

by the quotient, and add the remainder, if there is one,

to the product. If the result is equal to the dividend,

we have a verification of the first operation. Division

may also be proved by casting out the nines, but the

proof is less dii-ect than in multiphcation. For instance,

if we divided 417 by 29 the quotient is 14 with remainder
11. The most convenient form in which to apply the

proof of nines is to v/rite this in the form of 29 x 14 -h 11

= 417. The remainder gives 2x5-h2 or 12. This
remainder and the dividend, 417, divided by 9, give a
remainder 3, which therefore proves the work.

49. Arithiietical CoMPLE]iiENT. The arithmetical

complement of a number is defined to be the difi'erence

between any given number and the unit of the next
superior order ; thus 6 is the arithmetical complement of

4, 47 of 53, 846B of 1532, and so on, being the difi'er-

ences respectively of 4, 53, 1532, and 10, 100, 10000,
the next superior units of these numbers. Conversely,

also, 4, 53, 1532 are the arithmetical complements of 6,

47, 8468 respectively.
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The axithmetical complement of a number may be

found by tlie following rule :

—

Begin at the left JiMid and subtract every figure from
9 until tJie last ; subtract that from 10.

Tlie arithmetical complement may be used to find the

difference between two numbers, thus : if 239 be sub-

tracted from 576 the remainder is 337. But if 761, tlie

aritliemetical complement of 239, the less number, be

added to 576, the gi-eater, the sum will be 1337, one

unit (1000 in this case) of the next superior order

gi-eater than the difference of the two numbers. By
removing this unit, the number will be left equal to the

difference of 239 and 576 ; so that the difference of the

two numbers can be found by addition. The arithmetical

complement may be written thus 1761, with the sub-

tractive unit on the left, which when added to 576, the

simi will be 337, the additive and subtractive units

being together equal to zero.

This method is employed ^vith great advantage to

find the aggi'egate of several numbers when some of

them are additive and some subtractive. Thus, if we
have

—

3795 - 1532 - 2019+8759 - 5104

We arrange them as follows :

—
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Ex. 1. Multiply 238i by 19.

2384
19

45296

4X9= 36 ; set down 6 and carry 3.

8x0-f-^ carried-|-4, the units fig"are of the multiplicand
= 79 ; set down 9 and carry 7.

3x9-f-7 cariied-f-S, the tens' figure of the multiplicand
= 42 ; set down 2 and carry 4.

2x94-4 carrled-f-o, the hundreds' figure of the multipli-
cand = 25 ; set down 5 and cany 2.

2 carried-f-2, the thousands' figure of the multiplicand
= 4 ; set down 4.

The hackjigurt. system, as it is sometimes called, may
be extended to numbers between 20 and 80, and be-

tween 30 and 40, by adding to the number to be carried

the double or the treble of the figui'e of the multiplicand
just multiiDlied.

Ex. 2. Multiply 34578 by 999.

Here 34578000= 1000 times 84578.
and 34578== 1 "

84543422= 999 times 34578.

Ex. 3. Find the product of 84578 by 699.

Here 699 = 700-1
And 24204600 = 700 times 34578.

84578 = 1 *

24170022 = 699 times 84578.

Hence, any number can be multii)lied by 99, 999,

9999, &c., by annexing 2, 3, 4, &c., ciphers to the
multiplicand, and subtracting the multiphcand from
this product. And in a similar way any number can
oe multiplied by another composed of a repetition of

the figure with any other figui-e in the liighest place.
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Ex. 4. Multiply 9648287 by 378427.

9643287
(878:(42)(7)

7 times the multipland = 67603009

42 times the multiplicand =^ 6 '\

times 7 times multiplicand = 6 [ = 405018054
times 67503009 j

378 times the multiplicand \

= 9time8 42 times the I _ 3645162486
mulultmlicand = 9 tunes
405018054 j

8649280169549

To Squake any Numb3b ending in 5.

Square the 5 and write down the result ; then in-

srease the number to the left of 5 by 1, and multiply

this sum by the number to which the 1 was added.

Set this product to the left of the 25 and the nunibei

thus formed will be the result required.

Ex. Find the square of 75.

6 squared = 25.

Add 1 to 7 and multiply by 7 and place the 66 to the

left of the 25. 5625 is the result required.

51. Abbreviations in Division. Since 4 x 25 is 100,

and 8 x 125 is 1000, the division by 25 will be effected

by multiplying the dividend by 4, and cutting off the last

two figures from the product. The division by 125 will

be effected by multiplying the dividend by 8, and cut-

ting off the last thi-ee figures from the product. In each

case the figures cut off, when divided respectively by 4

or by 8, will be the remainder, and those left will be the

quotient.

Any number can be divided by 9, 99, 999, &c., by

successively dividing the given number by 10, 100,

1000, &c., respectively, and taking the sum of the

successive remainders for the true remainder; except

when the sum of the latter exceeds the next higher

unit ; in that case both the quotient and remainder must
be increased by unity.
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Ex. Dnide 65874 by 99.

100 ) 658,74

6,58
6

665,39

Here the s^m of the partial remainder is 138, and
both the quotient and remainder must be increased by
unity. The reason of this we leave as an exercise for

the student.

There is a method of dividing one number by an-

other, termed the Italian method, which materially

shortens the process. In this method aU the partial

subtrahends are omitted, and only the partial remain-

ders retained in the working.

Ex. Divide 108419716121 by 578B.

5783) 108419716121 ( 1S748005

50589

43257

27761

46296

2121

3206 final rsm.

The first step is simply subtraction, giving 5058 for

remainder. The work of the next step is as follows :

8 times 3 is 24 : 4 from 9 gives 5 (which put down)
and carry 2. 8 times 8 and 2 give QQ : 6 from 8 gives 2

(which put down) and carry 6. 8 times 7 and 6 give

62 : 2 from 5 gives 3 (put down) and carry 6. 8 times

5 and 6 give 46 : 46 from 50 gives 4 (put down.)

It sometimes happens that one has also to be caxried

from the subtraction, For instance, in this case

—

^783 ) 50581 (

8

4317
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We say : 8 times 3 is 24 : 4 from 11 gives 7 'put doTni)

and carry 3 (instead of 2). Then 8 times 8 and 3 give

67 : 7 fi'om 8 gives 1 (put down) and carry 6, &c.

Examination Papers.

I.

(1) Express in word=!, 4237493 ; ami in figuros, six hun-
dred and fifty-three thousand eight hundred and twelve.

(2) Find the sum of 24753, 83729, 4237, and 80462-

(3) Find the difference between 88293 and 78464.

(4) Multiply 8527 by 493, and 50942 by 307.

(5) Divide 8423793 by 9, and 2359582 by 358.

II.

(1) Write in figures, twenty-five millions two hundred and
fifty-seven thousand six hundred and thirty; and in words,
402050407.

(2) From seventeen millions and seventeen take eight
thousand and eight.

(3) Multiply 6549 by 4037, and 27004 by 3700.

(4) Divide 32456789 by 96, first by long division and then
by short division, and show that the results agree.

(5) Find the sum of one million and six, fifteen thousand
and eleven, one hundred thousand and ten, and sixty thou-
sand four hundred ; and divide the result by 9.

III.

(1) Write in words, 10010201401 ; and in figures, ons
million twenty-three thousand and one. Add together the

two numbers, and from the sum subtract their difference.

(2) Multiply 740298 by 2039, and 426004 by 3704.

(3) Divide 78297426 by 35, employing short division.

(4) From one hundred and twenty-six millions four hun-
dred and six thousand and three take ninety-five milhons
and four.

(5) Divide the product of 723 and 347 by 48

lY.

(1) Express in figur^ the number represented bv
MDCCCLXXXYIII.

(2) Divide 987654321 by 132, using short divisioiu
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(3) Bednce to pr"me factors 56, 78, and 114.

(4) Multiply the sum of 86297 aud 40025 by the difference

between 789 and 694.

(5) By how many does one million exceed one hundred
and one ?

V.

(1) Divide three hundred and fifty-thiee billions eighl

millions nine hundred and s°venty-t\vo thousand sis hun-
dred and two by 5406.

(2) Multiply 8976589 by 9876.

(3) Resolve into elementary factors [i. e. prime number^
40, 90, and 126.

(4) Express in Roman Notation 24, 47, and 178.

(5) How many bricks may be taken away in 24 carts,

each taking 500 bricks ?

VI.

(1) Explain the method for the multiplication of two num-
bers, each consisting of several figures, and multiply 30071
by 20590, explaining the reason for each step of the process,

(2) Multiply 76894754 by 112756 in three Hnes of partial

products.

(3) By what number must the product of the sum and
difference of 8376 and 5684 be increased so that the result

may be exactly divisible by 7859 ?

(4) A drover bought 527 sheep at $2 per head ; twice as

many calves at thrice as much per head, 19 cows at $29 per
head, and thrice as many horses as cows at four times as-

much a piece. How much did the whole drove cost him ?

(5) One-half the sum of two numbers is 4331, and one-half
their difference is 3353. Find the numbers.

VII.

(1) Eight head of cattle at $23 each, and 7 horses at §89
each, were given for 3 acres of land. What was the land
worth per acre ?

(2) It 18 men can reap a field in 76 days, how long will

it take 19 men to reap the same field ?

(3) A man bought an equal number of sheep and cows for

$6300. Each sheep cost S3. 50, and each cow §21.50. How
many of each did he buy ?
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(4) It was found that after 789 had been subtracted 375
times from a certain number tbat the remainder was 362.

Find the number.

^ (5) The ages of three brothers are 19, 17, and 15 years,

and their father wills them his property worth $35,700
according to their ages. "What does each get ?

VIII.

(1) There is a number which, when divided by 4 and Uic

quotient diminished by 35^ and the result multiplied by 10,

and the product decreased by the difference between the

arithmetical complements of 7846 and 3479 gives 883. Find
the number.

(2) If 5 lbs. of tea are worth 15 lbs. of coffee, and 4 lbs.

of coffee are worth 8 lbs. of sugar, how many pounds of

sugar are worth 75 lbs. of tea ?

^^(3) Find the number from which if 13675 be taken the

remainder will be 45209 less 27645.

-^ (4) A horse is worth 8 times as much as a saddle, and
both together are worth $231. Find the value of the horse.

(5) A dealer in cattle gave' $6400 for a certain number,
and sold a part of them for $3600 at $18 each, and by so

doing lost $2 per head. For how much a head must he sel'

the remainder to gain $800 on the whole ?

IX.

(1) Any number may be multiplied by 5, 25, 125, &c., V;^

annexing 1, 2, 3, &c., ciphers respectively to the number,
and then dividing it by 2, 4, 8, &c. Explain the reason of

this rule.

(2) Of what number is 99995 both divisor and quotient?

(3) A person bequeathed his property to his 3 sons. To
the yorngest he gave $1789; to the second 5 times as much
as to the youngest ; and to the eldest 3 times as much as to

the second ; find the value of the property.

(4) In walking a certain distance John takes 17694 steps;

how many steps will James take in walking half the dis-

tance, John taking 3 steps for every four of James's ?

(5) A merchant failed and his goods were worth $7770.

Out of this he can pay his creditors 37 cents on the dollar.

One of his creditors got $1998 as his share. Find the mer-
chant's indebtedness, and what he owed the one creditor.
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X.

(1) In the multiplication of numbers, how do you prove

the correctness of the operation by casting; out the nines ?

Explain and give reasons for the rule, and show the errors

to which it is liable.

(2) Multiply together 172814412 and 987654321 in three

lines of partial products.

(8) Simplify 1 -2+4 -8 + 16- 824-64-128+256- 512+
1024 - 2048+4096 - 8 L9i^ + 16884 - 32768+65536 - 131072+
262144 - 524288+1048576 - 2097152+4194304.

(4) Divide 7864643457 by 9999.

(5) The quotient is equal 6 times the divisor, and the
divisor to 6 times the remainder, and the three together

amount to 516 ; find the dividend.

IX. On the Method of Finding the Highest
Common Factor of Two or more Numbers.

52. A number is said to be a Factor of another num-
ber, when the latter is exactly divisible by the former.

Thus 3 is a factor of 12.

A number is said to be a Common Factor of two or
more numbers, when each of the latter is exactly divis-

ible by the former. Thus 3 is a Common Factor of 9,

12, and 15.

The Highest Common Factor of two or more numbers
is the highest number which will exactly divide each of

them.

Thus 6 is the highest Common Factor of 6, 12, and
is, and 9 is the Highest Common Factor of 27, 36 and
108.

The words Highest Common Factor we shall write
briefly h. c. f.

For small numbers the h. o. f. may be found by in-

spection, and by way of practice the student may work
the following examples, applying the tests of divisibility

given in Ait. 38.
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Examples- (xxii)

Find the h. c. f. of

(1) 8 and 14. (2) 12 and 30.

(3) 40 and 60. (4) 36 and 90.

(5) 48 and 144. (6) 7, 14, 21.

(7) 15, 27, 105. (8) 32, 48, 128.

(9) 16, 64, 256, 1024. (10) 24, 51, 105, 729.

53. La large numbers, the factors cannot often be

determined by inspection, and if we have to find the

H. c. F. of two such numbers, we have recourse to the

following Eule

:

Divide the greater of the two numbers hy the less, and
the Divisor hy the remainder, repeating the process until

no remainder is left : the last Dlcisor is the h. c. p.

required.

Tims, to find the h. c. f. of 689 and 1573, we proceed

thus

:

689 ) 1573 ( 2
1378

195)689(3
585

104)195(1
104

91)104(1
91

13)91(7
91

Hence 13 is the-H. c. f. of 689 and 1573.

The reason of the above process depends upon the

following proposition

:

A CrCmrnion factor of any two numhers is also a factor

of their sum, of their difference^ and of any multiples oj

eitner of them.

Tlius, 7 is a common factor of 28 and 91

;

7 is also a factor of their sum, 28-i-9J, or 119;
*i is also a factor of their dijference, 91—28 or 63.
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Also, 7 is a factor of 5 times 91, and of any otlier multiple of 91.

And 7 is a factor of S times 28, and of any other multiple of 28.

Ady number which is a factor of 689 and 1573 is a factor also
of their difference 195,

and is therefore a factor of any multiple of 195 —e. g., 585,
and therefore of 5S5 and 689,
and therefore of their difference, 104,

and therefore of 104 and 195,

and therefore of their difference, 9ij

and therefore of 91 and 104,

and therefore of their difference, 13,

and therefore of 91 and 13,

and therefore since 13 is a. factor of itself and 91, it is a factoi

of the given numbers 689 and 1573.

Also, 13 is the Highest Common Factor of the given numbers,
for it has been shown thatany number which is a, factor ot 689 and
1573 is also a factor of 13, and since 13 is the highest factor of

itself, it is the Uinhest Common Factor of 689 and 1573.

In the preceding proof it may be observed that the quotienta

are of no importance to the result. We are simrly finding the
difference between a. certain number used as a dividend and a
multiple of another number used as a divisor. This multiple,
therefore, need not always be less than the dividend, and it will

be sufficient to find the difference between the dividend and the
nearest multiple of the divisor. Attention to this will some-
tiuies shorten the labor. Thus in the preceding example,

195)689(4
780

91)195(2
182

13)91(7
91

Examples- (xxiii)

Find the h. o. p. of

(1) 384 and 1296. (2) 2272 and 8552.

(3) 7455 and 47223, (4) 12321 and 54345.

(5) G90G and 10359. (6) 1908 and 2736.

(7) 40608 and 169416. (8) 120025 and 40115.

(9) 1581227 and 1G758766. (10) 35175 and 236845.

64. If the H. 0. F. of three numbers be required, we
first find the n. c. p. of two of the numbers. Then the
H. c. F. of this result and the third number will be tlie

H. c. F. required.
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For example, if we requii-e the h. o. p. of 851, 459,
aud 1017, we first find the h. o. f. of 351 aud 459 to be

27, aud then we find the h. c. f. of 27 aud 1017 to be 9,

which is therefore the h. c. p. rec[uu-cd.
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mon mnltiple of the two nnmbers will consist of the product of

all the prime factors in the two nnmbers ; or the least common

multiple of 24 and 36 = 12X3X2 or

—

j^ = 72.

And there is no integral number less than 72, which is a mul-
tiplp of 24 and 36.

For 72 contains 24, 3 times, 36, 2 times, and 3 and 2 being

prime to each other :

24X36, or the leis*
Wherefore the l. c. m. of 24 and 36 = —j^—

common mnltiple of two numbers, is equal to their product

divided by their highest common factor.

The following form is perhaps, more convenient in practice.

24X36
, 36

L. C. M. of 24 and 36=—jo" = "^^ l2^
The ii. G. M. of two nnmbers is equal to the product of either

of the numbers multipbed by the quotient arising from dividing

the other by their highest common factor.

Examples, (xxv)
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and tlie numhcrs that are not exncth/ divisible by the

dicisor, side bi/ side: and proceed in this irrnj till you f/ct

a line of numbers, which are ^;7'n»« to one another. Then

the continued product of all the divisors and the numbers

in this line will be the l. c. m. required.

Thus, t© find the l. c. m. of 12, 20, 30, 54.

2
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(1)
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III.

I

(1) Explain how you would find all the divisors which s

number has. Find those of 1800.

I
(2) The L. c. M. of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9. and another numbei

prime to them is 10440. What is this number ?

(3) How do you determine whether a number is prime oi

composite ?

Which of the following numbers are prime and which
composite :—3391, 2699, 14787 and 1477?

(4) Three men, A, B, and C start together from the same
place to walk round an island 60 miles in circumference

;

they wallc in the same direction, A at the rate of 5 miles per

hour, B at 4, and C at 3. In what time will all be together

for the first time after starting, and how many miles will

each have gone?

(5) Find the greatest weight, in grains, that will measure
both pounds Avoirdupois and pounds Troy, there being 5760
grains in one pound Troy, and 144 lbs. Avoirdupois contain

as many grains as 175 lbs. Troy.

IV.

(1) Define Factor, Measure, Multiple, and explain when a
number is Prime and when Composite. In what digifte must
prime numbers end ?

) (2) The product of two numbers is 1270374, and half of

/ one of them is 3129. What is fhe other ?

(3) The fore-wheel of a carriage was 11 feet in circumfer-

ence, and the hind one 13 feet. There being 5280 feet in

mile, how many miles had a carriage gone when the same
spots which were on the ground at the time of starting,

had been on the ground 360 times at the same instant ?

(4) A can dig 36 post-holes in a day ; B can dig 32, and
C 30 in the same time. What is the smallest number which
will furnish exact days' labor either for each working alone

or for all working together ?

(5) How many firkins of butter, each containing 56 lbs. at

23 cents a pound, must be given for 14 bbls. of sugar, each
containing 276 lbs. at 8 cents, per pound ?

(1) Explain the use of zero in decimal notation.

(2) Find the greatest number which will divide 10974
md 15336, leaving as remainders resnectively 54 and 36.
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(3) The digits in the nnits' and millions' places of a num-
ber are 2 and 7 respectively, what will be the digits in the

same places when 999999 is taken from the number ?

(4) An avenue 3. miles Ions: is planted with 5 rows of trees.

The trees are placed in the different rows at the distances oi

6, 8, 9, 10 and 12 feet respectively. If the rows start from
the same strais:ht line, (1) how often will 5 trees be in aline,

there being 52S0 feet in a mile ? and (2) how many trees

will there be in the avetme ?

—

(5) A number is composed of the following factors : 2*\

3\ 5' , 11 and 17 ; find the number. jL

XI.—On Fractions.

58. Numbers are the measures of quantities.

A Quantity is an\i;hing, which may be regarded as

being made up of parts like the whole.

Thus a sum of money is a quantity, because we may
regard it as made up of pai-ts like the whole.

To measure any quantity we fix upon some known
quantity of the same kind for our standard or Unit, and
the Number, which expresses how many times tliis Unit
is contained in the quantity, is called the Measure of

the quantity.

To put this in a more practical shape, we give the
following niusti-ation : We measm-e large sums of money
by the Unit which we call a Pound, and when we say
that a man's income is five hnndred a year, we mean,
that he receives yearly a sum of money, which contains
tlie imity five hundred times, and we call the Number
Five Hundi'ed the measure of his income.

59. Now we can conceive that a imit of measurement
may be di\ided into anmnber of parts of e^'?/,^/ magnitude.
For iostance, if we take a Pound as the Unit, by

which we measm-e sums of money, we suppose this unit
to be di\ided into twenty equal parts, and we call each
of these parts one-twentieth of a Poimd ; two such parts
wiU be two-twentieths, three wili be tki-ee-twentieths of a
Pound. Such parts aie called Fractions of a Pound, or
other Unit, and we erive the foUowinff definition :
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Dep. We foi-m a Fraction by dividing a nnit into

some number of equal parts and by taking one or more
of those parts.

The number of equal parts, into which the Unit is

divided, is called tlie DExVomNATOu of the fraction, and

the number expressing how many of these parts are

taken to form the fraction i3 called the Numeratob of

the fraction.

These operations are denoted by the following symbols

:

we represent a fraction by writing the numerator above

the denominator, and separating them by a horizontal

hne.

Thus f represents the fraction, of which the nume-

rator is 3 and the denominator 4.

Such Symbols are called Fraction-Symbols, or, for

brevity. Fractions.

60. The symbol -^ is read one-half.

The symbol ^ is read one-third.

The symbol J is read three -foui*ths.

The symbol
-f-

is read six-sevenths,

and so on.

61. The Numerator and Denominator of a Fraction

ai'e called tlie Terms of the fi-action.

A Propek fraction is one in which the Numerator is

less than the Denominator, as f

.

An LsiPROPER fraction is one in which the Numerator

is greater than the Denominator, as J.

In our explanation of the fundamental operations

perfoinned with fractions we shall make use, as far as is

possible, oip'roper fi-actions only.

62. To show that 1=3^.
Suppose a Unit to be divided into 3 equal parts.

Then f will represent 2 of these parts (1).

Next, let each of the 3 parts be subdivided into 4

equal paits.
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Thus the Unit has been divided into 12 equal parts, and
pj- will represent 8 of these subdivisions (2).

Now 1 of the paa-ts in (1) is equal to 4 of the subdi-

visions in (2).

.•. 2 parts are equal to 8 subdivisions,

and .*. I= tV
We di*aw from this proof two inferences :

I. If the numerator and denominator of a fraction

be imiltiplied by the same number, the value of the fi-ac-

tion is not altered.

J.UUS y— -g-g-, and ys"— Toiy

II. If the numerator and denominator of a fi-action be
divided by the same number, the value of the fi'action is

not altered.

63. To make the important theorem established in

Aiiicle 62 more clear, we shall give a practical proof

that |=Y^, by taking a straight line as the unit of

length.

M I I M I I M I I M I I I I I I

A E D F B C

Let the line AC he divided into 5 equal parts.

Then, if B be the point of division nearest to C,

ABis^oiAC (1).

Next, let each of the parts be subdivided into 4 equal

parts.

Then J.C contains 20 of these subdivisions,

and AB contains 16 of these subdivisions ;

.-. ^J3 is -16 of AG (2).

Comparing (1) and (2), we conclude that
4_ Trt

64. A fraction is in its Lowest Terms when the nume-
rator and denominator have no common factor except
unity:
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Thus §, f, -\l represent fractions in their lowest

terms.

To reduce a fraction to its lowest terms we have the

following Eule

:

Divide the Xumerator and Denominator by their h. c. f.

Thus, if we have to reduce If- to its lowest terms, wo
know that 9 is the h. c. f. of 18 and 81, and dividing the

numerator and denominator by 9, we have the resulting

fraction -J.

Again, to reduce z^^h to its lowest terms, we find 25 to he

the H. 0. F. of 25 and 500, and therefore -^V will be the

reduced fraction.

When we see, by inspection, or by an application ol

the tests of divisibility given in Art. 38, that a factor is

common to both Numerator and Denominator, we may
divide both by this factor and reduce the fraction to

lower terms, without going through the process of find-

ing the H. c. F.

Thus, to reduce th& traction -f^/So, we see that both terms

are divisible by 10, ami .*. gWnj=ihh-

Now 27 and 936 are both divisible by 9 (Art. 38),

and .-. r3^=ToT-

Examples, (xxvii).

Keduce to their lowest terms the following fractions :

(1) f^. (2) -/sV (3) -2¥o. (4) m-
(5) fif^. (6) fifg. (7) nn. (8) -avt.

(9) iVfe. (10) f^.
65. Two fractions may be replaced by two equiva-

lent fractions with a Common Denominator by the

following i-ule :

Find the l. c. m. of the denominators of the given Jrac-

tions.

Divide the l. c. m. hy the denominator of each fraction.

Multiply the first Xumerator by the first Quotient.

Mtdtiply the second Xumerator hy the second Qiwtient,
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The two Proaucts will be the Numerators of the eqiiica-

lent fractions, whose common denominator is the l. c. m. oj

the oritjinal denominators.

The same rule holds for three, four, or more fractions.

Ex. (1). Reduce to equivalent fractions with the

lowest common denominator -| and ^.

Denominators 8, 7,

L. c. M. 56.

Quotients 7, 8.

New numerators 21, 32.

Equivalent fractions f^, ff.

Ex. (2). Reduce to equivalent fractions with the

lowest common denominator
2 4 13
¥ ? T2'

Denoroinators 3, 9, 72.

L. C. M. 72.

Quotients 24, 8, 1.

New Numerators 48, 32, 13,

Equivalent fractions f-f -f-l 44-

Examples, (xxviii).

Reduce to equivalent fractions with the lowest com-
mon denominator.

(5) ^ ^ If -/^r.
5_ .7. JLl.
2 7 9 tiO'

66. To compare the values of two or more fractions,

we convert them into equivalent fractions with a com-
mon denominator : then the comparison of the values of

the original fractions can be made hy comparing the

numerators of the new fractions.

Eor example, to compare the value of | f and ^.

The equivalent fi-actions are |f It f J-

The descending order of value of the niunerators is 63, 60,

56;

.". the descending order of value of tlie given fractions is

14 1-

(1) I f. (2) ^ A 2V. (3) f I ri-

ce) i i i fa-. (7) -A- A
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67 We may also compare fractions by reducing them
to ijactions \vitli a common Nuuierator, and assigning

tLe greatest value to that one of the requiting fractions

which has the Itoat denominator.

Tlius to compare the values of

The equivalent fi-actions are

8 1 ft 1

. . the descending order of the. given fi-actions is

TT3- FT *^"^ 9ir»

2 7
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(6) ^ i -s tV and /,.

(7) t\ /t /i and ^4^.

(8) i i f iand^V.

(^) ^ TT5" ^TIT and 75-7jg7y.

SUBTRACTION OF FRACTIONS.

69. ^J^lie rule for subtracting a fraction from a greacer

fraction is this

:

Reduce the fractions to equivalent fractions having the

Lowest Common Denuminator. Then subtract the numer-
ator of the smaller of the equivalent fractions from the

numerator of the greater, and place the result as the A'w-

merator of a fraction, whose denominator is the common
Denominator of the equivalent fractions. This fraction

will be equal to the diference of the original fractions.

For example, to find the difference between | and f

.

T-sr ana y- oy
• 5 _ >_' _ 1 5 _ 1 4 _ 1
•• T 3"-2T 21 -2r'

Examples, (xxxi).

Find the difference of the following fractions :

(1) I andf. (2) ^ and If.

(3) H andjl. (4) A? and|Of

(5) ^^ and^V^. (6) ^\ and .V,.

(7) m and|§^ (8) i§^ and |JJ. ^

(9) tVjV and tVjV*

MULTIPLICATION OF FRACTIONS.
70. A- fraction is multiplied by a whole number by

multiplying the numerator by that number and leaving

the denominator unchanged.

Thus f multiplied by 3 becomes ^.

For each of the symbols
-f-
and ^ implies that a unit

has been divided into 7 equal parts, and three times as

many of tjiose parts are taken to form the fraction rep-

resented by the latter as are taken to form the fraction

represented by the former.
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71. To prove that « of f = iV

f of^ = f of fj Ai't. 621

Now suppose a unit to be divided into 15 equal parts.

Then | of |= § of 12 of such parts

«= ^^ of 12 of such parts



(2)



601
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For 2^5 _ 2J_+4 ^ y ^ 4 ^ 3^ 4 ^ 34,

Examples- (xxxiv)

Convert into improper fractions

(1) 7* (2) 23^ (3) 21613 (4) 173^J-„

and into mixed nnmbers

77. The rules for the Addition, Subtraction, Multi-

pheation, and Division of Fractions are applicable to

Improper Fractions.

Thn
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and, similarly, when three or more numbers are to be

added, we may sejDarate the fractions from the integers,

and make a distinct operation for each class.

In Subtraction we can employ the same method, but
a httle care is necessary. Suppose we have to take

o|- from 4|

Eeducing i\iQ fractional parts of the numbers to equi-

valent fi-actions with a common denominator, we have

m and 4^f

We can now take the integi-al part of the first num-
ber fi'om the integral jmrt of the second, and the frac-

tional part of the first from the fractional part of the

second, and we have
414 _qi2 — 1 3

But suppose we have to take 3f- from lOf
Smce f = fi and f= H

|- is greater thau |
and we cannot take away the fractional part of 3|| from the

fractional part of 10^.

We escape from the difficulty by the device of adding unity

to each expression, to Sfi in the form of 1, and to lO^^^ in

the form of f|.

Thus 10|4 -3|f = 10II-4JI = 6|4.

Take another illustration of a jJi'dctical nature.

From 5^d. take away 3|cZ.

We add four farthings, i.e., ^ of a penny, to the for-

mer sum, and 1 penny to the latter, and reason thus

:

5^. - did.= 5^d. - 4|d. = l^d. = l^d.

Examples- (xxsv

'- Simplify the following fractions :

(1).
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The following examples should be carefully noticed.

I. From 17 take 4.jV

17-4,\=1G + 1 — 41,^ = 16 — 4 + 1—^1.
= 12 + ^-^=12^.

II. From 317 take -^;.

317 — -A- = 31G + 1 - -A = 316 + U = 316U.
III. Multiply ^\\% by 397.

Since t^'o^o = 1 — ToVo

397 X AVo= 397 - -AVo = 39C + 1 - ,%^
= 396 + xVV\, = 396V\,VV.

79. A Compound Fraction is defined to be the frac

tion of a fraction.

Thus I of f , and | of 2J of 5| are compound fractions

They are reduced to simple fractions by the j)rocess

of Multiplication.

Thu«? ^ofSJ-of.^S — 3y9v37_ ^^^^AJ _999_Qie3Xnus 4 0IZi4 01t)y-4X^Xy-4x^x 7- -YJY - ^TT2'

80. A. Complex Fraction is one, of which the Nume-
rator or Denominator is itself a fraction or mixed
number.

3-2 4?-

Thus -^ T and -r-^ are complex fractions,'a o^

They are reduced to simple fractions by the process
of Division.

Thus | = |--7 = f-r-i = |x|=A

and y = 2 -f- I = i X f = -^6^ = 3^.

Examples, (xxxvi).

Simplify the following fractions :

(1) f of 5.
It
of 74:, (2) 4f of Hi of 13.

(3) ^Of2|-of2fof90. (4)
I

(5) -^|

14 SOf 16f
(0) ^ (7) ^ (8) .^
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The Highest Common Factor and the Least Common
Multiple of Fractions.

81. The H.C.F. or L.C.M. of fractions can be readily

found by considering that the denominator is simply the

name of so many units represented by the numerator.

No difficulty is ever experienced in finding the H. C. F.

or L. C. M. of $12 or $16, or of 12 apples and 16

api^les. In fractions the name is written under the

number representing the collection of units of that

name.

Thus to find the H. C. F^ of l'^ and ^|, proceed as in

whole numbers ; find the H. C. F. of 12 and 16, which
is 4, and call it by its name, which in this case is thirty-

sixths. Hence the H. C. F. is -j^-.

Similarly to find the L. C. M. of ^f and ^f, find the

L. C. M. of 12 and 16, which is 48, and call it by its

proper name. Hence the L. C. M. is -||. Hence to

find the H. C. F. of fractions we have the following

rule :

Change them to other's having the same name or denomi-

inator, and Jind the H. C. F. of their numerators. TJiis

placed over the common denominator will he the H. C. F. oj

the fractions.

To find the L. C. M. of fractions : Change them to

others having a common denominator, and find the L. C. M.
of the numerators. This placed over the common denomina-

tor will he the L. G. M. of the fractions.

The following is somewhat shorter : Find the Z. C. M.
of the numerators, and under this jjlace the H. C. F. of the

denominators of the fractions. The resulting fraction ivill

he the L. C. M. required.

Examples (xxxvii).

Find the h. c. f. of the following fractions :

(1) -f
and f

.

(2) ii and ^%\.

(3) i 3L 41 and 5f.

(4) I ^ if H and 5i.
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JFind the l. c. m. of the following fractions

:

(6) faudf (6) 2iaiid7i

(7) ^ 5| and 8,«5.

(8) i of 2f of ~ and ^ of — of 2i

"* OS THE USB OF BRACKETS.

82. "When an expression is inclosed in a bracket
( ),

it is intended to show that the whole of the expression
is affected by some symbol, which precedes or follows

the bracket.

Thus 24 X (3^+ 7^) means, that 24 times the sum of the
numbers 3i and 7| is to be taken, which we may effect by
combining 3^ and 7| by addition, and multiplying the result

by 24.

Again, 2« -?- (4f-2^) signifies, that 2^ is to be divided by
the difference between 4| and 2^ ; and therefore the result

will be

2^-f 2i or V - f or y x f or J

And, generally, we may say, that when numbers are

included in a bracket, the expression, within the

bracket, must be brought into the simplest form, before

combining it with expressions, not in the bracket.

83. The methods of denoting a bracket are various;

thus, the marks [ ] and { } are often employed.
Brackets ai'e made to inclose one another, as in the ex-,

pression

8^[2+3--{4+5--(2+i)}]

In removing such brackets it is best to commence
with the innermo&tf and to remove the brackets one by
one, thus

8^[2+3-{44-5--(2+i)}]

=3- [2+3- {4+0-4-1} J

=3-[2-f3-|4+V}]
=3--[2+3h-V]
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We have worked out this example at length hecause

it will teach the learner how to simplify with neatness

a peculiar class of fractions called Continued Fractions,

which appear in a form like the following :

1

4 + ^^—

This fraction, by the aid of brackets, may be repre-

sented thus,

l-[4+ l-^{l-l-^(2-A)}].
and then we can simplify it by the gradual removal of

the brackets, the final result being -^j.

84. There is another method of simplifying Complex

and Continued Fractions, which we may explain by the

following examples

:

Ex. (1) To simplify «£-.

j\Iultiply all the terms of the fraction by 7, and it becomes

14 + 3 01 T7'

Ex. (2) To simplify .^^.A^.

Multiply the terms by 30, and we get

or160 + 9 ^^ To^
3

Ex. (3) To simphfy .^—^
f-TT

Multiply all the terms by 42, and we get

28 — :

35 — :

Ex. (4) To simplify

28-18 10
or 1__.oi,oor,.

4

T
195 195

4 3 +^f 195 + 28 2i3



-^x. ^o; To simplify

1 -f

ON THE USE OF BRACKETS. 6?

1

1+
'

1+—- ^^"5

14-1

Examples (xxxviii).

Simplify the following fractions :

1 + i

1 1 5

1 iTT 8

(8]
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(2) I + ^ of (I - ,%).

First tike tlio diffGrenee of | and ^i^^,
multiply the roialt

by ?, and add the product to |.

(3) 1X1--?.
Fu'st simplify gXj, the result bsing j.

Theu divide -A by ?, the result being -/j X J or |S.

(4) |-^!X5.

First simplify i -:- |, the result being I XI, or |.

Then multiply | by ?. the result being ?.

Examples, (xxxix).

Simplify the followiiig expressions :

(1) 3| - (2i + 1|) (2) {ij\ + 21) - 35J
2 1

(8) 1 + i_ (4) , , _^
7+ j

^ + 1+ 1

3

ir(5) , _A (6) ?+tof,?,

7+i
(7) |of|+ S--J (S) a4^|)of7/5-13
(9) (|-A)(23+3|) (10) (,3j-j2^)-(/5+ ,-|,

,.., (2+i)±(3+i) m^-nhtion
^"•'(i=t)x(4-8^) (^-'' 2s-(^+i)

86. We shall CDiiclude this Chapter with a sat of

Miscellaueoiis Examples oil Fractions.

Examples, (xl).

(1) Add together

(2) Add
§ of I to I of 2^

and multiply the result by

aoff)-(i+i)
(3) Subtract "

I of I from 1| of I

and divide the res id t by

17 r'5 8 :3; 15
S^ TJ ?1 -5 8 "5 5^
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(4) Simplify the fractions ||^ JgVaV and find their

product.

(5) Divide the product of 3| and 3J by the produ

of 14- and If?.

(G) Multiply together the fractions of 4^ 2| and add
the result to 4J + 3^.

(7) Multiply the difference between 1^ and|g| by
the sum of 'ly^- and 1 1 ; and multiply the result by the

difference between lOf and 5|.

(8) Simplify

^^+ ^^ 3|+2|
(9) Simplify

,
(31+ 5^-^3) (4i-3i)

divided by —=—

—

(10) Simplify

(11) Simjjlity^/-

/(n+i|-4V)(2i-i)
divided bj(-— -—

(12) Simplify

^i iXi and r-^ of 1 M -^ -

(13) Simplify

—1 ^"^ —1
4 +

A ^ 2 - A
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(U) Simplify

;-ft^
and(|of2,VKi|

(15) Simplify

!l6) Simplify

1 1

— r^ X ^\ of 7 and
3--i- ' 4-

8-i 4-i
(17) Simplify

ft3 _73 ifca _4.l

13-11/^+ lU^-y^^ ^ TT ot rfbD.

(18) Simplify

3?T X ^2 3X "Tri-Opr^ -'-49 ~ ^iri^ -^ttt >
^^Ql6v122_:_5l7_|_Qllv<:l7_^72l "'^'- "^9

*^5T^-'-2J • '^Sg" 1^ ^yg" -^ ^2T • '32

(19) Simplify

1 of fi
1 3 j^f 04. 1 1 _ 4 1 3 -y Q3 3 _^ Q 3 7

°r9^ '^ ^Sg"^^ ^^2 '50'^ ^¥5 • •'^"2 3"

(20) Simplify

19

(21) Simplify

1
mm.m^^^mm V 4.Sfi2 . ( T I 2 3\

2 X 4T4T • l-l-S 3^/

y (22) Simplify

/ _!___?_ L_
4_ 5

~~ « _ 3 1 _27 — 1^
^ ^ " "g

" ? 5 9

4 2^
+ ^—

-„ 19-
^~-5T
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(23) Simplify

2 3 1

^ 5 ^ ¥ f — 9- -"-^ •12

3 1^1 2

2--i 3-# H-i G|-2^V

Examination Paper"

I.

/^ ^1) Explain liow to reduce a mixed number to an im-

proper fraction and show the reason for each step.

1 (2) Bought 18 i yards of silk at $2f a yard, and 271 lbs. of

-^leese at $-}q per lb. ; how much money did I spend ?

/ (3) How many times does the sum of 12*^ and 8} contain

then' difference ?

/ (4) B who owns ^\ of a ship, sells f of his share for $3C00

;

what is tlie ship worth ?

n(5) Tliere are two numbers wliose sum is 4|- and whose
difference is 2| ; find the numbers.

II.

(1) "Wliat is meant by expressing one number as the fit-ac-

tion of another ? ExpLun how to express B^- as the fraction

of 9^.

A (2) How may the relative magnitude of two or more fi'ac-

tions be compared ? AiTange the fi-actions -iV» aS'j ih If » in

the order of magnitude.

(3) Add togetlier ^i, -^f, and yfJ» and find what is the
least fraction with denominator 1000, wliich must be added

^

in order that the sum may be gi'eater tliau unity.

(4) Show that the value of f^^ lies between f and f

.

(5) A ship and her cargo are valued at $69,000, and f of
the value of tlie ship is equal to ^ of the value of the cargo

;

find the value of each.

III.

(1) Define Numerator and Denominator, and explain why
they are appropriately applied to the terms of a fraction.

(2) If f of I of 2i bbls. of flour is worth ^7^, what is the
value of 2n- bbls. ?

(3) If any number of fractions be equal, then any of them
is equal to the fraction wliose numerator is equal to the sura
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of all the numerators, and whose denominator is equal to the

Bmu of all the denominators. Exemplify this in the case of

six equal fractions.

(4) Add together 4, ^, ^, and I, and subtract the sum
from 2 ; multiply the difference by |- of to of ^8, and find

what fraction the product is of 999.

(5) A's age is v\ of B's, and B's is -f of C's, and C 12 rears

ago was 72 ; what are their respective ages ?

IV.

(1) Before adding fractions together, why is it necessary

to change them to others having the same denominator ?

(2) What nimiber must be taken from 17^ so that it may
contain 3f an exact number of times ?

(3) There is a number which divided by 8^?-, and the

quotient increased hj 2J and the sum multiiiHed by -^, and

the result duninished by 4- of -f of 14g- gives 2f . Find the

number.

^^(4) A bought a horse and carriage for §225, and paid for

/ the harness t-^ of what he paid for the horse. The carriage

cost \ of the value of the horse. TMiat was the price of

each ?

•>i[5) Divide S8SSS among A, B, and C, so that A may re-

ceive S88 less than 3 times B's share and C $176 more than
one lialf of A and B's shares.

V.

(1) Explain each step in the process of reducing a complex
fraction to a simple one.

V(2) Shnplify 3^ x 3^ X 3^-1 divided by 3^ X 3^-1.
'

/ (3) What is the smallest sum of money with which A can
purchase sheep at %\.\ each, calves at %^\ each, or pigs at

\2\ each ; and how many 6f each can be bought with this

sum?
(4) John spent S80 less than -| of his money at one time,

and at another $40 more than y of tlie remainder and now
has $40 left. How much had he at first ?

(5) One fourth of -j^- of the length of a pole is in the mud

;

\ two-thirds of the remainder is in the water and there are h\
\ feet in the ah- ; what is the length of the pole ?
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YI.

(1) Show that I -f- f = § X 1

(2) Find three fractions wlios« mimerators shall be 3, 5,

7, respectively, and tlieir'siim equal to nnity.

(3) From tlie sum of 3^ and 4f subtract Gf, multiply the

difference by 2j, and divide the jn-oduct by 4f.

(4) A sold a watch for ^ more than it cost him to B, who
^old it to C for ^36, wliicli was ^ less than it cost him.
'\Vliat did the watch cost A ?

(5) Tliere are three rooms 21f, 18|, and Jll^ feet long
respectively. Find the longest plain ruler with which the
three rooms can be measured.

VII.

(1) Give a definition of multiplication that will apply to

fractions.

(2) A person dies worth S40000, and leaves ^ of his

property to his wife, \ to his son, and the rest to his daugli-

ter. The wife at her death leaves f of her legacy to the

son and the rest to the daugliter ; but tiie son adds his for-

tune to his sister's and gives lier ^ of the whole. How
much will the sister gain by this ? and what fraction will

her gain be of the whole ?

(3) One half of a population can read
; f^ of the remain-

der can read and write ;
-2*5^ of tlie remainder can read, write

and ciplier, M'hile the rest, 243600, can neither read, write
nor cipher ; what is the population. ^

(4) Three men, A, B, C, run round a circle in 5, 6, and -^X
7^ minutes, respectively. If they start from the same^ /
point at the same time and run in the same direction, how
long wiU they run before they are aU together again ? and
how often will each have gone round it ?

(5) A owned f of a ship, and sold | of his share to B, who
sold 4" of what he bought to C, who sold i^r of what he
bought to D ; what XDart of the whole ship did each now
own ? >.

VIII.

(1) Wliat are the advantages in arithmetical operations of
employing fractions expressed by the smallest number
possible ? State how h'actions expressed by large numbers
may be reduced to equivalent fractions expressed by smaller
numbers. Is tliis always possible ?
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(2) Is -jiV
more nearly equal to i or to 3|- - 2f^ + ^7- of 2^ -

1| and by how mucli ?

(3) Of the sovereigns who have reigned in England since

the Norman conquest, there are -Jth of one name, -^ths of

another, -jV of another, -^ of each of two others, and \^g of

each of three others, and there are 5 besides; find how
many sovereigns have reigned in England since the con-

quest.

(4) Three horses start from the same point, and at the

same time, upon a race course 300 rods in circuit ; the first

horse passing over ^ the circuit, the second f, the third ^, in

a minute. In how many minutes will they all be together

again, and how far w^ill each have travelled ?

(5) Divide the difference of 13| -f- {(2f-2-A) X If } and

131^ (2f - 2A-) X If by 13^ -- 2^- 2^ X If

XII.—Decimal: Fractions.

87. The multiples of 10 are 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and

so on. (Art. 39.)

The Powers of 10 are 10, 100, 1000, 10000, and so

on, and these are called the first, second, third, fourth

powers of 10. (Art. 27).

88. A Fraction, which has for its denominator one

of the Powers of 10, is called a Decimal Fraction, or

for sliortuGss sake, a Decimal. All other fractions are,

by way of distinction, called Vulgar Fractions.

89. To save the trouble of writing the denominators

of decimal fractious, a method of notation is used, by
which we can express the value of the denominator in

every case.

This method will be best explained by the following

examples :

•3 stands for -^ff, and is read thus, three-tenths.

•25 stands for -1^0^, and is read thusf twenty-five hundreths.

•347 stands for -i%W~, and is read thus, three-hundred and

forty-seven thousandths.

The figures which follow the Point • are those which

xorm the Numerator of the fmation in each c^2g.
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The number of the figures, which follow the Point,

corresponds to the numher denoting the particular

Power of 10, which forms the Denominator of the frac-

tion in each case.

Now, as the first power of 10 is 1 followed by one
zero, and the second power of 10 is 1 followed by two
zeros, and the third power of 10 is 1 followed by three

zeros, and so on, we can in every case write the denomi-
nator, by affixing to 1 a number of zeros, equal to the

number of figures that follow the Point.

Thus, -426789 stands for -iWoVuV
six zeros being afiixed to the 1, because the number of

figures that follow the Point is in this case six.

Again,
•07 stands for ^^
•005 stands for -nnrij-

•00025 stands for To-DFiiir

the zeros, which come between the Point and the fig-

ures 7, 5, and 25, not being set down in the numerators
of the fraction, as having no effect on the value of the

numerators, seeing that 07 and 7 stand for the same
number, and that 005 and 5 stand for the same number.

But these zeros affect the value of the denominators,

as for instance

.7 = tV while -07 = y^o and .007 = ^oW
90. Zeros affixed to a decimal have no effect on ita

value: that^is,

•7, -70, -700 are all equal

:

for -7 = ^^
.70— 70 _ 7
'^-TOO — TIT

•700— 700 _:70 _§7

91. The method of representing Decimal Fractions

is merely an extension of the method, by which Integers

are represented, as will be seen from the following con-

siderations.

As the local value of each digit increases tenfoia, as

we advance from right to left, so does the local value
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of each decrease in the same proportion as we advance
from left to right.

If, then, we affix a line of digits to tlie rignt of the

units' place, each one of these having from its position

a value one-tenth part of the. value, which it would
have if it were one j^lace farther to the left, we shall

have on the right hand of the units' place a series of

fractions, of which the denominators are successively 10,

100, 1000, while the numerators may be any
numbers between 9 and zero

Thus 246-4789

= 2 X 100 + 4 X 10 + 6 +tV + tJu + tAh + nmnr
92. A number, made up of an integer and a decimal,

as 4 5, may be expressed in a fractional form, by writ-

ing as the Numerator all the figures in the number, and
as the Denominator 1 followed by as many zeros as

there are figures after the point.

Thus, 4-5= 41

for 4-5=4 + -h-=n + -iV = n
Again 14-075 = Wo¥

for 14-075= 14 + jUo^ Vo%7 + T^h=¥oW
Examples, (xh).

Express, by means of fraction-symbols iii their lowest

terms,

(I) -5 (2) -25 (3) -75 (4) -375

(5) -00243 (6) -0000725 (7) 14-8 (8) 104.235

(9) 50-0004 (10) 100-001

Express in the abreviated form

(II) A (12) ,3^V (18)
4 .') 7 9
TTTOOTJ

(14) tA^ (15) ifoF (10)

(17) r^mh (IB) UUU (19) w/^
93. We caU

•5, 8-7, 15-9 decimal expressions of the yirs^ order,

•25, 4-39, 143-73 decuual expressions of tlie seco?i(i order,

•043, 5-006, 27-009 decimal expressions of the <Air£/ order,

the number of the order depending on the number of

figures ihsit follow the point.
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The number denoting the order we call the Index of

the order : thus 1 is the index of the first order, 2 of

the second order, and so on.

94. From what is stated in Art. 90 we learn that a

decimal of any order may he made into an equivalent

decimal of a higher order, by affixing one, two, three

zeros according as the index of the higher exceeds the

index of the lower by 1, 2, 3.

Thus '43 may be made into an equivalent decimal of the

fifth order, by affixing three zeros, thus, '43000,

and "047 may be made into an equivalent decimal of the

seventh order, by affixing /our zeros, thus, '0470000.

ADDITION' OF DECIMAL FRACTIONS,

95. To add -27 to -45 we might proceed thus,

.97_ 2 7

. •274--45= 2 7 1 45 _ 72 _ -72

But we obtain the same result, if we set down the
decimals one under another, Point under Point, add
the figures as if they stood for whole numbers, and
place the Point in the result under the other Points,

thus,
•27

•45

•72

96. K the decimals to be added be not of the same
order, as for instance -37 and -049, we reason thus ;

•049 is a decimal of the third order,

•37 is a decimal of the second order, but it can be
made into an equivalent decimal of the third order, by affix-

ing a cipher, thus, '370.

Then w© proceed to add the decimals thus

:

•370

•049

•410
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Now suppose we have to add more than two decimal

expressions, as '0074, '72, '05, and •123456.

Of these four expressions the last is of the sixth order,

and we may make the other three into equivalent deci-

mals of the sixth order, and set them down thus :

•007400
•720000
•050000
•123456

•900856

When the learner is thoroughly acquainted with the

principle, on which this process of addition depends, he

may omit the aflfixed zeros, since they have no effect on
the result, and may write the sum just worked out in

the iollowing way

:

•0074
•72

•05

•123456

•900856

If the nnmbers to be added be made up of integers

combined with decimals, we keep the Points in a verti-

caJ line, and proceed as in addition of integers.

Thus to add 4-27, 15*004, -9007, and 23, we proceed thus

:

4-2700
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(6) 49-327, -458, SSlT'Oo, 341-875, 32-4962.

(7) 700-372, 894-0009, -347, '00082, 5370-OOC.

(8) 560-379, -45687, 350-0036, 7-074, 52*257.

SUBTRACTION OF DECIMAL FRACTIONS.

97. If we have to find the difference between '47

and -35, where both decimals are of the same order, and
•47 is the lai'ger of the two, we i?roceed thus

:

From -47

Take -35

Result -12

performing an operation Hke that of Subtraction of In-

tegers, and keeping the Points in a vertical hne.

That this method gives the correct result is evident, for

93. If we have to find the difference between '888

and '9, we may make the latter into a decimal of the

third order, thus, -900, and since this is larger than
•888, we proceed thus :

From -900

Take -888

Eesult -012

If we have to find the difference between •998, and 1,

we observe that 1, being an integer, must be greater

than '998, which is a Proper Fraction, i. e. -yS-^^ and
we proceed thus :

From 1-000

Take '998

Result -002

Examples, (xliii)

Find the difference between

(1) 6G-429 and 5-218. (2) 9.005 and 7-462.

(3) 63-316 and 5*0867. (4) '799 and -8.

(6) 6-047 and 5-9863. (6) 850-007 and 270-8796.

(7) -OOOOOSn and -OOOOh (8) ^00537 and -000985.

(9) 10 ana -0002. (10) -09999 and-lOl.
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MULTIPLCATION OF DECIMALS.

99. In finding the product of '12 and -11, we might
proceed thus,

»19. V '11 — 1 8. V 11 12X11 I3g .ni «^9

the result being a decimal of the fourth order.

Again if we have to find the product of 4*32 and
00012,

4-32 X -00012 = til ><T7tBw= TTT-fil^ == -0005184.

the result being a decimal of the seventh order.

And, generally, the product of any two decimal ex-

pressions is a decimal exiDression of an order, whose
index is the sum of the indices of the orders of the two
expressions.

Hence we deduce the following rule for Multiplication

of Decimals :

Multiply as in the case of integers, and mark of in the

'product a numher of decimal ^ylaces equal to the sum. of
the number of decimal 'places in the two factors.

For examDle, to multiply 2-4327 by 4-23.

2-4327
4-23

72981
43G54
97308

10-290321

Again, to multiply 43'672 by -00000047.

43-672
•00000047

805704
174688

2052584

We have now to mark off eleven decimal places from
this product, and as the product contains only seven

figures, we must prefix foui- zeros, and put the Poin^- on
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che left of these, thus •0000205258-1 and this T^ill be

the required product.

One more case must be considered.

Suppose v;-e have to niultix)ly •235 by "48

;

•235

•48

1880
940

•112S0

This decimal of the fifth order is equivalent to a deci-

mal oiihQ fourth order -1123 (Art. 90), and this is the

simplest form of the result.

Examples, (xliv).

Multiply

(1) 7-5 bv 4-7. (2) 3-62 by 5-23. (3) -427 by -235.

(4) -562 by -00074. (5) 3-00704 by 4.0205.

(6) -0009 by 1000. (7) 623-4075 Ijy 24-0259.

(8) -00746 by -003235. (9) 1432-6749 bv -00004030705.

(10) 50704-042 by -004007090061.

Find the value of the following

:

(11) -407 X 4-03 X -006.

(12) 1-01 X 1000 X -001.

(13) -52 X .007 X 4-3 X -02.

Find the continued product of

(14) -07, 4-6, -009 and 52-47.

(15) 42-6, -795, 4-03 and -00074.

(16) T\niat is the cube of 2-74 ?

(17) Kaise 3*5 to the fourth power.

DIVISION OF DECIMALS.

IQO. I^ we have to divide -27 by 8, we might proceed
thus,

•27-T-3 = -,-,V-^3 = Tao = '09.

Again, if we have to divide -00025 by 25, we might
proceed thus,

•00625 -T- 25 = TO Sik -^ 25 = tttHw = '00025.
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In both cases the Quotient is a decimal of the same
order as the Dividend.

Hence we derive the following Rule :

If the Divisor he an integer, jyerform the operation oj

Division as if the Dividend were also an integer, and,

mark off in the Quotient as many decimal places as there

are Decimal places in the Dividend,

For examT)Ie, suppose we have to divide '0086761 b)

243.

243) -0086751 (357
729

1385
1215

1701
1701

The Quotient is to be a decimal of the eighth order,

.-. the result is -00000357.

101. Next observe that, if the Divisor be a decimal ex-

pression, we can in every ca^e change it into an Integer^

by a process which we shall now explain.

If we multiply a decimal expression

by 10, the effect is to move the Point one place to the right,

by 100, the effect is to move the Point two places to the right,

by 10000, the effect is to move the Point three places to the

right,

and so on.

For instance, 123-456x10 = 1234-56,

and 123-456x100 = 12345.6.

The reason is obvious,

for 123-456X 10 = ^f|||^X 10= ^^^^^= 1234-56,

and 123-456 X 100 =^|f« X 100= ^^f|^ = 12345-6.

Hence we can transfonn any Divisor into an Integer,

by multiplying it by 10, 100, 1000, .... according as

the Divisor is a decimal of the first, second, third ....

order
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For example, if the Divisor be '000492, and we mnl-
tiply it by 1000000, we transform it into tlie Integer

492.

Now we may multiply a Divisor by any number, if we
multiply the Dividend by the same number.

For instance, if the Divisor be 8 and the Dividend 82,

we may multiply each by 10,

so that the Divisor becomes 80, and the Dividend 820

;

and whether we divide 82 by 8, or 820 by 80, the Quo-
tient will be the same number, that is, 4.

102. We can now lay down a general Eule for Divi-

sion of Decimals.

If the Divisor he a decimal, change it into an Integer hy
reTYioving the Point a sufficient number of places to the

right, and also remove i/ie Point in the Dividend the same
number of places to the right. Divide as in the case of
integers. Iliera, ij tl\s dividend be an integer, the quotient

will be an integer, and if the dividend be a decimal, the

qv/)tient loill be a decimal of the same order.

The process will be better understood from the fol-

lowing examples.

Ex. (1). Divide -625 by -025

8 5 __
2 5

•625-*--025 = :e||=^=VT

25) 625 (25

60

125

125

Here the Quotient is an Inieger, because the Dividend
is an Integer;

.'. the Quotient required LS 26.
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Ex. (2). Divide 108-997 by 2-3.

108-997 - 2-S^^^:^=^'ii:^-'-'iP^

23)1089-97(4739
92

169
161

207
207

Here the Quotient is a decimal of the second order,

because the Dividend is a decimal of the second order
;

.*. the Quotient required is 47'39.

Ex. (8). Divide -625 by -00025.

•625 _i_ '00025 — '62 5 — 62500 - — g^^oQ
OAO

.
K}\JK)^D _.Q^Q25 — 00025-— 2 5

25)62500(2500
60

125
125

GO

Here the Quotient is an Integer, because the Dividend
is an Integer

;

.-. the Quotient required is 2500.

Ex, (4). Divide -00169 by 1-3.

•nni fiQ -:- 1 '"^ -00169 CO 169 '0 I 69

13) -0169(13
13

89
89
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Here the Quotient is a decimal of the /oz/r^^ order,

because the Di^-^'dend is a decimal of the fourth order
;

.-. the Quotient is '0013.

Ex. (5V Divide G25 oy -25.

PO^ O" o2 5 GOT, 6 2500

25 ) 62500 (2500
50

125
125

00

Here the Quotient is an Intefjer, because the Dividend
is an Integer.

.-. 025-^-25 = 2500.

These are cases of exact division, that is, -when, on the

process of division being cai-ried out, there is no remain-

der.

Divide

Examples, (xlv).

(1)
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103. We next take the following example

:

Divide 347 by '64.

Here 347 - '64 = -4|f = '^-^.^ = ^^
and we proceed thus :

^

64 ) 34700 ( 542
320

270
256

140
^

128

12

We have then the Quotient 542, and Remainder 12.

If we wish to carry on the division further, we may
do so, by placing a decimal point at the end of the Div-

idend, and affixing as many zeros as we please, observ-

ing that all the figures, which vnlL come after those

ah-eady in the Quotient, will be decimals.

The operation, completed from the outset, will stan

thus,

64) 34700-0000 (542-1875
' 320

270
256

140
128

120
64

560
512

480
448

320
320
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Examples, (xlvi)

Divide

(1) 7-45 bv -32. (2) 14-327 by 12-8.

(3) 43-26 by 12-5. (4) 74.r->-976 by *225.

(5) 1-2 by 625. (6) -217 by 1250.

104. The student is now to observe that, by employ-

ing Short Division, the example just worked out may
be put in a very concise form. Thus taking up the

work at the point where we have to divide 34700 by 64,

we proceed thus :

8
j

34700-0

8
I

4337-5000

542-1875 Quotient.

So also, if we have to divide 43672-509 by 36, we
proceed thus

:

4
I

43672-50900

9 10918-12725

1213-12525 Quotient.

Again, to divide -0000013932 by 32, we proceed
thus:

4
I

-0000013932

8 -0000003483000

•0000000435375 Quotient.

Note.—Division by 10, 100, 1000 ... is effected by
moving the decimal place in the Dividend one, two,
three . . . places to the left.

Thus 24-6 -f- 10 = 2-46.

-47 -h 100 = -0047.

Examples- (xlvii)

Employ Short Division in finding the Quotient when
we (li\ide

(1) 426-478 by 16. (2) -07849782 by 72.

(8) 302-47 bv -025. (4) -00007263 by 4-5.

(5) 42-007437 bv "24. (6) -00463 by 50.

(7) 2-4715 by -000016. (8) 9000 by -00036.

(9) -001 by 100. (10) -001001001 by 2000.

N.B.—The process of Division may often be shoi-tened
by multiplying the Dividend and Divisor by a number
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which will transform the Divisor into a power or a mnl-
tiple of 10 : thus, if we have to divide 24-46927161 by
12*5, we multiply both by 8.

Then 2i^^6A|IlAi _ lA^A^LLlos ^ 1.95754172O8.

105. Ill the examples hitherto given the cases are all

those of exact division.

In all cases we may proceed with the division, till

there is no remainder, or till certain figm^es in the Quo-
tient recur again and again in the same order.

"We shall give an example of this recurrence of figures

in Art. 106, but first we must observe that we often

requu-e to find the Quotient up to a certain place 0/

decimals.

For example, suppose we have to find the Quotient

arising from the division of 2-47 by 37, to four places of

decimals.

2-47^-37 = ^f =W
87 ) '247-0000 ( 6-6766

222

250
222

280
269

210
185

250
222

Hence the Quotient, correct to four places of deci-

mals, is 6-6756.

Examples, (xlviii)

Find the Quotient to three places of decimals when
we divide

(1) 42-5 by -0023. (2) -197 by '79.

(3) 87-9 by 409. (4) 27100 by -00313.

(6) -0269 by -281. (6y 229 by '007.
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106. If we continue the division further in the Exam-
ple given in Art. 105, we find the figures 756 coming
again and again in the same order in the Quotient, so

tiiat the Quotient is 6-675675675G . . . without any ter-

mination.

Let us now take this example.

Divide 90 by '0011.

Here 90 -- '0011 = .^^^ =
-»-?-J J-«^

11) 900000

~81818

Up to tliis point tlie Quotient is an Integer : hut, if

we proceed further with the division, we shall obtain a

decimal expression : thus, if we affix two more zeros,

preceded by a decimal point, to the dividend, we shall

have
11)900000-00

81818-18

If we carry on the division to any extent we shall

have the two figures 18 coming again and again in the

same order. A decimal of this kind is caUed Periodic^

Circulating^ or Recurring,

107. The extent of the Period is denoted, by placing

a dot over ih.Q first, and another dot over the last of the

figures in it.

Thus 'is denotes a decimal of an order such that it

can he represented by no finite index, since it runs on

.

•18181818 ... to an infinite number of figm-ea.

So also, 6-756 stands for 6-756756756 .. ..

•047 stands for -047047047

•4372 stands for -4372372372

26-0479 stands for 26-04797979

•00026 stands for -000206666

108. A Vulgar Fraction may be converted into a

Decimal Fraction by the following process

Eeduce the fi-action to its lowest terms, and then find

Lhe Quotient resulting from the division of the numera-
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tor by the denominator, by tlie rule for division of deci-

mals.

Thus to reduce | to a decimal, we proceed thus :

8 )
3-000

•375

.-. I = -375

Again to reduce ^^ to a decimal, we proceed thus

:

82)47-00000 (1-46870

32

150
128

220
192 ^

256

240
224

160
160

.-. H = 1-46S75

Or we might work by Short Divisioi* thus

47-00

11-75

1-46875

Again, to reduce
-f

to a decimal, wr p^CKseed thcs *

7
I

1-00000000

•14285714

.-. I= •142857.

109. To shew that^ when a Vulgar Fraction is redu-^eii

to a decimal, either the operation must terminate or ihi

tigures of the Quotient must recur in the. same order.

Consider the operation by which su*h a fraction as
-f

is reduced to a decimal. The only remainders that cau
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occur are 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. If the remainder should
occur, the division terminates : if not, we can only have
six different remainders, and when any of these occurs

a second time, we must have a recurrence of the former
remainders in the same order.

When a fraction in its lowest terms is reduced to a
decimal and produces a recurring decimal, the extreme

limit of the number of places in the ])eriod of the recur-

ring decimal is one less thaiTthe denominator.

Thus i produces a recurring decimal of 6 places,

n, produces a reciu-ring decimal of 18 places.

2^9 produces a recumiig decimal of 28 places,

110. When a Vulgar Fraction is in its lowest terms
it can only be expressed as an Exact Decimal when the

denominator is composed of factors each of which is one
of the numbers 2 and 5.

Thus ^ can be expressed as an exact decimal because 8 =^

2x2x2.
o^o can be expressed as an exact decimal because 20

= 2x2'x5.

t4-5 can be expressed as an exact decimal because 125
= 5 X 5'x 5.

The reason for this is, that no vulgar fraction can be
expressed as an Exact Decimal, unless it can be trans-

formed to one which has 10, or some power of 10, for

its denominator. Now no number can by multiplication

be made a power of 10 unless it be composed of factors

each of which is 2 or 5.

Thus 8 can be made into a power of 10 by multiplying it

by 5 X 5 X 5.

125 can be made into a power of 10 by multiplying it

by 2 X 2 X 2.

40 can be made into a power of 10 by multiplying it

by 5 X 5.

3 3 3X3X5X5 ^,^
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But such numbers as 7, 12, 30, cannot be made into

powers of 10 by multijilication, and liencc ^ -/^ ii can-

not be reduced to exact decimals.

It may also be remarked that, when a Vulgar Frac-
tion in its lowest terms is reduced to an exact decimal,

the order of that decimal is expressed by the greatest

number of times that either of the factors 2 or 6 occurs
in the denominator.

Examples, (xlix)

Convert into decunals the following vulp^ar fractions :

(1)
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By comiaiing the contracted metboil with the ordi-

nary method, the reason of the preceding operation will

be readily understood.

Since the product of any order of units by units is of the

the same order as the figure multiplied, the imits figure of

the multipher is "\;\Titten under the place to he retained.

For convenience, the other figures are wiitten in an in-

verted order. Now (Art. 99) 4, a decimal of the third

order multipHed by 3, a decimal of the first order, w^ill

give a decimal of the fourth order ; also, 7, a decimal of

the second order, multiplied by 4, a decimal of the second

order, will give a decimal of the fourth order, etc., etc.

Now, to the product of 2 and 1, one must be added

:

since, if 6 had not been rejcctel, there would have been
one to caiTy ; then the other figures are multiplied in

the usual way. Next, multiply 4 by 3 and set down 2

under the 3, and multiply the other figures by 3 in the

usual way.

Next, multiply 7 by 4 and to the product add 2

:

since, if 416 liad not been rejected the product would
have approximated to 2 thousand, etc.

Hence we have the following rule

:

Write the Multiplier with the order of its figures

reversed under tlie Multiplicand, so that the units figure

may be under that figure of the Multiplicand which is the

lowest decimal to be retained in the Product. Then 'mul-

tiply by each figure of the Multijjlier, neglecting all the

figures of the MuUiplidand to the right of it, except to find

what is to be carried, and carrying one more when the re-

jected part of any product is 5 or greater than 5. Arrange

th£ partial products so that their right hand figures may
stand in the same vertical column. Their sum will be the

product reqiiired. From this product cut off tJie desired

number of decimal places.

112. Wlien the divisor consists of several figures, the

work will be much shortened by cutting off a figure

from the divisor at each successive step of the division;

instead of annexing a figure to the dividend. Care
must be taken to increase each product by what would
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have been carried if the figure or figures had not beca

cut off,

Ex. (1). Divide 3-784169 hy 2-716^:18 correct to

three places of decimals.

2716418) 3784169 ( 1393

2716418

1067751
814925

252826
244478

8348
8149

199

By comparing the unifcs of the highest order in the

divisor with the units of the same order in the dividend,

it is evident that there must be one figure to the left of

the point in the quotient ; hence the answer is 1'393.

Ex. (2). Divide 763-14163 by 21-3642 correct to four

places of decimals.

ORDINARY METHOD. CONTRACTED METHOD.

213642 ) 76314163 ( 357205 213642 ) 76314163 ( 357206

640926, 640926

122215'

6

122215
106821 • 106821

15394 63 15394
1495494 14955

439' 690 439

427i284 427

12'40600 12
10,68210 H
1^72390 1

Here the figures of the quotient are 357205, and by

somparing the 2 tens of the divisor -^vith the 76 tena of
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fche dividend, it is plain there must bo 2 places to the

left of the point ; hence the quotient is 3o'7205.

From considering these cases we have tho following

rule :

Compare the left-hand figure of the divisor tvith the

units of the same order in the dividend, and thus deter-

mine the 2)osition of the point in the quotient. Then

divide as in Ex. fl), dropping a figure from the right oj

ike divisor at each step of the division.

Note.—Care should be taken to mark the figures

dropped by placing a dot or other mark beneath them.

Examples- (1)

a) -863541 X -10983 to five places of decimals.

(2) -053-il.'7 X -047126 to six places of decimals.

(3) •3-141592X 52-7438 to four places of decimals.

(4) 325-7014-28X '7218393 to three places of decimals.

(5) 3-1729432 xS-316259 to four places of decimals.

(6)" 2-3748-r-l-47o6 to three places of decimals.

(7) 31-47-4-839'276o6 to four places of decimals

(8) 252070-520751-f-591-57 to three places of decimals.

(9) 73-64-^-43232 to four places of decimals.

(10) 6-5555-i-7-06249 to three places of decimals.

REOURUmG DECIMALS

113. Pure recurring decimal fi*actions are those in

which the period commences immediately after the deci-

mal point;

thas '3, "27, -0429 are pure recurring decimals.

Mixed recurring decimal fractions are those in which
one or more figures precede the period

:

thus '23, -2427, '350429 are mixed recurring decimals.

114. To find the Vulgar Fraction which is equivaUh^
to a given pure recurring Decimal.

Ex. (1), Find the Vulgar Fraction equivalent to -3,

The decimal= -833
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From IQ times the decimal, or 3'33n...,,,

Take the decimal, or 333 .

Tb-en 9 times the decimal= 3-000

.•. the decunal=|=k

Ex. (2) Find the Vulgar Fraction ec[uivalent to

247.

The decimal= -247247

From 1000 times the decimal, or 247-247

Take the decimal, or '247

Then 999 times the decimal = 247*000
"

.'. the decimal = |||.

Ex. (3). Find tlie Vulgar fraction equivalent to

•0423.

The decimal= -04230423

From 10000 tunes the decimal, or 423-0423......

Take the decimal, or -0423

Then 9999 tunes the decimal= 423-0000

.-. the decimal = ^%%\= j^l^.

Examples- (li.)

Convert into Vulgar Fraction 3 in their lowest terms :

(1) -6 (2) -27 (3) -045 (4) -3123

(5) -0072 (6) -4023 (7) '00054 (8) -00009

Hence "we deduce the following rule for reduc-

ing a 23ure recurring decimal to a Vulgar Fraction :

Take one of the periods toform the numerator, and for

the denominator the number formed hy repeating 9 as

many times as there are iigures in the period.

Thu3 -7 = ^
•05 = ,-,

•4327 = till

116. To find the V'dgar Fraction, lohieli is equivalen'

to a c/iveu mixed recurriy decimal.
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Ex. (1). Find the Vulgar Fraction equivalent to

•237.

The decimal = -23737

From 1000 times the decimal, or 237*37
Take 10 times the decimal, or 2*37

Then 990 tunes the decimal = 235,
.-. the decimal = t¥o = -rsV

Ex. (2). Find the Vulgar Fraction equivalent to

0-472G.

The dechnal = -04726726.

From 100000 tunes the decunal, or 4726-726
Take 100 times the decimal, or 4-726

Then 99900 times the decimal = 4722,
.-. the demand = ^Vg^^ = riUo

Ex. (3) Find the Vulgar Fractions equivalent to

3-14.

The decimal = 3-1444

From 100 times the decimal, or 314-44

Take 10 times the decimal, or 31*44

Then 90 times the decimal = 283,

.-. the decimal = -^^.

Examples, (lii).

Convert into Vulgar Fractions in their lowest terms..:

(1) -425 (2) -4759 (3) 4-253 (4) -00426

(5) 53.-00243 (0) 7-2011 (7) 2-5306.

117. Hence we deduce the following rule for reduc-

ing a Mixed recurring decimal to a vulgar fraction :

Form the Numerator hy talcing from the figures up to

the end of the first period the figures that 2'>^'<^cede the first

period; and form the Denominator hy setting down 9 as

many times as there are figures in the period, ayid affix-

ing as many times as there are figures between the deci-

mal point and the firat period.
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Thus •245=:
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Examples- (liii).

Find the value of the following expression » :

(1) 2-57 -h -043 4- 13-2. (2) 14-762 + 3-649 -f 2-204.

(3) 15-025-13-247. (4) -0246 --00397.

(5) 3-7 X 5-49. (6) -0072 X -45.

(7) 3-4 -f- 4-09. (8) -074 -r- -59.

119. When Yiilgar and decimal fractions are com-
bined in the same expression, it may ummlly be simpli-

fied in the neatest and easiest way by reducing the vul-

gar fractions to a decimal form.

Thus, if we have to find the sum of 476^, 13f, and 10*376,

we should proceed thus :

4761=476-25
131= 13-375

10-375

Sum 600-000

Examination Papers,

(1) Show that any decimal is multiplied by 1000 by re-

moving the decimal point in the multiphcand three places
towards the right.

(2) Enunciate the general rules for the divsion of deci-

mals. In cases when the division does not terminate,
explain how to determine the place of the decimal point in

the quotient.

(3) Which of the following statements is more nearly cor-

rect?

,-:^, =Ml, or^= 9.009.

(4) How many times can '0087 be taken from 2-291 ?

What fraction will the remainder be of the former ?

(5) Whence does it appear that a vulgar fraction may
always be reduced either to a terminated or a circulating

decimal ?

Calculate the limits of tlie error made in taking ff^f as ar
approximate value of 3-14150-26 to seven places of decimals
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V (1) Explain what vulgar fractions can be expressed a<;

/ finite decimals.

Which of the following fractions can bo thus expressed ?

6 7 7 1820 2 31 79 91
g^'TTOTT' TST^y TiS'Sf ^ITS"' "5"^T7

(2) If a pound of sugar cost -0093125 of $3, find the value
of "0625 of 16 barrels of 200 pounds each.

(8) Whether is 3'714535 more accurately represented by

3-715 or 3-714, and why ?

(4) What vulgar fraction is equivalent to the sum of 14-4

and 1*44 divided by their difference ?

(5) Find a decimal which shall not differ from ^ by a ten-

thousandth.

Ill

(1) What are the advantages and disadvantages of work-
ing with decimals instead of vulgar fractions ?

(2) If a business produces an annual return of $6,000,

and of three partners one has -475 and another '38 share of

the profits, how much money falls to tho share of the third

partner ?

..^^^ (8) A man who owns f of a steamboat sells -7 of his share
^^ for 11,400 ; what decimal part of the boat does he still own,

and what was the boat worth ?

(4) A man paid $120 for a horse ; for a buggy $86^ more

than -3 of the cost of the horse ; for harness jL84.of the cost

of horse and buggy. Find his entire outlay. -^ •*

(5) I'he product of three vulgar fractions is ^ ; two of

them are expressed by the decimals. -63 and '136 ; by what
fraction will the third one be expressed ?

lY.

(1) How do the Decimals differ from Vulgar Fractions ?

(2) A storekeeper buys 140 yards of cloth at $-36 per yard.

In selling he uses a measure which is -^^ of a yard too short,

and charges $'50 per yard. What is his net gain ?

(3) One vessel contains a mixture of 18 pints of brandy
and 7 of water ; another contains 34 pints of brandy and 13

of water.

If the strength of the first mixture is represented by 428,

what number will represent that of the second ? ^,
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(4) Write in figures four millions and fonr, and ten oillions

ninety thousand and seven hundred quadi-illionths. Ex-
press'in words 74000306-000060000007.

(5) A piece of cloth was said to contain 84 yards, bnt it was
found that the so-called yard measure with which it was

measured was '02083 of a yard too short ; what was the
correct length of the cloth ?

(1^ "When a vulgar iiacticn is changed to a decimal, ex-

plam how many figures there will be in the decimal if it

does not repeat ; ii it is a repeating decimal explain when it

wiU consist of a part which does not repeat, and show how
many figures there will be in this part.

(2) The French metre is S9*371 inches in length. Ex-
-press the length of 25 metres as a fraction of an Enghsn
mile, there beii^ 5280 feet in it and 12 inches in a foot.

(3) If a steamer m?kes a passage from New York to

Liverpool (say 2700 miles) in 230 hours, and a train goes
from London to Edinburgh I'say 405 miles) irtlS hours ; how
much does the one go faster than the other ? Give answer
in miles and decimal of a mile.

(4) Given that the sum of the divisor and quotient is 7*5

;

and that the divisor is f of the quotient ; also that the
remainder is f ^ of the divisor. Find the dividend.

(5) Di%'ide $448.7H among A, B, and C, so as to give B
S4C.70 less than A, and §34.59 more than C.

VI.

(1) "VHiat vulgar fractiocs must be represented by mixed
repetends, and what l^y pure repetends ?

(2) Show that no recurrirg decimal can have more places

in the period than theie aie units in the denominator less

one.

(3) A man spent $2.50 m^re than .79 of his money at one

time and $1-15 less than ^\^^\ of the remainder at another,

and now has §2-609 ; how much had he at first ?

fl 1 1 1 1 1 1 )

(4; Simplify 16|5-o--T4r-7T-^-57X...f-,|,.

^«^ Q- riu 1 ,. I 1- 3 .3X4 1 3x4x5 \1 ^
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XIII. Square Root.

120. When a Number is multiplied by itself,' the

result is called the Square of the number. Thus li.i

is the square of 12, and 225 is the square of 15.

The 8}Tnbol * placed over a number expresses the

square of the number : thus 5^ denotes the square of 5.

121. The Square Root of a given number is that

number, -whose square is equal to the given number.

Thus the square root of 144 is 12, because the square

of 12 is 144.

The symbol y, placed before a number, denotes that

the square root of that number is to be taken : thus

y25 is read " the square root cf 25."

122. A number which has an integer for its square

root is called a Perfect Square.

123. For Perfect Squares not greater than 100 we
know the square roots, thus we know that the square

root of 81 is 9 ; and for many Perfect Squares greater

than 100 we know the square roots by experience, as,

for instance, we know that the square root of 169 is 13,

and the square root of 400 is 20, and the square root of

10000 is 100. But we have rules for finding the Square

Root of any Number, as we shall now explain

First, suppose we have to find the Square Root of

1225.

We draw a line separating the two figures on the riglit

from the other two ; thus

12125.

The figures 12 make what is called the first period.

The figures 25 make what is called the second period.

We then take the nearest perfect square not greater

than 12, that is 9, and place it under the 12 and put its

square root, that is 3, as the first figm-e of the square

root we have to find, thus

12i25 (

3

9
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We subtract 9 from 12, and annex to the remainder 3
the second period 25, to make a dividend, and we double
tlie first figm-e of the root, and set down the result as

the first term of a divisor ; thus our process up to this

point will stand thus :

12125 ( 3
9

6 ! 325

Now we shall have to annex another figure to the 6,

and we must therefore reckon the 6 as six tens, or 60,

and then we seek the number of times 60 is contained

in 325, and this being Jive times, we set do-^n 5 as the

second figure of the root, and annex 5 to the 6, so that

cm* process up to this point will stand thus :

12125 (35
9

65
j
325

We then multiply 65 by 5, and set the product down
under the 325 ; and subtracting the product from the

325, we have no remainder, and we conclude that 35 is

the square root of 1225, the full process being

12125 ( 35
9

65 325
325

Next, to find the square root of 622521.

Drawing a hue to mark off the two figures on the

light, and another hne to mark oft' the next two figures

our process for finding the first two figures of the root

\vill be the same as that explained in the iii'st example,

and it will stand thus :

62125121(78

49

148 1325
1184

! 14121
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We now annex to the remainder the third period 21, and

we double the i)art of the root ah-eady found, 78, and set

down the result 156 as a partial divisor, and x^roceed, as

before, to divide 14121 by 1560, and annex the quotient

9 to the root and to the divisor; and multiplying 15G9

by 9 we set the product under the 14121 ; thus our

process in lull will be
62125121(789

49

148

1569

1325
1184

14121
14121

.*. 789 is the root requu-ed.

Note.—In practice, instead of dividing 1325 by 140,

it is usual to divide 132 by 14, and instead of dividing

14121 by 1560, to divide 1412 by 156. The quotient

thus obtained is, however, sometimes too great, as will

be seen in the next Examples.

We now give two Examples in which the first period

has only one figui'e, which must always be the case when
the proposed square has an odd number of figm-es in it.

To find the square root of 189475225.

Marking off the figures by pah's, commencing from

llie right, we have

1189147l52i25 ( 1D765
1

23
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Note.—In clividing 89 b}^ 20 the quotient is 4, but if

we added this to complete the divisor, it would become
24, which being multix^hed b}^ 4, would give 96, a num-
ber larger than 89.

To find the square root of 39G01.

3196101 { 199

^
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5-!32:22!49 (2-307

4

43
I

132
129

4G 322

Since 4G is not contained in 32, we annex an to the

divisor, and also to the root, and bring down tiie next

period thus,

4607
I

32249
3-2249

(2)
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Suppose, for example, we have to find the squai-e

root of -144 tofour places of decimals.

We must have eight decimal places in the square,

thus, -14400000, and we mark off these and proceed as

in the extraction of the root of whole numbers, the root

being a decimal of \h.Qfo}irth order : thus,

i4i4o;oo:oo ( -3794 ....
9

67 540
469

749

7534

7100
6741

85900
80336

5564

x-^OTE.—The square root of a decimal of an odd order

is a non-tei-niinating decimal.

Ixamples- (l^ii)

Extract to four places of decimals the square roots of

fl) 20. (2) 30. rS) -9.
'

(4) -121.

(5) -169. (6) -016. (7) -00064. (8) -00121.

(9) 16-245. (10) -9. (11) -25. (12) 42-03.

126. If we have to find the square root of a vulgar

fraction, we can always by multiphcation make the

denominator a pei-fect square, if it be not akeady so,

multiplying the numerator by the same number.

We then find the square root of the denominator, and
find, exactly or approximately, the square root of the

numerator, and make the results respectively the de-

nominator and numerator of a fraction, which is the

root requii'ed, exactly or approximately.

Ex. (1). J^=^^=^
^ ^ \ 36 v/36 6

_ ,„. ;2 _ I 2X3 _ v/6 _ ye
Ex. (.). 1^ 3 - ^' 3^3 " yg g
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We cau now extract the square root of 6 to, say
three places of decimals, thus :

6-lO0l0OI00( 2-449

4

44
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and find to fom' places of decimals the square roots of

(13) f (14) M (15) 6|

(16) 9i (17) 76^

XIV. Cube Root.

128. Wlien a number is multiplied by itself twice,

the result is called the Cube of the number. Thus 27

is the cube of 3, and 216 is the cube of 6.

129. The Cube Eoot of a given number is that

nmnber, whose cube is equal to the given number.

Thus the cube root of 343 is 7, because the cube of 7

is 343

The symbol ^ ,
placed before a number, denotes that

the cube root of that number is to be taken : thus

yi2D is read, "the cube root of 125."

130. A number, which has an integer for its Cube
Boot, is called a Perfect Cube.

The numbers, less than 1000, which are perfect cubes,

cliould be committed to memory : they are

1, 8, 27, 64, 125, 216, 343, 512, 729,

and the cube roots of these numbers are respectively

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.

131. To find the Cube Eoot of a perfect cube,
greater than 1000, we proceed by a rule, which we shall

now explain.

Ex. (1). To find the cube root of 91125.

4 91
I
125

64

12 6 4800
625

5425

27125

27125

First divifle the number 91125 into two periods by drawing
a line marking off three figures on the right.

Then take the nearest perfect cube not greater than 91,
which is 64, and set down its cube root, which is 4, in a
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Hue with 91125, and some way to the left,

first figure of the root.

This is the

Then subtract 64 from 91, and to the remainder attach

the second period, 125.

Now place three times the first fijj^ure of the root, 12, to

the extreme left, and three times the square of the first

figure of the root, 48, with two zeros annexed to it, just

on the left of the 27125.

Divide 27125 by 4800, and set the quotient, 6, midway
between 12 and 4800. Then read 12 5 as 125

;

multiply this by 5
;
put the result, 625, under the 4800

;

add it to the 4800 ; this gives 5425 ; multiply this by 5 ;

put the result, which is 27125, under the first remainder

;

subtract, and as there is no remainder, the process is

complete, and the root is 45.

Examples, (hx)

Find the cube roots of

(1) 4096.

(4) 493039.

(7) 39304.

(10) 970299.

(2) 32768. (3) 74088.

(5) 614125. (6) 262144.

(8) 389017. (9) 614125.

(11) 59319. (12) 250047.

Next, let us take the case in which the cube root has

thiee figures, and exti'act the cube root of 428661004,

7 428
I

G61
I

064
843

21

2Z5

14700
1075
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Then we set down three times 7, which is 21,

and three times the square of 7, which is 147, and add
two zeros to it.

Then we divide 85661 by 14700, which gives the quotient

5, and this we put down midway between 21 and 14700.

Then we multiply 215 by 5, which gives 1075 ; we add
this to 14700; we multiply the result, 15775, by 5 ; and
subtract the product, 78875, from 85661 ; and to the
remainder we annex the thii'd period, 064.

We then set down three times 75, which is 225,

and three times the square of 75, which is 16875.

N.B.—This last result can be obtained by setting the
square of 5, the second figure of the root, under the second
divisor, and adding the three numbers coupled by the
bracket.

We then annex two zeros, to 16875 and repeat the process
explained above, to find 4, the thu'd figure of the cube
root, which is in this case 754.

Next, take the case in which the root has/owr figures

and find the cube root of 14832537993,

2 14
I

832
I
537 | 993

8

•1
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1525, and this multiplied by 5 would give 7625, a number too

large to be subtracted from G832.

Examples.

Find the cube roots of

(Ix).

14706125.

300763000.

99252847.

194104539.

32282885G.

134217723.

673373097125.

(2) 149721291.

(5) 2097152.

(8) 1092727.

(11) 84027G72.

(14) 354894912.

(3)

(6)

(9)

(12)

(15)

28934443.

5735339.

10777216.

130323843.

400227072.

(17) 122615327232,

(1)

a)

(7)

(lOj

(13)

(16)

(18)

132. To extract the Cube Boot of a Decimal Fraction.

In order that a Decimal Fraction may be a Perfect

Cube, it must be of the 3rd, 6tli, 9th order, the

Index of the order being some multiple of 3.

We then proceed in the following way :

Ex. (2) To find the cube root of -343.

\ 343 7
-'^'

==^i-ooo = io='7-
Ex. (2) To find the cube root of -039304.

39304 _ 34

~ioo
1^-039304 = -y^- 34.

1000000

Ex. (3j To find the cube root of -012812904.

f^-312812904 =V
12812904

1000000000

234

1000
•234.

133. To extract the cube root of an integer or deci-

mal expression to a particular place of decimals, we
must take three times the number of decimal places in the

expression.

Thus, to find the cube root of 4*23 accurately to three

places ofdecimals we extract the cube rootof 4-230000000,

making the given expression a decimal of the ninth

order. In working this example v/e find the cube root
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of 4230000000, regarded as a ichole number, and mark off

tlii'ee decimal places in the result.

134. The cube root of a Vulgarfraction may be found

by taking the roots of the numerator and denominator,

or by reducing the fraction to a decimal of the 3rd, 6th,

9th order, and proceeding as in Aii;. 133.

Examples- G^)-

Find the cube roots of

(1) -389017 (2) -048228544 (3) 27054-036008

(4; m\ (5) m (6) ^h\ (7) 405^^^;

and find to three places of decimals the cube roots Ox

C8) 6 (9) 576 (10) -121861281

(11) 15-926972504 (12) | (13) f
(14) i (15) 7| (16) 3i

135. The fourth root of a number is found by taking
the squai'e root of the square root of the number.

Thus y4096 == v/64 = 8.

The sixth root of a number is found by taking the cube
root of the square root of the number.

Thus t^64 = V8 = 2.

Examples. (Ixii)

l^md the foui-th roots of

(1) 631441 (2) 4100625 (3) 1575-2961;

and the sixth roots of

(4) 4826809 (6) 24794911296 (6) 2824-29 036481.



COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC,

ZY. On English, Canadian, and United States

Currencies.

136- Having exx^lained tlie principles and processes

of Pure Aiithmetic, we proceed to show how they are

apphed to Commercial affaks.

Measures of Money.

4 farthings are equivalent to 1 penny,

12 pence are equivalent to . 1 shilhng

20 shillings are equivalent to 1 pound.

The symbol £ placed before or over a nunaber denotes pounds^

s after shillings^

d after pence.

£ s. d.

Thus £14. 5s. 7d., or 14. 5. 7 stands for fourteen

pounds, five shillings and seven pence.

Since 1 farthing is one-fourth of a penny,
2 farthings are one-half of a penny,
8 farthings are three-fourths of a penny.

Hence the symbol ^d. is placed for 1 farthing,

] ^d 2 farthings or a halfpenny.

|cZ 3 farthings.

The symbol q., placed after a number, is sometimes

ased to denote fai'things: thus, dq. stands for three

farthings.

137. We call £14 a simple quantity, and £14. 5s. Id.

a comjyound quantity, because the former is expressed

with reference to a siijgle unit, while the latter is es-

prcfiped with reference to thi^ee diferent units.
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138. The nnit in Canadian and United States cur-

rencies is called a dollar. The tenth part of this unit

is called a dime ; the tenth part of the dime is called a
cent ; and the tenth of the cent is called a mill. We
may conceive the imit, then, to be di\^ded into ten

equal pai'ts, each of these parts into ten other equal

parts, and so on. Hence Canadian and United States

currencies are based on the Decimal System of Notation,

and, therefore, all operations in these currencies are

pei-formed by means of the rules in Decimal Fractions.

It is to this cii'cumstance that they owe their great

simphcity.

TABLE OF CANADIAN AND UNITED STATES COINS.

CANADIAN COINS. UNITED STATES COINS.

GoU. Gold.

British Sovereign, worth Double Eagle, or... $20

$4.86|. Eac^le, or $iO
British HaK-Sovereign. Half Eagle, or 05

Three Dollar Piece.

Quarter Eugle, or... ^2^
DoUar.

Silver. Silver.

Dollar.

50-cent piece answers to Half dollar.

25-cent piece answers to Quarter dollar.

20-cent piece (no longer coined).

10-cent piece answers to Dime.

Nkkel.

6-cent piece answers to 5-cent piece.

8-cent piece.

Bronz4. Bronze,

1 cent. 1 cent.

Mill, not coined. Mill, not coined-

Ex. (1). $251, 7 cents, 8 mills.

= $(251 + 1^^^+ T^^ + TTHTo)^

= ^(251 + TTRR7 + TT^OTJ" + iTTlRj)

= $(251 + wJTr)— 9 251-073.
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Ex. (2). $55-923

= $(55 + A- + t^ + t/oo)
= $(55 + iVo + t/ott)

= # 55 + 92 cents + 3 mills

= $ 55, 92 cts. 3 mills.

The English gold coinage consists of \^ pure metal and of

^j aUoy.

The gold and silver coinage of the United States consists

of i^o" pure metal and -i\ allo}'.

The silver coin in Canada and England is f^ pm-e metal
and

-4"o copper.

Gold and silver thus alloyed are called standard. The
gold or silver before it is coined is called bullion.

The 1-cent. piece is made of bronze, and is 1 inch in

diameter, and 100 of them weigh 1 lb. avoirdupois.

The term carat is employed to denote the fineness of gold,

Perfectly pure gold is said to be 24 carats fine ; a mixture of

18 parts pure gold and 6 parts of some other metal, is said to

be 18 carats fine. This latter is termed jellevrer's gold.

REDUCTIOX OF MONF.Y.

139. The expression 5s. Id. stands for a sum of

money, vrhich is made up of five shillings and seven

pence. Now, since one shilling is equivalent to twelve

X^ence, five shillings are equivalent to sixty pence ; and
therefore five shillings and seven pence are equivalent

to sixty-seven pence.

The process Dy which we change the compound ex-

pression 5s. Id. into the equivalent simjyle expression

Qld.y is arranged thus :

s. d.

5 . 7

12

Qld.

and we describe the process thus : We chctnge the 5
shillings into pence hij multiiAying hy 12, and add to the

product the 7 pence.
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Again, to change the compound expression ^4. 7s. lO^d.

into an eijuivalent number of farthings, we proceed thus :

£ s. d.

4 . 7 . lOi

20

87s.

12

1054c?.

4

4218g.

rirst we change £4: to shilhngs and add 75., making 87s.
;

then 87s. to pence lOJ., making 1054(Z.;

then 1054(i. to farthings 2g;,, making 4218g.

Examples, (i^iii)

Eeduce to farthings

(1) Sid.; 7i.; 9(i.; lUd.
(2) 2s. 3cZ.; 5s. 7^(i.; 12.9. Qld.; 17s. 7 Id.

(3) ^3. 12s.; £5 ; £2. 17s. ^d.; ^'17. 4s. S^d.

Beduce to pence

(4) 6s.; 4s. lOd.; 7s. lOd.; 8s. dd.; IBs. 7d.

(5) ^4 ; £5. 2s. id.; i'17. 14s. 6d.; i'58. 13s. lid
(6) ^174. IDs.; ^432. 15s. 10(2.; ^1274. 17s. 9d.

140. The converse operation, by which we express a

einiple quantity in terms of an equivalent compound
quantity, will be best explaiaecl by the following Ex-
amples.

Ex. (1). Nine farthings will be expressed as pence and
farthings, if we divide 9 by 4 (since 4 farthings = 1 penny),
set down the quotient as pence, and the remainder as

farthings, thus : 9 farthmgs = \d. = 2\d.

Ex. (2). Again, 33 pence will be expressed as shillings

and pence, if we divide 33 by 12 (since 12 pence = 1 shilling),

set down the quotient as shillings, and the remainder as

pence, thus : 33 pence = ff shillings = 2s. 9d.

Ex. (3). Also, 75 shillings = ?§ pounds = .£3. 15s.
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Es. (4). To express 4275639 farthings in terms of £ s. i,

farthings.

4 4275639

12
i

1068909d. and 3 farthings over.

2 8907,5s. and 9 pence over.

JP4453 and 153. over.

.-. 4275639 farthings = ^4453 15«. 9U.

These methods of exj^ressing a given sum of mone}/

in another, but equivalent, form are included in the

word Reduction.

Examples. Gxiv) .

Eeduce to pence and farthings the following numbers
nf farthings

:

(1) 57. (2) 173. (3) 197.

Keduce to shillings, pence and farthings the following

numbers of farthings

:

(4) 357. (5) 479. (6) 747.

Reduce to £> s. d. the following numbers of farthings :

(7) 4238. (8) 376289. (9) f,42380.

141. The copper coins in use in Great Britain are

the Fai-thing, the Halfpenny, and the Penny.

The silver coins in use are the Crown, (5s.), the Half-

crown (2.5. 6(7.), the Florin {2s.), the Shilling, the Six-

pence, the Fourpenny piece (or Groat), and the Three-

penny piece.

The gold coins in use are the Sovereign or Pound, and

the Hflf-sovereign. The Guinea (21s.) and the Half-

guinea (105. 6d.) are not in use, but reference is fi-e-

^[uently made to them.

COMFOUNB ADDITION.

142. In adding compound expressions together, we
follow the principles which regulate the process of

Addition in the case of pure numbers.
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Thus, in adding sums of money we arrange tliem so

that the pounds stand under pounds in vertical col-

umns, shillings under shillings, pence under pence, and

farthings under farthings. For example, if we have to

5s. 4(Z., and lis. did.,add together 4.s.
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The sum of the column of pence, increased by 2, we
find to be 36 pence, and this being equivalent to 3 shil-

lings, we place under the column of pence, and carry

on three for addition to the column of shillings.

The sum of the colunms of shilhngs, increased by 3,

we find to be 38 shillings, and this being equivalent to 1

pound and 18 shillings, we i)lace 18 under the columns
of shillings, and carry on 1 for addition to the columns
of pounds.

The sum of the columns of pounds, increased by 1, we
find to be 311, which we place under those columns,

and the sum is complete.

Examples. G^"^)

Perform the operation of addition on the following

sums of money :
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£
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obtaininf^ as a rcmamder 13 pounds, which we place

under the column of pounds.
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9 times 4 pounds = 36 pounds, and 3 pounds added gives
89 pounds, wliich is set down under tlie pounds.

145. \Mien the multiplier can be split up into

factors, each of -which is not gi*eater than 12, we multi-

ply the compound expression first by one of the factors,

and then multiply the product by another of the factors,

as in the case of Simple Multiphcation.

Thus if -we have to multiply £12 4.s. l^d. hj 15, we
multiply fii-st by 5, and the product by 3, thus

:

£ 8 d.

12 . 4 . 7^
6

61 . 3 . 1^ Product by 5.

i'183 .9.4^ Product by 15.

Again, to multiply £17 1-is. dd. by 180, wf m»Y
proceed thus

:

£ «. 5.

17 . 14 . 9
10

177 . 7 . 6 Product by 10
6

1064 .5.0 Product by 60.

3

£3192 . 15 . Product by 180.

Examples. G^vii)

Find the value of

(1) 4 things at 7s. Bd. each. (2) 5 at Ud. (3) 6 at 7U.
(4) 7 at 9s. 6d. (5) 8 at 23. 4J. (6) 10 at 2s. 2^d~

(7) 11 at i'-i Is. 4d. (8) 12 at £1 4.s. 3d.

(9) 14 at 17^'. Gd. (10) 15 at 7s. lOhd. (11) 16 at 27«.

(12) 18 at 17s. 6d. (18) 20 at £5 lis. 4d.

(14) 21 at 5s. lid. (15) 22 at £5 lis. 4d.

(16) 24 at £4 7^. 2d. (17) 25 at 4s. 6d.

(18) 27 at 5s. Hid. (19) 28 at 2s. 8d. (20) 30 at £1 12jj.

(21) 83 at £1 2s. (22) 85 at £1 2«. 6<i
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146. When the multiplier cannot be split up into
factors, we may proceed as in the following examples

:

Ex. (1). To multiply £17 12s. did. by 79.

£
17 .
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S
I

3296

d. 1648
29664 the result of multiplying the top line by 9,

12 31312

s. 2609, and Ad.
23079 )

gong"' [ the result of multiplying the top line by l*r.

20

2932 and Is.

9888 the result of multiplying the top line by 3.

£12820 . l5. . Ad.

Examples. (IxTiii)

Find the value of

(1) 29 things at 4s. Gd. each. (2) 89 at 1*2€. ^d.
(3) 47 at Is. 6kd. (4) 71 at Is. 8d.

(5) 89 at 6s. 8d. (6] 123 at 6s. 6^^
(7) 145 at £1. 3s. 2d. (S) 2154 at £7. Is. dd.

(9) 3210 at £1. 18s. 6|(Z. (10) 2175 at £2. 15s. A^d.

(11) 3684 at £2. 6s. 9^.

COMPOUND DIVISION,

148. The process of dividing a compound quantity

by a number is based upon tne principles explained in

the case of Simple Division, as will be seen from the

following Examples

:

Ex. (1). To divide £16 lis. l\d- by 9.

( 13 . 17 . H
£X . 10 . 9^ Quotient.

We reason thus :

j613 divided by 9 gives £1 as quotient and £A. remainder;
£4= 80 shilhngs, and 17 shillings added 97 shillings.

97s. divided by 9 gives 10s. as quotient and 7s. remainder;
7s. = 84 pence, and 1 penny added gives 85 pence.

854. divided by 9 gives 9d. as quotient and 4d. remainder
;

4<i. = 16 farthings, and 2 farthings added gives 18 farthings.
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5



I. Divide

COMPOUND DIVISION.

Examples. G^^)

(1) ^1. 3s. 7^^. by 3. (2) £39. 7s. Gd.by 7.

(3) £11. 3s. Gd. by 12. (4) £43. 12s. Sd. by 11.

(5) £6. 2s. Ud. by 10. (6) £22. lis. 6d. by 12

n. Divide

(1) £99. lis. 9d. by 54. (2) £13. 7s. 9^. by 63

(3) £29. 14s. Od. by 108. (4) £15. 8s. by 132.

(5) £3. 9s. 4K by 45. (6) £43. 12«. 8d. by 4i.

in. Divide

(1) £1G7. 19s. 2d. by 145. (2) £40. 8s. 4|(f. bv 241.

(3) £453. lis. 9{d. by 365. (4) £40069. 2s. Id. by 9652.

(5) £93. Is. 2ld. by 291. (6) £139. 3s. 6^. by 117.

149. One quantity is contained in another of tlie

same kind as often as the measure of the first is con-

tained in the measure of the second, the same unit of

measurement being taken in both cases.

Ex. (1). How many times is Is. Id. contained in 16s. 3d. ?

Is. Id. = 13d,; and IGs. 3d. = 195d.

Now 13 is contained 15 times in 195 ;

.', 13d. is contained 15 times in 195d.

Ex. (2). How many times is £4. 3s. 2d. contained in

£87. 6s. 6d. ?

£4. 3s. 2d.= 998d.; and £87. Qs. 6d. = 20958d.

Now 20958H-998 = 21 ;

.'. £4. 8s. 2d. ia contained in £87. Qs. 6d. 21 times.

Examples. (Ixx)

(1) How many times is £346. 16s. contained in £34680 ?

(•2) £5. lls.4d £122. 9s. 4d..?

(3) £1. 12s. Gd £68. 53.?

(4) £17.12s.9id £1393. 8s. 10^?

(5) Among how many persons must £641. 14s. 11 }d. be

divided, so that the share of each may be £2. 15s. 6ijd. ?

(6) Divide £17 into an equal number of sovereigns, half-

sovereigns, half-crowns, shillings, and sixpences.
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FRACTIONAL MULTIPLICATION AND
DIVISION OF MONEY.

150. Ex. (1). Find the value f of 14s. U.,

i of 145. 8^/. = ^^^• = 35. Qd.

.-. J of 14s. m. = 3 X 3s. 8(/. = lis.

It is immaterial wlietlier we divide by 4, and then •

multiply the quotient by 3, or first multiply by 3, and
then divide the product by 4, thus :

|ofl4s.8d.=i^^if^- = ^- = lls.

Ex. (2). Find the value of f of ^ of £43. 4s. M.

f of f of ^43. 4s. Qd. = ii of ^48 4s. 6d.

__ 1 0X£43 4s. Gd.

21
=: 10 Xi'2. Is. 2d. = £20. lis. 8d.

Ex. (3) What is the value of 2f of 14s. dd. ?

2f of 14s. 9d.= V^ of 177c?.

^ 17 x^i 7 7d. ^ MMi- ^ 429frf. = £1. Us. 9H
Note.—To find the value of | x 2s. 9d., we extend the

meaning of the sign x (as is explained in Art. 71), and

replace it by the word of.

Thus i X 2s. 9d. = f of 2s. 9d. =^- = Is. Ijd.

Ex. (4). Divide 4s. 2d. by |:

4s. 2d-i-| = 4s. 2d. xf
= f of 4s. 2d. = 8 X lOd. = 6s. 8d.

Ex. (5). Divide £4 3s. 9d. by 2f
•

£4 3s. 9d. -r- 2f = £4 3s. 9d. -^ f

= tof£4 3s. 9^.::^
^^-

V'-
^^

- = £1 lis. Aid.

Examples. (Ixxi).

Find the value of

(1)
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(11) ^60 Is. 8cL^f (12) £2 6.9. 9rL-^l^,

(13) ^'53 15s. 8ci. -r-6H. (14) £36 2s. 9t^. -^ 4^.

Note.— Ifwe have to multiply a compound expression by
lb mixed number, it is not always necessary to turn the

mixed number into an improper fraction, as we did in

Ex. (3), but we can frequently effect th( multiplication more
neatly by multiplying hrst by the fractional part and then
by the whole number, and adding tlie two results.

Thus, to multiply ^427 12s. 9d. by 5|.

6 the result of multiplying the top Hne by 2,

£
427 .
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7 of them contain 81 days, 4 contain 80 days, and
February has 28 days (and in Leap-year 29).

The names of the 4 months which have 80 days are

given in the old verse :

Thirty days have September,
April, June, and November.

To find whether a particular year is a Leap-year, we
divide the number of the year by 4 ; if no remainder be

left, the year is Leap-yeai*, but to con-ect an error in our

present Calendar, the centuries which are not exactly

di\isible by 400, as 1900, 2100. ..are to be taken as

common years, and not as leap-years.

Examples. (Ixxiii)

Reduction.

(1) Reduce 6 hr. 17 min. 25 sec. to seconds ; 17^ 0". 43'.

to seconds.

(2) Reduce 3 yr. 143 d. 16 hr. to seconds ; 1 yr. 13.d. hr.

4 min. to minutes.

(8) Reduce 485G7 min. to days ; 23567 sec. to hours.

(4) Reduce 742392 sec. to days ; 174296 sec. to weeks.

(5) Find the number of days, reckoning from noon of the
one to noon of the other, between the following days in the
year 1872 :

1st February and 29th May ; 4th July and 2nd December;
3rd January and 15th October ; 24th February and 23rd June.

Also between 25th December, 1872, and 25th May, 1873.

Addition.
hr. TDin.

(6) 14 . 21
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Suhlraction.
far. mtn. eeo. da. hr. min, wk. d&. hr.

(12) 7 . 14 . 26 (13) 123 . 16 . 4 (14) 4 . 6 . 18

4 . 19 . 38 39 . 22 . 17 3 . 6 . 20

JT. da. hr. jrr. da. hr. da. hr. mla. sec

(15) 3 . 147 . 14 (16) 4 . 45 . 16 (17) 14 . 1 . . 13

2 . 213 . 17 2 . 78 . 19 8 . 15 . 23 . 27

(18) Multiply 13 hr. 14 min. 43 sec. by 35
;

17 brs. 13 min. 39 sec. by 43.

(19) Divide 15 weeks 5 days 17 hours 26 min. by 49 ;

14 hrs. 56 min. 41 sec. by 73.

152. Measures of Length.
12 inches make 1 foot, usually written 1 ft.,

8 feet 1 yard, 1yd.,
Bayards 1 pole, 1 pc,
40 poles 1 furlongs 1 fur.,

8 furlongs 1 mile, 1 mi.,

3 miles 1 league 1 lea.

Hence 1 furlong = 220 yards, and 1 mile= 1760 yaords.

Cloth Measures,

2J inches make 1 nail I 4 quarters make 1 yard,
4 nails 1 quarter,

( 6 quarters 1 ell.

Ex. (1). Reduce 3 mi. 5 fur. 17 po. 4 yd. 1 ft. a in.

k> inches.
ml. fur. po. yd. ft. in.

8 . 6 . 17 . 4 . 1 . 8
8

29 fur.

40

1177 pa

588 i the resnlt of dividing 1177 by 2.

6889

6477i yd.
3

19433.^ fi
12

288205 inchefl.
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Ex. (2). Rerlnce 47293 yards to poles.

47293 yd.= (47293-H51) poles.

= (47293-^-^ poles.

= (47293 X-i^^) poles.

We may proceed thus :

47293 yards
2

11 94586 half-yards,

8598 poles and 8 half-yards over.

/. 47293 yd. = 8598 po. 4 yd.

Examples, (ix^v)

Reduction.

(1) Eeduce 8 yd. 2 ft. to inches ; 4 mi. 8 fur. 4 po. to feet.

(2) Reduce 7 mi. 14 po. 3^ yd. to inches ; 27 po. 4J yd.

to inches.

(3) Reduce 74325 yd. to poles ; 2423694 in. to furlongs.

(4) Reduce 723964 ft. to miles ; 82976432 in. to miles.

Addition,

yd. ft. in. mi. fur. po. fur. po. yd.

(5) 4.2.7 (6) 13 . 4 . 20 (7) ' ' "

19 . 1 . 9 43 . 3 . 9
6 . 2 . 10 66 . 2 . 13

23 . 2 . 8 4 . 7 . 32

86 . 1 . 6 16 . 3 . 15

17 . 2 . 4 19 . 6 . 11

2
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153. Measures of Surface.

144 square inches make 1 square foot, wiitten 1 sq. ft.

9 square feet 1 square yard 1 sq. yd.
30:^ square yards 1 square pole, 1 sq. po.
40 square poles 1 rood, 1 ro.

4 roods 1 acre, 1 ac.

Hence 1 acre = 4840 square yards.

C40 acres = 1 square mile.

Land surveyors make use of a Chain 22 yards in
length, divided into 100 equal parts, called Links.

The square of 22 is 484, and therefore 10 Square
Chains make an Acre.

Note.—The Square Inch is a square whose side is anmch
in length.

Ex. (1). How manv sqnare inches are there in 3 ac.

2 ro. 27 po. 27 sq. yd.' 7 sq. ft. 23 sq. in. ?

ac. ro. po. scj. v.l. scj. fc. sq in.

3 . 2 . 27 . 27 . 7 = 23

14 ro.

40

687 po.

80^

146| the result of the division of 587 by 4.

17G37

177831 sq. yd.

9

160U54
6^ the result of multii:)l}^ng | by 9.

1600601 sq. ft.

144

640263
64 i240

180060
108 the result of multiplying f by 144.

23047771 sq. in
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Ex. (2). Bednce 74237 sq. yards to poles.

74237 sq. yd. = (74237 -^ 30^) poles

= (74237 -f ^^) poles

= (74237 X -j-) poles

We may proceed llitis :

74237 yardfl

4

121
11

[ 11

296948 quarter-yards

26995 and 3 quarter-yards over

2454 po. and 1 parcel of 11 quarter yards over.

The remainder is (11 -f- .8) quarter-yards, or 14 q-dActeP-

yards, or 3^ yd.
.*.' 74237 sq. yd. = 2454 po. 3^ sq. yd.

Examples- G^xv)

jReduriion.

(1) Reduce 5 ac. 8 ro. 17 po. 13 sq. yd. 6 sq. ft. 15 sq. in.

to square inches.

(2) Reduce 7 ac. 15 po. 5 sq. yd. 3 Gq. it. to square inches.

(3) Reduce 250 acres to square yuds, and 73 sq. yd. to

square inches.

(4) Reduce 5239 sq. in. to sq. ya., and 15376 sq. yd. to

acres.

(5) Reduce 34729 sq. yd. to polos, and 562934 sq. in. to

square poles.

Addition-,

tn.
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Subtraction.

sq. yd. sq. ft. bc

) 42 . 8 . 1

29 . 3 . 34 8G . 8 . 139 14 . 3 . 24

a«. ro. po. sq. yd. sq. ft. sq. in. fte.rtt.po.

(9) 67 . 2 . 30 (10) 42 . 8 . 124 (11) 16 . 2 .

ae. ro. po. sq. vd. gq. ft. sq. In. ac. ro. po.

(12) 247 . 1 . 14 (13) 39 . 7 . 12 (14) 245 . 3 . 19

243 . 3 . 24 32 . 8 . 134 178 . 3 . 23

(15) Multiply 5 ac. 3 ro. 24 po. by 15 ; 17 ac. 2 ro. 13 po.

by 63.

(IG) Divide 7 ac. 2 ro. 18 po. by 21 ; 29 ac. 2 ro. 87 po.

by 71.

154. Measures op Solidity

1728 cubic inches make 1 cubic foot, written 1 cub. ft.

27 cubic feet make 1 cubic yard, written 1 cub. yd.

A Cube is a solid figure contained by six equal squares.

Hence a cubic inch is a six-sided figure, each of whose
sides is a square inch. The lines that form the bound-
aj-ies of the sides are called the Edges oi the Cube.

Examples, (ixxvi)

Reduction.

(1) Reduce 7 cub, yd. 13 cub. ft. to cubic feet ; 25 cub. yd.
6 cub. ft. 143 cub. in. to cubic inches; 14 cub. yd. 1374 cub.
in. to cubic inches.

(2) Reduce 74325 cub. m. to cubic feet ; 439284 cub. in.

to cubic yards.

(3) Reduce 5
J
cub. yd. to cubic inches ; 3 cub. yd. 5|

oub. ft. to cubic inches.

Addition.

cnb.yd. emb.ft. cnb.ln. cnb.yd, cnbJt. cub.hi. enn.^d. cub. ft. cnbJn

(4) 57 . 13 . 572 (5) 43 . 7 . 1G38 (6) 528 . 16 . 432
32 ,
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Subtraction.

cnb.vd. c*>.ft. CTibJn. enb.yd, cnbJt. cnb. ta. enb. yfl. eobA enbu
(7) 47 . 17 . 643 (8) 247 . 19 . 1274 (9) 527 . .

38 . 23 . 726 239 •• 18 . 1368 499 . l'-» . 268

(10) Multiply 26 cub. yd. 6 cub. ft. 49 cub. in. by 27 ;

472 cub. yd. 17 cub. ft. 238 cub. in. by 53.

(11) Divide 78 cub. yd. 13 cub. ft. 252 cub. in. by 12;
472 cub. yd. cub. ft. 1416 cub. in. by 59.

15 b Measures of Capacity.

2 pints make 1 quart, written 1 qt.,

4 quarts 1 gallon, 1 gall.,

2 gallons .... 1 peck, 1 pk.,

4 pecks 1 bushel, 1 bus.,

8 bushels ... 1 quarter, 1 qr.,

Examples. G^xvii)

RediLction,

(1) Reduce 3 pk. 1 gall. 3 pt, to pints, and 214 qr. 3^ bus.

to pints.

(2) Reduce 4234 pt. to quarters, and 3047 gall, to quarters.

Addition.

gaU. qt. pt. bus. pk. galL qr. bns. pk*

(3) 4.3.1 (4) 4 . 3 . 1 (5) 42 . 5 . 3

3 . 2 . li 6.2.1^ 27 . 7 . 2
12 . 8 . 1.3.1 64 . 3 . 1

14 . . IJ 4 . 2 . li 49 . 6 . 2
5.2.1 8.1.0 12. 4.0

Subtraction.

galT. qt, pt. bus. pk. gall, qr. bus. pk.

(6) 5 . 2 . (7) 6 . 3 . (8) 36 . 7 . 2

4.3.1 5.3.1 29. 7. 3

(9) Multiply 6 qr. 8 bus. 2 pk. by 63, and 15 qr. 2 bus.

1 pk. by 73.

(10) Divide 13 gall. 1 pt. by 15, and 348 qr. bus. 1 pk.

bj43

155, Troy Weight.

24 grains make 1 pennyweight, written 1 dwt.

20 pennyweights make 1 ounce, written 1 oz.

12 ounces make 1 pound, written 1 lb.

Cliiefly used for weighing gold, silver, and jewels.
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Examples- (Ixxviii

Reduction.

(1) In 27 ounces of go""! how marjy 'Trains are there?

(2) Reduce 7 lb.; 14 lb. 3 cz.; 25 lb. 9 oz. 6 dwt. to pen-

liVweights.

YS) Reduce 3 lb. 10 oz. 7 dwt. 6 gr.; 7 11j. 4 oz. 17 dwt.
15 gi'ains to grains.

(4) Reduce 8145 gr. to cmnces ; 42672 gr. to lb.

(5) Reduce 72469 gr. to lb. ; 3246 dwt. to lb.

Addition.

lb. oz.
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Examples- (Ixxix)

Reduction,

{\) jtieduce 11 cwt. to oz. ; 17 lb. to dr. ; 5 tons to lb.

(2) Reduce 6 tons 7 cwt. to oz. ; 15 tons 2 qr. to lb.

(3) Reduce 3 cwt. Q'^h. 5 oz. to dr. ; 3 tons 15 cwt. 71b. to lb.

(4) Reduce 47G3 oz. to cwt. ; 3749 lb. to tons,

(5) Reduce 7432 oz. to cwt. ; 247294 dr. to cwt.

Addition.

lb.

(6) 3 .

19 .

7 .

14 .

8 .
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ence to the ounce and pound Troy of the old table, be-

cause the fonner are used by wholesale dealers in drugs

and medicines. In prescribing, many physicians still

employ the scruple 3, of 20 grains, and the drachm 5,

of 60 grains.

159. 2. Measwes of Cajjacity.

60 Minims make 1 fluid drachm, written fl dr.

,

8 Fluid Drachms 1 fluid ounce, fl oz.,

2J Fluid Ounces 1 pint, 0,

8 Pints 1 gallon, C.

Note.—O is a contraction for Octavus or eight, and C for

Congias, a Romau licpiid measure.

The relation of the measui-es of capacity to those of

weight in these tables is given by the definition

that 1 Minim is the measure of -91 Grain of Water.

The connection may be better remembered by the old

rhyme.
A Pint of Water
Weighs a Pound and a Quarter.

160. Multiplication of Compound Quantities when
the multiplier contains a fraction. (See page 123).

Examples. (Ixxx).

Multiply

(1) 3 cwt. 2 qr. 12 lb. by 3^ (2) 6 lb. 5 oz. 4 dr. by 21-

(3) 4 mi. 3 fur. 10 po. by 181- (4) 15 yd. 2 ft. 3 in. by 43|
(5) 37 ac. 3 ro. 8po. by 4cf.r (6) 25 ac. 2 ro. 15 po. by 29|

(7) 27 sq. yd. 7 sq. ft. 33 sq. in. by 2f

.

161. Division of Compound Quantities when the

divisor contains a fraction. (See page 128).

Examples. (Ixxxi).

Divide

(1) 5 cwt. 2 qr. 11 lb. by 2f (2) 7 lb. 4 oz. 14 dr. by 11^

(3) 7 mi. 2 fur. 12 po. by 4^- (4) 17 yd. 1 ft. 3 in. by 5.V

(5) 25 ac. 2 ro. 12 po. bv 4} (6) 14 ac. 3 ro. 8 po. by 8j

(7) 107 sq. yd. 4 sq. ft. 132 sq. in. by 18|.
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162. XVII. Fractional Measures.

Ex. (1). How many shillings and pence are there in

I of a iDound ?

f of a pound = f of 20 shillings,

shillings.
5 X L'

8

= 12s. 6d.

Ex. (2). Find the value of -?- of £15 5s. 8r/.

f of £X5 5s. Sd. = 3 times | of £15 5s. 8tZ.

i = 3 thues £2 8s. 8<i.

t = £0 lis.
' Or thus

:

15 . 5.8
• 3

45 . 17

£6 , 11 .

Ex. (3). Find the value of 2| of ^j of 5 acres.

2| of -A.' of 5 acres = ^4^ of 2^0- of 5 acres.

= -'^^^^ of 5 acres.4X22= I of 5 ac.

= Yac.
= 1 ac. 3 ro. 20 po.

Examples. (Ixxxii).

Find the value of the following :

(1) f of £1 ; t of £2 10s.
; f- of £5 IBs. 5c?.

(2) i of a mile ; -i\ of an acre
; | of a cwt.

(3) 2f of £54 9s. 8^. ; S^ of half-a-giiinea
; f of 3| of a

mile.

(4) I of I of 1-A- of 1| of 2470 guineas
; | of i of 4^

guineas.

(5) I of £1 + § of Is. + I of 16s. 4c;.

(6) -^ of £1 + i of 2s. 6d. + 7 of a guinea.

(7) i of 5 ac. 3 ro. + | of 7 ac. 2 ro. 20 po. + f of S ro. 15

po.

(8) 7% of a year + 5V of a week + jV of an hour.

(9) -^6 of a mile + | of a fm-long + f of a yard.
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(10) I of 2 cwt. 3 qr. + f of 5 cwt. 3 qr. 14 lb. + l of 7^ lb.

163. The following are examples of an operation

which is the converse of that just explained.

Ex. (1). Express 14s. Id. as the fi'action of £5.

Us. 7d. = n5d., and £5 = l'100d.;

Nowl(i.= Tifo-o ofl200^.

.-. 175c/. is -iVoV of 1200.

Hence the h-action required is -jVoV^ or -^/V? or ^V«
Ex. (2). Express 6 lb. 5 oz. avoird. as the fraction of 3 lb.

12 oz.

6 lb. 5 oz. = 101 oz., and 3 lb. 12 oz. = GOoz.

;

•. the fi-action reqiiired is \%^.

Ex. (3) Express f of 5s. 9d. as the fraction of 4s. Id.

5s. 9d.=G9d. and 4s. 7d.--=55d.

.-. 5s. 9d. is U of 4s. Id.

.-. |of5s. 9cZ. isf of|iof4s. 7d.

.'. the fraction required is ^ ~ or f-|.* 3X55
Ex. (4). Express

f- of 2 | of 5 ac. 3 ro. as the fraction of I

of 14 ac. 2 ro.

5 ac. 3 ro. = 23 roods, and 14 ac. 2 ro. = 58 roods

;

.-. fraction requh-ed is (f of V" of 23) -f- (f of 58)

;

3x14x2 3x5 2x23 «>'i

Note.—There are several modes of demanding the

operation explained in the foregoing examples. Thus
the demand

Express 3 shillings as the fraction of 6 shillings, may
be put in the following terms :

(1) lleduce 3 shillings to the fraction of 6 shillings

:

(2) ^\^lat part of 6 shilhngs is 3 shiUin^^s ?

(3) ^Vllat fraction of 6 shillings is 3 shilhngs?

(4) If 6 shilhngs be the unit, what is the measure of 3
shillings ?

Examples (Ixxxiii).

(1) Express \\d. as the fraction of Qs. 8|<i.

(2) Express £10 5s. 4d. as the fraction of ^11 Qs. 5d.

(3) Express 5s. (jd. as the fraction of a guinea.

(4) Reduce 9s. lOU. to the fraction of 13s. 2]rf.

^'5) Eeduce 2 days 3 hrs. 5 mm. to the h'action of a wdek.
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(6) RpAnce 2 roods 20 poles to the fraction of an acre.

(7) What fraction is 8 lb. 1 oz. 19 dwt. 9 gr. of 13 lb

7 oz. 5 (Iwt. 15 f?r. ?

(8) What part of 2 qr. 10 lb. 7 oz. 9 dr. is 1 qr. 7 oz.

13 dr. ?

(9) What fraction of 4 lb. 1 oz. 8 dwt. 15 gr. is 1 lb. 1 oz.

9 dwt. 15 cfrains. ?

(10) If the unit of measurement be 2^ yd., what is the
mpasure of 2^ ft. ?

(11) If the unit of measurement be 5 inches, what is the
measure of -^^ of a mile. ?

(12) What fraction of 2 ac. 37 po. is 3 ao. 2 ro. 1 po. ?

XVIII. Decimal Measures.

164. Eeduction of Decimals.

Ex. (1). How many shillings and pence are there in

•875 of a pound ?

•375of ;ei= (-375x 20)5.

= 7-5«.

and-6ofls.=(-5xl2)i.
= G(i.

.-. -375 of £1 = 75. 6i.

The operation is perfoimed more briefly thus :

£
•375

20

$. 7-600

12

d. 6-000

Ex. (2j. Find the value of 3-1G875 of £1.

£3-lG875
20

t. 3-37500

12

d. 4-60000

4

a. 2-00000
.-. ^3-16876 = ^3. Si. 4H
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Ex. (3). Find the value of -4256 of 125. 8d.

•4256 of 12s. 8^. = -4256 of 152ci. = (-4256 X 152)d.

•4256

152

8512
21280
4256
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Examples- (Ixxxiy)

f'ind the value of

(1)

(3)

(5)

(7)

(9)

(11)

(13)

(15)

(16)

(17)

•625 of ^1.

£•009765.

•046875 of 1 lb. avoir.

•425 of 3«. Ad.

•83 of 5s.

•35 of 2qr. 14 lb.

2-1372 of 2 tons 5 cwt.

(2) £15-275.

(4) ^9375 of a cwt.

(6) 2-003125 of £8.

(8) 2-46875 of £1 35.

(10) 4-13 of 12s Bd.

(12) 2-125 of 3^ guineas.

(14) 5-247 of £5. 2s. 6i.

•45 o{£d. 10«.+-75 of 4s. 8d.+3-245 of 3s. 4d.

•7 of £1+ -8 of 7s. 6d. - 2-45 of Is. 8d.

•285714 of £B. 3s.4- -142857 of £3. 17s.+-34 of 16s. 6a.

165. The following examples illustrate the operation,

which is the converse of that already explained.

Ex. (1). Express 5s. 6c?. as the decimal of ^£1.
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Ex. (3). Express £3 5s. dd. as the decimal of

65 76-. 6(/.
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EXAMINATION PAPERS.

I. Measures of time. * ^

* •

(1) A sidereal clay is less than a solar day by 3 minntee 56
seconds ; in how many days will the difference amount to

24 hours ?

(2) If Sirius, one of the brightest of the fixed stars, which
is probably 692200 times farther from the earth than the
sun, were suddenly extin finished, for how long would it

appear to shine to the inhabitants of the earth, supposing
the sun's mean distance from the earth to be 91713000
miles, and that light from the sun reaches the earth in 8 min.
18 sec. ?

(3) The exact length of the year being 8G5 days 5 hr9 48
min. 49*7 sec, and computing time as at present, find the
error in 12000 years.

(4) The Globe newspaper of Monday, ISfh June, "1877,

bears the number 8505. Supposing the paper to have been
published eveiy week day without intennission, and num-
bered consecutively, give the day of the week, month, and
year, when No. 1 was published.

(5) Tliere was a full moon on June 26, 1858, at 9 hrs. 13
min. a.m. The interval between successive full moons has.

since been on the average 29 days 12 hrs. 47 min. 30 sec.
;

how many full, moons happened until December 31, 1873,
and when did the last take place within that period ?
~^

n. Measures op Length.

(1) Reduce 9 mi. 7 fur. 39 per. 5 yds 1 ft. 9 in to inches,

and show that the work is correct by changing it to miles,

&c.

(2) The fore wheel of a carriage, which is 11 ft. in circum-
ference, makes 718 revolutions more than the hind one in

going 7 miles ; find the circumference of the hind wheel.

(3) A train, which travels at the uniform rate of 66 ft. a

second, leaves Toronto for Montreal at 6.25 a.m. ; when will

it reach Montreal, the distance being 333 miles ? At what
distance from Montreal will ii meet a train which leaves

Montreal for Toronto at 8 a.m., and travels one third faster

than it does ?

(4) From Ephesus to Cunaxa, Xenophon with the army of

Cyrus marched 16050 stadia of 202 yards 9 inches each in 93
days. Find the average length of a day's mai'ch in miles

and yards.
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(5) How many strokes of his legs must a person on a

bicycle give in going 26 miles, supposing each wheel to have
a circumference of 3^ yai'ds, and that 2 strokes turn the

wheel once round. ?

m. Measures op Surface.

(1) If the magnitude of the lineal unit be given, what are

the corresponding units of area and volume ? Exemplify,
when the lineal unit is 12 inches.

(2) If a halfpenny piece be one inch in diameter ho-w

many can be laid in rows touching each other on a table

which is 7 feet 6 inches long and '3 feet 4 inches wide; and
what is their amount?

(3) Divide 17ac. 2r. 88per. 19yds. 7ft. 45in. among A, B,
and 0, giving to B as much again as to A aad to G | of what
A and B got. ' "-

(4) If G8 bales of linen contain 67048 yards, and each bale

sontains 34 pieces, and eacb piece the same number of yards
how many yards are there in each piece ?

(5) If the pressure of the atmosphere at the surface of the
earlh, when the barometer stands at 30 inches, be 15 lbs. on
the square inch, what is the pressure in pounds on the
surface of the human body, supposing it to be 15 square
feet? What would be the difference of the pressure when
tjie barometer stands at 29 inches?

lY. Measures op Capacity.

(1) Wliat vnW 2 bushels 3 pecks 3 quarts of strawberries
amount to at 12^ cents per quart ?

(2) A laborer dug 130 rods 4 yards 2i feet of ditching at

S2i per rod, for which he is to take $100 in cash, and wheat
at 87^ cents' per bushel. To what quantity of wheat will he
be entitled ?

(3) A grocer exchanged 29 gal. 8 qt. 1 pt. of brandy, at

43 1 cents per gallon, for rye at 31 \ cents per bushel. What
quantity of rye did he thus attain ?

(4) I wish to put 111 bu. 2 pk. 4 qt. of grain into bags
that shall contain 2 bu. 1 pk. 4 qt. each; how many bags
will be required ?

j
(5) A farmer had a field of com, consisting of 129 rows,

l^nd each row contained 95 hills, and each hill had on an
average 4^ ears of corn ; if-it takes 8 ears of corn to make a
quart, what is the produce of the field worth at 45 centa per
bushel ?
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V. Measures op Weight.

(1) If John buy, by Avoirdupois weight, 12 lb. of opium
at 37^ cents, per ounce, and sell by Troy weight at 40 cents

per ounce, should he gain or lose by so doing, and ho-v*

much. ?

(2) A person purchases goods at the rate of $1.80 per

pound Troy weight, and sells them again by Avoirdupois

weight ; at what rate must he sell per ounce so as exactly to

reimburse himself. ?

(3) By multiplying a certain weight by a whole number
the result is 8 lbs. 20 grains Avoirdupois weight, and by

multiplying the same weight by another whole number the

result is 8 lbs. 11 oz. 16 dwts. 16 grs. Find the weight.

/'' A row of cent-pieces is laid from Toronto to Hamilton.

Find their weight, the distance being 39 miles 1 fur. 1 per.

and 9 in.

(5) Find the value of 500 times the difference between an
eighty-fourth part of 2^ cwt. and a thirtieth part of 1 cwt.

qr. 3 lb. (28 lbs. to the quarter.)

XIX. Practice.

166. Practice is the name given to a method by

which we find the cost of any number of articles of the

same kind when the price of one is given, or the cost of

any quantity of goods qI mixed denominations, when the

cost of a single unit of any denomination is given.

I. Simple Practice.

"When the articles are of the same kind or denomi-

nation.

Ex. (1). Suppose I have to find the cost of 2478

articles at 35. ^d. each.

Knowing that 35. 4c?. is one-sixth part of £1, 1 reason.

thus : if the articles had cost £1 each, the total cost

would have been £2478 ;

.-. as they cost I of £1 each, the cost will be £^^, or £413

The process may be written thus :

3«. 4i. is i of £1'£2478 = cost of the articles at £1 each.

£413 = cost of the articles at 8<. id. each.
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Ex. (2). Find the cost of 2897 articles at £2. 12«. 9d.

each.

£ 8. d.

0.0 = cost £1 each.

105. is ^ of ^1
2s. is ^ of 10s

8d. is I of 2s.

Id. is i of 8(i.

1 2897
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The cost at £1 each is £784. 10s.

784 . 10 . = cost at £1 each.
2

10s. is h of ^1
2s. is i of 10s.

10c?. is r»j of 10s.

15G9 . . = £2 each.

392 . 5 . = 10s

73 . 9 . = 2s

32 . 13 . 9= lOd

(3)

(5)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

£2072 . 7 . 9= cost at £2. 12s. lOd. each.

167. The fractions of a Unit, which have for their

numerator Unity, are called Aliquot Parts of the unit.

Thus 55., heing \ of £1, is an aliquot part of a pound
;

and 5 Ih. heing \ of 1 qr., is an aliquot part of a quai'ter.

Examples- (Ixxxvi)

Find the cost of the following articles

:

(1) 4321 at £1. 17s. 'i\d. (2) 2175 at £2. 15s. A\d.

3708^ at £1. 7s. A^l. (4) 4276 at £12. lis. bid.

6783 at £14. 9s. ij^d. (G) 8689f at £16. 12s. 9"(i.

7483 at £22. 13s. 2\d.

What is the dividend on £4234. 10s. at 5s. Q>d. in the £?
What is the dividend on £4975 at 3s. 4i(i. in the £?
What is the dividend on £3729. 18s. Qd. at 7s. 9^(i. in

the£?
II. Compound Practice.

Ex. (1). W^en we have to find the cost of a quantity

of goods of mixed denomination (as 14 cwt. 3 qr. 17 lb.),

the cost of a single unit of one of the denominations being

given (as £3. 7s. M. per cwt. of 112 lbs.) we proceed thus

:

£. s. d.

14 cwt. is 14 X 1 cwt.

2qr. is^ofl cwt.

1 qr. is ^of 2 qr.

14 lb. is ^ of 1 qr.

21b.i8}ofl4 1b.

llb.isiof2 1b.

6 = cost of 1 ow*
2

6 . 15 .

7

5

13
16
8
1

= cost of 14 cwt.

9 ^ 2qr.
lOi = 1 qr.

5\ = 14 1b.

2i|= 2 1b.

7il= .lib.

£50 . 6 . 10f|=r cost of 14cwt.3qr.171b.
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Ex. 2. What is the rent of 12 ac. 8 ro. 26 po. at

£3. 55. an acre ?

\
£. s. d

12 ac. is 12 X 1 ac. 3 . 5 . = the rent of 1 acre.

2 ro. is 4 of 1 ac.

1 ro. is I of 2 ro.

20 po. is ^ of 1 ro.

5 po. is I of 20 po.

1 po. is i of 5 po.

39.
1 . 12
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Each separate article or amount in an Invoice or an
Account is called an Item.

A Detailed Account is a full statement, sent by the

SeUer to the Buyer at the end of a term of credit, shew-

ing the dates of delivery, the quantities, description,

prices, and sum total of the goods delivered by the Seller

to the Buyer during that term of credit.

When an account has been made out it is rendered,

i.e., sent in to the Buyer.

Specimen of an Invoice,

Toronto, June 20, 1877.

John Smith, Esq.,

Bought of J. Jones & Co., 21 Front-st.

5 lbs. of Tea at 75 cts.

8 lbs. of Loaf Sugar... at 12^ cts

2i lbs. of Butter at 30 cts.

$
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Specimen of a Detailed Account.

Toronto, July 21, 1S77.

John Smith, Esq.,

To J. Jones & Co., 21 Front-st.

1877
1
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XX. Problems.

169. The Unitary Method, which is rapidly displac-

ing the Piule of Three, will be gradually explained in

this and the succeeding Sections.

Ex. (1). If 23 bullocks cost $483, what is the cost

of 1 buUock ?

Since 23 bullocks cost $483,

1 bullock will cost $V^ or $21.

Ex. (2). If 7 men do a piece of work in 12 days,

how long will it take 1 man to do it ?

Since 7 men can do the work in 12 days,

1 man can do the work in (7 X 12) days, or 84 days.

Ex. (3). If 28 men do a piece of work in 42 days, in

how many days can 21 men do it ?

Time for 28 men to do the work = 42 days.

*' 1 man " '* = 28 X 42 days.

" 21 men " " = ??-><i? days.

= 56 days.

Ex. (4). If 75 men finish a piece of work in 12 days,

how many men will finish it in 20 days ?

In 12 days the work is done by 75 men.

In 1 day the work is done by (12 X 75) men.

In 20 days the work is done by —-^— men, or 45 men.

Ex. (5). A banki'upt's debts are $2520, and liis assets

(that is the value of his property) are $1890 ; what can

he pay in the dollar.

In the place of $2520, he can pay $1890,

In the place of $1, he can pay $y |g or $|, or 75 cts.

;

.*. he pays 75 cents, in the dollar.

Ex. (6). A bankrupt's debts are £4264, and he pays
125. Qd. in the poimd ; what are his assets ?

That which he has to meet a debt of £1 is 12^5.

That which he has to meet a debt of £4264 is (4264X 12i)s.

;

.-. his assets are liliiil^,, or £2665.
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Ex. (7). If 27 men can do apiece of work in 14 days,

working 10 hours a day, how many hours a day must
12 men work to do the same in 45 days ?

Since 27 men can do the work in (14x10) hours, or 140
hours,

1 man can do the work in (27x140) hr.

.*. 12 men can do the work in ?^^ ^ i° hr., or 315 br.

Now 315 hours have to be distributed equally over 45 days;

.•. the number of hours they work each day = ^^ or 7.

Ex. (8). If 7 lbs. of tea cost $o.G0, what will be the

cost of 12 lbs. ?

Since 7 lb. of tea cost $5. GO,

1 lb. of tea costs ^M?, or 80 cts.,

7

.'. 12 lb. of tea cost 12 x SOcts. or $9.60

Ex. (9). If 9 horses can plough 4G acres in a certam
time, how many acres can 12 horses plough in the same
time ?

Since 9 horses can in the given time plough 46 ac,

1 horse can in the given time plough \^ ac.

.*. 12 horses can in the given time plough lA^-l^ ac,

or 61^ ac.

Ex. (10). If 15 horses can plough a certain quantity

of land in five days, how many horses will be required
to plough it in three days ?

In 5 days the land can be ploughed by 15 horses

;

In 1 day the land can be ploughed by (5x15) horses

;

In 3 days the land can be ploughed by—i^

—

—, or 25 horses.
3

Note I.—In simple questions of this kind we have a
supjjosition and a demand. Each contains two kinds of

things ; in the supposition the magnitudes of hotli kinds

are given ; in the demand a magnitude of one kind is

given, and the appropriate corresponding magnitude of

the other kind has to be found. The first line of the

solution contains the magnitudes of the supposition sc-
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arranged, that at the end of the Viva v^ehave that kind oj

thing, of which the magnitude is required in the demand.
Thus in Ex. (10) the order of the supposition is

changed, and the magnitude, 15 horses, put at the end
of the Hne, because we have to find how many horses

will be requii'ed in the demand.

Ixamples. (Ixxxix)

(I) If a man walk G2 miles in 4 days, in how many days
will he walk 93 miles ?

^^ (2) If 12 men reap a field in 4 days, in what time will 82
men reap it ?

(S) If 350 acres of land cost $61250, what will 273 acres

cost ?

(4) Row many men can perform in 12 days a piece of

work which 15 men can perform in 20 days ?

(5) The rent of 17 acres is $297, what is the rent of 86
acres ?

(6) If a man walk 116 miles in 8 days, how far will he
walk in 14 days?

(7) A farmer sells a flock of 270 sheep at $240 a score,

what does he get for them ?

(8) A servant's wasres being $108 per annum, how much
ought she to receive for 7 weeks ?

(9) A clerk's salary is £191. 12s. M. per annum; what
ought he to receive for 60 days service ?

(10) A ship perfonns a voyage in 63 days, sailing at the

rate of 6 knots an hour ; how long would it take her, if she

sailed itt the rate of 7 knots an horn- ?

(II) A bankrupt's effects are worth $860, and his debts

are $ 1300 ; what does he pay in the dollar ?

Note II.—To one of the magnitudes in a supposi-

tion there is a corresponding magnitude of the same
kind in the demand, and these magnitudes must be ex-

pressed in imits of the same denomination.
Ex. A man walks 1 m. 1 fur. 7 po. in 20 minutes ; how

long will he take to walk 41 m. 2 fur. 12 po. ?

Ilere 1 m. 1 fur. 7 po.= 367 poles,

and 41 m. 2 fur. 12 po. = 13212 poles.

Then he walks 367 poles in 20 minutes

;

he walks 1 pole in -^^ min.;

be walks 13212 poles in 1^2 ' 2 ^2_» ^^-^^^ ^^ 720 mio.
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txainpies (Ixxxix)

—

continued.

(12) If 3 bushels of wheat be worth S3.50 what ia the

worth of 43 qr. 6 bus. ?

(13) If 15 yards of silk cost S6.75 how much will 20 yd,

1 ft. cost ?

(14) If 3 cwt. 3 qr. cost $27, what will be the cost of

2 cwt.

(15) If 2 cwt. 3 qr. 7 lb. cost £5 17s. S^d. what is the

cost of 9 cwt. ?

170. Problems involving Fractions.

Ex. If i of an estate be worth $1500, what is the

value of ^ of the estate ?

Since f of the estate is worth $1500,

-f of the estate is worth $-»-^.

. . the estate is worth S--iLLi^ or $3500,

Hence i of the estate is worth $l^i-?A2i or $2800.

Examples (xc).

(1) If f of an estate be worth $7520; -what is the value of

I of the estate ?

(2) A persons owns | of a ship and sells f of his share for

$1260 ; what is the value of the ship ?

(3) If 3f lb. of tea cost 15s. 3d!, how much can I buy for

^4 3s. lOid.

(4) If -fi- of a piece of work be done in 25 days, how much
win be done in llf days ?

(5) A man walks 18 m. 2 fur. 26 po. 3f yd. in 5^ hours.
How long does he take to walk a mile and a half ?

(6) A gentleman possessmg -iV of an estate sold -f of-^r

of his share for $603.12^ ; what would } of-^g- of the estate
sell for at the same rate ?

(7) If the carriage of 15 '5 cwt. of goods for 60 miles cost
$3.10, how far ought 3.25 cwt. to be carried for the same
money ?

(8) What is the value of ^iV of -^ of a vessel, if a person
who owns -iV of it sell ^ of ^ of his share for $1400.

(9) When the ounce of gold is worth .£3'8D, what is the
cost of .04 lb. ?
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(10) If tile price of candles 8.^ inches lonp be 9d. per
half-dozen, and that of candles of the same thickness and
quahty 10

ji^
inches long be lid. per half-dozen, which kind

do yon advise a person to buy ?

(11) If the carriage of GO cwt. for 20 miles cost ^14^,
what weight can be carried the same distance for ^5-j?^ ?

COMPLEX PROBLEMS,
171. We now proceed to cases in which the suppo-

sition, expressed in the simplest form, contains more
than two mngnitv.des, the demand containing the same
number of magnitudes, all of which are given, except

one, which has to be found.

Ex. (1). If 12 horses can plough 96 acres in 6 days, how
many horses will plough G-4 acres in 8 days ?

In 6 days 96 acres can be ploughed by 12 horses.

In 1 day 96 acres can be ploughed by 6x12 horses.

In 1 day 1 acre can be ploughed by ^ ^^^ horses.

In 8 days 1 acre can be ploughed by ^ ^ ^^
horses.

In 8 days 64 acres can be ploughed by ^^^^^^'
horses

*' 8X96
.*. the number of horses required is 6.

Ex. (2). If 35 bushels of oats last 7 horses for 20 days,

how many days wiU 96 bushels last 18 horses ?

85 bushels last 7 horses for 20 days.

1 bushel lasts 7 horses for § y days.

1 bushel lasts 1 horse for ^
^J^^

days.

96 bushels last 1 horse for
^^""J^^^

<^ays.

96 bushels last 18 horses for ^^^^^^'^ days.

/. the number of days is 21^.

Examples- (xci)

(1) If 40 acres of grass be mowed by 8 men in 7 days,

how many acres wiU be mowed by 24 men in 28 days ?

(2) If $60 will pay 8 men for 5 days' work, how much
will pay 32 men for 24 days' work ?

(3) If a regiment of 939 soldiers consume 351 quarters of

wheat in 168 days, how many soldiers will consume 1404
quarters in 56 days ?
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(4) If two horses eat 8 bushels of oats in 16 days, how
mauy horses will eat 3000 quarters in 2^ days ?

(5) If a carrier receive 812 fur the carriage of 3 cwt. for

150 miles, how much ought he to receive for the carriage of

7 cwt. 3 qr. 14 lb. for 50 miles ?

(6) If I pay Si.50 for the carriage of 2 tons for 6 miles,

what must I pay for the carriage of 12 tons 17 cwt. for 34
miles '?

(7) If 3 men earn $15 in 4 days, what sum will 18 men
earn in 16 days ?

(8) How mauy bushels of wheat will serve 72 people 8

days, when 4 bushels serve 6 people 24 Jays ?

(9) If a man travel 150 miles in 5 days when the days are

12 hours long, in how many days of 10 hours each will he
travel 500 miles ?

(10) If the carriage of goods weighing 5 cwt. 2 qr. 12 lb.

for 150 miles come to §15.70, what will be the charge for

carrying four waggon-loads of tlie same, each weighing 7 cwt.

qr. 2 lb., the same distance, there being 112 lbs. in the

cwt. ?

(11) If $120 pay 16 labourers for 6 days, how many
labourers at the same rate will $270 pay for 8 days ?

(12) If the gas for 5 burners, 5 hours every day, for 10

days, cost $1.20, how mauy burners may be lighted 4 hours
every evening for 15 days at a cost of $21.60 ?

(13) If a travelling party of three spend $190 in 4 weeks,
hvuv long will $475 last a travelling party of five at the same
rate ?

(14) If it cost $120 to keep two horses for five months,
what will it cost to keep three horses for eleven months ?

(15) If it cost £20. 7s. 6d. to keep 5 horses for 6 weeks,
how long may 3 horses be kept for ^£'20. Hi. dd. ?

(16) If 5 men can reap a field of 12i acres in 3^ days,

working 16 hours a day, in what time can 7 men reap a field

of 15 acres, working 12 hours a day ?

(17) If 858 men in 6 months consume 234 quarters of

wheat, how many quarters will be required for the consump-
tion of 979 men lor 3 months aud a half ?

(18) The wages of 5 men for G weeks being $315, how
many weeks will 4 men work for $231 ?

(19) If 7 men mow 22 acres in 8 days, working 11 hours
B day, in how many dg-ys, working lU hours a day, will 12

• men mow 360 acres ?
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(20) If 10 horses consume 7 bus. 2 pk. of oats in 7 days, in

what time will 28 horses consume 3 qr. 6 bus. at the same
rate?

(21) If 44 cannon, firing 30 rounds an hour for 8 hours a
day, consumo '600 hansels of powder in 5 days, how long will

400 baiTels last 6Q cannon, firing 40 rounds an hour for 5

hours a day ?

C22) If the wages of 29 men for 54 days amount to £80 9^.

Gd. how many men must work 12 days to receive £'407 ?

(23) What must I pay for the hire of 4 horses for 5

months, if I pay £18 for the hire of 3 horses for a month ?

172. Problems relating to Work done in a certain time.

Note. I.—If a man can do a piece of work in 7 hours,

the part of the work which he can do in 1 hr. will be

represented by i,

Ex. (1) ^ can do a piece of work in 5 days, and B
can do it in 12 days. How long will A and B, working
together, take to do the work ?

Here ^ represents the part A does daily,

and "iV represents the part B does daily

;

•*• i + "iV represents the part A and B do daily
;

.'. theyde to in 1 day;

.*. they do -gV in iV day
;

.*. they do the whole work in j^ days, or S^V days

Ex. (2). A can do a piece of work in 50 days, B in

60 days, and C in 75 days. In what time will they do
it, all working together ?

Here 5^0 + 6^0 + 7^5 represents the part they do aaily

;

•
•• ^^^y ^« "^^^ or ^, or ^ daily

;

. *. they do the work in 20 days.

Ex. (3). A can reap a field in 4J days, and B can
reap it in 5f days. How long will they take to reap it,

working together.

1 5
A does -jT or -^ daily,

1 3
B does ^r:r or -^^ daily.

Oi' 17 '
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.*. together they do ^^ + -^-, or ^|f daily

;

.•. they do y^y of the work in ^^ day

;

,•. they do the work in -f^^ days, or 2-|Vs" days.

Ex. (4). A and i> do a piece of work in 4 hours ; A
and C in 3J hours ; £ and C in 5| hours. In what
time can A do it alone ?

A and B can do
;J
in an hour.

A and can do i^g in an hour.

. two men of A's strength, assisted by B and C can do

^ + -^g in an lioar.

Now B and C can do -g^ in an hour.

.'. two men of A's strength can do ^ + i^— 3V iu an hour,

or il-iur. or |t» or 1 in an hour
;

.'. A can do ^ in an hour;

.•. A can do the work in 6 hours.

Note II.—If a tap can nil a vessel in 6 hours, the

part filled by it in 1 hour will be represented by •^.

Ex. (1). A vessel can be filled by three taps, run-

ning separately, in 20, 30, and 40 minutes respectively.

In what time will they fill it when they all run at the

same time ?

They fill 2V + ^ig 4- -^^ of the vessel in 1 mmute
;

.-. they fill 1±1±^, or Vo^^ in 1 minute
;•^ 120 120 '

.'. they fill xiu in \\ of a minute
;

.'. they fill the vessel in \-J^ or 9 1^3 minutes.

Ex. (2). A bath is filled by a pipe in 40 minutes. It

is emptied by a waste pipe in an hour. In what time

will the bath be full if both pipes be opened at once ?

One pipe fills 4V of the bath in a minute.

The other empties -^ of the bath in a mdnute.

.*. when both are running, ^V — -re or ilij- 01 the bath is filled

in a minute

;

.*. the bath is fiUed in 120 minutes.

Examples, (xcii).

(1) A can do a piece of work in 6 hours; B can do it in

9 hours. '^^ what time will they do it if they work together ?
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(2) A can do a piece of work in 35 days ; B can do it in

40 days ; C can do it in 45 days. In what time will they do
it, all working together?

(3) A and B can reap a field of wheat in 3 days ; A and
C in 3^ days ; B and C in four days. In what time could

they reap it, all working together ?

(4) If three pipes fill a vessel in 6, 8, and 12 minutes
respectively, in what time will the vessel be fiUed when all

three are opened at once ?

(5) A does y^ of a piece of work in 14 days. He then
calls in B, and they finish the work in 2 days. How long
would B take to do the whole work by himself?

(6) A does a piece of work in 3 hours, which is twice the
time B and C together take to do it ; A and C could together

do it in 1^ hours. How long would B alone take to do it ?

(7) A can do a piece of work in 27 days, and B in 15
days; A works at it alone for 12 days, B then works alone

5 days, and then C finishes the work in 4 days. In what
time could C have done the work by himself ?

(8) A cistern is filled by two pipes in 18 and 20 minutes
respectively, and emptied by a tap in 40 minutes ; what part

of it will be filled in 10 minutes when all are opened at the

same instant ?

173. Problems relating to Clocks,

The minute-hand moves 12 times as fast as the honr-

hand, and therefore in 12 minutes the minute-hand
gains 11 minute-divisions on the hour-hand.

Ex. (1). Find the time between 3 and 4 o'clock when
the hands of of a watch are together.

At 3 o'clock there are 15 minute-divisions between the

hands ; we have therefore to find how long it will take the
minute-hand to gain 15 minute-divisions on the hour-hand.

The minute-hand gains 11 minute-divisions in 12 mintites;

1 minute-division in H minutes
;

15 minute-divisions in —y^^ min.

;

.•• the time required is —^— min., or I^yt tociui. past 3.

Ex. (2). At what time between 2 and 8 are the hands
of a clock at right angles to each other ?

When the hands are at right angles there is a space

of 16 minute-divisions between them.
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Hence, since at 2 o'clock there are 10 minute-divis-

ions between the hands, we have to find how long it

will take the minute-hand to gain 10 + 15, or 25 min-
ute-divisions on the hour-hand.

The minute-hand gains 11 minute-divisions in 12 minutes
;

1 minute-division in yy minutes

;

25 miuute-divisions in ^^^^^ .̂ min.

;

.*. the time required is —^— min., or 27y\-min. past 2.

Ex. (8). At what times between 6 and 7 are the
hands of a clock at right angles to each other ?

Twice between G and 7 this will occur : first, before

the minute-hand has overtaken the hour-hand ; second-

ly, after the minute-hand has passed the hour-hand.

Now, since at 6 o'clock there are 80 minute-divisions

between the hands, w-'^ave to find :

First, how long it will take the minute-hand to gain

80— 15, or 15 minute-divisions on the hour-hand.

Secondly, how long it will take the minute-hand to

gain 80-1-15, or 45 minute-divisions on the hour-hand.

The process in each cR,se will be similar to that in the

preceding examples, and the results are IG-^ min. and
id-^Y ^^^^' P^st G.

Ex. (4). Find the time between 7 and 8 o'clock when
the hands of a watch are opposite to each other.

When the hands are opposite there is a space of 80
minutes between them, and at 7 o'clock there is a space

of 35 minutes between the hands.

Hence in this case we have to find how long it will

feake the minute-hand to gain a space of 85— 80, or 6

minutes on the hour-hand.

The process will be similar to that in the preceding

examples, and the result is 5-j^ min. past 7.

Examples, (xciii)

At what time are the hands of a watch together be-

tween the hours of
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a) 4 and 5. (2) 6 and 7. (3) 9 and 10 ?

At what time are the hauds of a watch at right angles

to each other between

(4) 4 and 5. (5) 7 and 8. (G) il and 12 ?

At what time are the hands of a watch opposite to

each other between

(7) 1 and 2. (8) 4 and 5. (9) 8 and 9 ?

EXAMINkTION PAPERS,

I.

(1) If for a given sum I can have 1200 lbs. earned 86

miles, how many pounds can I have carried 24 miles for the

same siim ?

(2) If i- of a ship be worth S13056, wnat is the value of |

of the ship ?

(3) A silver tankara weighs i lb. 10 oz. ; what is its value,

when a dozen spoons, weigliing 3| oz. each, are worth ^o-k ?

^- (4) A man spends $01.60 eveiy '85 'days, and saves $400 a
year. A\1iat is his annual income ?

(5) When the income-tax is 6^. in the £ a man pays
£15 76-. 6d. ; what is his income ?

II.

(1) A man s income is reduced from $2720 to $2640.66
when he has paid his income tax. Whsit is his tax on the
dollar ?

(2) If 10 horses and 132 sheep can be kept 8 days for

$202, what sum will keep 15 horses and 148 slieep for the
same time, supposing 5 horses to eat as much as 84 sheep ?

(3) A man receives 75 cents in the dollar of what was due
to' him and thereby loses $602.10. "\\1iat was due to him?

(4) If 15 men can perform a piece of work in 22 days,
now many men will fini.-h another piece of work 4 times a?
large in a fifth part of the time ?

(^ (5) If 72 men dig a trench in 63 days, in how many days
will 42 men'^cUg another trench three times as great ?

III.

-^ (1) The wages of A and B together for 7^ days amount to
the same sum as the wages of A alone for 12^ days. For
how many days will the sum pay the wages of B alone ?

J-^
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(2) If 100 men can perform a piece of work in 30 days,
how many men can perform another piece of work thrice as
larije in one-fourth of the time ?

(3) If 5 men or 7 women can do a piece of work in 87
days, how long will a piece of work twice as great occupy 7
men and 5 women ?

(4) Two persons, A and 5, finish a work in 20 days,
Vehich B by himself could do in 50 days. In what time
could A finish it by himself ? How much more of the
work is done by A than B ?

(5) If a cistern when full of water can be emptied in 15
minutes by a pipe, and when empty can be filled by another
in 20 minutes ; if the cistern be full, in what time can it be
emptied by both pipes being opened at the same time ?

IV.

(1) A and B can do a piece of work alone in 15 and 18
days respectively ; they work together at it for 3 days, when
B leaves, but A continues, ana after 3 days is joined by G,

and they finish it together in 4 days. In what time would
C do the work by himself?

(2) If a man can do treble, and a woman double the work
of a boy in the same time, how long would 9 men, 15 women,
and 18 boys take to do double the work which 7 men, 12
women, and 9 boys complete in 250 days ?

(3) A and B walk to meet each other from two places 100
miles distant. A walks 6 miles an hour and B four miles
an hour. At what point on the road do they meet, and at

what two times are they fifty miles apart from each other ?

(4) A watch which is 10 minutes too fast at noon on Mon-
day loses 3 min. 10 sec. daily. ^Vhat will be the time indi-

cated by the watch at a quarter past 10 on the morning of

the following Saturday ?

(5) A watch set accurately at 12 o'clock indicates 10 min.
to 5 at 5 o'clock. AVhat is the exact time when the watch
indicates 5 o'clock ? If it indicated 10 minutes past 5 at 5

o'clock, what would be the exact time when the hands indi-

cated 5 o'clock ?

V.

(1) A laborer agreed to work for GO days on this condition :

that every day he worked he should receive S2, and for

every day he was idle, he should pay $1.60 for his board.
At the expiration of the time, he received ^92. How many
days did he work ?
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/

/

(2) A piece of work can be done in a day of 11^ hours bj
2 men, or 5 women, or 12 boys ; in what time could it be
done by 1 man, 2 women, and 3 boys together ?

(3) A cistern has two supplying pipes A and B, and a tap

C. When the cistern is empty, A and B are turned on, and
it is filled in 4 hours ; then B is shut and C turned on, and
the cistern is quite emptied in 40 hours ; when, lastly, A ia

shut and B turned on, and in 60 hours afterwards the cistern

is again filled. In what time could the cistern be filled by
jach of the pipes A and B, singly ?

(4) A clock is set at 12 o'clock on Saturday night, and at

noon on Tuesday it is 3 minutes too fast. Supposing its

rate regular, what will be the true time when the clock

strikes four on Thursday afternoon 1

(5) A contractor engages what he considers a sufficient

number of men to execute a piece of work in 84 days ; but

he ascertains that three of his men do, respectively, ^, \, and
^ less than an average day's work, and two others ^ and in
more, and in order to complete the work in the 14 weeks,
he procures the help of 17 additional men for the 84th day.
How much less or more than an average day's work on tha
part of these 17 men is required ?

XXI. Simple Interest.

174. Interest is that which is paid by one, who bor-

rows money, for the use of the money.

The money lent is called the Principal.

The BoiTOwer agrees to pay at what is called a certain

Eate of interest, which is usuaUy reckoned by the sum
paid for the use of $100 for 1 year. Thus, if I borrow
$500 for 1 year, and agree to pay $25 for the use of the

money, I am said to borrow at the Bate of 5 per cent,

per annum, that is, I agi'ee to pay $5 for the use of

every $100 in the loan at the end of the year.

The sum made up of the Principal and Interest

added together, is called the Ajiount at the end of the

time for which the money is borrowed.

175. The solution of questions relating to Interest

depends on precisely the same principles as those ex-

plained in the last Section, and it is only because of the
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necessity of explaining technical terms that tiisre is any
occasion to se]iarate this or the succeeding Sections

fiom Section XX.

For, just as we reason ahout the question

"Vv'hat must I pay for tlie hire of 4 liorses for 6 months, if

I pay $18 lor the liire of 3 horses for a month ?

so do wo reason about the question

"Wliat must I pay for the u=^e of $5^0 for 3 years, if I pay
$5 for the use of $iOO for a year 9

Ex. (1). To find the Simple Interest on $2675 for

3 years, at 8 per cent., we reason thus :

Interest on SI 00 for 1 year is S8

;

on $1 for 1 year is Sy^^;

on $-G7c> for 1 year is S

on S2G7o for 3 years is S

1

3X2G"5XS
00 '

.-. the interest is SG42.

Hence we derive the following Rule

:

MuUipJu the Principal hy the Bate per Cent., and the

result hij the 'lime expressed in years, and divide the jwo-
duct by'100.

The process stands thus :

2075

21400
3

$042.00

.*. the interest is SG42.

Ex. (2). Find the interest on $3200 for 2 years and
7 months at 7^ per cent.
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Since 7 months is ^V of a year the time is 2yV ycara

Interest on SlOO for 1 year is §7.53.

n for 1 yearis$7V5o

13200 fori year is ^^-^^^,7-^

" ^3200 for 2/,^ years is 2^^ X $ ^

^-"o"^

— J? ' 12X100
= $020;

.-. the interest is ^G20.

Ex. (3). Find the interest on^lOilTS from January
28th, 187G, to Sept. loth, 187G, afc G p-r cent.

The nnmher of daj's between January 28th and Sept.

15th is 281, and 231 days is '^^l of a year.

Interest = ^{{--^ X iU - C^3841-992,

Note I.—In calculating the number of days between
two given days of the year, the rule is to IncUide one oj

them only in the calculation. Thus from Jan. 4 to Jan.

9 will be 5 days.

In the preceding example if we multiply numerator
and denominator by 2 we have

101178 X 2 X 231

730.0

Hence, in computing the interest for any number of

days, we have the following rule :

Multiphj the Prinn'pal by tirice' the rate, and the result

by the number of days and divide the vroduct by 73000.

When the Principal is not very large the division is

most readily effected by dividing the product by 3, the

quotient by 10, and the new quotient by 10, and adding

these quotients and the product together, and pointing

off five places of decimals.
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Thus : Find the interest Oi SIOOO for 121 clavs at

8 per cent.

eiooo
IG

IGO
121

3
I

1030000
I'l

;
Gloooo^

10
i

G4rj3o.^

I G453:V

$2G-u2o20

Since 73000 increased by | of itself, ^V cf itself, and

^Ijj of itseil' becomes lUOUlO.

Thus,

Ta '->' 3

1*0 Ot 3*0

73003
24383}
2433^
243V

lOjOlO

and considering tliis as 100000 the reason for tlie above

process is evident.

Note II.—In actual practice the time, vhen not an

exact number of years, is always expressed in dui/s, or

in 7/cars and datjs.

Example^., (xciv).

Find the simple interest

—

(1) On S2750 for 6 years at 5 per cent, per annnm.
(2) On S3G25 for 4 years at 8 per cent, per aunum.
(3) On $27 for 6 years at 7'. per cent, per anmnn.
(4) On SS825 for 6h years at 8 per cent, per annnni.

(5) On $1160 for 11 months at 9 per cent, per annum.
(6) On S0125 for 78 days at 8 per cent, per annum.
(7) On $.3913 h-om Nov. 23, 1876, to April 7, 1877, at 7^

per cent, per annum.
(8) On X'204 17s. Id. from Aug. 3 to Jan. 9 at 5 per cent.

176. "^^e have explained how to find the Interest

(and Amount) when the Piincipal, Eate and Time are

given. We shall now explain how to find the Eate, or
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Time, or Principal, -wlien the other two aud also the

Interest (or Amount) are given. j j

Ex. (1). At what Eate percent, will .^520 amount ^o

$800-8Q in 9^^ears ?

As tlie raie is the interest on $100 for 1 year, to find

the rate we must find the interest on $100 for 1 year.

Here interest = 8800.80 -$o20=$280 80,

Thus, the interest on $520 for 9' years is $280.80
;

.-. the interest on $520 for 1 year is %-—^
on $1 for 1 year is al-'-^^fl

en 8100 for 1 year is §^-^-^^^AM^ ^ cq
;

.*. Rate required is 6 per cent.

Ex. (2). In what Time will the Interest on $300
amount to £12G at 5 per cent. ?

Interest on $360 for 1 year is $^~|^* ^^ ^^^
Then, since $18 is the interest for 1 year,

$1 is the interest for y^ year,

§126 is the interest for Vs^ year, or 7 years.
.*. Time requu*ed is 7 years.

Ex. (3). What Principal will amount to S980 in 3

years at 7^- per cent. ?

Interest on $100 for 3 j'ears at 7^ per cent, is $22*50,
.*. $122.50 is the amount which has for its Principal $100;

$1 is the amount which has for its Principal $-^—
$580 is the amount which has for its Principal $^^ ° ^-^A^
^r^r.,. 122-50

or $800.
.*. Principal required is $800.

Ex. (4). At what rate will any sum triple itself in 20
years at simple interest ?

Here the interest is twice the Principal.

Thus the interest on the Principal for 20 years is 2 K Prin-
cipal

;

,^.. ^. .2x Principal
.*. interest on the Pnncipal for 1 yeans „^ .

—

-

^. . . . 2 X Principal
interest on $1 for 1 year is ^pr- ——

i o .Pnncipal X 20

A^^^ /. , . 100 X 2 X Principal
on $100 fci 1 rear is —^^-.—,----.,;— =10.

Principal X 20
.*. Eate required is 10 per cent.
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^

Examples- (xot)

(1) At what rate will the intereat on §326 for 15 years be

220.05?

(2) In what time will $700 amount to $920.50 at 6 per

cent. •?

(3) What sum will amount to $1325 in 8 months at 9 per

cent. ?

(4) The interest on a sum of money for 12 years at 4^ per

cent, is $202.50 ; what is the sum ?

(5) In what time will any sum double itself at 5 per cent,

simple interest ?

(6) What must be the rate per cent, that the interest at

the end of 16 years 8 months may be equal to seven-eighths

of the sum lent ?

(7) A sum of money amounts in ten years at 7 per cent,

to $1275 ; in how many years will it amount to $1406.25 ?

(8) The sum of $500 is borrowed at the beginning of the

year at a certain rate per cent., and after 9 mouths $400
more is borrowed at double the previous rate. At the end
of the year the interest on both loans is $35 ; what is the

rate at which the first sum was borrowed ?

(9) In how many days will the interest on £243. Gs. 8d.

be £4. 05. lOd. at OJ per cent?

(10) If £556. lis. 6d. be loaned for 125 days and then
amount to £565. 185. 9d., what was the rate ?

(11) The interest on $8000 for one day is $2; find the

rate per cent, per annum.

(12) Bought 5000 bushels of wheat at $1.25 a bushel, pay-

able in 6 months ; I immediately realized for it at $1."^0

cash, and put the money out at interest at 10 per ', nt. At
the appointed time I paid for the wheat ; did I gam or lobe

by the transaction, and how much ?

(13) The interest on a sum of money at the end of 6^
years is three-eighths of the sum itself; what rate per cent,

was charged ?

(14) A sum of money at simple interest has in 4^ years

amounted to $735, the rate of interest being 5 per cent, per

anaum ; what was the sum at fijrst, and in how many years

more will it amount to $1140 ?

(15) The interest on $1805, loaned on May 13th, at 5^ per

cent, per annum is $J7.9J5 ; on whut day was the money
returned ?
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PARTIAL PAYMENTS

177. A partial payment is the pajTnent of a part of

the amount clue ou a note or bond. "When partial pay-

ments are made they are endorsed on the note or bond.

To compute the interest on such a note proceed accord-

ing to the following rule :

Compute the interest on the principal to the time of the

first payment, and if this payment exceed the interest then

due add the interest to the principal, and from the sum
take the j^aymerd ; the remainder will form a new princi-

pal with which jyroceed as before.

But if the payment be less than the interest, compute the

interest on the principal to tJte time when the sum of the

payments shall first equal or exceed tlie interest due', add
the interest to tlie principal, and Jrom the sum subtract

the sum of the payments, and treat t/ie remainder as a

new principal.

This rule proceeds on the ground that in all cases

the payment should be apphed first to the interest due,

then to the principal, and that the principal remains
unchanged until the sum paid exceeds the accrued

interest.

Ex. (I). 84000. Toronto, June 1, 1872.

Two years after date I promise to pay ^\^iUiam Smith,

or order, four thousand dollars, for value received, with

interest at 7 per cent.

ElCHARD PaTWELL,

On this note were the following endorsements

:

Sept. 15, 1872, Four hundi-ed and fifty Dollars,

Dec. 15, 1872, Fifty DoUars.

Haj. 1, 1873, Five hundi-ed Dollars.

Jpri. 1, 187i, One thousand Dollars

What remained due June 4, 1874 ?
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Principal on interest June 1, 1872 $4000 00
Interest to Sept. 15, 1872 80 89

Amount §4080 89
Less 1st payment 450 00

Remainder for a new principal $3030 89
( Interest from Sept. 15 to Dec. 15, 1872, is )

) 363.44, which exceeeds the payment. )

Interest Irom Sept. 15, 1872 to March 1, 1873 117 20

Amount $3748 09
Less the sum of the 2nd and 3rd payments 650 00

Remainder for a new principal $3198 09
Interest from March 1, 1873 to Jan. 1, 1874 186 47

Amount $3384 56
Less payment Jan. 1, 1874 1000 00

Remainder for a new principal $2384 56
Interest from Jan. 1 to June 4, 1874.. 70 94

Balance due June 4, 1874 §2455 60

Examples, (xcvi)

(1) $1500.
Hamilton, Jan. 1, 1877.

One year after date, we promise to pay S. White, or
order, fifteen hmidred dollars, with interest. Value
received.

George Brown & Co.

The following payments were made on this note :

March IG, 1877, $100; June 13, 1877, $400; Sept.

1, 1877, $200.

What was due Jan. 1, 1878, interest at 6 per cent. ?

(2) 83500.
Belleville, March 15, 1876.

For value received, we jointly and severally promise
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to pay Wm. Smith, or order, three thousand five hun-
dred dollars, with interest.

jAiTKS Jones & Co.

Endorsed as follows

:

June 1, 187G, $800; Sept. 1, 1876, $100; Jan. 1,

1877, $1560; March 1, 1877, $300.

What was due May IG, 1877, interest at 6 per cent. ?

(3) $1200.
Toronto, Oct. 15, 1859.

One year from date we promise to pay James Smith,

or order, twelve hundi'ed dollar's, for value received,

with interest.

"WiLDEB & Son.

Endorsed as follows :

Oct. 15, 18G0, $1000; Apiil 15, 1861, $200.

How much remained due Oct. 15, 1861, interest at 6
per cent. ?

XXII. Compound Interest.

178. Compound Interest is that which is paid, not

only for the use of the original sum lent, but also for

use of the interest as it becomes due.

The interest on $500 for 1 year at 4 per cent, is $20.

If then $500 be lent at Compound Interest for 2

years at 4 per cent., the Interest for the first year is

$20.

Now, as the borrower has to pay for the use of this

$20, the Interest for the second year must be calculated

on $520.

Hence Interest for second year = $ ^^^^^ =$20.80.

To put the matter in a more simple way, we have

supposed the borrower to retain the interest due at the

end of the first year, but the reasoning wUl be the same
if we suppose tJce lewJer to receive the interest at the end

of the first year, and to put it out immediately at the

same rate of interest.

179. We may calculate Compound Interest by the

foilovring rule

:
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Find the interest for ihe first year : add it tq the.

original pri?icipal : call the result the Second Frincipal

:

find the interest on this for the second year : add it to the

second principal: call the res^dt the Third Principal:

find the interest on this for the third year, and so on.

Ex. (1). Find the Compound Interest on $7500 for

8 yeai-s at 4 per cent.

$7500 is the Principal for the first year.

4

$300.00

The interest for the first year is §300.

Add this to the Orif^inal Frincipal. $7500.

Then $7800 is the Principal for the second year.

$312.00

The interest for the secoy^d year is $312.

Add this to the Second year's principal, $7800.

Then $8112 is the Principal for the third year.

4 '
.

$324.48
The interest for the third year is $324.48.

.*. Compound interest required is

$3004-S312+$324.48= $93G.48.

If the Amount at Compound Interest he required, add

the original Principal, $7500, to the Compound Inter*-

est, $930.48.

Then Amount required= $8430.48.

Ex. (2). "WTiat is the compound interest of $250 foi

2 yeai's, at 7 per cent. ?

$250 Principal for 1st year.

$250X0.07 = 17.50 Interest for the 1st year.

2G7.50 Principal for 2ud year.

$267.50x0.07 = 18.725 Interest for the 2d year.

280.225 AmomitatCom.Int.for2yrs.

First Principal 250.00

$30,225 Com. Int. for 2 years.
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Examples- (xcvii)

Find the Compound Interest on

(1) $375 for 3 years at 5 per cent.

(2) $564 for 4 years at 7 per cent.

(3) $1154.37 for 4 years at 5 per cent.

(4) $740 for 5 years at 7 per cent.

Note I.—When the Compound Interest is required

for 3i years, it is usual to find the compound interest

for the whole of the fourth year, and take half the

result as the compound interest for the half year. This
really imphes that the interest is paid half-yearly, but
the approximation does not differ much fi-om the exact

truth.

180. The process for finding the Amount of a sum at

Compound Interest may be presented in a very brief

and neat form as follows :

—

If the rate of interest be 4 per cent.,

Amount of $100 at the end of 1 year is $104,
of SI at the end of 1 year is jgj of $1.

Hence it follows that

Amount of any sxim at 4 per cent, in 1 year = ^gj of that

Bum.

Again,

Amount for second year = | g* of amount for the first year

;

,*. Amount of any sum at 4 per cent, in 2 years
= \U of iSS of that sum.

Suppose, then, we have to find the amount of $540
in 3 years at 4 per cent, compound interest.

The amount is \n of Ut of tSS of $540
= $540 X (1.04)3

= $G07.42G.

From the above example it wiU be noticed that the

amount of $1 for a year at 4 per cent, is raised to the

power indicated by the number of years for which com-

pound interest is to be calculated. Hence we have the

following rule:

—

To find th£ sum to which any -principal will amount if

put out to Compound Interest at a given ratf in a mi*en
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number of years, find the amount of $1 for a year at the

given rate, raise that sum to the power which is denoted Iry

the given number of years, and multiply the result by the

number of dollars in the given principal,

Ex. (1). Find the amount of $850 in three years at

6 per cent, compound interest.

The Amount = $850 X (I'OG)'

= S850 X 1-101016
= S1012-3G3.

The Compound Interest = $1012-3G-$850
= $162.36.

Note III.—When the number of years is large the

student is recommended to employ the contracted

method of multiplication, explained in Ai't. 111.

Interest may be payable either yearly, half-yearly, or
quarterly, or at some other stated period.

In finding the Compound Interest on $2000 in two
years, when the interest is payable 1mlf-yearly, at 5 per

cent., we reason thus :

5 per cent, for a year = 2^ per oeut. half-yearly, 2 years
= 4 half-years.

Hence we have to find the Compound Interest on
$2000, /or /o'*/- times ofpayment, at 2>^ /;dr cent.

The Amount = $2000 X (1-025)*

= $2000 X 1-1038127
= $2207-625.

The Interest = $2207-625 -$2000
= $207-625.

Ex. (2). What Principal will amount to $1012-803
in 3 yeai's at 6 per cent ?

Principal X (l-06)s = $1012-363

... Principal =$lf^-,fl
= $850.

Examples (xcviii)

(1) What is the Compouud Interest on $1000 for 2 years,
at 6 per cent., payable half-yearly ?

(2) What is the amount of $200 for 3 years, at 6 per cent.,
payable half-yearly.

(3) Find tbe Compound Interest on $675.75 for 8^ years,
at 6 per cent, per annum.
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(4) A money dealer borrowed $1000 for 2 years, at 6 per
cent, interest; and loaned the same in such a manner as to

Com}X)utid the Interest every 6 months. What profit did

be make in "2 years by this proceedmg ?

(5) Find the difference in Compound Interest on £5000
for 2 years at 4 per cent., according as it is reckoned yecuiy
or half-yearly.

^6) What is the difference between the Compound Interest

on S400U0 for 4 years, and on $SU0O0 for 2 yeai-s, the rate in

both cases being 5 per cent. '?

(7) ^ and J5 lend each S243 for 3 years at 3^ per cent.

one at Simple, the other at Compound Interest ; find the
difference of the amount of interest which they respectively

receive.

(8) What sum at four per cent. Compotmd Interest wiH
amount in 2^ years to $16989-7728.

(9) What sum will amount to §27783 in 3 years at 5 ptf
cent. Compound Interest.

XXIII. Present Woilh and Discount.

181. Suppose A owes B $105, to be paid at tlie end
of a year. If A be disposed to pay off the debt at once
the Slim which he ought to pay should be such tha*;, if

put out at interest by Jj, it will amount at the end of a
yeai* to $105. Suppose further that B can put out his

money at o per cent, interest : then if he put out $100
at interest, this is the sum which will amount at the

end of a year to $105.

Hence $100 is the sum, which A ought to pay at

once, and this is called the Present Worth of the debt,

and is evidently such a siun as would, if put out to ic-

terest for the given time and rate, amount to the debt.

The difference between the Debt and the Present Wortt,
which is in the case under consideration $5, is csJled

the Discount.

Discount is therefore the abatement xnado when a

snm of money is paid before it is dnc Jtr.d is equal to

the interest on the Present W^oilh of the Debt.

Ex. (1). Thus, to find the ?r'}ser.t Worth of

$1781.40, due 4 yeai-s hence, lecb' j^iLli'j iLteiest at 5

per cent.
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riie interest on $100 for 4 years at 5 per cent, is S20.

.-. S120 has for its Present ^Voitli SlOO
;

.-. $1 has for its present ^Vorth Stilo i

.-. 817S1.40 has for its present worth
$iJ^* p^<_loo_

= §1484.50.

,'. Present "^'oith required is SI 484.50.

Ex. (2). Find the Discount on $1781.40, due 4 years
nence, reckoniug interest at 5 per cent

The Present "Worth is $1484.50, as we have just shown
;

the discount = $1781.40 -$1484.50

= $29G.90

When the Discount alone is required to "^e found the

following is the solution :

The Interest on $100 for 4 j-ears at 5 per cent, is S20.

.-. $120 has for its Discount $20
;

,". $1 has for its Discount j^Pq
J

.-. $1781.40 has for its Discount S^-^^^y^fp^

= S29G.90.

Ex. (3). "Wliat was the debt of which the discount
for 8 months at 9 per cent, was S44.4G ?

The interest on $103 for 8 months at 9 i^er cent, is $6.

.-. $6 is the chscounton S106

.-. $1 is the discount on $^2-*

.-. $44.40 is the discount on $ii:i^JiJ_oe

8785.46.

Ex. (4). Tlie interest on a certain sum of money for

two years is 850, and the discount for the same time
and rate is $45. Fmd the sum and the rate per cent,

per annum.

Since S50 is the interest on a sum of money wliich sun?

= (its Present Worth -^ its Discount'

' = (its Present Worth + 845)

and $45 is tlie interest on its Present Wort)

.'. $5 is the interest on .$45

.*. §1 13 tne i»tcrc.==t on $^^;
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.-. $50 is the interest on ^H^^JLli' or $450,

.". $450 is the sum required.

Again, the interest on $45 for 2 years is $5.

.'. the interest on S45 for 1 year is |

;

.*. the interest on $1 for 1 year is S~.—;;~^ ;

.* the interest on $100 for 1 year $_^^^ 45 X 2
= S5J.

.*. the rate is 5| per cent.

Note I.—From the above it will be seen that the Dis-

connt on any sum is the Present Worth of the interest

of that sum for the same time and rate : thus $45 is

the Present Worth of $50 for two years at a certain

rate per cent.

Ex. (5). If $20 be allowed off a bill of $420 due in

6 months, how much shall be allowed off the same biJ'

due in 12 months ?

$20 is the discount off $420 for G months
;

.-. $20 is the interest on $400 for G months

;

.-. $40 is the interest on $400 for 12 months
;

.*. $40 is the discount off $440 for 12 months
;

•'• $A'V is the discount off $1 for 12 months
;

.-. $^
-^Y

"
is the discount off $420 for 12 months.

>how$-^^-^— = $o8f-i.

.'. the Discount required is $38y\.

Note II.—The student will observe that the Discount

is not proportional to either the time or the rate.

Ex. (6). If $15 be the Interest on $115 for a given

time, what should be the Discount off $115 for the

same time :

$:5 is the interest on $115 ;

.-. $15 is the discount off $]30;

•*• $i^A is the discount off SI

;

... $11^3^ is the discount off $115.

Now ii^M.5 = 13,7,.
130 -^

. -

,*. the Discount reguii-ed is $13^^.
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Ex. (7). If $10 be aUowccl off a biU of $110 due 8

months hence, what should be the bill from which the

same sum is allowed as 4 months discount:

$10 is the discount off $110 for 8 months
;

.*. $10 is the interest on $100 for 8 months
;

.*. $10 is the interest on S200 for 4 mouths

;

.". $10 is the discount off 8210 for 4 months ;

.*. the sum required is $210.

Ex. (8). Find the present worth of $842.70 for two
years at G j^er cent. Compound Interest.

The compound interest on $100 for 2 years at 6 per cent
is $12.36.

.-. $112.36 has for its present worth $110 ;

.*. $1 has for its present worth v'ytI^ '

.-. $842.70 has for its present worth $8A2Loj< too_
^ 11 2.36= $750.

.'. Present worth required = $750.

Examples. ( xcix

)

Find the Present Worth of

(1) $oo20, due 4 years hence, at 5 per cent.

(2) $S4.70, due 2^ years hence, at 9 per cent.

(3) $015, due 1 year 4 months hence, at 7 per cent.

(4) $1120, due 16 months hence, at 6 per cent.

(5j £018. 28. 6d., due 3| years hence, at 4 per cent. -

Find the Discount on

(G) $636, due in 9 months, at 8 per cent.

(7) $1884.30, due in 3^ years, at 10 per cent.

(8) $087.50, due in 5^ years, at 5 per cent.

(9) £1165. IQs. dd., due in 2|* years, at 6 per cent.

(10 j £252. 19s. 3'i., due in 9 mouths, at 4^ per cent.

(11) Find the present worth of $6945.75, due 3 years
hence, reckoning compound iuterest at 5 per cent.

(12) Find the discount on $245.25, due 1\ years hence, at

6i per cent, compound interest, payable quarterly.

(13) A_ tradesman accepts $19*3125 in payment of a debt
of $205^^ due in 12 months, in cousideration of being paid
at ouce. What rate of discount does he allow ?
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(14) Find the present worth of a bill for $1127.10 drawn
Jan. 1 at 4 months, and discounted Feb. 20 at 10 per cent.

per annum.

(15) The discount on $275 for a certain time is $25 ; what
is the discount on the same sum (1) for twice that time, and
(2) for half the time ?

(16) A tradesman marks his goods with 2 price?, one for

cash and the other for credit of 6 months ; what relation

should the two prices bear to each other, allowing intero^t

at 7^ per cent.? If the credit price of an article be $33.20,

what is the cash price ?

(17) If $98 be accepted in present payment of $128, due
some time hence, what should be a proper discount oil a

bill of $128 which has only half the time to run ?

(18) A certain sum ought to have $20.80 allowed as 8
months interest on it ; but a bill for the same sum due in 8
months at the same rate, should have $20 only allowed oft

as discount in consideration of present payment. What is

the sum and the rate per cent. ?

182. The Discount;, of which we have been treating,

is called Mathematical Discount or True Discount, to

distinguish it fi'om Practical Discount, of which there

are two kinds:

(1) The deduction made by a trader, when an account

is paid to him before the time when he proposes to

demand payment. It is then calculated as interest on

the account. Thus if a trader gives notice on his bill

that he will allow 10 per cent, discount for immediate

paj^ment, and if the amount of the bill be $25.60, he
deducts $2.55, and the customer pays him $22.95.

(2) The deduction made by a lender of money from

the sum which he proposes to lend. Thus if a borrower

binds himself by a bill to pay $100 a year hence, and a

discounter advances money on the security of this biU,

at the rate of 5 per cent., he gives to the holder of the

bill $95, and takes the bill.

True Discount is the Interest on the Present Worth
of a debt. Practical Discount is the Interest on the

Debt itself. Hence Practical Discount is greater than

True Discount.
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183. Three days, called Days of Grace, are always

allowed, after a bill of exchange, or a promissory note is

nombially due before it is UyaUy due. Thus a bill

di-awTi on July 5, for 8 months would be nominally due

on Oct. 5, but legally on Oct. 8. Calendar months are

always reckoned so that a bill of 3 months whether

di-awn on the 28th, 29th, or 80th of Nov. 187G, would

be due on the 8rd of March 1877. The banker or

money lender who discounts a note always charges

interest on the note from the time it is discounted till it

is legally due ; hence in computing Practical Discount

of this natm-e interest must be calculated for 3 days

more than the time the note has to run.

Ex. (1). What would a banker gain by discounting on
Sept. 21 a bill of §318.15, dated July 31, at 4 months at 6

per cent. ?

The bill is legally due on Dec. 3.

The number of days from Sept. 21 to Dec. 3 is 73.

The interest on $318.15 for 73 days at 5 per cent, is

$3.1815.

The Mathematical discount is $3.15.

.-. the banker's gain is $.0315.

Ex. (2). A merchant wishes to borrow $96.91 on a

bill made on July 5 for 8 months. What must be the

face of the bill, interest being reckoned at 8| per cent. ?

Time between July 5 and Oct. 8 is 95 days.

Interest on $100 for 95 days at 8^ per cent, is $2|.

.-. a note for $100 would produce $97|

;

.-. a note for $-^^ would produce $1

;

97g^

.-. a note for $
9^-91x100 ^^^^ produce $96.91.

^^^^96.91X100 J
97|

.*. the face of the note is $99.

Examples, (c)

(1) What is the difference between the true and the bank
discount of 8950 for 8 mos. at 7 per cent. ?
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(2) A bill is drawn for $722.70 on July 17 at 2 months,
and discounted on Aug. 11 at 7^ per cent.; liow much did
the holder receive ?

(3) Find the discount charged in discounting a bill for

$7850 drawn April 9 at 7 mouths and discounted June 19th
at 10 per cent.

(4) For what sum must a note be drawn on July 3, at 3
months, so that discounted immediately it may produce
$501.09, money being worth 7 per cent. ?

(5) Find the difference between the true and bank dis-

counts on §5555 at 6 per cent, for 1 year.

EXA2nNATI0N' PAPERS.

I.

(1) Explain the difference between Simple and Compound
Interest. Find the Interest on $25000 for three years at 4
per cent, supposing Interest to make Capital at the end of

each year.

(2) The difference between the Compound and Simple
Interest of a certain sum of money for 3 years at 4 per
cent, is $3.80. Find the sum.

(3) Find at what rate Simple Interest in two years a sum
of money would amount to the same sum as at 4 per cent.

Compound Interest.

(4) Find the Compound Interest on $1000 at 3 per cent.

per annum for 2 years and 195 days.

(5) A person puts out to interest $8000 at 4 per cent. ; he
spends annually $300, and adds the remainder of his divi-

dend to his stock. What is he worth at the end of 5 years ?

II.

(1) Explain the distinction between true discount and
bank discount. Does the creditor or the debtor gain by
computing the interest intead of the discount ?

(2) Find the discount on $400, due one year hence, if

money bear interest at 6 per cent, per annum. Calculate
the interest on this discount for the same time, and show
that it is equal to the difference between the interest and the

discount of $400.

(3) If £10 be the interest on £110 for a given time, what
should be the discount of £110 for the same time ?
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(4) What must be the rate of interest in order that the
discount on §10292 payable at the end of 1 year 73 days
may be 6372 ?

(5) A tradesman who is ready to allow 5 per cent, per
annum Compound Interest, for ready money, is asked to

give credit for two years. If he charge $110.25 in his biU,

what ought the ready money price to have been ?

III.

(1) A speculator borrowed $5000, which he immediately
invested in land. Six months afterwards he sold the land
for $7500, on a credit of 12 months, with interest. Money-
being at 6 per cent., what is the speculator's proiit at the

end of 12 months, at which time he pays $5000 ?

(2) A merchant bought 43 cwt. 3 qr. of sugar at §5.25 per

cwt., which he immediately sold at $7 per cwt., on a credit

of 90 days, and then had the purchaser's note for the amount
discounted in the bank, at 6 per cent. What profit did the

merchant make ?

(3) Find the present worth of $1000 due 2| years hence
at 5 per cent, per annum ; and show that the discount of

tlie given sum is equal to the interest of the present worth
for the same time and at the same rate of interest ?

(4) A man having lent $10000 at 5 per cent, interest, pay-
able half-yearly, wishes to receive his interest in equal por-
tions monthly, and in advance ; how much ought he to

receive every month ?

(5) Show that the interest on ^266. 13s. 4c?. for three
months, at 4^ per cent, per annum, is equal to the discount
of £SS for 15 mos. at 3 per cent, per annum.

lY.

(1) How much may be gained by hiring money at 5 % to

pay a debt of SG400, due in 8 months, allowing the present
worth of this debt to be reckoned by deducting 6 % per
annum discount ?

(2) The difference between the simple and compound
interests of a sum of money for 8 years at 8 per cent, is

$985.60. What is the sum?

(3) The interest on a certam sum of money for two years
is £11 16.». 7^d., and the discount on the same sum, for the
game time, is J963 17«., simple interest being reckoned in
both cases. Find the rate per cent, per annum, and the
sum.
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(4) A offers $8000 for a farm ; B offers $9500, to be paid
at the end of 4 years. Whicli is now the better offer, and
by how much, allowing 5 per cent, compound interest?

(5) A person borrows money at 6 per cent, per annum,
and pays the interest at the end of the year ; he lends it out
at 8 per cent, per annum, payable quarterly, and receives

the interest at the end of the year ; by this means he gains
$269*18592 a year. How much did he borrow ?

XXIV. Equation of Payments.

184. When several sums of money are due from A to

Bj payable at different times, it is often required to find

the time, called the Equated Time, at which all may be
paid together, without injustice to A or B,

When great exactness is demanded, interest must be
added to the sums paid after they are due, and discount

subtracted from the sums paid before they are due.

But in practice the following rule is sufficiently accu-

rate:

Multiply each debt by the number of days, [or months]

after which it is due : add the results together: divide this

sum by the sum of the debts : the quotient mil be the num-
ber of days \or mont/is] in the equated time.

Take the following Examples:

Ex. (1). If $300 be due from ^ to ^ at the end of

6 months, and $700 at the end of 9 months, when may
both sums be paid in a single payment without unfair-

ness to ^ or to j8 ?

Number of months in equated time
300X 8 + 700X9

300+700
7 800
1000
7 8
TIT

n
.'. the whole amount of the debt should be paid at the end

of 7^ months.

The principle on which this solution depends is, that

the interest of the money, the payment of which is de-

layed beyond the time at which it is due, is equal to the

interest of that which is to be paid before it becomes
due.
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In the above example $300 is kept 2i months after

it is due, and the interest on it for that time is the same
as the interest on $840, $(300 x 2|), for one month.

But $700 is paid IJ- months before it is due, and the

interest on it for that time is the same as the interest

on $8-40, $(700x1^) for one month.

Ex. (2). ^ is indebted to -5 in the follovring

amounts : $500 due in 6 months
;
$600 due in 7

months ; and $800 due in 10 months. Find the time
when all these pa^nnents should be made together.

600 X 6 - 3000

600 X 7 = 4200

800 X 10 = 8000

1900 1900)15200

8
*. the equated time is 8 months.

Note.—This method is but a rough approximation,
and can only be taken as equitable when the various
times of payment are not widely apart. It will, in

short, be apphcable only to cases which occur in the
ordinary course of trade, and is therefore all that we
requne in the present work.

It is also to be observed that the error involved in this

method is sUyhtJij in favour of the payer , because interest

is calculated on the payments made before they are due,

-

instead of discount, in the algebraical process, fi'om

which the method is derived. See Appendix.

Examples, (ci)

What is the equated time of

(1) $250 due 4 months hence, and $350 due 10 months
hence.

Find the equated time of

(2) $300 due 3 months hence, $400 due 4 months hence,
and $500 due 6 months hence.

(3) Of a debt of $1400, $100 is due immediately, $600 at
the end of 1 month, $400 at the end of 7 months, and th,e
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remainder at the end of ft year. At what time might th«
whole debt fairly be paid in one Bum ?

(4) A grocer ought to receive from a customer $50 at the
end of 2 months, $30 at the end of 4 months, and $20 at the
end of 6^ months. What would be the proper time for re-

ceiving the whole sum together ?

(5) A debt is to be paid as follows : One-sixth now, and
one-sixth every 3 months until the whole is paid. When
might the whole debt be paid at once ?

(6) If 6450 be due in 16 months, and $250 be due in 13^
months ; find the sum which if paid now would be equiva-
lent to the whole debt at the equated time, interest at 4 per
cent.

(7) There is due to a merchant $800, one-sixth of which
is to be paid in 2 months, one-third in 3 months, and the
remainder in 6 months ; but the debtor agrees to pay one-
half down. How long may he retain the other half so that

neither party may sustain loss ?

(8) A sold goods to B at sundry times, and on different

terms of credit as follows: Sept. 30, 1868, $80.75, on 4

months credit; Nov. 3, 1868, $150, on 5 months credit ; Jan.

1, 1869, $30.80, on 6 months credit; March 10, 1869, $40.50,

on 5 months credit ; April 25, 1869, $60.30, on 4 months
credit ; how much will balance the account June 2, 1869 ?

(9) A owes B on the 1st of March the following sums :

jei40 due on 20th of April, ^120 due on 14th of May, ^'380

due on 15th of June. On what day may B pay these debts

together ?

(10) M buys goods of N, and has 6 months' credit from
the date of invoice. The goods are delivered on 6 different

days, to the following amount : ^6101. 14s. lOd. on Aug. 8,

£144. 2s. lOd. on Sept. 5, ^303. I85. lOd. on Sept. 18, ^757.

Os. Sd. on Nov. 13, il23. lis. Qd. on Nov. 28, il23. lis. 6d.

on Dec. 5. On the 13th January, N, who desires to receive

all the debts in one payment, reckons that this payment
should be made in 100 days. Show that this is approximately

correct.

EQUA!ION OF ACCOUNTS

185. Equation of Accounts (also called "Averaging

of Acconnts " and *' Compound Equation of Payments ")

is the process of finding at what time the balance of an

accoimt can be paid without gain or loss to either paorty.
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The Bal-ance of an Account is the difference between

the two sides of it and is what one owes the other.

Ex.

Dr. A in Account with B. Cr.

1877.
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Hence we have the following rule :

First find the equated time for each side of the account

separately. Then multiply the amount due on that side

which falls due first, by the number of days between the

dates of the equated times, and divide the product by the

balance of the account. The quotient will be the number
of days to be counted forward from the latest date
when the smaller side oj the account falls due first ; and
BACKWARD whcu the larger side falls due first.

Examples- (cii)

(1) Average the following account:

Dr. J. Hughes in account with S. Adams. Cr.

1875.
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XXV. Averages and Percentages.

186. The average of two or more groups of numbers
is found by adding the numbers together and dividing

the sum by the number of gi'oups.

Thus to find the average of 13, 15, 74, 23, 6, and 31,

we find the sum of the numbers to be 162, and as the

number of grroups is 6, the average vdW be 162 ^ 6,

or 27.

Note.—Express any remainder, which may occur,

dechnalli/.

Examples- C'iii)

(1) Find the average of 14. '2ij. 9, 18, 13, 24, 27, 89.

(2) Find the average of .GuO, 276, 974, 0, 236, 845, t^.
(3) Find the average peculation of three towns, conBistLng

respectively of 34729, 4U-i38 and 87296 inhabitants.

(4) Find the average of 15^, 36i, 17 §, 0, lOf, 741, 28^,

and 33.

(5) Find the average of 12^|, 21, 7i -034, 8^, 0, 24^ and
12^.

PERCENTAGES,
187. Business men regulate their affairs and calcu-

late their profits and losses with reference to lOU as a
standard, hence there are other applications of the term
Per Cent, besides those akeady given.

When we speak of an agent getting 8 per cent, as a
commission on the management of an estate, we mean
that from every $100 collected he deducts §3 to remu-
nerate himself for the trouble of collection.

When we read that the population of a town has
increased 15 per cent, since the last census, we mean
that if the number of inhabitants then had been divided
into groups of 100, and the number of inhabitants now
Into groups of 115, the number of groups would be the
same in both cases.

Ex. (1). How much is 3 per cent, on $1479 ?

Since $100 viekls $3,

$1 yields $y^
n479 yields $^'-^ or $44-37,
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Ex. (2). The number of boys in a school increases in

a certain period from 125 to 180, what is the increase

per cent. ?

On 125 the increase is 55.

On 1 the increase is ^^^

On 100 the mcrease is ^-^^ or ?|-® or 44 ;

.*. the increase is 44 per cent.

Examples, (ciy)

(1) Find 5 per cent, of $2400 ; 8 per cent, of 3475 horses.

(2) How much per cent, is 25 parts out of 75 ; 178 out oi

8900"; \ out of \ ?

(3) The population of London proper decreased 33- 11

per cent, between 1861 and 1871 ; in 186rit was 113,387

;

find what it was in 1871.

(4) How much per cent, is 9d. in the pbund ; 12^ cents in I

"the dollar
; $3 in every $20 ?

(5) Find the number of which 21 is 7 per cent.; 750 is 8J
per cent.; 215 is '005 per cent.

COMMISSI0N AND 'BROKERAGE.
188. Commission is the charge made by an agent for

buying or selling goods, and is generally a percentage

on the money engaged in the transaction.

Brokerage is the charge made by a broker for buying
or selling stocks, bills of exchange, &c.

In computing Commission care must be taken to cal-

culate it on the money actually employed in the busi-

ness.

Ex. (1). My agent has purchased wheat, on my
account, to the amount of $18768. What is his com-
mission at li per cent. ?

The commission on $100 is $1.75 ;

«i iB^i-^;

$18768 is $lilll^iiil£
100

= $328. 44 Com. requked.

Hence the following rule may be used :

Multiply the given sum hy tJie rate per cent, and divide

the product by 100^ and the result is the Commission or

Brokerage*
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Ex. (2). I send my agent $1827 with instructions to

deduct Ills commission at 1^ per cent., and invest tiie

balance in silk, liow much did he invest ?•

Siuce the Commission on $100 is $1.50, ,

out of $101.50 he can invest $100.

" $1
"

Ziih^.fu

" $1827 " ,&18 27XI00
10 1.50

== $1800, sum required

If in the above question the Commission is required,

we reason as follows :

On $101.50 the Commission is $1.50.

$1 *< " <ft j-«_o.

(( gl827 " *' ft l 827 X 1.80

=$27^

/. The Commission required is $27.

Examples- (cv)

Find the Commission on

(1) $7600 at If per cent. (2) ^5600 at 12^ per cent

Find the Brokerage on

(3) $2364 at i per cent. (4) $375 at .6 per cent.

(5) An agent collected rents to the amount ofT578 and
his Brokerage amounted to $26.01 ; what was the rate? ^

(6) Sent $3377 to my agent to invest after deducting his

Commission at 2^ per cent ; what was his Commission ?

(7) What is the ready money payment of an account
amounting to $7680, allowing a discount of 2^ per cent. ?

(8) A receives a consignment of wheat from B. He is to

sell it on a commission of 2 per cent., and invest the pro-

ceeds in silk, after deducting his commission on this new
transaction at 4 per cent. A's total commission was $600.

"What sum did he invest ?

(9) "What amount of money was invested, when ih«>

broker's charges at 1^ per cent amounted to $576.

(10) Gave $20050 to a broker to invest, with instruqtion,

after deducting his brokerage at ^ per cent., to invest the
balance in Government bonds. What will be the sum in-

vested, and how much will be the brokerage ?
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INSURANCE,
189. Insurance is security guaranteed by one party,

on being paid a certain sum, to another against any loss.

The Premium is the sum paid for Insurance. It is

always a certain per cent, of the sum insured.

The Policy is the wi'itten contract of Insurance.

Note.—As the Premium is always so much per cent, of the
gum insured it is found by the same rule as Commission.

What sum should be insured at 4 per cent., on goodb
worth $2940, that the owner may receive, in case of

loss, the value both of goods and premium ?

Since the premium on $100 at 4 per cent, is $4,

$96 worth of goods would be covered by $100
;

.-. $1 " "
8^T^o

;

.-.^2940 " " $^-^i|^^

= $3062.50, sum re-

quired.

Examples- (c^i)

/ (1) What will be the premium of insurance on the furniture

of a house valued at $2500 at ^ per cent. ?

'

(2) What is the premium for insuring a cargo, valued at

$21350, at 3^ per cent. ? ^

(3) For what sum should goods worth ^4384. 0». M. be

insured at 2^ per cent, that the owner may recover, in case

of loss, the value of both goods and premium ?

(4) A person at the age of 40 insures his life in each of

two offices for $5500, the premiums being at the rate of 3|
and o| per cent., respectively. Find his annual payment.

(5) Wnat sum must be paid to insure a cargo worth
^26400, the premium being 1^%, policy duty ^ percent., and
brokerage \ per cent. ?

(6) A trader gets 500 barrels of flour ini?ured for 75 per

cplv. 01 its cost at 2^ per cent., paying $80,85 premium ; at

what price per barrel did he purchase the flour ?

(7) A company took a risk at 2^ per cent., and re-insured

I of it in another company at 3 per cent. The premium
received exceeded that paid by $10. What was the amount
of the risk ?

(8) A shipment of apples was insured at 2f per cent, to

cover f of its value. The premium was $71.25; what were

the apples worth ?
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TAXES,

190. A TAX is a sum of money assessed on a person

in proportion to the value of his property, amount of

income, &c., for public purposes*

In order to levy a tax persons, called assessors, are

first employed to ascertain or appraise the value of all

the property taxed. Wlien this has been done the sum
to be levied is apportioned amongst the property own-
ers according to the value of the property of each.

Ex. A certain town has property valued at $1,-

560,000 and levies a tax of $23400 ; what should B
pay whose property is valued at $7500 '?

Since $1560000 pays $23400',

.-. $lpay8$jlfjg^;

/i^y $7500 pavs $1^-00^2 3400
^.f 'W rj » 1660000

= $112.50, tax required.

Examples, (cvii)

^-(1) In a school section containing property valued at

^100000 a tax has to be levied to pay the teacher's salaiy of

$800, and $250 which had been expended in purchasing
maps, &c. Find J.'« tax, who owns property, real and per-
sonal, worth $5400.

y (2) A man who owns $8500 worth of property pays a tax
of $144.50 ;-find the rate on the dollar.

-/C3) If the property of Toronto be valued at $75000000.
and B, who pays tax on $80000 worth of property, pay
$1400, find the total tax levied in Toronto.

(4) In a certain section a schoolhouse is to be built at an
expense of $8400, to be defrayed by a tax upon property
valued at $700000. What is the rate of taxation to cover
both the cost of the schoolhouse and the collector's commis-
fiion at 4 per cent.?

DUTIES OR CUSTOMS.

191. Duties or Customs are sums of money requii*ed

by government to be paid on nearly all imported goods.

The law requires that all goods entering Canada shall

be landed at certain places where Custom Houses are
estabushed. These places are called Poets of Entby.
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Duties are of two kinds, ad valorem and specific.

An Ad Valorem duty is a certain percentage on the

cost of the goods in ihe country from which they are

imported.

A Specific duty is a sum computed on the ton, yard,

gallon, &c., without regard to the value of the goods.

Note.—As ad valorem duties are percentages they are

computed in the same manner as Commission &c.

Ex. Find the specific duty on 760 lbs. of Sul-

phuric Acid at ^ cent per lb.

Duty on 1 lb. is \ cent.

" 760 lbs. is ^l^' cents=$3.80, duty required.

Examples, (o^

(1) What is the duty on 7635 lbs. of tea, valued at $3500
at 6 cents per lb. ?

(2) Find the ad valorem duty on an invoice of books
which cost $1760 at 5 per cent.

(3) Find the specific duty on 750 gallons of wine worth
$2150 at 60 cents per gallon.

(4) Find the duty on 8400 lbs. of sugar worth 7^ cents per

lb. ; the specific duty being ^ cent per lb. and the ad valorem
duty 25 per cent.

(5) Paid $1662.50 duty on an invoice of cotton at the rate

of 17^ per cent. ; what was the value of the cotton?

STORAGE.

192. Storage is a charge made by a person who
stores movable property or goods for another. It is

usually reckoned by the month of 30 days at a certain

price per bushel, cask, box, bale, &c.

The owners of the goods pay for putting the goods in

store, stowing away, and the expenses of dehvery.

When goods are received and dehvered at the pleasm-e

of the consignor, the dues for storage are usually deter-

mined by an average.

Ex. What is the cost of storage, at lo. per

bushel per month, of wheat received and delivered as

^ex following;
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Account closed October Snd, 1877.

Account of Storage of Wheat, received and delivered
FOE Account of John Jones, Toronto.
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it was found to be 9196. If the increase per cent, during
the first decade was the same as during the last, what was
this per cent. ?

II.

(1) A, after paying nr income tax of 1^ per cent, on aU
his salary over $400, has $1739.60 lelt. Find his salary.

(2) A town has levied a tax of S7340, which sum includes
the amount voted for building a bridge and the collector's

foes, at 3 per cent. What was expended on the bridge ?

(8) The average of ten results was 17.5 ; that of the first

*^ three was 16-25, and of the next four 16*5
; the eighth was 3

less than the ninth, and 4 less than the tenth. What was
the tenth ?

(4) The gross receipts of a railway company in a certain
year are apportioned thus : 40 pel cent., to pay the working
expenses, 54 per cent, to give the shareholders a dividend at

the rate of 3^ per cent, on their shares ; and the remainder,
$42525, is reserved. What was the paid up capital of the
company ?

(5) A can do 5 per cent, of a piece of work m 8 days of

; 10 hours each ; B can do 7^ per cent, of it in 5 days of 8
hours each. If both men work together and the whole work
be worth $85 , what does each get ?

III.

(1) A cargo is valued at $7905.45 ; the premium of insur-

ance is at the rate of 5^ per cent., policy duty ai ^ per cent.,

and commission at ^ per cent ; what sum must be insured
to cover the cargo and the expenses of insurance ?

(2) Keceived, and delivered, on account of James Smith,
sundry bales of cotton, as follows: Received Jan. 1, 1877,
2310 bales; Jan. 16, 120 bales ; Feb. 1, 300 bales; Delivered
Feb. 22, 1000 bales; March 1, 600 bales; April 3,400:
April 10, 312 bales. Required the number of bales remain-
ing in store May 1, and the cost of storage up to that date,

at the rate of 5 cents a bale per month.

(3) If the increase in the number of male and female
criminals is 2^ per cent., while the decrease in the number
of males alone is 7| per cent., and the increase^in the num-
ber females is 10^ per cent.; compare the antecedent num-
bers of male and female prisoners.

(4) A person takes a railway return-ticket for a month,
paying 25 per cent, more for it than he would have dou6 for

a sin^ile v*cket. At the end of the month he obtains an ex-
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tsnsion of time for a week by paying 5 per cent, on the

monthly ticket. The whole sum paid is $10.50; find the

price of the single ticket.

{5 J The paper duty was l^d. per lb., and the weight of a
certain book 1^ lbs. The paper manufacturerer realized 10

per cent, on bis sale, and the publisher 20 per cent, on his

outlay. "What reduction might be made in the price of the

book OD the abolition of the paper duty, allowing to each
tradesman the same rate of profit as before ?

IV.

(1) A merchant bought 37 yards 2 qrs. of cloth at $4.87^
per vard, and 49 yards 2.k qrs. of silk, at 93| cents per yard.

For what sum must the whole be sold to make a profit of

33^ per cent. :^

(2) A commission merchant is to sell 12000 lbs. of cotton,

and invest the proceeds in sugar, retaining If on the sale,

and the same on the purchase. Cotton selling at 7 cents,

and sugar at 5 cents per pound, what quantity of sugar can
the merchant buy ?

(3) In an examination of 750 candidates, '22 on the whole
do well, '34 barely pass, and the rest fail ; how many do
well, barely pass, and fail, respectively ?

(4) Sold grain on commission at 5 per cent. ; invested net
proceeds in groceries at 2 per cent, commission. My whole
commission was §70. What was the value of the grain and
groceries ?

(5) A commission merchant receives 125 bbls. of flour

from A, 150 bbls. from B, 225 bbls. from C; be finds on
inspection that ^.'s is 10 per cent, better than J5.'s, and O.'s

5,*i per cent, better than A.'s; he sells the whole lot at S7
per barrel, and charges 4 per cent, conmiission. How much
does he remit to each ?

(1) A broker charges me 1^ per cent, commission for pur-
chasing some uncurrent bank bills at 25 per cent, discount

;

of these bills, three of $10 each, and one of $50 becc^ma
worthless ; I dispose of the remain ler at par, and thusmalte
$520. Wbat was the amount of bills purchased ?

(2) A wholesale merchant sent a quantity of goods into
the country to be sold by auction, on a commission of 4^ per
cent. "What amount of goods must be sold that his aprent
may buy produce with the avails to the amount of $1910,
after retaining a commission of 2 per cent.?
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(3) A factor receives ^30056, and is directed to pnrchaat
cotton at $289 per bale ; be is to receive 4 per cent commis-
sion. How many bales does he buy ?

(4) Sold goods to a certain amount on a commission of 5

per cent., and, having remitted the net proceeds to the
owner, received for prompt payment ^ per cent., which
amounted to $16.15. "What was the amount of commission ?

(5) A man obtained an insurance for life at the age of 37,

and died when 51 years old. The policy required annual
payments during life, at $2.8674 per $100, and secured to

the heirs $1709.69 more than the amount of all the
premiums paid. What was the face value of the policy ?

ZXVI. Profit and Loss.

193. n I seU for $105 that for wliich I gave $100, I

gain $5 en an outlay of $100.

If I seU for $95 that for which I gave $100, I lose

$5 on an outlay of $100.

The following Examples will show the method of

solving questions relating to Profit and Loss, the prin-

ciples laid down in Section xx being followed.

Ex. (1). I sell for $6 that for which I gave 85.

What is my gain per cent. ?

On an outlay of $5 my gain is $1

;

On an outlay of $1 my gain is $i-

;

On an outlay of $100 my gain is §i^ or $20

;

.*. I gain 20 per cent.

Ex. (2). I bought some goods for $17. How must I

sell them in order to gain 17^ per cent. ?

That for which I gave $100 I must sell for $117|f ;

That for which I gave $1 I must seU for $111717'

That for which I gave $17 I must seH for $IJ^^^Ao_o or $20

Ex, (3). By selling goods for ^7.20 I made a profit

of 20 per cent. What did I give for them ?

That which I sold for $120 I bought for $100.

That which I sold for $1 I bought for $}§ "
;

That which I eoldfor $7.20 I bought for ^Ijll^ioo ^^ ^g^
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Ex. (4). If by selling coffee at Is. Id. per lb. I lose

5 per cent., wLat must I sell it at to gain 5 per cent. ?

That, which I sell at 95d., I bought for lOOd.
;

that, which I sell at Id., I bought for \%^d.
;

that, which I sell at 10(Z. 1 bought for ii'^il^d. or 'ZQd.

Having thus found the cost price, we proceed thus

:

To gain 5 per cent,

that, for which I gave lOOd., I wnst sell for 105c?.

that, for which 1 gave Id., I must sell for |o~§c?.

;

that, for which I gave 20c?., I must sell for ll^^Ald., or Is. 9d.° :ioo '

Or thus

:

In the first case,

that which costs lOOcZ. sells for 95c?.

In the second case,

that which costs 100c?., sells for 105c?.
;

.*. that which sells for 95c?. must brin^ 105c?.

;

" " Ic?. must brmg \%^d.
;

" 19d. must bring ii-^.lL^t/.,

or Is. 9c?. ^s before.

Ex. (5). A quantity of tea is sold for 83^ cents, per
pound, the gain is 10 per cent., and the total gain is

$48. What is the quantity of the tea ?

That which sells for SllO cost $100

;

§1 •* $Ho>

.'. the cost price per lb. = | ^- of $0-83A-
;

.-. the gain on 1 lb. = j\ of $0-83i.

But, the gain per lb. X No. of lbs. sold = total gain,

or XT of ^0-83| X No. of lbs. sold = $48 ;

48
.

No.oflbs.sold^.^^,--^^-^^,

= 6331-.

633|- lbs. is, therefore, quantity sold.
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194. When tea, spirits, wine and such commoditi«6
are mixed it must be observed that

quantity of ingredients = quantity of mixture,
cost of ingredients = cost of mixture.

Thus, if a mixture is made of 1 gallon of ale at 8 cts,

a gallon, 3 at 15 cts., 4 at 20 cts., and 12 at 7 cts.

quantity of ingredients =(l-r 3-}- 4+12) galls, or 20 galls.;

cost of ingredients = (8-f4i3-j-80-f-84) cts., or $2.17.

If I want to know what gain per cent. I shall make
by selling this mixture at 26 cts. a gallon, I reason

thus :

20 gall, at 26 cts. will sell for $5.20 ;

.-. that for which I gave $2.17, I sell for $5.20 ;

.-. %2.n gams, (.$5.20—$2.17), $3.03 ;

.-. $1 gains $|;03
;

.-. $100 gains $lo|^^, or $139.63.

.'. I gain $189.63 per cent.

195. In solving questions on Profit and Loss the

student must be very careful to notice whether the gcain

is calculated on the selling price or cost price. Thus,
it is sometimes said that a retailer's profit is 25 per

cent, meaning that he gave 75 cents for an article which
he sells for $1. His profit, in this case, is 33^ per

cent, on his outlay. Care must, therefore, be taken

to express distinctly which is meant. The profit

on a single transaction or set of transactions by no
means represents a net profit, as it is not charged with

a variety of expenses which belong to the business in

general rather than to the set of transactions in question.

Ex. If 100 articles of a given kind can be made in a

week out of $40 worth of raw materials, cost of labour

&c. being $10, fixed charges for rent &c. being $250 a

year, find (1) the cost price of each article, (2) the

invoice price in order that a profit of 30 per cent, on the

cost price may be realized, the following allowances be-

ing necessary, viz., 10 per cent, commission to agents

on money received for sales, and 12 per cent, for bad

debts, and (3) the amount of profit in a yeai*.
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(1) The fised charges must be referred to the same unit

of time as the rest of the estimate, viz.: 1 week = $31/* =
C125
* ^s •

Cost of 100 articles = $50+ $\^» = $54-8077 ;

.*. cost of 3 article = $0-548077.

(2) The profit on capital may be regarded aa part of the

cost of production. It would be so, in fact, if the money
were borrowed at 30 per cent, interest. 30 per cent, added

to $-548077 gives $ \I12^1±111J

,

Again, the commission is paid on the money actually

received ; to provide for it, we must take the V of

g l aOX-54 80T 7
^ or ft

lOX 1 30X54807 7
,* Too

*

9X100
Next : 12 per cent, on bad debts means that 12 do not

pay for 88 who do. To provide for it, we take V/ of the
selling price. The invoice price will, therefore, be

^100X10X130X548077
^.ggg^ 88X9X100 >*1P ^^^*

(3) To find the profit we must take -^ of the cost price,

and multiply by 100 X 52.

Annual profit = ^30xioox»2x-648077 ^ ^g^g10

Examples (cix)

(1) If I buy an article for $3.20 and sell it for $4, what is

my gain gain per cent. ?

(2) If I sell goods for $2240 and gain 12 per cent., what
was the cost price ?

(3) If 375 yards of silk be sold for $1960, and 20 per cent,
profit be made, what did it cost per yard ?

(4) If, by selling wine at 17». 5d. a gallon, I lose 6 per
cent., at what price must I sell it to gain 15 per cent. ?

(5) If, by selling goods for $544, I lose 16 per cent., how
much per cent, should I have lost or gained, if I had sold
them for $672.

(6) The manufacturer will supply a certain article at IH.;
if a tradesman charge 2d., what profit per cent, willhe
make? "

\

(7) A tradesman's prices are 20 per cent, above cost price.
If he allow a customer 10 per cent, on hie bill, what profit
does he make ?

v^J A tradesman's prices are 25 per cent, above cost price.
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If he allow a cnstomer 12 per cent, on his bill, what profit

does he make ?

(9) A man buys goods at £2S. 5«. 5d., and sells them at

£22,. 2«. lid. How much does be lose per cent. ?

(10) A man buys goods at £15. 6s. Sd., and sells them
again at ^611. 15s. 9f5. How much does he lose per cent. ?

(11) A man buys goods at the rate of $96 per cwt., and
sells 2 tons 14 cwt. 3 qr. 12 lb. for $6000. How much has
he gained or lost per cent, on his outlay ?

(12) If 8 per cent, be gained by selling a piece of ground
for $4125.60, what would be gained per cent, by selling it for

$4202 ?

^'{Id) If 3 per cent, more be gained by selling a horse for

$333 than by selling him fof $324, what must his original

price have been ?

(14) A grocer mixes 12 lb. of tea at 25. 6^d. per lb. with 4
"lb. at 3s. 2\d. At what price must he seU the mixture so as

to gain 33^ per cent, upon his outlay ?

(15) How many pounds of tobacco at $1.05 a pound must
a tobacconist mix with 4 lb. at $1.30, that he may sell the

mixture at $1.56f per pound, and gain 33^ per cent, upon
his outlay^

(16) A spirit merchant buys 80 gallons of whiskey at $3.60

per gallon, and 180 gallons more at $3.00 per gallon, ; nd
mixes them. At what price must he sell the mixture to gain

83 per cent, upon his outlay ?

(17) I mix 80 gallons of gin at $3.10 per gallon with 96
gallons at $3.41f , and sell the mixture so as to gain 10 per

cent. At what price per gallon do I sell it ?

(18) A grocer buys two sorts of tea at 55 cents and 61f
cents per lb. respectively. He mixes them so as to have 8

lb. of the dearer for every 1 lb. of the cheaper sort, and sells

the mixture at 80 cents per lb. "What does he gain per cent. ?

XXVII. stocks and Shares.

196. The Government of a country, the authorities

of a city, &c., often find it necessary to borrow money
to carry on public works, &c. A loan is then con-

tracted and the borrower pledges the credit of the coun-

try, city, &c., to pay a fixed rate of interest on the sum
bon'owed until the debt is paid off.

The term stock is applied to any snoh govemmpnt
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loan. It also denotes the capital of a joint-stock com-
pany.

Banks, Kailway Companies, and others, have their

capital divided into shares of so many dollar's each,

usually $50 or 8100.

The price of stock is always quoted at so many dol-

lars for $100 stock. Thus \Yhen we read that the stock

of the Toronto Bank is at 155 it means that $155 of

money will purchase $100 stock in that bank.

The price of stock is always fluctuating owing to a
change in the value of money, i. e., at times money is

scarce and consequently in large demand, and hence
the rate of interest will be high ; at other times it is

plentiful and therefore cheap. Thus if A has money
to loan and can get 8 per cent, for it he will not invest

it in the Dominion stock, which pays 6 per cent., un-

less the 1 atter is so cheap that he can make 8 per cent.

i. e., unless he can buy it at 75. Hence if B wished to

sell Dominion 6 per cent, stock he would have to sell it

at a discount.

Again, if money could only be loaned at 5 per cent.,

B would be able to sell $100 of such stock for more
than $100 money, in this case he would sell at a Pre-

mhim. Among the other causes wliich determine the

value of stock, we may mention its desirabihty as a safe

investment, commercial and pohtical changes at home
and abroad, etc.

197. Stock is at Par when it sells for its nominal
value, as, when $100 stock sells for $100 money.

It is at a Premium when it sells for more than its

nominal value. Thus, when $100 stock sells for $109
money it is at a Premium of 9 per cent. It is at a Dis-

count when it sells at less than its nominal value.

Thus, when $100 stock sells for $85 money, it is at a

discount of 15 per cent.

The purchase and sale of stocks are usually effected

by means of a stock-broker, who is paid a certain per-

centage on all stock that passes through his hands.
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Thus, if stock is at 92^ and the broker charge } per
cent., the buyer will have to pay $93, ($92 J-

-f- $|) for

$100 stock, and the seller would receive $92 ($92^ —
$i) for it.

198. Stock is often named from the interest which is

paid to the owners of the stock. Thus, the Dominion
Government stock, paying interest at the rate of 6 p«r

cent., is spoken of as the Dominion 6 per cents., or

Dominion 6's.

Consols are a part of the national debt of Great Brit-

ain, so called from the Consohdation of the stock of

various annuities into a joint 3 per cent, stock.

The National Debt ot Great Britain, which now
amounts to about 773 miUions, has been incurred by
loans made to the State by individuals. Interest is paid

upon the main part of this debt at the rate of 3 per cent.

The names of the persons, who have a claim on the

nation for such interest, are registered in books kept by

the Bank of England on behalf of the Government.

Such persons are called Fundholders : the debt itself is

often called Tlie Funds : and the interest, which is pay-

able haK-yearly, is called Dividends,

Suppose ii to be a Fundholder in that particular part

of the National Debt called The Three x>er Cent. Consols,

and suppose the amount of the debt, which he is ack-

nowledged by the Register to hold, to be £5000, he is

then said to hold £5000 stock. A cannot demand the

pa}Tnent of 5000 sovereigns, or any smaller sum, from

the Government, as a redemption of the debt, but the

Government undertakes to pay him (or any one to whom
he may assign his claim) 75 sovereigns, every half-year,

that being the amount of interest on £5000 for half a

year at 3 per cent.

Now suppose A to be desirous of selling his claim to

B. The value of the claim does not vary much from

time to time in the case before us, for England is known
to be wilhng and is acknowledged to be able to pay the

interest on her debt, and the security of the claim makes
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the Fundholder satisfied with a low rate of interest,

punctually paid and easily obtained. The value of £100
Stock in Consols is at the present time (July 12, 1877)
92|, that is, A can obtain £92| for each £100 Stock that

be holds, and B on the payment of 60 x £92 1, or

£4618. Ids. can have the £5000 Stock, now held by A,
' transferred to him.

A'8 name is then removed from the Register, and B's

name is inserted in it, and the process is called a Trans-

fer. A is said to sell out of the Funds and B is said

to invest in them.

199. United States securities are of two kinds : Notes
and Bonds.

United States 6's, 5-20 are bonds bearing interest at

6 per cent., and payable in 20 years, but may be paid

in 5 years, if the Government choose. When it is

necessaiy to distinguish different issues of bonds bear-

ing the same rate of interest, the year at which they

become due is mentioned ; thus U. S. 6's, 5-20 of '84
;

U. S. 6's, 5-20 of '85.

Notes are of two kinds.

First, those payable on demand, without interest,

known as United States Legal-tender Notes, or " Green
Backs."

Second. Treasury notes payable at a specified time,

with interest. Of this kind are notes bearing interest

at 7^^ per cent., and known as 7-30"s. These have all

been redeemed.

200. CuHRENCY is a term used in commercial lan-

guage.

First. To denote the aggregate of Specie, BiUs of

Exchange, Bank Bills, Treasury Notes, and other sub-

stitutes for money employed in buying, selling, and
carrying on exchange of commodities between various

countries.

Second. To denote whatever circulating medium is

ased in any country as a substitute for the governmen''
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standard. It sometimes happens that the paper cur-

rency of a country becomes depreciated in value, as is

the case at the present time in the United States. Thus
when we read in Stock quotations of American currency

buying at 94f and selling at 95^, it is meant that a

broker would give $9-4f gold for $100 of paper currency,

and that he would sell $100 of paper currency for $95^.

gold. Also when we read that gold is 105;^, it is meant
that the paper currency is taken as the standard for the

time being, and $105^ of such currency would be given

for $100 gold.

201. In Canada the Hability on all Banks Stocks is

Umited to double the amount of the subscribed capital.

On all other stocks the hability of shareholders is strict-

ly hmited to the amount of the subscribed capital.

When all the Capital of a Company has been paid up,

it is often changed from Shares to Stock, because in the

case of Stock, transactions can be carried on with

reference to any portions of it, whereas in the case of

Shares, fi-actional parts of those Shares cannot be

translerred.

Three points must now be clearly marked :

(1) We shall know the amount of money received by
A for any given amount of stock, if we know the price of

the stock at the time of sale.

(2) We shall know how much stock can be bought by
B for any given amount of money, if we know the price

of the stock at the time of sale.

(8) We shall know the amount of income received by
A (and subsequently by B) on any given amount of

stock, if we know the rate of interest payable on the

stock ; the income depending in no way on the price of

the stock.

These three oases we now proceed to illustrate :

Ex. (1). What is the value of $2500 stock in the

Dominion 6's at 98i ?
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The value of $100 stock is $98.25
;

$1 stock is
$%'-^o^ ;

$2500 stock is $2-^ 0-^98.25 .

= $2456.25.

Ex. (2). How much stock can be purchased at 92

J

for $740.

For 892.50 I can pui'chase $100 stock
;

for $740 "
^^^TF^' °^ ^^^^ ^^°^^-

Ex. (3). What annual income is derived from invest-

ing $3920 in the 6 per cents, at 98
;

.'. $98 gives an income of $6 ;

.'. $1 gives an income of $g^^ ;

.-. $3920 gives an mcome of $^^-^y|^^, or $240.

Ex. (4). What sum must be invested in the Dominion
6's at 95 so that I may have an annual income of

$1200?
Since $6 is got from investing $95

;

.*. $1 is got from investing $*/ ;

.-. $1200 is got from investing ^1A^L^2L2A^ or ^igooo.

Ex. (5). What annual income is derived from $3550
stock in the U.S. 5's, 10-40?

Income on $100 stock is $5.

" $1 " Siir

.. $3550 •' $^^f^, or $177.50.

This is merely a case of finding the Interest, where
the stock is the Principal.

Ex. (6). Bought stock in the Bank of Commerce at

120. The last dividend was at 8 per cent. ; what per

cent, did I make on the investment ?

$120 gives an income of $8

;

.'. $1 *'
$T2~0 >

.% $100 " S-~;-', or $6f.

.'. the per cent, required is 65.
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Ex. (7). When stock is at 8i, how much stock must
be sold to raise $4G2 ?

Since 884 is got from selling $100 stock

;

.-. n '*
eV4^ stock;

.-. $462 " $4«\^^i^stock;

or $550 stock.

Ex. (8). What is the price of Ontario Bank stock

when $6000 stock produces §5880 ?

Smoe $6000 stock is worth $5880

;

$100 "
$

1 00
6000

.'. the stock was selling at 98.

Ex. (9). By investing in the Dommion 6's I make 6^
per cent. ; what was the selling price of this stock ?

Since $6.50 is got from investing $100;

••• $1 '' HVh'
.-. $6 " ^ $^JJ°%r $921^3.

.*. the selling price was $92-1^,-.

Ex. (10). Which is the more advantageous stock to

invest in, 6 per cents, at 95, or 5 per cents, at 87^, and
how much per cent, is it better ?

Income for $95 in the 6 per cents, is $6

;

.•. Income for $1 in the 6 per cents, is ^^%.

Income for $1 in the 5 per cents is 8g 77 or $iW'
We have now to compare the fractions 9^ and i\%.

Eeduced to a common denominator these become -3^^iV

and ,VA-

.

.*. Income for $1 in the 6 per cents is ('jVA' — aVi% ) of a

$1 better than in the 5 per cents.

.-. Income for $100 in the 6 per cents is 100 X (-3W5 —
ifsVs" of a 8 1 better than in the 5 per cents.

Now 100 X GW^- 3VV5) = -91...per cent, required.

Ex. (11). A person transfers £5000 stock from a 8

per cent, stock at 72, and invests the proceeds in a 4

per cent, stock at 90. Find the difference in his in-

come.
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First, he BeUs £5000 stock at 72, and gets £(72x50) or

£3600.

Then he invests £3600 in the 4 per cent, stock at 90, and

buys £»AooJU_oo_ stock, or £4000 stock.

Now his jint income on the £5000 stock was £ « o o o x 3

And his $ec(md income on the £4000 stock is £lo^ii*,
100 '

or £160

;

.*. he increases his income by £10.

Ex. (12). A person invests £1075. lO*. in Consols
when they are at 89 J, and sells out when they are at

93| ; what is his gain, brokerage at \ per cent, on each
transaction.

Here an annnity which costs £(89^+8) is sold for

.-. on £891 the gain is £3f ;

H
.*. on £1 the gain is £gg|, or £i^

;

.-. on £1075 10«. the gain is £1075. 5 x ^2^, or £43. 10».

Ex. (18). A person invested in Bank stock at 89J
and sold out at 108 J, and cleared ^897.50 ; how much
did he invest, brokerage being \ per cent, on each ti-an-

eaction ?

Here what cost $90 is sold for $103^ ;

.*. he gained $13.25 by investing $90 ;

.*. he gained $1 by investing $
^ ^^^ ;

.-. he gained $397.50 by investing $ilI±?Ai^ or $2700.

Ex. ([14). A person having to pay $3006/^ two years
hence, invested a certain sum in the Toronto 6 per cent,
city bonds to accumulate interest until the debt be paid,
and also an equal sum next year ; supposing the invest-
ments to be made when the stock was at 99, and the
first year's interest also invested in stock, and the price
to remain the same, what must be the sum invested on
each occasion that there may be just sufficient to pay
the debt at the proper time ?
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Every $9d invested wiU give $6 interest

;

.". every $1 invested will give S-gV ^^^^^^^t-

.-. $ sum invested will give $ sum x q% interest.

Now $ sum X -g% invested will give $ sum x f}% X ^g
interest.

Hence at the end of the second year there were on hand
the two sums invested.

Two years' interest on the first investment= 2 x sum X
6

One year's interest on the second investment = sum X
,%,

And the interest on the first year's interest = sum X g^

X 09-

Or 2 sums + 3 X sum X A + sum X ^r? X A to meet
^3606 3^-.

.-. (2 + il + si 3t) sum = §3606/3

;

3606 3I
.-. sum= ^-'lA-u = S1650.

"9310

Examples (ex).

Find the value of

(1) $7645 stock in the 6 per cents, at 95.

(2) $9800 stock in the 5 per cents, at 80.

(3) $7650 stock in the 7 per cents, at 118^.

(4) ^3850 stock in the 3 per cents, at 92.

(5) £572 IQs. stock in the 3 per cents, at 91^.

How much stock will

(6) $8400 buy in the 4 per cents, at 75 ?

(7) $3757.50 buy in the 8 per cents, at 125^?

(8) #994.50 buy in the 7 per cents, at 117 ?

(9) ^2199 buy in the 3 per cents, at 91f ?

(10) ^5527 10s. buy in the 3 per cents, at 92^ ?

What income is got from investing

(11) $934.25 in the 6 per cents, at 101 ?

(12) $4147 in 4 per cent, stock at 72| ?

(13) $6720 in 5^ per cent, stock at 96 ?

(14) $3725 in 3 per cent, stock at 74^?

(15) ^8475 IO5. in 3 per cent, stock at 92| ?
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What amount of stock must be sold

(16) In the 8 per cents, at 125 to produce $750 ?

(17) In the Dominion 5's at 92^ to produce $G29?

(18) In the 6 per cents, at 101 to produce $959.50 *

(19) In the 7^ per cents, at 128 to produce $4096?

What per cent, is made by investing in the

(20) 8 per cents, at 120?

(21) 5 per cents, at 95?

(22) 6 per cents, at 104 ?

(23) 3^ per cents, at 75 ?

When Greenbacks are at

(24) 90, what is the price of gold ?

(25) 92^, what is the price of gold ?

(26) 84, what is the price of gold ?

When gold is at a premium of

(27) 10 per cent., what are '* Greenbacks " quoted at ?

(28) 25 per cent., what are "Greenbacks " quoted at?

(29) 14 per cent., what is $57UU of American Currency
worth ?

What sum must be invested in the

(30) 8 per cents., at 120 so as to produce an income of

$640.

(31) 5 per cents., at 90 so as to produce an income of

$3750 ?

(32) 4i [per cents., at 67 so as to produce an income of

$2790.

What is the selling price of stock when

(33) $550 stock in the 6 per cents, produce $558.25 ?

(34) $7840 stock in the 4 per cents, produce $6664?

(35j £840 stock in the 3 per cents, produce £773. lis. ?

(36) What must I pay for U. S. 10-40*8 ( Interest at 5 %)
that my investment may yield 6 per cent ?

(37) Which is the better investment, the buying of 9 per
cent, stocks at 25 per cent, advance, or 6 per cent, stocks at

25 per cent, discount, and how much per cent, better ?

(38) The difference between the incomes derived from in-

vesting a certain sum in 6 per ce nt. stock at 126, and ia 9
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per cent, stock at 210, is ^622. lOs. What is the amount in-

vested ?

(39) I sell ont of the 8 per cents, at 96, and invest the

proceeds in Uailway 6 per cent, stock at par ; find by how
much per cent, my income is increased.

(40) If a 8^ per cent, stock be at 91, how much must I

invest in it, so as to have a yearly income of £958, after pay-
ing 7d in the pound income-tax ?

(41) By selling out £4500 in the India 6 per cent, stock at

llH, and investing the proceeds in Egyptian 7 per cent,

stock, a person finds his income increased by £168. 16».

What is the price of the latter stock ?

(42) Find the alteration in income occasioned by shifting

£3200 stock from itie 3 per cents, at 86f, to 4 per cent, stock

at 114J : the brokerage being | per cent.

(43) A owns a farm which rents for $411.45 per annum.
If he sell the farm for $8229, and invest the proceeds in U.
S. 6's, 6-20's of 84, at 106, paying ^ per cent, brokerage, wiU
his yearly income he increased or diminished, and how
much ?

(44) Through a broker I invested a certain sum of money
in U.S. 6's, 5-20 at 107^, and twice as much in U.S. 6's

10-40 at 98^, brokerage in each case ^ per cent. My in-

come from both investments was $3674. How much did I

invest in each kind of stock ?

(45) A purchased goods for which he was to pay $7000 in

currency, or $5500 in gold. Will he gain or lose by accept-

ing the latter proposal, gold being at 125, and how much 1

(46) I invest in the 3 per cents, at 92. They fall to 85,

and I sell out and obtain a safe investment paying 6 per

cent., but not subject to fluctuation of value. How long

must I hold it before I shall make a profit by the change,

in case 8 per cents rose to their former value ?

(47) I own $4000 Montreal Bank stock paying an annual

dividend of 14 per cent. I sell at 180 and invest in Toronto

Gas Company stock at 125 and receive an annual dividend

of 9 per cent. What change is made in my income, broker-

age being | % and I % on the respective transactions?

(48) A person bought stock at 95^, and after receiving the

half yearly dividend at the rate of 7 per cent, per annum,
sold out at 92| and made a profit of $37.50. How much
stock did he buy ?

(49) Whether is it better to invest in the 6 per cents at

aS^, or in the 6 per cents at 85, brokerage being } per cent,?

r
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(50) What Bum must a man invest in the Dominion 6'8 at

101 in oreler to have a clear income of $1775.50, after pay-

ing an income tax of IJ cents on the dollar on all over

$400?

(51) A gentleman has been receiving 12 per cent, on hie

capital in Canada. He goes to England to reside, and in-

vests it in the 3 per cents, at 94f , and his income in England
is £2400. What was his income in Canada, £> being equal

to $4.86| ?

(52) By seUing out ^€4500 in the India Five per Cent.

Stock at 112^, and investing the proceeds in Egyptian Seven
per Cent. Stock, A finds his income increased by ^£168. 15^.

\Vhat was the price of the latter stock, brokerage on each
transaction being \ per cent. ?

(53) The 6 per cents, are at 91| and the 7 per cents, at

102. A person has a sum of money to invest which will give

him $3500 more of the former stock than of the latter. Find
the difference of income he could obtain by investing in the

• two stocks.

(54) One company guarantees to pay 5 per cent, on shares

of $100 each ; another guarantees at the rate of 4| per cent,

on shares of $::50 each ; the price of the former is 124^, and
of the latter $34 each ; compare the rates of interest which
the shares return to the purchasers.

(55) The present income of a railway company would
justify a dividend of 3f per cent., if there were no preference

shares ; but as $1200000 of the stock consists of such shares,

wh'ch are guaranteed 5 per cent, per annum, the ordinary
shareholders receive only 3 per cent. What is the whole
amount of stock ?

(56) Eeceived from my correspondent in New York
$6150 U.S. currency, with instructions to deduct my com-
mission at 2^ per cent., and invest the remainder in Cana-
dian Tweeds worth $1.03^ per yard. How many yards
should I send him, gold being quoted at 115 ?

Examination Papers.

I.

^ (1) In a sale of goods for $728 there is a loss of 9 per
cent. ; for what must 8 times the quantity be sold in order
to gain 7 per cent. ?

(2) If 20 per cent, be gained by selling an article for $2.10;
i^yhat is the gain or loss per cent, when it ia sold for $1.60 ?
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(3) A grocer had 150 lbs. of tea, of which he sold 50 lb&.

at $1.80 per pound, and found lie was gainmg only 7^ per
cent., but he wished to gain 10 per cent, on the whole. At
what rate must the remaming 100 lbs. be sold that he may
attaua his wishes ?

(4) A tradesman adds 35 per cent, to the cost price of his

goods, and gives his customers a reduction of 10 per cent, on
their bills ; what profit does he make ?

(5) A bill of S2520 due a year hence can be taken up now
at 5 per cent, discount. Supposing a tradesman can employ
his capital so as to obtain interest at the end of every quarter
at the rate of 4^ per cent, per annum, had he better bo

employ it or take up the bill ; and what will be the difference

to him ?

IL

(1) A tradesman marks bis goods with two prices, one
for ready money, and the other for one year's credit, allow-

ing discount at 5 per cent. If the credit price be marked
$2,45, what ought the cash price to be ?

(2) If goods be sold on condition to allow 10 per cent,

discount, if payment be made at the end of six months,
what discount ought to be allowed if payment be actually

made (1) three months before, and (2) three months after the
stated time, if money bear interest at 5 per cent, per annum ?

(3) A person purchases goods at $1.20 per pound Troy
weight and sells them again by Avoirdupois weight ; at

what rate per ounce must he sell so as exactly to reimburse
his outlay ?

(4) What is meant when it is said that Consols are at

88^? What are they at when £9000 is paid for ^10000
Consols ?

(5) A person sells $1200 stock in the 3 per cents, at 86, in

order to invest in bank stock paying 8 per cent.; what price

must he pay for it to be neither a gainer nor loser ?

III.

(1) I send $3060 to my agent in Montreal to invest in tea

at 75c per lb. He deducts his commission of 2 per cent,

and purchases the tea. How many pounds do I receive and
at what must I seU per lb. so as to make a profit of 40 ^
after paying freightage $30 and insurance at the rate of \
per cent.?

(2) Bought land at $50 an acre ; how much must I ask

an acre that I mav take off 25 per cent, from my asking
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price, and still make 20 per cent, profit on the purchase
liioney ?

(3) A buys silks at $2.25 per yard on a credit of G months.
B buys the same quality of silks for ^2.15 per yard, cash.

Which makes the best purchase, money beiui^ worth 10 per
cent., and what must the 'X'^ods be marked at to insure a
gain of 25 per cent.? Or, if the silks be sold at $3 per yard,
what prulit per cent, does each make ?

(4) A person buys an article and sells it so as to gain 5
per cent. If he had bouji:ht it at 6 per cent, loss, and sold

it for 5 cents less, he would have gained 10 per cent. Find
the cost price.

(5) A person buys 6 per cent, city of Toronto bonds, the

interest on which is paid yearly, and which are to be paid
off at par, 3 years after the time of purchase ; if money be
worth 6 per cent., what price should he give for the bonds ?

IV.

(1) Bonght cloth at S3 in gold, and sold at S4 in currency.
Did I gain or lose by the transaction, and how much per
cent, in currency, gold being at 118?

(2) A merchant sold 24 cheese at $30 each. On one half

he gained 30 per cent., and on the remainder he lost 30 per
cent. ; did he gain or lose on the whole, and how much ?

(3) A man wishing to sell his farm asked 3G per cent, more
than it cost him, but he finally sold it for 20 per cent, less

than his asking price. lie gained $,V28 by the transaction,

llow much did the farm cost, what was his asking price,

and for how much did he sell it ?

(4) A person having to pay §1085 at the end of 2 years
hivested a certain sum in 3 per cent, stock, allowing the

dividends to accumulate until the payment of the debt, and
also an equal sum next year, and also the previous year's

interest. If the investment is made and the debt paid when
stock was at 73, what must be the sum invested on each
occasion that there may be just suihcient to pay the debt at

the proper time ?

(5) A merchant's stock-in-trade is valued on Jan. 1, 1875,
at S4U000, he has $1750 in cash and owes $0350; during the
year his personal expenses, $1500 are ]->aid out of the pro-

ceeds of the business, and on Jan. 1, 1870, his stock is valued
at 839750, he has S2850 in cash and owes $7550. What is

the whole profit of the year's transactions after deducting 5

per cent interest on the capital with which he began the

year?
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V.

(1) I received an 8 per cent, dividend on railway stock,

and invested the money in the same stock at 80. My stock

having increased to $13750, what was the amount of my
dividend ?

(2) How many shares of 650 each must be bought at 25

per cent, discount, brokerage If per cent., and sold at 16

per cent, discount, brokerage 1:^ per cent., to gain $121.6G| ?

(3) What sum must be invested in United States 10-40'a

bearing interest at 5 per cent., payable in gold purchased at

par, to produce a semi-annual income of $400 U. S. currency,

when gold is quoted at 175 per cent. ?

(4) The charter of a new railroad company limits the

stock t® $1500000, of which 3 instalments of 10 per cent.,

20 per cent., and 40 per cent, respectively having been paid

in ; the cost of construction has reached $850000, and the

estimated cost of completion is $850000. If the company
call in the final instalment of its stock, and assess the stock-

holders for the remaining outlay, what will be the rate per
cent. ?

(5) A person invests $16380 in the 3 per cents, at 91 ; he
Bells out $12000 stock when they have risen to 93^, and the

remainder when they have fallen to 85. How much does

he gain or lose by the transaction. If he invests the pro-

duce in 4^ per cent, stock at 102, what is the difference in

his income ?

XXVIII. Division into Proportional Parts.

202. Su^Dpose 3 persons, A, B, and C, to be in part-

nership, and an aiiangement made that the profits of

the business, in which they are engaged, are to be -di-

vided into 6 equal parts, of which A is to take 8 parts,

B 2 parts, and G 1 part. The shares of A, B, and C
are then said to be in the propoi-tion of 3, 2, and 1.

Ex. (1). Divide $1275 among 8 persons, whose
shaies are to be in the proportion of 3, 6, and 7.

This may be regarded as a case in which one holds 3
shares, one 6, and one 7, and they hold 15 shares in alL

Hence, if we divide $1275 by 15, and we get the amount
of one share, that is, amount of one share = $ ^*^' = ?^85.

Then one of the persons receives 3 X $85, or $255 ;

the second receives 5 X $35, or $425

;

the third receives 7 X $35, or $595.
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Ex. (2). Divide $837 among three partners, wbose
shares are to be iu j^roportion of i-,

i, and ^,

The common denominator of ^, ^, and ^ is 30,

.'. the shares are to be in the proportion of \l, ^y, and -^V*
that is the proportion of 15, 10, and G

;

Now 15 + 10 + 6 = 31.

.'. amount of one share out of 31 shares = Bii\^ = S27.

Then one of the partners receives 15 X $27, or $405 ;

the second receives 10 x 827, or $270

;

tlie third receives 6 X S27, or §162.

Ex. (3), A rate of §4212 is to be paid by three town-
ships, and the property on which it is levied is $24700
iu the first, $37250 in the second, and $43650 in the

third. What sum is paid by each ?

Amount of property on which the rate is levied is $105300.

Then $105300 has to pay a rate $4212.

.*. $1 has to pay a I'ate $xJ?^5o ;

.«. $24700 has to pay a rate $"^;
^ J

^^p-" , or $988

;

$37250 hastopayarate$^'JJ^'3;2i2^or S1490;

$43350 has to pay a rate $*-
^ ^KqP "

' ^^ $1734.

Ex. (4). Divide $1000 among ^, B, and C, so that A
may have half as much again as B, and B a third as

much again as C.

Representing C's part by 1,

B's part will be 1$,

and A' a part will be l'^ + i of 1^ =2
;

and, therefore, the parts are to be as the numbers 2, 1^, 1,

.*. All the shares -=2 + H + l = 4^ times C"s share.

4^ times O's = RIOOO,

$1000
C's = -

4
- = $230-769,

^'s = i of C's = $307-692.

^'s = 2 times C's = $461-538.

Ex. (5). Divide the number 237 into three parts, such

that three times the first may be equal to 5 times the

second and to 8 times the tliird.

Take the first part as the unit; then by the question
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the second part will be
J-

of the first, and the thira will

be J of the llrst.

Sum of the x^arts = l+f+^ = i2 times the first.

Hence iil times the Ist = 2^7,

the lst = 2.>7-f- i2 =-- 120,

the 2na = f of 1st = } of 120 = 72.

the ord = a of 1st :^ i of 12J = 45.

Ex. (C). Divide $8400 aiuoug A, B, and C, so that

A may have $800 more than g of U's share, and B $G00
less than f of C"s share.

Ftepresenting C's share b}^ 1, then
Z>"s share = ^ of C"s share— $G00
^'s share = § of ii's share -f- ^'800

= f (t of C's-$G00j+ S800
^ i of C's + $4U0

Sum of all the shares = C'"s + | C's — &CCO + i C's + S400
= ^ C's — §2l)0.

... I C's — S2n0 = §8400

i C's = 8340.) + S200
= rsaco

C's = aiuv.o.

i>>'s=r ^ of$lGCO — $600
= $GUJ.

JL's = iof eiGOO + $400 ••

= $1200.

Examples, (cxi).

(1) Divide $G0 into two parts proportional to 11 and 9.

(2) Divide $250.) into parts proportional to 2, 3, 7, 8.

(3) Divide $8470 into parts proportional to ^, I, .J
and:|-.

(4) Gunpowder is made of saltpetre, sulphur, and charco.d,

in parts proportional to 75, 10 and 15 ; how many pounds of

each are contained in 12 cwt. of gunpowder ?

(5) The sides of a triangle are as 3, 4, 5, and the sum of

the lengths of the sides is 4o0 j-ards ; find the sides.

(G) Divide $640 among A, B and C, so that A may have

three times as much as B, and C as much as A and B to-

gether.

(7) Divide 100 apples among three boys, so that the first

may receive 7 as often as the second receives 8, and the third

may receive 5 as often as the second receives 4.

r8) A bankrupt owns £272 10s. to A, £'351 5^. to 2>, and

£490 10s. to C: his assets are £418 lO^-. ^d. What will

9ach of the creditors receive ?
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(9) A force of police 1021 strotig is to be distribnted among
4 towns in proportion to the number of inhabitants in each

;

the population being 4150, 12450, 24900, and 29050, respec-

tively. Determine the number of men sent to each.

(10) Divide £29 into an equal number of halt-sovereigns,

crowns, half-crowns, shillings, sixpences, and fourpences.

(11) A piece of land of 200 acres is to be divided among
four persons, in proportion to their rentals from surrounding

property : supposing these rents to be £500, £350, £800, and
£90, how mauv acres must be allotted to each ?

(12) Divide £2. 5s. among A, B, and C, so that for
each threepenny piece received by A, B may receive a fonr-
penny piece, and that there are as many shillings in the sum
received by O as there are sixpences in the sum received
by B

(13) Divide $10.40 among 6 men, 7 women, and 14 boys,
so that each woman may have | of each man's share, and
each boy \ of each woman's share.

(14) A number of men, women, and children, are in the
proportions 2, 3, 5 ; divide $517.Go among thom, so that the
eh ires of a man, a woman, and a child may be proportional
to 3, 2, 1, there being 9 women.

(15) A man left his property to be divided among bis 3
sons in proportion to their ages which are 20. 18, and 12
years. The share of the youngest is $1440. vVhat was the

value ot the property ?

(16) Divide §5000 among A, B, and C, so that A may get

$300 less than f of C's share, and C, $300 more than | of B's

share. What are the shares ol each ?

(17) Divide S5000 among A, B, C, and D, so that A may
get I of B's share and $-50 ; B, $200 more than | of C's^

Bhare, C, $100 less than i^a of D's share. "What are the

shares of each?

(18) The sum of three fractions is i|| ; and 22 times the

first, 23 times the second, and 24 times the third give equal
products. Find the fi-action.

(19) Divide the simple interest on ?1171 for 13 years at 6
per cent, in parts which shall have the same relation as |, |-,

9 5 8
T^i IT' 15^'

(20) Of the boys in a school one-third are over 15 years of

age, one third between 10 and 15. A legacy of $400 can be
exactly divided amongst them by giving $^ to each boy over

15, $^ to each between 10 and 15, and %\ to each of the rest,

flow many boys are there in the schooL
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PARTNERSHIP,

203. Wlien persons unite to carry on any particular

branch of business the connection so formed is called a
PAETNERSHIP. The mcthod of working questions in

partnership is the same as that explained in the preced-

ing article.

Ex. (1). A^ B, and C entered into partnersliip to

carry on a mercantile business for two years. A puts

in $9000, B $G000, and C $3000. They gained $4500.

What is each one's share of the gain ?

The whole capital invested is §18000.

Then §18000 gain $1500.

.-. $1 gains $T%^o^ or $|.

§9000 gains $^^ = $2250.

§6000 gains §^^ = §1500.

§3000 gains §5^ = §750.

Hence A's share of the gain is §2250 ; B's, §1500; and
C's, S750.

Ex. (2). A^ B, and C entered into partnership for

trading. A put in $600 for 4 months ; B $400 for 5

months, and C $200 for 6 months. They gained $980
;

what was each man's share of the gain ?

§600 for 4 months = S2400 for 1 month.

0400 " 6 " =$2000 "

0200 " 6 " =$1200 " "

The whole capital is equivalent to $5600 for 1 month.

Then §5600 gam $980

;

.-. $1 gains i^^^=TU'
ft2400 gains §24^^ = $420.

§2000 gains 82_o^ojcj^ ^ ^35^^

§1200 gains §lAP0JiI = §210.

.-. A's share is $420, B's §350, and Cs $210.

Examples (cxii)

- (1) Two men jointly purchased a house for §2592, the

first contributing §864 towards the purchase and the second
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^1728. They afterwards rented the house for $132.75 annu-
ally. What share of the rent ought each to have ?

"(2) A, B, and G jointly rented a pasture for 3 months,
agreemg to pay $22.50 for the use of the same. A put in

6 horses, B put in 18 cows, and C 90 sheep. Considering
each horse as equivalent to two cows, and each cow as equal

to 3 sheep, what part of the rent ought each to pay ?

» (3) A, B, and Centered into partnership for speculating

in cotton, their joint capital being $25780, of which A fur-

nished I, B contributad f of the remainder, and C the bal-

ance. Their clear profit was 20 per cent, of the original in-

vestment. How should it be divided ?

,' (4) A starts a business with a capital of $2400 on the 19th

of March, and on the 17th of July admits a partner B with a

capital of $1800. The profits amount to $943 by the 31st oi

December. What is each person's share ?

/ (5) D and E enter into partnership ; D puts in $40 for

8 months, and E $75 for 4 months. They gain $70. What
is each man's share in the gain ?

(6) A, B, C are partners ; A pute in $500 for 7 months,
B $600 for 8 months, and C $900 for 9 months. The profit

is $410. What is the share of each?

(7) Three graziers hire a pasture for their common use,

for which they pay 8106. One puts in 10 oxen for 3 months,
another 12 oxen for 4 months, and the third 14 oxen for 2
months. How much of the rent should each pay ?

(8) Two men complete in a fortnight a piece of work for

which they are paid $29.55. One of them works alternately

9 hours and 8 hours a day. The other works 9^ hours for

5 days in the week, and does nothing on the remaining day.
What part of the sum should each receive ?

(9) A and B begin to trade in partnership. A puts in

$400 at first, and $500 at the end of two months. B puts in

$300 at first, and $600 at the end of three months. The
profit at the end of the year is $470. How should this be
divided ?

I (10) Johnston and Wilson formed a copartnership in

business for 2 years. Johnston at first contributed $3000 to

joint capital, and at the end of 12 months put in $1500 mor^.
Wilson at first put in $3500, but at the end of 15 month ^

from the beginning withdrew $1000. At the end of the fir^-

year they admitted Miller into the firm, he contributin

$2250. Then- joint profits were $1248. How ought this t

be apportioned ?
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• (11) A and B rent a field for $88.20. A puts in 10 horses
for 1^ months, 30 oxen for 2 months, and 100 sheep for 3^
mouths ; B^ 40 horses for 2^ months, 50 oxen for 1^ months
and 115 seeep for 3 months. If the food consumed in the
same time b}' a horse, an ox and a sheep, be as the numbers
8, 2, 1, what proportion of the rent must each pay ?

\ (12) A person in his will directed that ^ his property
should be given io A, \ io B, ^ to C, and i to D ; shew that

this disposition cannot be fulfilled. If his property amount
to §1886.50, dispose of it so that their shares may have to

one another the relation he intended.
^'

(13) A, B, and C had each a cask of rnm containing re-

spectively 86, 64, and 78 gallons. They blended their rum
and then lefiUed their casks from the mixture; how much of

the rums ol A and B are contained in Cs cask ?

S (14) A rents a house for $187.20, at the end of 4 months
he takes in J5 as a co-tenant, and they admit C in like man-
ner for the last 2^ months ; what portion of the rent must
each of them pay ?

PARTNERSHIP SETTLEMENTS,

204. When a partnership is dissolved, either by mu-
tual consent or by limitation of contract, the adjustment

of the proceeds between the members is called a Partner-

ship Settlement. If the Resources are found to exceed

the Ll^ilities, the difference is termed Net Capital
;

if the Liabilities exceed the Resom-ces, the difference is

Net Lnsol^-ency. The investment of the pailners is the

Net Capital at commencement. If the net capital at

closing exceeds the net capital at comm^encement,

the diiference is the Net Gain ; if the opposite, Net
Loss. This net gain, or net loss, is then shared

between the partners in accordance with the original

agi-eement between them. This division is frequently

not made in exact proportion to the amount invested

;

sometimes the skill of one partner is considered equal

to the capital of another ; sometimes a stated salary is

allowed each partner according to his abihty or reputa-

tion; and sometimes, where unequal amounts are in-

vested, interest is allowed each partner on his invest-

ment ; but whatever allowance is made stich allowance

micst be classed as a liability and go to reduce tJie gain.
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Ex. (1). A and B are partners. Tlie following is a state-

ment of their property and deLts : they liave cash, $i3240
;

merchandise, ^'0)75 ; Bills Eeceivable, 1^860; J. Ih-own owes
on account, $375. They owe on Bills Payable, $1250; and
J. Jones on account, $370. A invested at commencing,
§"2500, and drew out, during business, $5G0. B invested
§2500, ftnd drew out, during business, 8280. They agreed to

share equally in gains and losses. AVliat was the net gain ?

and what was the net capital of each at closing ?

Resoubces and Liabilities.
Dr. Cr.
$3240 S1250
2575 370
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Estate worth S5000. Tliey owe on Mortgages, $3846 : on
Notes, §4462; on Personal Acconnts, §C75. 'A invested

^GOUO and drew out $2SG0. B invested $4000, drew out,

35r>60, and is allowed for extra services $2o0. A shares f
and B i of the gains and losses. ^Vhat is the net loss ?

What is the financial standing of each ?

XXIX. Alligation.

205. Alligation is the process by which we find the

mean or average price of a compound when we mix or

unite two or more articles of different values.

Ex. (1). A merchant ha,s brown sugar worth 8 cents

per pound. New Orleans worth 9 cents, and refined

sugar worth 14 cents ; how many pounds of each kind

must he use in order to form a mixture worth 12 cents

per pound ?

By selling the mixture at 12 cents per pound, we see that

8 cents (brown) gains 4 cents on 1 lb. ; .-. 1 cent, is gained

on i lb.

9 cents (New Orleans) gains 3 cents on 1 lb. ;
.'.1 cent, is

gained on ^ lb.

14 cents (refined) loses 2 cents on 1 lb. ; .'. 1 cent, is lost

on ^ lb.

Now with every cent, gam he must combine a cent, loss,

hence he must have

^ lb. at 8 cts.\ (3 lbs. at 8 cts.

^ lb. " 14 cts. 1^1 6 lbs. " 14 cts.

1 lb. " 9 cts.
f

1 4 lbs. " 9 cts.

i lb. " 14 cts.j [G lbs. " 14 cts.

He must, therefore, have 3 lbs. brown sugar, 4 lbs. New
Orleans, and 12 lbs. refined.

We may show that these quantities wih make the mixture

required, as follows

:

3 lbs. at 8 cts. per lb. = 24 cts.

4 lbs. " 9 cts. " = 36 cts.

12 lbs. " 14 cts. " = 168 cts.

19 cts. = wliole mixture. 228 cts. = value of mixture.

Hence if 19 lbs. be worth 228 cents,

1 lb. is worth "Vy^ = 12 cts.

Or we may reason thus : The 1 ct. gained on the ^ lb. of

brown exactly balances the 1 ct. lost on the ^ lb. of the
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refined. Hence he must take J lb. of the brown and i lb. of
the refined, or 2 lbs. of the one and 4 lbs. of the other.

Similarly, for every 2 lbs. of New Orleans, there must be
8 lbs. of refined. As 4 lbs. of refined were required to bal-

ance the brown, and 3 lbs. of the refin«d to balance the New
Orleans, there must be 7 lbs. of the refined in the compound.
Therefore the respective quantities are 2 lbs. brown, 2 lbs.

New Orleans, and 7 lbs. refined.

^From the above, we see that in examples of this kind a
variety of answers may frequently be obtained, and all of
them may be correct. To ascertain their correctness we
resort to the method of proof given in this example.

206. From the above analysis we derive an easy
practical method of solving such Questions.

Ex. (2). How much sugar at 10, 18, 15, 17, and 18
cents per pound must be taken to make a mixture
worth 16 cents ?

We proceed as follows :

Write down the prices in a
vertical column, and place the

lifferences between these prices

and the mean in a second verti-

cal column to the left. Now
take 1 @ 10, 1 @13, and 1 @15,

4, 6, 8 (the lowest that can be taken)

;

3, 2, 1 this would represent a loss of 10

as compared with the mean; and this loss must be balanced

by taking the necessary multiples of the differences 1 and 2,

which represent gain as compared with the mean.

It is seen that this loss of lU can be made up in f(yiir ways,
->y 2@17, 4@18, 4@17, o @ 18, 6@17, 2@18, 8@ 17, and
I @18.

Other combinations may be made, as e.g.

:

10
I

1 Here 1 @ 10, 1 @ 13, and 2 @ 15,

13
I

1 give loss of 11, which can be made up
15

j

2 by multiples of the differences 1 and
... I ... 2 (opposite 17 and 18) m Jive ways,
17 ; 1, 8, 5, 7, 9 as indicated.

18 i 6, 4, 8, 2, 1

Differences.
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10 1

13 2
15

I

1

17 ! T, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11

18 i 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1

Where 1 @ 10, 2 @ 13 and 1 ^
15 give ]3 loss; which mny be

made up in six diHerent ways.

Again,

6
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tore may be worth 14 cents per pound ; how many
pounds of clarified sugar must he take ?

rroc^cding as in the previous examples, without refer-

ence to the quantity of the hrown sugar, we fiud that

there m'lst he 1 Ih. hrown sugar to 2 lbs. clarified sugar.

But as 12 Ihs. of hrown sugar ai-e required, we must
multiply each of these quantities hy 12 in order that

the gain and loss may he equal. We shall therefore

have 12 X 2= 24 Ihs. of clai'ified sugar.

Ex. (4). A grocer wishes to mix 20 lbs. of sugar,

worth 9 cents per pound, and 10 lbs. worth 12 cents

per pound, with clarified sugar, worth 15 cents, so that

the compound may sell for 13 cents; how much of the

clarified must he take ?

20 lbs. at 9 cents = $1.80

10 lbs. at 12 cents = §1.20

80 $3.00

Then, if 30 lbs. is worth $3,
1 lb. " ^i^ = 10 cents.

The value of 1 lb. of the mixture is, therefore, worth
10 cents. The question may then be read as follows :

How many pounds of clarified sugar, worth 15 cents

per pound, must be mixed with 80 lbs. of another kind

of sugar, worth 10 cents per pound, so that the mixtui'e

may be sold for 13 cents per pound ?

The question in this foim has ah'cady been fully ex*"

plained.

Ex. (5). A merchant has AYest India sugar worth 8
cents per poimd, and New Orleans sugar worth 13 cents.

He -wishes to combine these so as to make a barrel,

containing 175 lbs., which he may sell at 11 cents per
pound. How many pounds of each kind must he take ?

Solving the question without reference to the 175 lbs.,

we find that 2 lbs. of West India sugar, and 8 lbs. of

New Orleans sugar will form a mixture worth 11 cents

per pound. Adding tliese quantities, we find that they

form a mixture of 6 lbs. But the requii-ed mixture is
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to contain 175 lbs., or 85 times 6. We shall therefore

have
j

85 X 2 lbs. = 70 lbs. West India sugar. '

85 X 3 lbs. = 105 lbs. New Orleans sugar.

Examples, (ciiv)

(1) What qnantities of coffee, worth 23 and 85 cents
respectively per pound, must be mixed together so that the
compound may be sold for 80 cents a pound ?

(2) What quantity of oats at 35 cents per bushel, rye at GO
cents per bushel, and barley at 80 cents, must be taken a
form a mixture worth 55 cents per bushel ?

(3) How much tea, worth respectively 55 cents and 75
cents per pound, must be mixed with 30 lbs., worth 90 cents

per pound, in order that the compound may be sold for 70
cents per pound ?

(4) How much water will it require to dilute 60 gallons of

alcohol, worth $1.50 per gallon, so that the mixture may be
worth only §1.20 per gallon ?

(5) How many gallons of kerosene oil, worth 60 cents per
gallon, must be mixed with 12 gallons of coal oil, worth 86
cents, and 8 gallons of Aurora oil, worth 66 cents, so that

the compound may be sold for 50 cents per gallon ?

(6) A farmer has 16 bushels of com, worth 48 cents per
bushel, and 12 bushels of oats, at 34 cents per bushel, which
he wishes to mix with rye, at 60 cents, and barley, at 80
cents, in order to sell the compound at 56 cents per bushel.

How many bushels of rye and barley will be required ?

(7) A confectioner mixes three different quahties of candy
worth respectively 14 cents, 18 cents, and 30 cents per
pound, so as to make a box of 84 lbs.; how many pounds of

each sort must he take so as to sell the compound at an
average price of 24 cents per pound ?

(8) A farmer has three different qualities of wool, worth
respectively 33 cents, 37 cents, and 45 cents per pound. He
wishes to make up a package amounting to 120 lbs., which

he can afford to sell at 39 cents per pound. How many
pounds of each kind must he take ?

XXX. Exchange.

207, The term Exchange is here used for giving or

receiving in the money of one country a sum equal in

value to a sum of money of another country. For ex-
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ampk, if an English merchant pays to a French mer-
chant 100 sovereigns and receives in retui'n 2500 fi-ancs,

it is a -;ase of Exchange.

In cciiutries which carry on considerahle trade with

each otjer, the debts recix)rocally due from the one to

the othtr are generally nearly equal. In England there

is always a large number of persons indebted to others

in America, and likewise a large number in America
owing money in England. Now if coin, or specie, as it

is called, were sent fi'om England to pay the debts in

America, and from America to England, the specie

would have to be transmitted twice, and would neces-

sarily involve risk, loss of interest, and expense of tran-

sportation. To avoid tliis risk, &e., Bn.LS of Exchange
are used to hquidate debts reciprocally due between two
places without any actual ti-ansmission of money.

208. A Bill of Exchange is a written order, ad-

di-essed to a person in a distant place, dnecting him to

pay a certain sum of money, at a specified time, to

another, or to his order. The j)erson who signs the

biU is called the Drawer, or Maker. The person to

whom it is addi-essed is the Drawee, and after the

Drawee agrees to pay it, and wiites "accepted" with
his signature and the date, across the face of it, he be-

comes the Acceptor. The person to whom the money
is to be paid is the Payee ; if he transfers payment to

another he Endorses it, i.e., he writes his name across

the back of it and becomes responsible for its payment
in case the Drawee fails to make payment.

209. The Far of Exchange between two countries
denotes the nominal value of a unit of coinage in one
coimtry, as estimated in terms of a unit of coinage in
the other country.

As we supposed the exports from England and Amer-
ica to be equal, creditors in England will be as anxious
to sell bills on America as debtors to buy them, and the
exchange will deviate but shghtly from the j^ar of Ex-
change. But if the exports from America are in excess
of those from England, or the Balance o/ Trade is in
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favor of Americji, the claims of America in Enjlancl

will exceed its liabilities, and the EngUsh will giveiiiore

than the par value of such bills to avoid the cost of

transmitting specie ; and on tlie other hand, the export-

ers in America not finding sufficient purchasers for all

theii- bills on England, will sell them at less than their

par value. Now the real rate of exchange defending
on the balance of trade is called the Course of Ex-
change ; and it is at a premium or discount according as

it is above or below the par of exchange. Of course no
one would give a premium greater than the cost of

transmitting specie. But if the balance of trade is

against England as regards America, but in favor of

England as against France, the English merchant may-

find it advantageous to remit to France, and then for

France to remit to Ameiica, and tliis mode is adopted
when the course of exchange by this cii'cuitous route is

less than tho direct course of exchange. The finding

the course of exchange between two places, by com-
paring the courses of exchange between them and one
or more intervening places is called Arbitration op
Exchange. The arbitration is Simple when only (me

place intervenes, and Compound when more than one.

Bills of Exchange are usually drawn in sets, three

bills constituting a set These are distinguished from

one another by being called the Jirst, second, and tJiird

of exchange. These are forwarded by ditlerent routes

so as to guard against delay or their being lost. The
first that arrives is paid, and the other two becom€

void.

210. By Act of Parliament the value of the pound
sterhng was fixed at $4|. This was much below its

intrinsic value, which is now fixed at $-i.8G|. The
rates of exchange which are quoted in commercial

] apers are still calculated at a certain per cent, on the

old par of excJi^inge. Exchange is at par between Great

Bntain and Canada when it is at a premium of 9^ per

cent., for $4^ increased by 9^ per cent., ec^uals $4.6U|.
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FORM OF DRAFT OR INLAND BILL OF EXCHiNGE,

eiOOO. Toronto, July 12, 1877.

At ten flnys' sight, pay to tbe order

of Adam Miller & Co., One Thousand
Dollars, value received, and charge

to account of

W. E. Jones.

To. J. Smith & Co.,

Montreal.

Stamp

FORM OF A FOREIGN BILL OF EXCHANGE.

Exchange for £200. Toronto, July 12, 1877

Three days after sight of this first

of exchange (second and third of

same date and tenor unpaid), pay to

Adam Miller & Co., or order, Two
Hundred Pounds Sterling, value
received, and charge tlie same to

the account of

W. B. Taylor.
To Geo. n. Simpson,

Banker, London.

FOREIGX MONEYS OF ACCOUNT,

With tlie par value of the unit, as fixed hy commercial
usage, expressed in dollars and cents.

Austria.—GO kreutzers = 1 florin (silver) = $'485
Belgium.—100 cents = 1 guilder or florin ; 1 guilder

(silver) = .',.. '40

Brazil.—1000 rees = 1 milree = -828

British India.—12 pice = 1 anna ; 16 annas = 1

Company's rupee = -445

Buenos Ayres.—8 rials = 1 dollar currency, mean
value = '93

Canton.—10 cash= 1 candarines; 10 cand. = 1 mace

;

10 mace = 1 tael = 1-48

Cuba. Columbia, and Chili.—8 rials = 1 dollar == ... 1.00
Den.mark.—12 j)fenniug = J skilhug; 16 skiliing =

1 marc ; 6 marcs = 1 rix-dollar = '02

France.—10 centimes = 1 decime ; 10 decimes =: 1

franc = '186
Greece.—100 lepta = 1 drachme ; 1 drachme (sil-

ver) = -166
Holland.—100 cents = 1 florin or guilder; 1 florin

(silver) = -40
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Hambubg.—12 pfenning = 1 schilling ; 16 echil. = 1

marc; 3 marcs ^ 1 rix-dollar = -8^

Mexico.-t-S rials = 1 dollar = l.OC
Portugal.—400 rees = 1 cruzado ; 1000 rees = 1

milree or crown = 1.12
Prussia.—12 pfennings = 1 grosch (silver) ; 30 gros-

cben = 1 thaler or dollar = -69

Russia.—100 copecks = 1 ruble (silver) = "78

Sweden.—48 skillings = 1 rix-dollar specie = LOG
Spain.—34 maravedis = 1 real of old plate * = -10

8 reals = 1 piastre ; 4 piastres = 1 pistole of ex-

change ; 20 reals vellon = 1 Spanish dollar = ... l.OC

Turkey.—3 aspers = 1 para ; 40 paras = 1 piastre

(variable) about '096

Venice.—100 centesimi = 1 lira = '186

VALUE OF FOREIGN COINS.

Guinea
Sovereign of Great Britain.
Crown of England
Half Cro-wn of England
Shilling of England
Franc of France
Five Franc Piece of France
Livre Tom-nois of France ...

Forty Franc Piece of France
Crown of France ,

Louis-d'Or of France
Florin of the Netherlands...
Guilder of the Netherlands.
Florin of South Germany ...

Thaler of Eix-DoUar of Prus-
Bia and North Germany ...

Rix-Dollar of Bremen
Florin of Prussia
Marc-Banco of Hamburg ...

Florin of Austria
Florin of Saxony, Bohemia
and Trieste

Florin of Nuremburg and
Frankfort

Bix-DoUar of Denmark
Specie-Dollar of Denmark..
Dollar cf Sweden & Norway
Milree ol Portugal

^5.10
4.861
1.216
.608

.24i

.181

.93

.18J
7.G6

1.06

4.56

.40

.40

.40

.221

.35

.48^

.48

.40

1.00

1.C5

1.06

1.12

Milree of Madeira fi.OO
Milree of Azores .83^
Real-VeDon of Spain X>5
Real-Plate of Spain J.0
Pistole of Spain 8.97
Rial of Spain 12
Pistareen 18
Cross Pistareen 16
Ruble (silver) of Russia ... .75
Imperial of Russia 7.83
Doubloon of Mexico 15.60
Half-Joe of Portugal 8^
Lira of Tuscany and Lom-
bardy 16

Lira of Sardinia 186
Ounce of Sicily 2.40
Ducat of Naples 80
Crown of Tuscany 1.05
Florence Llvre 15
Genoa Livre 18|
Geneva Li\Te 21
Leghorn Dollar 90
Swiss Livre 27
Scudo of Malta 40
Turkish Piastre 05
Pagoda of India 1.84
Rupee of India 44|
Taelof China 1.48

Ex. (1). A broker in Toronto sold a bill of exchange

on London, the face of which was for £750. 85. ; what

did he receive for tl;^ bill, exchange being quoted at

IIOJ?

*The old plate reil is not a coin, but is ttie denomiiiation in whlcb
exchangee are usually made.
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Since £1 = $4f xl.lOJ, i.e., $4| increased by lOJ per oont.

.-. ^750. 4= e750.4x4|xl.l0i

=: S3676.96.

.-. he got = S3676.96 for the biU.

Ex. (2). What is the value in English money of

4528*7 fi'ancs, when the course of exchange between
Paris and London is at 25*3 francs per pound sterling ?

°ince 25-3 francs = ^£1,

1 franc = £^^3
.-. 4528-7 francs = £^i^, or i'179.

Ex. (3). A merchant pays a debt of 4379 milrees in

Poi-tugal with £971. lis. Q^d. ; what is the course of

exchange in pence per niilree ?

£971. lis. 9|d. == 932727 farthings

Then since 4379 milrees = 932727 farthings,

1 mih-ee = ^3^3 farthings, or 21 i far-

Lings ;

.*. the course of exchange is 53^ pence per mibee.

Ex. (4). If 11-65 Dutch florins are given for 24-42

francs, 352 florins for 407 marks of Hamburg, and 58^
marks for 32 silver rubles of St. Petersbui-g ; how many
francs should be given for 932 silver rubles ?

Here 1 silver ruble = ^^'^^
marks.

32

1 mark =~^ florins,407 '

1 florin = fv-|^ francs

;

lies

.-. 1 silver ruble = ^|^ xj^oY X TTtH- ^ancs, or 3-3

rancs

;

.-. 932 silver rubles=932x3 '3 francs, or 3075-6 francs.

Ex. (5). A New York merchant remits 27940 florins

to Amsterdam by way of London and Paris, at a time
when the exchange of New York on London is $4-885
for £1, of London on Paris is 25-4 fi'ancs for £1, and of
Paris on Amsterdam is 212 francs for 100 floiins ; -|-per

cent, brokerage being paid in London and in Paris, how
many dollars will pui-chase the bill of exchange ?
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ISince 100 florins= 212 francs,

;*. 1 florin =fij francs.

Lilt to bu}' a bill of 100 fr. requires a bill of lOOj fr.

.'. to buy a b.ll of 1 fr. requiiX'S a bill of 12^ fr.

Again 25.40 fr. = £1
;

but to buy a bill of £1C0 requires £100^ ;

Again £1 = $4,885
;

•. 1 florin = $iys X Foi Xt^o X tSo X 4-885.

• 27Q40 flnvinQ — ft 5-L? 4 ^-^-11- ^801X8 01 X 4.885
. . Z/J-iUnOlinS _ § 100X800X-.>5.40X800

= $11420.317, sum required.

Ex. (G). A merchant of Toronto wishes to transmit

2400 marcs banco to Hamburg. He finds exchange
bet\Yeen Toronto and Hamburg to be 35 cents for 1

marc. The exchange between Toronto and London is

$4.83 for £1 ; that between London and Paris is 2G
francs for £1 ; and that of Paris on Hamburg is 47
rancs for 25 marcs. By what way should the Toronto
merchant remit ?

J3y dhect exchange 1 marc = $0*35

;

•. 2400 marcs = $2400 X 0.35

= $840.

By ch'cuitous exchange 25 marcs = 47 francs

;

.•. 1 marc =^ H francs.

' but 2G francs -- X'l

;

.-. 1 franc ^ £-S-

And£l = $4.83.

.-. 1 marc =^ $1.83 X -Ax!

h

ennr\ 02400X4.83^47
.• 2400 marcs = «? "^oTlT's

= $838.19.

By direct exchange the merchant pays 8840 for liis bill of

exchange, and only $838.10 by the circuitous mode

/. tlie circuitous mode is better by §1.81.
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Examples- (cxv)

(1) When 87300 nre paid in Toronto for a bill of exchange
on Liverpool for £1500 ; how was sterling exchange quoted ?

(2) What will the cost of a bill on Paris for 28G874 francs,

excbauge being 6.3 francs to the dollar ?

(3) If £1 be worth 12 florins, and also be worth 25 francs

66 centimes, how many hrancs and centimes is one florin

worth ?

(4) If £1 be worth 25^ francs, and be also worth 2244
copecks in Russian money, what is the value of the napoleon
in Russian copecks ? (N.B.—20 francs = 1 napoleon.)

(5) The French franc is divided into 100 centimes and the
Frankfort florin into 60 kreutzers. When the pound ster-

Ung is worth 25.50 francs in Paris, and 11 fl. 54 kr. at

Frankfort, what is the worth of the napoleon in florins and
kreutzers ?

(6) In 1«C9 exchange on Paris was quoted in New York
at 5.12j xTancs to the dollar and gold was at 135^. If a
New York merehant owed 12GG9 francs in Havre, how much
would he have to pay in greenbacks for a bih of exchange to

cover his indebtedness ?

(7) A merchant in Toronto wishes to remit S27G7.80 to

Manchester, England, exchange being at 108 ; what will be
the face of his bill in pounds, shillings and pence ?

(8) Find the par of exchange between the U. S. gold eagle,

weighing 258 grains /^ fine, and the sovereign of which 1869
Teigh 40 lbs. of gold \ i fine ?

(9) Find the arbitrated rate of exchange between London
and Paris when the course ot exchange between London and
Amsterdam is 12.1Gj florins for £1, and between Amsterdam
and Paris 209 j francs for 100 florins.

(10) If a merchant buys a bill in London, drawn in Paris,

at the rate of 25.5 francs per pound sterling, and if thii bill

is sold in Amsterdam, at the rate of 30 francs for 14 florins,

and the money received be invested in a bill on Hamburg,
at the rate of 18 florins for 20 marcs banco, what i'- the rate

of exchange between London and Hamburg, or what is a
pound sterling in London worth in Hamburg ?

(11) If the exchange ot London on Hamburg is 14 marcs
banco per pound sterling ; that of Hamburg on Amsterdam
is 20 marcs banco for 18 florins ; that of Amsterdam on
Paris is 28 florins for 60 francs ; and that of Paris on Tor-
onto is 4 francs for 72 cents, what is the rate of exchange
between London and Toronto, or how many dohars are

equal to £1 sterlxn^ ?
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(12) The exchange at Paris upon London is at the rate ol

25 francs 70 centimes for £1 sterling, and the exchange at

Vienna upon Paris is at the rate of 40^ Austrian florins for

20 francs : find how many Austrian florins should be paid at

Vienna for a ,£50 note.

(13) What is the arbitrated rate of exchange between
London and Lisbon, when bills on Paris, bought in London
at 25.65 francs per £., are sold in Lisbon at 625 rees per 3

francs?

(14) Given that 1 ounce Troy equals 31.1 grammes; that

10 grammes of French standard gold are worth 31 francs;

and that the worth of a given weight of English standard
gold is to that of the same weight of French standard gold

as 3151 to 3100, find what number of Troy ounces of EngHsh
standard <x6\d the franc is equal to, and what is the fixed

number of francs equivalent to £1 ?—the English mint pric€

of standard gold being 77s. lO^d. per ounce.

Examination Papers,

I.

(1) If three fluids, whose volumes are as 3, 7, and 12, and
their specific gravities .95, 1.15, and 1.36, be mixed together;

what will be the specific gravity of the compound ?

(2) If I of A's money equals f of B's, and | of B's equals

f of C's, and the interest of all their money at 8 per cent,

for 4 years 6 months is $6291, how much money has each?

(3) A Toronto merchant wishes to pay a debt of ^1200 in

London. How many dollars must he pay to procure

remittances through France and Hamburg if we allow that

21 francs =« $4, 19 marcs banco at Hamburg = 35 francs at

Paris, and £7 at London = 96 marcs banco at Hamburg.

(4) A merchant in Cincinnati wishes to remit ^14331.60

to New York. Exchange on New York is f per cent,

premium, but in St. Louis ^ per cent, premium, from St.

Louis to New Orleans ^ per cent, discount, and from New
Orleans to New York 1 per cent, discount. What will be

value in New York by each method, and how much better i£

the circular?

(5) A merchant in Toronto purchased a draft on Ne'Wr

York for $2660, drawn at 60 days, paying $2570.89. What
was the course of exchange ?

IL

(1) A merchant mixes 11 lbs. of tea with 6 ibs. of an in-
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ferior quality, and gains 16 % by Belling the mixture at 87
cents per pound. Allowing that a pound of the one cost 12
cents more than a pound of the other, what was the cost of

each kind per pound ?

(2) A and B are in partnership in a concern in which A
has $20000 engaged, and B 130000. The gross receipts for

a year are $12800 ; of this one-eighth part is expended in

salaries of clerks, and $120 in insm-ance. By an arrange-
ment between the partners, A is to receive 8 % upon hia

capital, and -5 4% upon his, and then the remainder of the

orofits is to be divided in proportion to the capital employed.
Find the net receipts of A and B.

(3) Bills on Amsterdam, bought in London at 12 florins

15 cents per £1 sterling, are sold in Paris at 5H florins for

120 francs ; what is the course of exchange between London
.md Paris ?

(4) On the 1st Jan., A brought into a business $1400, and
on 1st April $2000 more ; on the 1st June he took out
$1600, and 3 months after this he brought in $2400. B
brought into the business $2000 ; 4 months after this he
took out $600, and on the 1st Nov. brought in $2600. Their
clear profit for the year is $4032. How much ought each to

receive ?

(5) A cask contains 12 gals, of wine and 18 gals, of water
;

another cask contains 9 gals, of wine and 3 gals, of water

;

how many gallons must be drawn from each cask so as to

produce by their mixture 7 gals, of wine and 7 gals, of

water ?

III.

(1) A merchant has sugar at 8, 10, 12, and 20 cents a
pound ; with these he wishes to fill a cask that holds 200"

lbs. ; how much of each kind must he take, so that tLd
mixture may be worth 15 cents a pound ?

(2) A 15 days' draft on Montreal yielded $1190.234 when
sold at 1| % discount, and interest off at 6 per cent. What
was the face of the draft ?

(3) If A gain $120 in 6 months, B $150 in 5 months, and
C S210 in 9 months ; what was the whole stock, C's part of

it being $400.

(4) From a cask of wine one-fourth is drawn off, and the
cask is filled up with water, one-fourth of the mixture is then
drawn off, and the cask again filled up with water, after this

has been done four times altogether, what fraction of the
original quantity of wine will be left in the cask ?
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(6) A pprson in London owes another in St. Petersbnyi?

920 roubles, which must be remitted through Paris. He
pays the requisite sum to his broker, at a time when the
exchange between London and Paris is 25.15 francs for £1,
and between Paris and St. Petersburg 1.2 francs for 1 rouble.

The remittance is delayed until the rates are 25.35 francs for

£1 and 1.15 francs for 1 rouble. "What does the broker gain
or lose by the delay ?

IV.

(1) If, when the course of Exchange between England
and Spain is S8UI. per dollar of 20 reals, a merchant in
Liverpool draws a bill of £354. IGs. Sd. on Madrid, how
many dollars and reals will pay the draft ?

(2) I wish to pay a bill in Naples of 7500 lire ; the direct

exchange is $0.22= 1 lira; the exchange on London is

$4.95; of London on Paris is £1 = 2G francs; of Paris on
Naples is 1^ francs= l lira. "What is the difference between
the direct and circuitous exchange ?

(3) A merchant in New York gave $1000 for a bill on
London of £200. "^""hat was the rate of exchange ?

(4) A merchant in New York wishes to pay ^£3000 in
London. Exchange on London is at par ; on Paris, 5
francs 25 centimes per SI; and on Amsterdam, 40 cents to

a guilder. The exchange between France and England at

the same time is 25 francs to £1, and that of Amsterdam on
England 121 guilders to £1. "Wliich is the most advantage-
ous, the dii'ect exchange, or through Paris, or through Ams-
terdam ?

(5) How many pounds of sugar at 8, 18, and 14 cents per
pound, maybe mixed with 3 pounds at 9^ cents, 2 pounds
at 8^ cents, and 4 pounds at 14 cents a pound, so as to gain
16 per cent, by selling the mixture at 14^ cents per pound ?

V.

(1) Three districts are to provide according to their popu-
lation a continsrent of 182 men. The population of the dis-

tricts is 2456, 785, and 4861 respectively ; find as exactly as

possible the number of men to be provided by each district.

(2) A person mixes 4 gallons of gin at 155. per gallon,

with 4 gallons of water and a gallon of base spirit worth 10s.;

what is his gain per cent, on his outlay by selling the mix-
ture 8t 2|8. per bottle of 6 to the gallon ?

(3) The stocks of 3 partners, A, B, and C, are $3500,

$2200, and $2500, respectively ; their gains are $1120, $880,
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and $1200 respectively. If B'a stock is in trade 2 months
longer than ^'s, what time was each stock in trade ?

(4) A merchant every year gains 50 "/c on his capital, of

which he spends ^1200 per annum in house and other ex-

penses. At the end of 4 years he finds himself in possession
4 times as large as what he had at commencing business

;

what was his original capital ?

(5) There are two mixtures of wine and water, the quan-
tities of wine in which are respectively *84 and '46 of the

whole. If a gallon of the first is mixed with two gallons of

the second, what decimal part will the wine be in tlie com-
pound, ami how much per cent, will the first mixture be
lengthened ?

XXXI. Ratio and Proportion.

211. If A and B be quantities of the same kind, the
relative greatness of A with respect to B is called the

Ratio of A to B.

212. The ratio of one qnantity to another quantity is

represented in Aiithmetic by the fraction, which ex-

presses the measures of the first when the second ia

taken as the unit of measurement.

Thus if 5 shillings be the unit, the measure of 3 ghillings

ia |, and the ratio of 3 shillings to 5 shilhngs is represented
by the fraction f

.

The words " the ratio of 3 shillings to 5 shiUings
"

are abbre\'iated thus:

i3 shillings : 5 shillings.

213. Raties may be compared with each other by
compai'ing the fractions by which they are represented.

Thus 2 pence : 5 pence is represented by |

and 3 pence : 7 pence is represented by f

Now I ==ii,andf = It,

.-. ? is greater than }

and .'. 3 pence : 7 pence is greater than 2 pence : 5 pence.

When we thus compare the ratios existing between
two pairs of quantities, it is not necessaiy that all four
quantities should be of the same kind ; it is only neces-
sary that each j^air should be of the same kind.
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For example, we can compare the ratio of 4 shillings

to 7 shillings with the ratio of 7 days to 12 days, and
finding that ^ is less than -^^, we may say that the ratio

of 4 shillings to 7 shillings is less than the ratio of 7
days to 12 days.

214. When the ratio symbol ( : ) is placed between
two numbers we may substitute for it the fraction

symbol.

Thus if we have to compare the ratios 2 : 8 and
5 : 7, we effect it by comparing the fractions |- and |-,

215. Eatios are compounded by miiltij)lying together

the fi-actions by which they are represented, and ex-

pressing the resulting fraction as a ratio.

Thus the ratio compounded of 2 : 3 and 5 : 7 is

10 : 21.

2 and 8 are called the Terms of the ratio 2 : 8.

2 is called the Antecedent and 8 the Consequent of

the ratio.

216. Eatios are either direct or inverse.

A direct ratio is the quotient of the antecedent divi-

dtd by the consequent.

An inverse ratio, or reciprocal ratio, is the quotient of

the C4?iisequent divided by the antecedent.

Examples, (cxvi)

(1) Compare the ratios 2 : 5 and 4 ; 9,

(2) Compare the ratios 17 : 39 and 19 : 41.

(3) Compare the ratios 4:7, 8 : 15 and 13 : 24.

(4) Compound the ratios 5 : 7, 13 : 15, 21 : 91, and 45 : 52.

(5) Compound the ratios 8| : 4, 3^ : 7, 1^ : 3^, 2^ : If
(6) If the ratio be 25 and the consequent $1.25, what is

the antecedent ?

(7) How much does the ratio 36 X 4X 3 : 12 X 16 X 2 exceed
that of 60-^ (3x5) : 20x2 -^ 8 ?

(8) What is the ricprocal ratio of i : ^ ; of 2^ : 7*9 ?

(9) A owns a farm of 180 acres. There are 36 sq. miles

in the township in which it is situated. What is the rela-

tion of the latter tr> the former ?
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(10) The ratio 63 : 52 results from compounding four
ratios together ; three of these are 7 : 8, 12 : 15, and ^ : i

;

express the fourth ratio in its simplest foi-m.

(11) Wimt effect has adding the same quantity to both
terms of a ratio.

PROPORTION.

217. Proportion consists in the equality of two ratios.

The Arithmetical test of Proportion is therefore that

the tiL'o fractions representing the ratios must he equal.

Thus the ratio 6 : 12 is equal to the ratio 4 : 8, be-

cause the fraction ^^ = the fraction |.

The four numbers G, 12, 4, 8, written in the order in

which they stand in the ratios, are said to be in propor-

tion, or proportionals, and this relation is thus ex-

pressed

—

6 : 12 = 4 : 8.

The two terms 6 and 8 are called the Extremes.

12 and 4 the Means.

The sign of equality is usually expressed thus, : : anj
then the ratios read (3 is 12 as 4 is to 8.

218. Wlien four numbers are in proportion,

the product of the extremes = the product of the means.

For example, if 6 : 12 :: 4:8
6 X 8 =: 12 X4

For, since /'o = i, by hypothesis,

a^^ iTx-8 = A'

. _6 X 8 4X12
•• 12X8 8x12*

Now the denominators of these fractions are equal,

and therefore the numerators must also be equal, that

is

6 X 8 =- 4 X 12

From this it is evident that if three out of the four

numbers that form a proportion are given, we can find

the fourth.
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En. (I). Find a fonrtb proportional to 8, 15, 7.

S : 15 = 7 : number required,

.*. 8 X number required = 15 X 7,

.*. number required =: ^~-^ = 35.

Ex, (2). What number lias the same ratio to 9 that

8 has too?
3:5 = number required : 9,

:*. o X number required = 3x9,
.*. number required = ^-^ = ^|«

219. Three numbers are said to be in Continued
Proportion when tiie ratio of the first to the second is

equal to the ratio of the second to the thh'd.

Thus 3, G, 12 are continued proportion,

lor ^ — ji^.

The second number is called a Mean Proportionai,

between the first and the third.

Ex- Find a mean proportional between 6 and 24.

6 : required number = required number : 2-4
;

.*. required number X required number == 6 X 24 ;

.*. square of required number == 144,

.'. required number is 12.

220. "Wlien two quantities are connected in such a

way, that when one is increased 2, 3, times, the

other is also increased 2, 3, ...... times, they ai'e in

direct proportion.

For example, if 1 lb. of sugar cost 9 cents,

2 lbs. will cost 2x9 cents,

8 lbs. " 3x9 cents;

hence 7 lbs. " 7x9 cents.

And 25 lbs. " 25 x 9 cents,

/. 7 lbs. : 25 lbs. : : 7 x 9 cents : 25 x 9 cents.

Tliat is, the cost of sugar is directly proportional to its

weiyht.

221. When two quantities are connected in such a

way, t'lat when one is increased 2, 3, times, the

otner is diminished 2, 8, times, they are inversely
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proportional ; tlms, if one man can mow a field in 12

days, 2 men can mow it in hall' the time, or in y days

;

8 men in a tLii'd of the time, or in y days, &c.

hence four men can mow it in -^ days

;

and 12 " "
-il days ;^

4 men : 12 men : : || days :
—^ days

;

that if, the number of men required to do a certain work is

inversely proportional to the number of days, or vice versa.

Examples, (cxvii)

(1) Arrange 4, 3, 9 and 12 so that they may be in propor-

tion.

(2) Find the sero'id term when 18, 2-'g and 1*8 are the

other 3 terms of a proportion.

(3) Find a mean proportional to '038 and '00152.

(4) If ^=3^ of B, and C=ol of B, find the ratio of A
toC.

(5) Find a fourth proportional to 5, 7, and 15.

(6) Find a fourth proportional to |, ;^, and f.

(7) Find a fourth proportional to '3, '16, and -09.

(8) Find a mean proportional to 14 and 60.

(9) Find a mean proportional to ^\ 'end |f.

(10) Divide $1587 among A, B, C, A so that A's shan.
: to L"s share =0:5, JTs share : Cs share = 4 : 3, and (7^
share : JJ's share = 3:2.

SIMPLE rROPORTIOX OR RULE OF TLIREE,

222. 'Wlien Three teims of a proportion are given to

find the fourth it is a Simple Proportion. In a simple
(.roportion we have two ratios given ; one of these has
both terms, the other is incomplete, having only one
term. Two of tlie given terms must be of one Idnd and
the third and the answer of another kind.

Ex. (1). If 5 horses eat 20 bushels of oats in a given
time, how many bushels will 8 horses eat in the same
time ?

Ilere the numhcr of bushels consumed is directly

proportional to the number of horses,

hence 5 : 8 :: 20 bu. : bu. required;

.-. bu. required = ^-^^ =82.
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Ex (2). If 6 men can do a piece of work in 5 days,

in what time can 9 men do tlie same work ?

Here the time is inversely proportioned to the number
of men,

hence 9 : 6 :: 6 days : days required

;

.'. days requii'ed = -^ ="8^.

Ex. (3). If 3 cwt. 1 qr. of hay cost §2.21, what
^should 3 t. 5 cwt. cost ?

Here the cost is directly proportional to the quantity.

Hence 3 cwt. 1 qr. : 3t. 5 cwt. :: §2.21 : dollai-s

requii-ed

;

Here we reduce the 1st and 2nd terms to the

common denomination, quai'ters, and the propoiiion be-

comes

13 : 260 :: $2.21 : dollars required;

.-. DoUars requii-ed= ^^^^^-^^ =$44.20.

From these examples we deduce the following rule :

Write the given number that is of the same hind as the

required fourth term,for the third term of tlie proportion.

Then consider from the nature of the question whether the

answer is to he greater or less than the third term. If
greater, place the larger of the two remaining numbers in

the second place ; if less, in the first. Then having re-

duced the first and second terms to tJiesame denomination,
multiply the second and third terms together, and divide

the product by the first term. Tlie quotient will be the

answer required.

Note.—After the third term has been written down
the order of the other two may be ascertained by a
question. Thus, in Ex. (1) :

" li 5 horses eat 20 bu.,

wiU 8 horses eat more or less than 20 bu. ?" More
;

hence 5:8. In Ex. (2) :
** If 6 men do a piece of work

in 5 days, wiU it take 9 men a longer or shorter period

than 5 days ?" Shorter ; hence 9 : 6.
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*
'

Examples, (cxviii)

(1) A person after paying an income tax of 7d. in the ^1
lias a net income of £1247. lOs. otZ. ; what was his gross

income ?

(2) A watch which is 10 minutes too fast at 12 o'clock

noon on Monday, gains 3m. 10s. a day ; what will be the

time by the watch at a quarter past 10 a.m. on the following

Saturday ?

^. (3) In running a 3 mile race on a course ^ of a mile round,

A overlaps B at the middle of the 7th round. By what
distance will A win at the same rate of running ?

(4) A watch was 6/^ min. slow at noon ; it loses 12 min.
in 20^ hours ; find the true time when its hands are together

for the fourth time after noon.

(5) If 4 men or 6 women or 9 boys can perform a piece of

work in 27^ days, in what time can (1) 5 men and 9 women
perform it ? and (2) 5 men and 8 boys perform it ?

(6) If 14| shares of a property are worth $116.15, what are

5f shares worth ?

y/(7) A floor can be covered by 32^ yards of carpet 7 quar-

ters wide ; how many yards of Brussels carpet 26 in width
will cover the same room ?

(8) Two clocks, of which one gains 4m. 15s. and the other
loses 3m. 15 s. iu 24 hours, were both within 1\ min of the

true time, the former fast and the latter slow, at noon on
Monday ; they now differ from one another by half an hour

;

find the day of the week and the hour of the day.

(9) If 6336 stones 3^ ft. long complete a certain quantity
of wall, how many similar stones of 2f ft. long will raise a
like quantity ?

^ (10) A besieged town, containing 22400 inhabitants, has
^provisions to last 3 weeks ; how many must be sent away

that they may be able to hold out 7 weeks ?

COMPOUND PROPORTION,

223. Where ^v*=', seven, nine, &c., terms of a propor-
tion are given to find a sixth, eighth, tenth, &c., term it

is called Compound Proportion or the Double Eule of
Three.

In Compound Proportion there are thi-ee or more
ratios given, all being complete but one.
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A Compound Proportion is produced by multipljnng

together the corresponding terms of two or more simple

proportions.

2

2

^^ multiplied together produce

240 : 32.

Ex. If G men in 8 days, working 10 hours a day,

can reap 24 acres of wheat, how many acres could 10

men reap in 15 days of 12 hours each ?

6 : 10 : : 24 : acres required

8 : 15

10 : 12

Thus, 12 : 6 : :
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Examples (cxix)

' (1) If 18 men in 12 days build a wall 40 feet long, 3 feet

thick, and IG leet bigb, bow many men must be employed
to build a wall 120 yards long, 8 leet tbick, and 10 feet bigh,

in CO days ?

(2) An engineer engages to complete a tnnnel 8| miles
long in 2 years 10 montbs ; for a year and a balf be em-
ploys 120() men, and tben finds be bas completed only tbree-

eiglitbs of bis work ; bow many additional men must he
employ to complete it in the requked time ?

\ (3) Two sets of men perform the same amount of work.
Each man in tbe first set is stronger than each one in the

second in tbe ratio of 7 to 6; tbe first set works 6 days a

week for 10 weeks, and tbe second set 5 days a week for 7
weeks. If there are 9 men in the first set, how many are

there in tbe second ?

\ (4) If 20 men can excavate 185 cubic yards of earth in 9
hours, bow many men could do balf tbe work in a fifth of

the time ?

\ (5) At the siege of Sebastopol it was found that a certain

length of trench could be dug by the soldiers and navvies in

4 days, but that when only ball tbe navvies were present it

required 7 days to dig tbe same length of trench. Compare
the amount of work done by tbe navvies with that done by
tbe soldiers.

^, (C) Two elephants which are ten in length, 9 in breadth,
36 in girt, and 7 in bei^dit, consume one drona of grain

;

how much will be the rations of 10 other elephants, which
are a quarter more in length and other dimensions ?

(7) IIow many revolutions will be made by a wheel which,
revolves at tbe rate of 3G0 revolutions in 7 minutes, while
another wheel, which revolves at the rate of 470 in 8 min.,
makes G58 revolutions ?

(8) A piece of work is to be done in 36 days; 15 men
work at it 15 hours a day, but after 24 days only § of it is

done ; if tbree more men are put on, bow many hours a day
must all work to finish it in the given time ?

(9) If 248 men, in 5^ days of 12 hours each, dig a ditch of

7 degrees of hardness, 232^ yds. long, 3^ yds. wide, and 2^
yds. deep ; in bow many days of 9 hours each, will 24 men
dig a ditch of 4 degrees of hardness, 387^ yds. long, 6^ yds.
wide, and 3^ yds. deep?

(10) If 5 compositors in 16 days of 11 hours each, can
compose 25 sheets of 24 pages in a sheet, 44 lines in a page.
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and 40 letters in a line, in how many days of 10 hours each,

can 9 compositors compose a vohime (to be printed in the
same kind of type), consisting of 30 sheets, 16 pages to a
sheet, 50 lines to a page, and 45 letters to a lino ?

XXXII. The Metric System.

224- The Metric System of Weights and Measures is

now in use in many countries of Europe. The follow-

ing is an account of the system as it is estabhshed in

France, where it originated at the end of the last

century.

The basis of all measurement is tlie Metre, a measure
of length equal to the ten-milUonth part of the distance

fi'om the North Pole to the Equator.

The length of the Metre in English Measure is 89.37

inches, neai'ly.

Units of Metric Measures.

1. Length.—The Metre.

2. Surface.—The Are = 100 square metres.

8. Solidity.—The Stere = 1 cubic metre.

4. Capacity.—The Litre = the cube of the tenth
pai-t of a metre.

5. Weight.—The GR-\:iiME, which is the weight of a

quantity of distilled water which fills the cube of the

hundi'edth part of a metre.

The Tables of Weights and Measures under the Metric
System are constructed upon one uniform principle.

Prefixes derived from Greek and Latin ai-e attached to

each of the units.

Greek Frejixes,

Deca stands for 10 times 1

Hecto stands for 100 timesi ,, ..

Kilo stands for 1000 times ^^^^ ^^'•

Myria stands for 10000 times

Latin Prefixes.

Deci Btands for the 10th part'

Centi stands for the 100th part

Milli stands for the 1000th part

• of the unit.
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Thus,
A decametre = 10 metres.

A hectolitre = 100 litres.

A kilogramme = 1000 grammes.

A myriametre = 10000 metres.

\lso,

A decilitre = -1 litre.

A centimetre = '01 metre.

A milligramme = '001 gramme.

Note.—In English measm*es the following are rough ap-
proximations of some of the French measures :

The Kilogramme is about 2i lb. Avoird.

The L'tre is about If pints.

The Kilometre is about 5 furlongs.

The Hectare is about 2.^ acres.

MEASURES OF LENGTH.
10 decimetres (dcm.) 1 metre (m.).

100 centimetres (cm.) "

1000 miUimetres (mm.) *'

1000 metres 1 kilometre.

1 inch = 2.539954 centimetres.

1 foot = 3-047945 decimetres.

1 yard = 0-914383 metres.

1 mile = 1-G09315 kilometres.

Note.—A rough rule for converting French metres into
English yards is to add 10 per cent, to them. Thus 40
metres are nearly equal to 44 yards.

MEASURES OF SURFACE.
100 square decimetres (sq. dcm.) = 1 square metre or

centiare (sq. m.)

10000 " centimetres (sq. cm.) = '*

1000000 " millimetres Csq.mm.) = "

100 square metres 1 are.

10000 "
1 hectare.

1 square inch = 6-4513069 sq. cm.

1 " foot = 9-2899683 sq. dcm.

I " yard = 0-83609715 sq. m.
1 * acre = 0-40467101 hectare.
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MEASURES OF CAPACTTY.

1000 cubic decimetres (cb. dcm.)..,l cubic metre or stere.

1000000 cubic centimetres (cb. cm.) "

1000000000 cubic milltmetres (cb. mm.) **

1 cubic decimetre 1 litre.

1 ' inch = 1638G176 cb. cm.

1 " foot = 28-315312 dcm.

1 gaUon = 4-543-i5797 litres.

MEASURES OF WEIGUT.

1 cubic centimetre of distilled water at 4°C. at the sea's

level in the latitude of Paris is 1 gram (grm.)

1000 cubic centimetres of distilled water weighed under
the same conditions 1 kilogram (kilo.)

1000 grams (grms.) 1 kilogram.

10000 decigrams ....
**

.

100000 centigrams ...
"

1000000 milligrams ....
"

1 grain = 0'0G479895 gram.

Itroyoz. = 31-103-196 grams.

1 lb. avd. = 0-45359265 kilo.

1 cwt. = 50-80237089 kilos.

Examples, (cxx)

(1) Wliat is the fundamental unit in this system? Whence
and why was it chosen ?

(2) Name the units of weight and capacity, and show how
larger and smaller measures are attained.

(8) Give the English equivalents of a kilometre and kilo-

gram.

(4) now many millimetres are contained in 5 metres ?

(5) now many decimetres are equivalent to 106725

millimetres ?

(6) Required the number of milligrams in 15 cb. cm. of

water measured at 4*^0. ?

(7) How many millimetres and centimetres are repective-

ly contained in 0.437 of a decimetre.

(8) How many square centimetres are there in 15.5

square metres ?
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(9) How many square decimetres are contained in

108642 square centimetres ?

(10) Define the gram and litre. How many grams are

contained in 1.725 kilograms ?

(11) How many milligrams are there in a decigram? How
many decigrams in a kilogram ?

(12) How many centigrams are contained in 2.567 kilo-

grams ?

(13) Required the number of milligrams contained in 5
cubic centimetres of water measured at 4'^C.

(14) In an English inch are contained 25.3995 millimetres.

How many kilometres are there in a mile ]

(15) A gallon is equal to 4.543 litres. How many cubic
centimetres are contained in one pint ?

(16) Three pipes furnish respectively 30 litres, 45 litres,

and 80 litres an hour. What quantity of water do they sup-
ply together in 24 hours ?

XXXIII. Measurement of Area.

225. The Unit of Measurement, by which we measure
Area or Sui-face, is derived fi-om the unit of Length.
Thus, if we take an inch as the unit of length, and con-

struct a square whose side is an inch, this Square Inch
may be taken as the Unit of Area, and the measure of

any given area will be the number of times it contains

this unit, in accordance with the remarks in Art. 58.

Let ABDC be a rectangle, and let the side AB be
i inches in length, and the side AC 3 inches in length,

B^
\

I \

I

I
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Tlien, if the Unit of Length be an inch, the measure of

AB is 4, and the measure of AC is 3.

Divide AB, AC into four and three equal parts respec-

tively, and di-aw lines through the points of division

parallel to AC, AB respectively. Then the rectangle

ABDC is divided into a number of equal squares, each

of which is a square inch.

If one of these squai-es be taken as the Unit of Area,

the measure of the area of ABDC will be the number of

these squares.

Now this number is the same as that obtained by

multiplying the measure of AB by the measure of AC :

that is, measure of ABDC = 3x4 = 12
;

.*. area of ABDC is 12 square inches.

Hence to find the area of a rectangle we multiply the

measure of the length by the measm-e of the breadth,

and the product will be the measure of the area.

Ex. (1). A rectangular garden is 48 feet long and 25

feet broad, what is its area ?

Taking a foot as the unit of length, and therefore a square

foot as the unit of area,

measure of the area= 48x25 = 1200 ;

.*. the area is 1200 square feet.

Ex. (2). A rectangular board is 2 ft. 7 in. long and 1

ft. 4 in. broad, what is the area ot its surface ?

Taking 1 inch as the unit of length, and therefore 1 square

inch as the unit of area,

measure of the area := 31 Xl6= 496 ;

.-. the area is 496 square inches.

Or we might take 1 foot as the unit of length, and then

measure of area=2^ x H=\^l = V =H -

.'. the area is 8| squai'e feet.

Ex. (3). The length of the side of a square croquet-

ground is 49 yai'ds, what is its area ?

Taking 1 yard as a unit of length,

area = (49 X 49) sq. yds. = 2401 sq. yds.
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Note.—Observe the difference between the expres-

sions 49 yanh square and 49 square yords. The former
refers to a square whose side is 49 yards, and whose
area is 2401 square yards, the latter to a siii'face whose
area is 49 squai-e yards.

Ex. (4). A rectangular bowling-gi-een is 56 yards long

and 42 yards broad. Find the distance fi'om corner to

corner.

By Euclid I. 47, we know that in a right-angled tri-

angle the square on the side oi^posite the right angle is

equal to the sum of the squares on the sides containing

the right angle.

Hence the square o/the measure of the side opposite

the right angle is equal to the sum of the squares of the

measures of the sides containing the right angle.

Thus in our present example,

square of measure of distance from corner to comer
= (56 X 56) + (42 X 42) = 4900

;

.'. distance is 70 yards.

Examples, (cxxi)

Find the area of the rectangles having the following
dimensions :

(1) 7 ft. by 5 ft. (2) 131 ft. by 10 ft.

(3) 22i ft. by 13^ ft. (4) 5 ft. 4 in. by 2 ft. 3 in.

(5) 17 ft. 5 in. by 8 yd. 2 ft. f6) 5 yd. 1 ft. by 4 yd. 2 ft..

(7) 12 yd. 2 ft. by 5 yd. 1 ft.

(8) 6 yd. 2 ft. 3 in. by 2 yd. 1 ft. 6 in.

(9) 7 yd. 2 ft. by 5 yd. 2 ft. 6 in.

Find the area of the squares whose sides have the
follo^dng lengths :

(10) 6iyd. (11) 37^ yd. (12) 17i ft.

(13) 29i ft. (14) 9 ft. 7 in. (15) 3 ft. 4 in.

(16) 7 yd. 1 ft. 5 in. (17) 15 yd. 2 ft. 3 in.

Find the breadth of the following rectangles, Jjaving

given the ai*ea and length :

(18) Area 176 sq. ft., length 11 ft.

(19) Area 71 sq. ft. 100 sq. in., length 9 ft. 8 iu-
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(20) Area 854 sq. ft. 84 sq. in., length 97 ii. 8 m.
(21) Area 1 acre, lenfrth 440 yd.

(22) Area 5 acres, leuo[th 275 yd.

(23) Area 6 ac. 1 ro. 3G po., length 267 yd. 2 ft.

"What are the sides of the squares whose areas are

(24) 81 sq. ft. (25) 256 sq. ft.

(26) 1178 sq. yd. 7 sq. ft. {'2,1) 33 ac. 4305 sq. yd.?

(28) A rectangular field is 225 yards in length and 120
yards in breadth ; what will be the lengtli of a straight path
from corner to corner ?

(29) A rectangular field is 800 yards long and 200 yards
broad ; find the distance from corner to corner.

(30) A rectangular plantation, whose width is 88 yards,

contains 2| acres ; find the distance from corner to corner.

(31) "What is the length of the diagonal of a square, whose
side is 5 inches ?

(32) The^area of a square is 390625 square feet; what is

the length ol the diagonal ?

CARPETING ROOMS,

226. If we know the area of the floor of a room, we
know how many square inches of carpet will be required

to cover it. Carpets are sold in strips, and wlien the

width of a strip is known, we shall know how much
length of carpet will be required to cover a given sur-

face.

For instance, if the surface be 162 square feet, and the

carpet selected be 27 inches wide, we reason thus ;

162 sq. ft. = 162 X 144 sq. inches

;

.'. length of carpet requured = 13A^JA± in. = 864 in.

= 24 yards.

Then we find the cost of 24 yards at $1.20 per yard to be

$28.80.

Examples, (cxxii)

How many yards of carpet, 27 inches wide, will

be required for rooms whose dimensions are

;

(1) 15 ft. by 13 ft. (2) 25 ft. by 12 ft. 6 in.

(8) 22 ft. 4 in. by 20 ft. 8 in. (4) 27 ft. by 14^ ft.

(6) 85 ft. 4 in. by 27 feei 3 in.
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Find the expense of carpeting rooms wiiose dimeu-
bions are :

^ (6) 18 ft. b}' 14 ft. with carpet 30 inclies wide, at $1 a yd.

(7) 22 ft. by 151- ft,, with cai-pet 27 inches wide, at $1.80
^ yard.

u* (8) 29 ft. 9 in. by 23 ft. G in., with carpet a yard wide, at

$1.08 a yard.

(9) 34 ft. 8 in. by 13 ft. 3 in., with carpet i yard wide, at

^s. 4hd. a yard.

PAPERIXG THE WJLLS OF A ROOM.

227. To iiud the quantity of paper required to cover
tne wall of a room, we find the area of the surface of the

wall by taking the product of the measures of the length
and brcadiii of that wall, the latter being the same as
the heiglit of the room. Hence we shall find the area
of la^.JoiLr wails of the room if ice take the measure of
the compass of the room and multiply it by the measure of
the heitjlit.

By the compass of a room we mean the length of a
string stretched tight on the floor, going all round the
room.

Deductions for doors and wmclows and fireplace must
be made in practice.

Suppose then we have to find how much paper is re-

quired for the walls of a room, whose length is 22 ft. 3
in., breadth 17 ft. 4 in. and height 9 ft. 6 in.

We first find the compass of the room thus

:

ft. in.

22 . 3

17 . 4
nc) o r dimensions of the four sides.

17 '.

4,1

79 . 2 compass of the room.

To get the area of paper required, we multiply the
measure of the compass of the room by the measure of

the height, thus :

area =(9 J X 79^) sq. ft. »= ^-^—^ sq. ft. = 752 .i^ sq. ft.
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Note.—Papers, like carpets, are sold in strips, and if

we kuow the width of a strip we shall know how many
feet in length will be requii'ed to cover a given surface.

Thus, in the room under consideration, if the paper be 20
inches wide,

length of paper required ={^52^'^-^^)ft.=^^^{t. =451ift.

Examples, (cxxiii)

How many square feet of paper will be required for

rooms whose dimensions are :

(1) Length, 19 ft. ; breadth, 16 ft. ; height, 9 ft.?

(2) Length, 24^ ft. ; breadth, 18 J ft.; height, 10 ft. ?

(3) Length, 25 ft. 7 in. ; breadth, 19 ft. 4 iu. ; height,

9 ft. 9 in. ?

<4) Length, 23 ft. 5 in.; breadth, 18 ft. 7 in. ; height,

9 ft. 6 m.?

Find the expense of papering rooms whose dimen-
sions are :

(5) Length, 18 ft. ; breadth, 14 ft. ; height, 8 ft. ; with
paper 16 inches wide, at 20 cents a yard.

(6) Length, 20 ft. 6 in. ; breadth, 17 ft. 4 in.; height, 9ft.;

with paper 20 inches wide, at 10 cents a yard.

^ (7) Length, 30 ft. 8 m. ; breadth, 26 ft. 5 in.; height, 10 ft.

6 in.; with paper 2 ft. wide, at Sd. a yard.

C (8) Length, 26 ft.; breadth, 21ft.; height, 10 ft.; with
paper 20 inches mde at 9d. a yard, allowing for a fireplace

which is 5 ft. 3 in. by 4 ft., a door which is 7 ft. by 4^ ft..

and two windows each 6 ft. by 3^ ft.

Mis'^ellaneous Examples, (cxxir)

(1) Find the cost of varnishing the floor of a room 14 ft.

4 in. broad, and 15 ft. 6 in. long, at 20 cents per square yard.

(2) What will it cost to pave an area 146 ft. 9 in. long and
88 ft. 9 in. broad, at 36 cents per square yard ?

(3) The area of a square garden is 4 roods 1 pole 29 sq.

yd. 6| sq. ft.; find the length of its side.

(4) Find the length of the side of a square whose area is

1 ro. 26 po. 28 sq. yd. 4^ sq. ft.

(5) Find the expense of turfing a plot of ground, which is

40 yd. long and 100 ft. wide, with turfs each a yard in

length and 1 ft. in breadth ; the turfs, when laid, costing
fli. 9d. per Ivundred.
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(6) A square room, whose floor measures 32 sq.yd. Isq.ft.,

fs 11 ft, 6 in. in heisjlit : find the expense of whitewashing
its ceiling and walls at 5 cents per square yard.

(7) It costs $99 to cover the floor of a room 8\ yd. long

l>y 63 yd. wide, with carpet 2 ft. wide. Find the price of

the cai-pet per yard.

^ (8) If the cost of papering a room 8} yd. long and 6| yd.

wide, with paper 2 ft. wide at 4.d. per yard, be £2. 19s. 8d.. .

find the height of the room. -^^ q I

(9) A rectangular field, whose length is 997 yd. 1 ffc.,'>ttoji-'

tains 12 acres, 4087 sq. yd. 1 sq. :ft. Find the breadth of

the field.

(10) How many acres are there in a square field each side

of which is 330 yd. ?

(11) The length of a room is 21 ft., and its height 10 ft.

C in., and the area of the floor is y^y of the area of the four

walls. Find the breadth of the room.

(12) What length must be cut off a board, which is 6|
inches broad, that the area may contain a square foot ?

-J (13) What is the exp<^nse of papering a room 4 yd. 6J in.

long, 8 yd. 11:|^ in. wide, and 3 yd. 1 ft. high, with paper
haK a yard wide, at 12 cents a yard ?

(14) How many stones, each 2 feet long and 15^ inches
wide, would be required to pave a square courtyard, whose

V Bide is 124 feet ?

Ji/(15) What is the cost of papering a room, 15 ft. long, 12
^R\ wide, and 10 ft. high, with paper f yd. wide, at 12^ cents

a yard ?

(16) Find the cost of papering a room 21 ft. long, 15 ft.

wide, and 12 ft. high, with papei 2^ ft. wide, at 15 cents a
"

yard, allowing for a door 7 ft. high and 3 ft. wide, 2 win-
dows each 5 ft. high and 8 ft. wide, and a panelUng 2 feet

high round the floor.

(17) The length of one side of a rectangular field is 572
yards, and the area of the field is 50 acres 2 ro. 32 po. Find
the length of the other side, and of the diagonal.

(18) A rectangular field, 300 yards long and 150 broad, is

separated into 4 equal parts by 2 bands of trees, 20 feet wide,
parallel to the sides. How large will each part be, and what
wiU be the area covered by the trees ?

(19) A room, whose height is 11 feet, and length twice its

breadth, takes 143 yards of paper 2 feet wide for its four

valie ; how many yards of gilt moulding will be requii'ed 7

%
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^ (20) What will be the cost of painting the walls ftnd
ceiling of a room, whose height,Jength, and breadth are 12 ft.

6 in., 27 ft. 4 in., and 20 ft. respectively; at 36 cents per
square yd ?

(21) Find the expense of carpeting a room 15 ft. 9 in.

V.Iong and 13 ft. 4 in. broad, with carpet 27 inches wide, at
95 cents, per yard.

v/ (22) Find the cost of carpeting a room 10yd. 2ft. long
and 7 yd. 1 it. broad, with carpet f yd. wide, at $1.08 a yard.

(23) If the cost of carpeting a room 11 yd. long and 8 yd.
mde, with carpet at 35. a yard, be ^19. IGs., find the width
of the carpet.

(24) How many flag-stones, each 5*76 ft. long and 4*15 ft,

wide, are requisite for paving a cloister, which incloses a
rectangular court 45*77 yd. long and 41-93 yd. wide, the
cloister being 12*45 ft. wide ?

XXXIV Measurement of Solidity.

228. The Unit of Measurement, by which we mea-
sure the Volume of a Solid body or the Capacity of a
vessel, is derived from the Unit of Length. Thus, if

we take an inch as the unit of length, and construct a
cubej each of whose edges is an inch in length, this

Cubic Inch may be taken as the Unit of Volume, and
the measure of any given volume will be the number of

times it contains this unit.

£39. Let ABDC be a rectangle, and let the side AB
be 4 inches in length, and the side AC 3 inches in length.

A B
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Then x^BCD will contain 12 square inches. (Ai-t. 225.)

Kow suppose we construct a number of blocks of

wood, perfect cubes, whose vokime is a cubic inch, and
place one of these on each side of the squai'es in ABDC;
and then place another of the blocks on the top of each

of the first set ; and so on tiU we liave piled up 6 layers.

Then we sliall have constructed a rectangular sohd,

whose length is 4 inches, breadth 3 inches, and depth
or thickness 5 inches.

Now the number of cubic inches in this sohd we
estimate in the following way : for each of the squares

in ABDC we shaU have a pile of 5 cubic inches : there-

fore the number of cubic inches in the sohd will be

6x12 or GO.

Hence we obtain the following Eule :

To find' the cubic content of a rectangular solid, find

the continued product of the measures of the length,

breadth, and thickness, and the result is the measui-e of

the cubic content.

Ex. (1). Find the cubic content of a rectangular

piece of timber whose length is 47 ft., breadth 4 ft., and
thickness 3 ft.

Takinc^ a foot as the unit of length, and therefcre a cubio
foot as the unit of cubic content,

measure of cubic content is = 47 X 4 X 3 = 5G4;
.*. the cubic content is 5G4 cubic feet.

Ex. (2). "What is the cubic content of a room whose
length is 22 feet G in., breadth 18 It. 3 in., and height
10 feet ?

Cubio content = (22^ X 18J X 10) cubic ft.,

45x73x10
cub. ft. = 410Gi cub. ft.2x4

Ex. (3). A rectangular sheet of water, of uniform
deptli, is 430 yards long, 270 yards broad, and coiitains
7314300 cubic feet of water; what is its depth?

Reducing the lenfrth and breadth to feet.

Area uf surface = (430 x 3 X 270 X 8) sq. ft, ;

.'. deptll = 1314300 ^ ^
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Examples- (cxxv)

Find the cubic content of tl e rectanjulax solids whose
dimensions are

(1) 8 ft., 7 ft., 6 ft

.

(2) lOi ft., 8i ft.. 6} ft.

(8) 5 ft. 6 in., 4 ft. 8 in. .3 ft. 7 in.

(4) 11 ft. 8 in., 9 ft. ir in., 7 ft. 5 in.

(5) 6 yd. 2 ft. 4 in., 8 yd. 1 ft. 7 in., 4 ft. 11 in.

^ (6) How many bricks will be required to build a wall 75
ft. long, 6 ft. high, and 18 inches thick ; each brick being
9 inches long, 4^ inches wide, and 3 inches deep ?

(7) A lake, whose area is 45 acres, is covered with ice 8
inches thick ; find the weight of the ice in tons, if a cubic
foot of ice weigh 920 oz. avoird.

. (8) If 500 men excavate a basin 800 yd. long, 500 yd.

/wide, and 40 yd. deep in 4 months, how many men will be
^required to excavate a basin 1000 yd. long, 400 yd. wide,

and 50 yd. deep in 6 months ?

(9) A square block of stone, 2 ft. in thickness, is in cubio%
content 6 cub. ft. 24 in. ; what is the length of its edge ?

(10) "What weight of water will a rectangular cistern con-

tain, the length being 4 ft., the breadth 2 ft. 6 in., and the

depth 8 ft. 3 in., when a cubic foot of water weighs 1000 oz. ?

J.
(11) A block of stone is 4 ft. long, 2^ ft. broad, and 1| ft.

*** thick ; it weighs 27 cwt. Find the weight of 100 cubic

inches of the stone.

(12) A cubic foot of water weighs 1000 oz. Find the

length of the side of a cubic vessel whose contents (water)

weigh 4 tons 12 cwt. 3 qr. 10 lb. 7 oz. (112 lbs. = 1 cwt.)

(13) If 120 men can make an embankment f of a mile

long, 30 yards wide, and 7 yards high, in 42 days, -how many
men would it take to make an embankment 1000 yards

long, 36 yards wide, and 22 feet high, in 30 days ?

(14) A rectangular cistern, 9 feet long, 5 ft. 4 in. wide, and
2 ft. 3 in. deep, is filled with hquid which weighs 2520
pounds. How deep must a rectangular cistern be, which
will hold 3850 pounds of the same liquid, its length being 8
feet, and its width 5 feet 6 inches ?

(15) Find the cost of making a road 110 yards in length,

and 18 ft. wide : the soil being first excavated to the depth
of 1 ft., at a cost of Is. per cubic yard : rubble being then

laid 8 inches deep, at Is. per cubic yard, and gravel placed

on the top, 9 inches thick, at 2s. 6d. per cubic yard.
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EXAMINATION PAPERS-
(1) Find a number sucli that if it be added twenty-tlirep

times to 37G01 the simi will be 4020 ).

(2) A person bouj^lit 500 yards of cloth at $3.2d per yard
and retailed it at ^3.35 per j'ard ; what was his profit ?

(3) Find tho H. C. F. of 372,'^37,l 248 ; and arrange thft

three fractions 9, H, f^ in order of magnitude.

(4) A soldier takes 7920 paces in a march of 3f miles

;

find his lengtli of pace.

(5) Divide 9308 iarthin<;s into an equal number of sover-

eigns, half-sovc.eigus, half-crowns and farthings.

(G) Divide -14 by 7, 140 by .07 and -014 by 7i)00; add the
results together, aud turn tho decimal into a vulgar fraction.

^ (7) Simplify the expression I'iJl X oG — 2'345.

(8) The polar diameter of the earth is 4170779G feet ; re-

duce this to miles.

(9) If tf^legraph posts are placed 66 yards apart, and a
train passes one in every 3 seconds ; how many miles an
hour is the train runimig ?

(10) If a person spends in four months as much as he
earns in three, how much can he lay by annually, supposing
that he earns $420 every six months ?

• (11) How many steps does a man whose length of pace is

'32 inches take in 4| miles?

(12) Divide $13230 between 2 men, so that one may re-

ceive a third as much again as the other.

(13) Divide TVT~A~A^y| + i' — A J ^^^ express
the result as a decimal.

(14) Find the value of

(3L-2^)-^f of t

'^t^li + i)

and ex^n-ess the result as a decimal.

. f^{15) SimpUfy the expression 1*3 X (2-4 + 7'5) + 2-364-

1-G97.

rYjl6) Reduce 11 ro. 11 po. 11 yd. to inches, and find what
nraction fr.e result is of 3 acres.

n (17) A is to receive $1.25 a day every day he works,
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and to forfeit $-80 every day lie is idle. At the end c

76 da^'s his wages amount to ^G9.15 ; how many da
was he idle ? gg

' (18) If 24 men can do a piece of work in 12 days of i.y

hours eacii, how many men can do three times as much in

10 daj's of 8 hours each ?

(19) If '3 of an estate is worth $7500, what is the value of
•48 of tlie estate ?

V (20) A, B, and C start on a tour, each with $200 in his

pooket, and agree to divide their expenses equally. AMien
they return, A has $37.50, B $50.82, and §16.71. What
3Ught A and B to pay C to settle their accounts ?

, (21) Fmd the value of f

1

^'-^
\i'^ nf

9X5 lin
\li4-A7l6 °'l4x3 15j

and reduce to its lowest-ierms IS !!•

(22) Express as vulgar fractions in the lowest terms
24-0025 and '0008125 ; and divide 1-1214 by 534 and 1121-4

by -534.

(23) What fi-action is 7 cwt. 4 lb. of 3 tons 1 qr. (\or)a ton) ?

How often must one go round a square field of 10 acres to

run 1 mile ?

(24) A gunboat's crew, consisting of a lieutenant, a gun-
ner, and 15 seamen, captured a prize worth £'399. 7s. ; the

lieutenant's share is 10 times and the gunner's sliare 3 times
as much as that of each seaman. What is the value of each
person's share ?

(25) Extract the square root of 1G7-9616, and of ^%%\.

(26) A clocii which loses 4 minutes in 12 hours is 10 min-
utes fast at midnight on Sunday. What o'clock will it indi-

cate at 6 o'clock on Wednesday evening ?

(27) The distance between two wickets was marked out

for 2'2 yards, but the j^ard measure was ^^ of an inch too

ehort ; what was the actual distance ?

(28) What is the difference between simple interest, com-
pound 'nterest, and discount? Find the difference between
the simple interest and the true discount on $1900 for If
jr-wB at 8 per cent.

(29) Wliat is the present worth of a bill of $170 due in •

mo.., reckoning money at 6% per annum ?
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(SD) Find tlie interest on 8380 for IJ years at 4^ per cent.,
and the discount on §029.50 for 2^ years, at 2^ per cent.

/(31) Simplify

./ 3

1
I

3 ,
"

/;

1-01015
^(32) Find tlie vidgar fi'action equivalent to - —7-^^

—

/ (00} Wliich is the better investment, tlie 3^ per cents, at

a)l, or the 4 per cents, at 103?

How much must a man invest in the former that he may
/ have a yearly income of $4851, after paying an income tax
of 2 cents in the dollar?

X(34)
Two ships get under weigh at the same time for the

am3 port, distant 1200 miles ; the faster vessel averages 10
knots an hour, and arrives at tlioportaday and a liall before

the otiier ; what will the latter vessel average an hour ?

(35) Divide $87.50- between two men, so that one may
receive half as much again as tlie other.

(36) A man has §3430 stock in the £3 per cents, at 83^ ;

when the stock rises 2 i)er cent, he translers his capital to

the 4 per cents, at 98 ; find the alteration in his income.

(37) The weight of the water contained in a rectangular
cistern 8 ft. long, 7 ft. wide, is 93| cwt. If a cubic foot of

water weigh 10.^0 oz., find the depth of water in the cistern.

(38) If §3 is the discount off S333 for 2 mos., what was
the rate par cent. ? What should be the discount oft" $333
for 1 year ?

(39) The height of a tower on a river's bank is 55 feet, the
length of a hue from the top to the opposite bank is 78 feet;

what is the breadth of the river ?

'^S^ (40) How many yards of matting 2-4 feet broad will cover

a floor that is 27'3 feet long and 20-16 feet broad ?

(41) Simplifj^tlie fraction

Uofl.^-J^ofH _2_

2 "^ 11^
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(42) Iff of 1\ of an estate be worth S300, what will be
2i

..

t]ie value of —^ of the estate ?

4.S. Of an electiic cable |^ rests on the bottom of the sea,

-iV hangs iu the water, and 234 1 yards are employed on
land : what is the length of the cable ?

(44) Extract the cube root of IG777216.

/(45) At what price must an article, which cost 155., be
Boid so as to gain 10 per cent. ?

/K-. (46) The number of disposable seamen at Portsmouth is

800, at Plymouth 756, and at Sheerness 404. A ship is com-
missioned, whose complement is 490 seamen. How many
must be .Irafted from each place so as to taks an equal pro-

portion ?

^ (17) (a) Find the dilierenoa between the simple and com'
^ouud interest|pf 3416.Co| for 2 years at 8 per cent.

(6) Find the rate of interest, when the discount on $211.60

du': at the end of 1^ years is $:^7.60.

(48) What sum will amount to $3213 in ten years at 8
' por cent, simple interest ?

.^' ^(49) The length of a rectangular field which contains 4ac.
' 3 ro. 14 po. 26^ sq. j'd. is 260 yd. 1 ft. 4 in., what is its

breadth ?

A/50j A room is 14 ft. 3 in. high, 20 ft. wide, 24 ft. long,

''what will it cost to paper it with paper 2| ft. wide, whose
price 1 1 ^d. per yard ; allowing 8 ft. by 5 ft. 3 in. for each of

four doors, 10 ft. b}' 6 ft. 8 in. for each of two windows, and
8 ft. 6 in. hy 5 ft. for a fireplace ?

(51) Simphfy the fraction

3 +

y' (52) Find tht, hie of

•Oqi.dt £1 OS. + -069 of £5 -8 of 2s. 3c?.

/ (53) If 5 of the cargo of a ship be worth $i§000, what will

be the vahie of f of ^ of the remainder ?

•'(54) A can mow 5 acres of grass in 3 days, E 7 acres in

9 d;iys, (711 acres in 12 daj'S : in how m.any days can they

"-J
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(55) A watch, wbicli is 5 m. 40 s. fast ou Monday at noon,
i< 2 m. 51 s. fast at niidniglit on the tollowing Sunday : what
did it lose in a day ?

(56) The rent of a fann is $720, and the taxes are 11-^

per cent, on tlie rent: find tlie amount of rent and taxes
together ?

(57) Tliree persons chvide the cost of an entertainment
amongst tliem in such a manner that the first pays ^ of the
whole, and the second | of what tlie first pays, and the third
pays the remainder, which is S2.50: what is tlie amount of
the biU ?

(58) If an income ot §1200 pays S18 for income tax, how
much must be paid on an ixicome of 6750 when the tax is

half as much again ?

(59) A invests $552 in the 3| per cents, wlien they are at

92; B invests $679 in the 3 per cents, when t.bp.y are at 97.

Find the difference of their incomes.

J (60) AVliat is the cost of the carpet for a room, the dimen-
^sions of which are 21 feet long, 15| feet wide, a^ ^-lif cents
per square yard ?

(61) Simplify:

\4i4-5i "^
lO.i) ^

\
2i • 8,-0/.1 -405

// (62) A regiment marching 3i miles an bom- makes 110
steps a minute : what is the length of the step ?

/(60) How long would a column of men, extending 3420
feet in length, take to march through a street a mile long at

Ij.'jijlli^*'—ijQft 1"" ' ' ^ ^ minute, each pace being 2| feet? "

^y (64) A street being 850 feet long, and the width of the
yf pavement on each side being 5 feet 3 in. find the cost of pav-

ing it at 37 5 cents a square foot ?

^ (65) Two pipes together fill a cistern in 1 hour: one of
ihem alone fills it in 1^ hour. How long will it take the
other to fill it ?

/. (66) How many hours a day must 42 boys work, to do in

to days what 27 men can do in 28 day^of lOhom-s long ; the

work of a boy being half that of a many '?

^ (67) At what rate will the simple interest on $125 amount
to §13.12^ in 1^ years?

(68) ^Yhat prmcipal will give $616 simple interest in 5^
years at 6§ per cent. ?
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^ (GO) A log of timber is 18 feet long, 1 foot 4 inches wide,
and 15 indies thick. If a piece containing 2^ solid feet, bo
cut off the end of it, what length will be left ?

yt (70) If 8 guineas be expended in purchasing Brussels
carpet, f yd. wide, at 3s. GU. a yd , for a room 20 ft. lo )g

and IG ft. 9 in. broad ^Miow* much of the floor will rcmai.i

uncovered ?

<m SimpHfy ^|-^+ H

(72) Find the value of

•02 of ^'1 + -03 of 7s. Qd. + 014 of 2s 9d.

(73) Extract the square root of 30712- 5Gio of-^uV; and
of •OjOO.,0133225.

/ (74) A bankrupt owes $7850, and pays 37^ cents in the
uollar ; how much did his crechtors jointly lose ?

/(75) If 14 men can mow 35 acres of grass in 6 days of j.0

hours each, in how many days of 12 hours each can 3 men
nibw 24 acres ?

/ "(70) If 9 men or 16 women could do a piece of work in

144 days, in what time would 7 men and 9 women do it,

working together ?

//(77) Divide S2849 among A, B, and C, in the proportion

/of -7, -28, and -056. --7

(78) Tliemai/Ui .-/ t'-i-tliscount on a sum of money fof

2 years is f3G0; the interest on the same sum for the sama
time is $400 : find the sum and the rate per cent.

(79) Find the gain or loss per cent., in buying oranges at

S2.50 per hundred and selling them at 8 for a^: cents.

(80) What will be the cost of papering a room 21 ft. long
by 15 ft. broad and 11 ft. high, which has two windows each
9 ft. high and 3^ ft. wide, a door 7 ft. high and 3 ft. G in.

wide, and a fife place 4 ft. high by 4 ft. 6 in. wide, wiili

paper, 2 ft. 3 in. wide at 9.s. a piece ; the price of putting it

on being Qd. per piece, and each piece containing 12 yards ?

(31) Shnphfy

(1) 2^-U + 9 tV

(2) (3-71 - 1-908) X 7-03

2-2 - ^Vj
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^-' (82) A man owns iV of a mine, and sells -1351 of his

share ; what fraction of the mine has he left ?

^ (83) A and B can do a piece of work in 8 days, B and C
can do it in 12 days, and ^4, B, and C can do it in 6 days.

In how many days can A and C do it ?

(84) A clock which gains 7i minutes in 24 hours is 12

minutes fast at midnight on Sunday. What o'clock will it

indicate at 4 o'clock on Wednesday afternoon ?

.. (85) Gunpowder being composed of 33 parts of nitre, 7

'of charcoal, and 5 of sulphur; find how many pounds of

each will be required to make 30 lbs. of powder.

(86) What is the difference between Interest and Dis-

count ? Which of the two is greater ?

Find the difference between the Interest and Discount on
$1639 for 4| mos. at 61% per cent.

4 (87) Find the difference between the true and bank dis-

®>nnts on a note of S 10400 due in six months, (days of grace

included) at 8% per annum.

(88) i of A'b stock was destroyed by fire, I of the re-

mainder was injured by water and smoke ; he sold the
uninjured goods at cot;t price, and the injured goods at a
third of cost price. He realizsd $1155. What did he lose

by the fire.

'" '^(SO) Having given ^bat the weight of a cubic foot of water

is 1000 oz., and that the imperial gallon contains 277*274

cubic inches, find the weight of a pint of water.

-VAVfgO) A room is 22 ft. 6 in. long, 20 ft. 3 in. wide, and 10

ft. 9 in. high. Find the cost of carpeting the room at $1.20--

a square yard, and of papering the walls at 20 cents a square
yard.

(91) Simplify:

•004 -=- -0005

2-423 -f 8-576 + 2-0001911

(92) The quotient in a division question equals six times the
divisor, and the divisor equals six times the remainder ; the
three amount together to 516 ; find the dividend.

(93) Add together -60625 of ^1 + -142857 of 145. 10^^.,

and n o( Vi of £S. 6s. lei., and express the result as the

decimal of 27 shillings.

(94j A clock gains 3^ minutes a day ; how must the
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bands bo placed at noon so as to pomt to true time at 7 h.

30 m. P.M. ?

\ (95) A person invests $750 at simple interest, and at tbe

end of 3 years and 8 montbs be finds tbat be possesses

$956.25 ; at wbat rate per cent, per an. was bis profit ?

(96) A person's bali-yearly income is derived from tbe

proceeds of $4550 at a certain rate per cent., and $5420 at 1

per cent, more than tbe former. His wbole income is $453.

Determine tbe rates.

\ (97) Wbat will be tbe cost of enclosing a rectangular gar-

den, 90 yd. long and 30 yd. 2 ft. 3 in. broad, witb a wall

8 ft. 4 in. bigb, at tbe rate of $1.20 per superficial square

yard f

(98) A person invests ^10000 in 3 per cents, at 75, and
when tbey rise to 78 be sells out and invests tbe produce in

bank sbares at £208 eacb, wbicb pay a dividend of £8 pe^.

share. Show that bis income is not altered.

(99) What must be the least number of soldiers in a regi-

ment to admit of its being drawn up 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 deep,

and also of its being formed into a solid square ?

(100) If $40 is a proper discount off §360 for 8 months,

wbat should be the 12 months' interest on $360 ?

(101) Multiply 57875 by 729819, with three lines of multi-

plication, and divide 123456 by 63, using short division.

/ (102) A French metre = 1*0936 of a yard, and a centi-

/ metre is tbe hundred part of a metre. Find a centimetre
' in decimals of an inch to 4 places.

(103) A and B can do a piece of work in 4 days, B and C
in 5i days, and A and G in 4| days. In what time can each

do the work separately ?

(104) M starts from C and travels towards D at a rate of

6 miles per hour; two hours afterwards N starts from 0,

and going 10 miles per hour reaches D 4 houi-s before M,
Find the distance from C to D.

(105) Find the simple interest on S2733| at 4 per cent, for

3 years and 9 months; and determine wbat sum wUl amount

to $926.10 in 3 years at 5 per cent, compound interest.

(106) Find the difference between tbe discount on $1622..50

for 14 montbs at 7 per cent, per ann. and the interest on

$1760 for 15 months at 6 per cent, per ann.

• (107) A women buys a certain number of apples at 3 a
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penny, and tbe same number at 2 a penny ; she then mixes
them and sells them at 5 for twopence. How much does she

gain or lose per cent.

(108) A person, by disposing of j::oods for $182, loses 9 per
cent. What ou<i;ht tLey to have been sold at to reahse a
profit of 7 per cent. ?

(109) Find the cost of papering a room 14 ft. 6 in. long,

'IS ft. 7 in broad, and 12 ft. 3 in. high, with paper at 14| cents

por square yard. In the room are 4 windows 4 ft. by 3 ft.,

2 doors 6 ft. 6 in. by 2 ft. 5 in., and a fireplace 5 ft. by 4 ft.

(110) The external dimensions of a box without a lid are,

length 4 feet, breadth 3 feet, depth 2 feet, and the thickness
of the sides and bottom is th*^ same, namely 1 inch ; if the

cost of a cubic yard of the matOirial is 9.?., and the cost o*

makinj
the box cost ?

(Ill) Eight bells begin tolHng together at the same in-

stcint, and they toll at intervals of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 seconds
respectively : after what time will they be again tolling at

tbe same instant ?

(112) Simplify

^,oiii-^5kyj{j 10^

(113) A, B, aria C^re partners.

5_ 4) i
lOi 18 ^W j

• 7

A receives two-fifths of

e profits, B and G dividing the remainder equally. A's
iM-omo is increased by $220 when the rate of profit rises

f'-um 8 to 10 per cent. Find the capital of B and C.

(114) A railway train having left a terminus at noon is

overtaken at 6 p.m. by another train, which left the same
terminus at 1 p.m. If the former train had been 10 miles
farther on the road when the latter started, it would not
have been overtaken till 8 p.m. Find the rates of the trains.

(115) A person invests £5000 in Turkish G per cent, stock
•at 80 ; find the rate of interest he gets for his money.
When his stock has risen to 104 he sf lis out, and buys ^20
railway shares at ^18, which pay (Mvidend at the rate of 4^
per cent. Find the alteration in his income.

(116) If 6 men and 2 boys can reap 13 acres in 2 days,
?.ud 7 men and 5 boys can reap 33 acres in 4 days, how long
vv-ill it take 2 men and 2 boys to reap 10 acres ?
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(117) The cost price of a book is $4.75, eipense of thf

Kale 6 yo, profit 24 % ; what is the retail price 1

^ (118) Show that the simple interest on $G25 for 8 months
at 7 % is equal to that on $>1093.75 at 8 ^ for 4 months.

(119) One clock gains 4 minutes in 12 hours, and another
loses 4 minutes in 24 hours. They are set right at noon on
Monday. Determine the time indicated by each clock,

when the one appears to have gained IGJ minutes on the
fther.

(120) A rectangular court is 50 yards long and 30 yards
broad. It has paths joining the middle points of the oppo-
site sides, of 6 It. in breadth, and also paths of the same
breadth running all round it. The remainder is covered
with grass. li the cost of the pavement be 12^ cents per
square foot, and of the grass 70 cents per square yard, find

the whole cost of laying out the cotirt.

/ (121) How many times does the 29th day of the month
occur in 400 consecutive years ?

(122) A creditor, agreeing to receive $281.25 for a debt,

finds that he has been paid at the rate of G2^ cents in the

dollar ; how much was the debt ?

j (123) A, B, and C rent a meadow for $43. A puts in 10
/ horses for 1 month, B 12 oxen for 2 months, and C 20 sheep

/ for 3 months. IIow should the expense be divided, if the

quantities eaten by a horse, an ox, and a sheep, during the

same time, be in the ratio of 4, 3, and 1 ?

/ (124) If the jjrice of 9760 bricks, of which the length,

^readth, and thickness are 20 inches, 10 inches, and 12^
\^ inches respectively, be $21£h.oU, what will be the price of 100

bricks, which are one-filth smaller in every dimension ?

(125) How many years' purchase should I give for an
estate, so as to get 3| per cent, interest for my money ?

\ (12G) How often between 11 and 12 are the hands of a
clock an integral number of minute spaces apart ?

^^(127) A and B walk a race of 25 miles ; A gives B 45

mmutes' start; A walks unifonnly a mile in 11 minutes,

.,\ and catches B at the 20th milestone : find B'b rate, and by
how much he lost in time and space. .

(128) A debt is due at the end of 4^ months; ^ is paid

immediately, and ^ at the end of 3 months; when ought

the remainder to be paid ?
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(129) A man, by selling out of a 3 per cent, stock at 99

gains 10 per cent, on his investment. At what price did he

buy, and what was his income, supposing that he reahzed

$15345 ]

(130) A tank is 8 ft. long, 5 ft. 4 in. wide, 4 ft. 6 in. deep.

Find the number of gallons it contams, having given that 1

cub. ft. of water weighs 1000 oz., and that a pint of water

weighs a pound and a quarter.

(181) Simplify

1 /J 2\ /_13 n 2 8

7iof 8t\+ 3-i3j.

-^
\ 13~9/ ~

\ 3 '^6/ ^ 3 °^8

of 63.

(132) In a dormitory -^ of the boys are in the upper

school, f of the remainder in the middle, and the rest, 8 in

number, in the lower ; find the number in the dormitory.

(133) The circumference of the fore-wheel of a carriage is

8 feet, and that of the hind-wheel is 10 feet ; in what dis-

tance "Will the fore-wheel make 100 revolutions more than
the hind-wheel ?

(134) A and B receive $1.37^ for digging a garden. They
k^ work at it together for 4^ hours ; B then left, and A finished

tbe work in 3^^ hours. How should the pay be divided ?

(135) What are the two exact times when the hands of a
watch are equally distant from fig. III. ?

(13G) In how many years will $320 double itself, at 7^
per cent, simple interest ?

(137) A person invests the present value of £2358 due two
years hence at 4 per cent, in gas-shares, which pay at the
rate of nine per cent. ; he gives £144 for each share of £100

;

what is his annual income, and what rate per cent, does he
make of his money invested in the gas-shares ?

^ (138) At billiards A can give B 5 points in a game of 50,

and CIO points in 60 ; how many points can B give in a
game of 90 t

(139) How much money must one invest in 8 per cent.

Consols, when they are at 10 per cent, below par, in order
to have an income of £2000 a year ?

(140) A level reach in a canal, 14 miles 6 furlongs long,

and 48 feet broad, is kept up by a lock 80 feet long, 12 feet

broai, and having a fall of 8 ft. 6 in. ; how many barges
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might pass tlirongli tlie lock before tlie water in the uppei
canul was lowered one inch ?

3f ^—

i

(141) Find the value of ^j"^. X T^sOiU.Gl.

(142) A can do a piece of work in 6 days, wliich 'i> can
destroy in 4. A lias worked for 10 days, during the last 5 oi

which B has been destroying ; how many daj'S must A now-
work alone, in order to complete his task ?

(143) Two cisterns of equal dimensions are filled with
v.T.ter, and the taps for both are opened at the same tune.

if the water in one M-ill run out in 5 hours, and that in the

ther in 4 hours, find wdien one cistern will have twice as

'much water in it as the other has.

('144) If 3 men, 4 women, 5 boys, or 6 girls, can perform
a piece of work in 60 days, how long will it take 1 man, 2

\vomen, 3 boj's, and 4 giiis, ail working together?

(145) Two trains start at the same time from London and
Edinbm-gh, and proceed towards each other at the rates of

SO and 50 miles per hoiu' respectivel3^ When they meet, it

is found that one train has run 100 miles farther than the
other. Find the distance between London and Edinburgh.

(146) Two persons buy respectively with the same sums
into the 3 and 3^ per cents. ^ and get the same amount of

interest. The 3 per cents, are at 75: at what price are the

c'l" per cents. ?

(i47) Divide $1986.50 among A, B, and C, in the propor-

tion of 2*3, 1-15, and '524 respectively.

(148) If for a sovereign one can buy 11 gulden 12 kreut-

zers or 25-5 francs, and for one 20-franc piece 9 gulden 20
kreutzers, how much per cent, is gained by buying French
gold with Enghsh gold before buying German money ?

/(149) Express 69 j miles in metres, 32 metres being taken
to be equivalent to 35 ^rds.
^ (150) Find the cost of painting the walls ot a square room
14 ft. high and 18 ft. long, with two doors 8 ft. by 4, and
three windows 10 ft. b}'' 5, the amount saved by each window
being ^2 16s. 'dd. What additional height would increase
the cost by nine shillings.

2r 27 + 3^
(151) Simphfy -^j + 3|~:jr9i + i + iot-ia^
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%(152) Two lines are 41-06328 incLe^ and -0438 of an inch
long respectively. How many lines as long as the latter can
be cut off from the former, and what wiU be the length of
the remaining line ?

^ (153) A and B start to run a race ; their speeds are as 17
tu 18. A runs 2| miles in IG min. 48 sec. ; B finishes the
course in 34 minutes : determme the length of the course.

,^ (154) A boat's crew row over a course of a mile and a
'qT-.arter against a stream which flows at the rate of 2 miles
an hour, in 10 minutes. The usual rate of the stream is half
u mile an hour. Find the time which the boat would take
iu the usual state of the river.

(155) A person pays one tax of lOd. in the £, and another
of 5 per cent, on his income. His remaining income is ^€545.
What was his original income ?

(156) A man invested S14350 in the U. S. 6's at 107^ the
brokerage being ^% ; what will be his clear income after an
ipcome-tax of 5% is dejjucted?

(157) A soldier has ^ hours' leave^ofabsence : how far may
he ride on a Qoach which travels lO'miies an hour, so as to

return to the camp in time, walking at the rate of 5. miles an
hour ? 6

(158) Two trains start at the same time, the one from
London to Norwich, the other from Norwich to London. If

they arrive in Norwich and London respectively 1 hour and
4 hours after they passed each other, show that one travels
twice as fast as the other.

(15C) When ^170 will purchase 4233 francs, what is the
course of exchange between London and Paris ? And if 603
gold pieces of 20 francs contain as. much pure gold as 400 ^

sovereigns, what is the par of exchange between London and
Paris?

(160) A hollow cubical box, made of material which is 1'3

inches in thickness, has an interior capacity of 50*653 cubio
feet : determine the length of the outside edge of the boiu

(161) Simplify
( 6| of ^^^) .--^

(162) Gold of the value of ^423267 arrives from Australia;
what is its weight in lb. avoirdupois, the price being ^£.3. ISli.

per oz. troy ?
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\ (163) A can do one-Lalf of apiece of work in 1 honr, B
~^ can do three-fourths of the remainder in one hour, and G
can finish it m 20 minutes : how long would A, B, and C
together take to do it ?

(164) If I pay $750 now for a debt of $771. 09| not yet
payable, and money be considered worth 7i per cent, per
annum, when will the debt be due ?

(IGo) Two equal wine-glasses are filled with mixtures of

>^fepirit and water in the ratios of 1 of spirit to 3 of water and
^^4 o^ spirit to 4 of water : when the contents are mixed in a

rambler, find the strength of the mixture.

(166) At what per cent, in advance of cost must a mer-

^ chant mark his goods so that after throwing off 20 % of the
marked price he may make a profit of 25 per cent.

(167) A man receiving a legacy of $34510 invested one-

half in Dominion 6 per cents, at 101, and the other half in

U. S. 6 per cents, at 84^, paying brokerage at ^ % ; what
annual income did he secure from his legacy ?

(168) A piece of work must be finished in 36 days, and 15

men are set to do it, working 9 hours a day ; but after 24

daj 8 it is found that only thi'ee-fifths of the work is done. If

3 additional men be then put on, how many hours a day
will they all have to labour, in order to finish the work in

time ?

(169) Of two stalactites hanging from the flat roof of a

cavern, one is 1'02 inches longer than the other, and the

shorter one increases in length at the rate of 3*014 inches in

a century. Find the rate of increase of the other, in order

that they may be of the same length at the end of 125 years.

/ (170) Two men A and B, start from Cambridge, at 4 and
f 5 o'clock, A.M. respectively, to walk to London, a distance of

50 miles ; B passes A at the twentieth milebtone, and reach-

es London at 5 p.m. When will A arrive there ?

/

(171) Find the square root of 10747*4689, and the cube
root of 189119224.

' (172) A person can read a book containing 220 pages,
each of which contains 28 Unes, and each line on an average
12 words, in 6^ hours ; how long will it take him to read a
book containing 400 pages, each of which ccntainF ^) lines,

and each line on an average 14 words ?

i' (173) The whole time occupied by a train 120 yarns long,
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travelling at the rate of 20 miles an hour, in crossing abridge
is 18 seconds ; find the length of the bridge.

/(174) If 20 men, 40 women, and 50 children receive

$4200 among them for seven weeks' work, and 2 men
receive as much as 3 women or 5 children, what sum does a
woman receive per week ?

(175) Two clocks begin to strike 12 together ; one strikes

in 35 seconds, the other in 25 ; what fraction of a minute ia

there between their seventh strokes ?

(17G) A speculator bought 43 shares in a mine at 35}, and
kept them till they dropped to 11.V, when he sold out and
bought with the proceeds 6 per cent, railway stock at 28 pre-

mium ; find his annual income from the latter investment.

(177) Two clocks strike 9 together on Tuesday morning.
On Wednesday morning one wants 10 minutes to 11 when
the other strikes 11. How much must the faster be put
back, that they may strike 9 together on Wednesday even-
ing ?

(ITS) now much ore must one raise, that on losing \l in

roasting and y% of the residue in smelting, there may result

6o6 tons of pure metal ?

(179) If a population is now ten million?, and the births

are 1 in 20 and the deaths 1 in 30 annually, what will the
population become in 5 years ?

(180) There are two rectangular fields equal in area ; the
sides of one are 945 yards and 1344 yards in length, and the
longer side of the second is 1134 yards ; what is the length
of its shorter side, and how many acres are there in each
field ?

y

(181) The masters of a school are -0416 of its whole nnm-
ber, but afier 40 new boys have been added the masters he-

came '0375 of the whole. How many boys and masters
were there before the new boys came ?

J (182) Divide $350 among 4 persons, so that B may have
three times as much as ^, C half as much again as A j.nd B
together, and D as much as ^, B, and C together.

) (183) By selling a house for S3700 I lost 7^ per cent.;

what must I have sold it for to have gained 12^ percent. ?

/(134) Find the difference between the interest and dis-

touut on I12C5 for 73 days at 6y. ?

/ (185) A mercliant sells tea to a tradesman at a profit of
' 60 per cent., but the tradesman becoming a bankrupt pays
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87^ cts. in the dollar. How much does the merchant gain
or lose by the sale ?

(186) What sum must a man invest in the 6 per cent.

Couutv bonds at 101^ in order to have a clear income of
$14'2-4 40 after paying an income tax of 1^% on all over $400?

(187) A baker's outlay for flour is 70 per cent, of his gross
receipts, and other trade expenses 20 per cent. The price

of flour falls 50 per cent, and other trade expenses are
thereby reduced 25 per cent. What reduction should he
make in the price of a 15c. loaf, allowing him still to realize

the same amount of profit ?

(188) What is the average annual profit of a business,
when a partner, entitled to * of the profits, receives as his

share for 2 years and 4 months the sum of $7890.50.

I (189) If a tradesman adds to the cost price of his goods a
/profit of 12^ per cent., what is the cost price of an article

which he sells for $3.82| ?

(190j A rectangular piece of ground 72 yards by 45 yards
is to be laid out in 4 plots of grass, each 27 ft. by 13^ ft.', and
a pond in the centre 6 yards square, to contain 252 cubic
yards of water; find the expense of gravelling the remainder
at 2f cts. per square yard, and the depth of the pond.

^191) Find the value of

51 of I of 24-1 ^(1+.^)

,
8
TT °M*+*°^nfe;}

/ (192) If 12 men or 18 boys can do | of a piece of work in

"D J hours, in what time will 11 men and 9 boys do the rest ?

(193) Find the principal sum on which the simple interest

in 2^ years at 6^% per annum is $1068.75.

(194) The compound interest on a certain sum at 4 per

cent, for 2 years exceeds the simple interest for the same
time at the same rate by $6 ; what is the sum ?

/(195) Two ships are built. Twice as many ship-carpen-

ters are employed about the first aa about the second ; the

first is built in 9 months, the second in 8 months ; the wages
of each man of the first set are 25 cents per hour, and they

work 12 hours a day ; the wages of each of the second set

are 13 cents per hour, and they work 10:^ hours a day. The
cost of the first in carpenters' wages was $300 00 ; what was
that of the second ?
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(196) A person leaves $12070 to be (ii\'idecl among liis five

cliilcli-en and three brothers, so that, after the legacy duty
has been paid, each child's share shall be twice as great as

each brother's. The legacy duty on a child's share being

one per cent., and on a brother's three per cent., find what
each will receive ?

(197) Two persons, A and B, meet to settle their accounts.

A. has 3^ years pre\iously lent B ^5 JO ; and L' has a bill of

$360-50 against A, for wliich he is to allow nine months' dis-

count; if the interest in each case is 4 per cent, per annum,
what has B to pay A ?

/ (198) A gi'ocer buys 4 C'v\-t. 3 qr. 14 lb. of sugar at £1 10s.

8d. per cwt. (long cwV ), and sells it at 4^1. per lb.; how
much does he gain or lose per cent. ?

(199) If when 25 per cent, is lost in grinding wheat, a

countiy has to import lOOi'OOOO quarters, but can maintain
itself on its own produce if only 5 per cent, ba lost, find the

quantity of wheat grown in the country.

/ (200) A man rows down a river 18 miles in 4 hours with

the stream, and reuu-ns in 12 liom's ; find the rate at which
he rows, and the rate at which the stream flows.

)1) Show that
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(206) Compound interest reckoned quarterly at 2% is equa!

to what interest reckoned yearly ]

(207) A person bavino; $9790 in the Toronto city 6 per
cent, bonds sells out at 98^, and invests tbe proceed*? in Bank
of Montreal stork at lllh, wbicb pays a dividend of ]2 per

cent, per annum. Find tbe cbauge in bis income, broker-
age in eacb transaction b( ing ^%.

(208) I buy wbeat at 39s. a quarter, and some of a supe-

rior quality at 6«. per busbel : in wbat proportions must I

mix tbem, so as to gain 25 per cent, by selling tbe mixture
at 57s. 6d. per quarter ?

(209) Tbe weigbt of a cubic foot of water being 1000 oz.,

find tbe weigbt of a rectangular block of gold, 8 incbes in

lengtb, 2 incbes in tbickness, and 3 in breadtb ; tbe weigbt
of a mass of gold being 19 "26 times tbe weigbt ol an equal

bulk of water.

(210) Tbe content of a cistern is tbe sum of two cubes

wbose edges are 10 incbes and 2 incbes, and tbe area of its

base is tbe difference between two squares wbose sides are

1^ and ll feet. Fmd its depth.

(211) Find tbe value of -857142857 of £10. 14s. Id. accu-

rately ; and show tbat tbe error committed by neglecting all

decimals of an order liigber tban tbe fifth is less than ^^y
of a penny.

(212) Tbe sum of $327 is borrowed at the beginning of a
year at interest, and after 9 months have passed $400 more
is borrowed at a rate of interest double tbat wbicb the former
sum bears. At tbe end of tbe year the interest on both

loans is $26.35. What is the rate of interest in each case ?

(213) A dealer purchases a liquid at 4«. tbe gallon, and
dilutes it w"th so much water tbat, wben he sells tbe com-
pound at 3«. a gallon, he gains 20 per cent, on his outlay.

How much water is there in every gallon of the compound
sold?

(214) Tbe discount on ^66.50 for 9 months is $16.50:

find tbe rate of interest.

(215) A mercbant lost a cargo at sea which he bad in-

lured ; the broker offered him a sum of money for bis loss,

<vhicb the merchant refused as being 10 per cent, below tbe

estimated value of his loss; the broker then offered $379.75

more than he offered at fii-st, and the whole amount of the
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aecond offpr was 5\ per cent, in excess of the pRtimated
value. AVhat was that value ?

(216) A man wishing to sell a hnr^e, asked 25 % more
than it cost ; he fin;illy sol.l it for 15 % less than his asking
price, and pained 85.75. IIow much did the horse cost and
what was the asking price ?

(217) If 15 masons, working 10 honrs a day, can build a
wall G ft. high anil 100 yd. long, in 6 days, how long will it

take 7 masons, working 9 hours a day, to build a wall 9 ft.

high and 140 yd. long?

(218) A bankrupt's assets are 82700, out of which he pays
75 cents in the dollar on half his debts, and GO cents ou the
other half. What is the amount of his debts?

(210) If a ship containing 150 hlid. of wine pays for toll

at the Suez Canal, the value of 2 hhd., wanting §30 ; and
another, containing 240 hhd., pays at the same rate, the
value of 2 hhd. and §00 besides ; what is the value of wine
per hhd. ?

/' (220) A picture-gallery consists of three large rooms ; the

first is 20 yd. long, 20 yd. broad, and G yd. high ; the other

two are 20 yd. long, 20 yd. broad and 5 yd. high. Sup-
posing the walls to be covered with pictures, except the

doors, which are 8 ft. high and 8 ft. wide, and of which each
room has two; what will be the number of pictures, the
average size being 8 feet by 3 feet ?

,.^ 3-5 -1-83 1 3-1 X -101
(221) Sm.pWy ^^-^. x ^ ^ -~r-

(222) Find the square roots of 1537G-248001 and o^Tpq

(223) A general, after losing a battle, found that he had
only two-thirds of his army left fit for action ; one ninth of

the army had been wounded, and the remainder, 2000 men,
killed or missing ; of how many did the army consist before
the battle ?

. (221) A contractor sends in a tender of $20,000 for a cer-

tain work ; a second sends in a tender of S 19000, but stipu-

lates to be paid 92000 every three months ; find the differ-

ence between tenders, supposing the work in both cases to

be finished in two years, and money to be worth 7^ per cent
simple interest-
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(225) What snm of money must be left in order that, aftei

a legacy duty of 10 % has been paid, the remainder being

invested in the Dominion 5 per cants, at 91^ may give a
yearly income of $450, brokerage at ^ %.

(226) If two boys and one man can do a piece of work in

4 hours, and two men and one boy can do the same in 3

hours, find in what tim§s a man, a boy, and a man and a

boy together, respectively, could do the same.

(227) Show that the interest on $15840 for 3 months at

8 per cent, is equal to the discount on §3696 for 15 months
at 7^ per cent.

(228) A piece of work has to be finished in 36 days, and
15 men are set to do it, working 9 hours a day ; but alter 24
days it is found that only three-fifths of the work is done',

if 3 additional men be then put on, how many hours a day
will all have to work so as to finish the task in time ?

(229) The interest on a certain sum at simple interest is

$360, and the discount $340 for the same time and rate.

What is the sum ?

(230) The breadth of a room is twice its height and half

its length, and the contents are 4096 cubic feet. Find the
dimensions of the room. '

(231) If 1 lb. of tea be worth 60 oranges, and 70 oranges
be worth 84 lemons, what is the value of a pound of tea when
a lemon is worth a penny ?

'*^

(232) At a certain battle two-thirds of the defeated army
ran away with their arms, five-sevenths of the remainder
left their arms on the field, and of the rest seven-eights were
missing, the remaining 500 being either killed or wounded.
Find the whole number of the army.

(233) If gold be at a premiim:! of 20 per cent., and a person
buy goods marked 135 dollars, and offer gold to the amount
of 135 dollars, what change ought he to receive in notes, 6
per cent, being abated for ready payment ?

(234) Show that the difference between the interest and
the discount on the same sum for the same time is the

interest of the discoimt.

(235) I bought 20 lbs. of opium by Avoir, wt. at 55 cts. per

oz., anl sold by Troy wt. at 60 cts. per oz. Did I gain or
lose and how much?

(23G) By investing a certain sum of money in the 6 pet

cents at 9H a man obtains an income of $320 ; what would
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iie obtain by investing an equal sum in the 5 per cents at 80,

f (237) A tradesman makes a deduction of 10 per cent, for

ready money on a bill of ^28 due in 12 months, receiving
$25.20. Find the ditference between this sum and the pre-
sent worth of the debt, reckoning interest at 10 par cent.

(238) M invests one-third of his property in bank stock,
one-sixth in Consols, and the remainder in railway shares.
When he sells out he makes a profit of 6 per cent., 3 per
cent., and 2 per cent, respectively on the investments, and
realise ^'0190. Required the amount of his property
originally.

(239) Mr. A sent $3G81 to his agent with instructions to

deduct his com. at 2:^%, and invest the balance in fiour at

$7.50 per bbl. If the cost of freightage and insurance
amounts to $119, at what must the floui* be sold per bbl. so

as to make a profit of 20% ?

jl\ (240) How many bricks, 9 inches long, 4^ broad, and 4
TL thick, will be required for a wall 60 feet long, 20 ft. high,
' and 4 ft. thick, allowing 6.^ per cent, of the space for mortar?

(241) What is the value of

•25 of jV of szri. °^ 8 guineas ?
5 3

(242) A work can be accomplished by A and 5 in 4 days
;

by A and C in 6 days ; by B and in 8 days. Find in what
time it would be accomplished by all wc^rking together.

j
(243) A man hired a labourer to do a certain amount of

/r~ work, on the agreement that for every day he worked hfl

should have $1.50, but that for every day he absented him-
self he should lose 60 cents, lie worked twice as many days
as he absented himself, and received on the whole $72.
Find how long he was doing the work.

(244) A legacy of $146000 is left to three sons in the pro-
portion of i, I, and i respectively: how much will each
receive ?

(245) If $10 is a proper discount off $210 for 3 months,
what should be a proper discount off the same sum for 1
year?

(246) The price of gold in this country is £3. 17*. lO^d.
an ounce ; find the least number of ounces which can be
coined into an exact number of sovereigns, and the numbei
of sovereigns so coined.
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(247) A mercliant in Toronto infitmctpr! his ajrent in Mon-
treal to sell a consignment of flour at S7.50 per barrel and
invest the proceeds in Montreal bank stock at 174.^, which
pays half-yearly dividends of 7 %. If the merchant's first

dividend is 8445.50, and commissions of 1 % and ^ % be
allowed on the transactions, respectively, how many barrels

of flour were sold ?

/ (248) State the connection between Troy and Avoirdupois
^weifjhts. A ritif]; wei<?hs 1 dwt. 4 gr., and is wortn JCl. 2«.

;

if 1U50 of such rinj^s be packed in a box weighing 3^ lb.,

what would it cost to convey them 144 miles at the rate of

5s. per long ton per mile, insurance being demanded at the

rate of | per cent. ?

(249) IIow long will it be before $2500 put out to com-
pound interest at 10 per cent, per annum will obtain

$1727. 58 J as interest ?

f (250) The breadth of a room is two-thirds of its length and
/^ three-halves of its height, and the contents are 5882 cubic

feet. Find the dimensions of the room.

/^ (251) Multiply 32856 by 121711, using 3 lines of multi-

plication only.

„ _ 2-8 of 2-27 4-4-2-83 6-8 of 8
; (252 Simphfy r-. 1- —. ^-r- of -—
^ ^ ^ "^ 1-13G 1-G+2G29 225

(253) An agent received $21.70 for collecting a debt of

$2480. "What rate was his commission ?

(254) A man sells out of the U. S. C's 5-20 of 85 at 92i and
realizes $25700. If he invest the proceeds in Erie 11. R,

stock at 45, which pays a yearly dividend of 8{%, what
alteration in his income has ensued, brokerage on each oi

the two transactions being ^% ^

(255) A farmer bought a horse for a bill of $202, due in 1

month, and sold Lim for a bill of $B48, due in 4 months.
What did he gain per cent., money being worth 4.|% ?

H (25(3) A man and a boy are to work on alternate days at

T a piece of work, which would have occupied the boy alone

' 13 days. If the boy take the first day, the work will be

finished half a day later than if the man commences. Find
how long they would take to do it workinj^ together.

(257) Two men invest S300 and 8100 in a machine ; it

works 5 months for each of them; determine what one

must pay the other, if they would have made 30 per cent,

on the money uy letting the mach ine.
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(258) A owes B S27i55, and offers to pay him at a certain

rate ol discount iuPtantly, instead of at tlie end of two years,

when the debt will be due. B can place out the money,
which he will receive, at 5 per cent, interest, and by that

means gain $25 on the transaction. At what rate is the
discount calculated ?

>'(259) If 3G men, wording 8 hours a day for 16 days, can
dig a trench 72 yards long, 18 wide, and 12 deep, in how
many days will 82 men, working 12 hours a day, dig a
trench 64 j-ards long, 27 wide, and 18 deep ?

(260) A man discounts a bill of £180 drawn at 4 months
at 60 per cent, per ann., and insists on giving in part pay-
ment 6 dozen of wine, which he charges at 4 guineas a
dozen, and a picture, which he charges at £19. How much
ready money does he pay ? If the cost to the man of the
wine and the picture be only one-fourth of the sum he has
charged for them, what is the real interest the man has been
charged ?

(261) One-tenth of a rod is coloured red, one-twentieth
orange, one-thirtieth yellow, one-fortieth green, one-fiftieth

blue, one-sixtieth indiijo, and the remainder, which is 302
inches long, violet, what is the length of the rod ?

(262) The discount on a certain sum due 9 months
hence is S20, and the interest on the same sum for the same
time is §20. 75. Find the sum and the rate of interest.

\« (263) Two persons, walking at the rate of 3 and 4 miles
Ver hour respectively, set off from the same place in opposite
Birections to walk around a park, and meet in 10 minutes.
Find the length of the walk round the park.

(264) In a hundred yards race A can give B four and C
five yards start : if B were to race C, giving him one yard in

a hundred, which would win ?

(265) A man buys an article and sells it again so as to

gain 5 per cent. If he had bought it at 5 per cent, less, and
Bold it for $1 less, he would have gained 10 per cent. Find
the cost price.

(266) If the difference between the simple and compound
interest on a sum oi money for two years at 5 per cent, be
$3, find the sum.

f267) If 7 per cent, be gained by selling goods for $69.65,
wiiat will be gained or lost by selling them for $61.75.

(263) A draft on Dublm for ^360 cost $1,736.10; what
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was the course of exchange, com. charged at the rate of ^ per
cent. ?

(269) A banker, in discounting a bill due in 3 months at

8 per cent., charges 816 more than the true discount. Find
the amount of the bill.

I
(270) A grocer mixes l8 pounds of coffee at 30 cents a

^^ound with 12 pounds of chicory at 5 cents a pound ; at

what piioe must he seU the mixtm-e to gain 25 per cent. ?

(271) The followmg rule has been given to divide by
3-14159 :

" Multiply by 7, chvide by 11, then by 2, and add
^tli of Tiu)o"th of the result." Find the error made in obtain-

ing 1 -T- 3-14159 by this process.

3 + 4
(272) Prove that A~ri: is greater than f and less than f

.

(273) The estate of a banki-upt (value $21000) is to be
diviJed among four creditors, whose clauns are, A's to B's

as 2 to 3, B's to Cs as 4 to 5, Cs to D's as 6 to 7. "What
must each receive ?

(274) ^\aiich is the more profitable to buy flour at $6.50

on 6 months, or $6.30 cash, money being worth 8 % ?

V ) (275 ) If §10.50 be a person's income tax at 1 3 cents on
Vire dollar, how much in the dollar is it when his income-

lax is ai2.25 ?

(276) If 9 tons 7^ cwt. of iron be sold for $1260, and the

gain on it be 20 per cent., what was the cost per cwt. ?

(277) I send to my agent in Montreal $3000 to invest in

tea at 75 cents per lb. ; he deducts his commission of 2 per

cent., and invests the balance. At what must I sell per lb.

so as to make a clear profit of 25 per cent, after paying

freightage $30, and insurance at the rate of g per cent. ?

(278) A banker borrows money at 3.^ per cent., and pays

the interest at the end of the j'ear; he lends it out at 5 per

cent., but receives the interest half-yearly, and by this means
gains 1200 a year ; how much does he borrow ?

(279) A dealer sends out 250 lbs. of tea at 80 cents per lb.

and aUows 2.^ per cent, on the price for the expense o»: car-

riage. Supposing the whole amount of carnage to come to

§9.30, how much Mill the customer have to pay ?

(280) A plate of gold, 3 inches square and one-eighth of

an inch thick, is extended by hammering so as to cover a

surface of ^ yards square : find its proper thickness.
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(281) A man having a flock of sheep sold 8 per cent, of
them to A, 90 to B, 3^ per cent, of the remainder to C, and
29 to £>. He then had 550 left. How many had he at first ?

(28i) The product of the 1st and 2nd of three numbers is

176382 ; of the 1st and 3rd is 279152 ; of the 2nd and 3rd is

21549G : what are the numbers?

(283) Find the rate of 2 trains 150 ft. and 180 ft. long
respectively which pass each other going the same way in

15 sees., and going in opposite directions in 3 sees.

i^284) By selling tea at 72 cents a pound a grocer clears ^
of his outlay. He then raised the price to 90 cents. "What
does he clear per cent, by the latter price ?

^ (285) A grocer buys 1^ cwt. of tea at 60 cents per lb. and

2|- cwt. of tea at 50 cents per lb., and mixes them ; he sells

2^ cwt. at 55 cents per lb. : at what rate must he sell the
remainder to gain 20 per cent, on his outlay ?

^(286) In England gunpowder is made of 75 parts nitre,

10 sulphur, and 15 charcoal ; in France of 77 parts nitre, 9
Sidphur, and 14 charcoal: if half a ton of each be mixed,
what weight of nitre, sulphur, and charcoal will there be in
the compoimd ?

/ (287) A ship 40 miles from the shore springs a leak, which
Admits 3f tons of water in 12 minutes. 6 J tons would
suffice to sink her ; but the ships pmnps can throw out 12
tons of water in an hour. Find the average rate of saihng
that she may reach the shore just as she begins to sink. -

(288) The receipts of so railway company are apportioned
in the foUowing manner : 48 per cent, for the working ex-

penses, 10 per cent, on one-fifth of the capital, and the
remainder, $320;. 0, for division among the holders of the
rest of the stock, being a dividend at the rate of 4 per cent.';

find the capital and the receipts.

(289) If the discount on a sum due at the end of 2^ years
is If of the simple interest, at what rate is that calculated ?

. (^90) If a crew, which can rowfi'om A t. B in 63 minutes,
^an row from B to A in 55 minutes, compare the rates of the
stream and boat.

(291) Simplify

3_1 di + 2k-h\-

+ 6

lt^(liXl4|)
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(292) If 3 men and 5 women do a piece of work in 8 days,

wliich 2 men and 7 children can do iu 12 ; find how long V6

Tuen, 14 children, and 15 women working together will take

J do it.

(293) A person possessing jglOOOO, 3 per cent, consols,

sells out when they are at 93 1, and invests the proceeds in

4 per cent, stock at 101 1 : find the change in his income,
allowing^ per cent, commission on each transaction.

, (294) JFive men do '6006 of a piece of wo:k in 2'12 hours:

^ow long will 6 boys take to finish it, it being known that 3

mon and 7 boys have done a simiUar piece of work in 3
hours ?

(295) A watch set accurately at 12 o'clock indicates 10

minutes to 5 at 5 o'clock ; what is the exact time when the

watch indicates 5 o'clock ?

(296) A does | of a piece of work in 20 days, and then

gets B to help him. They work together for 2 days, when B
leaves and A finishes the work in half a day more. How
long would B have taken to do the whole ?

(297) The wages of 5 men, 3 women, and 1 child amount
to $34, a man receiving twice as much as a woman, and a
woman three times as much as a child. What will be the

wages of 6 men, 2 women, and 5 children ?

(298) If 6 per cent, be gained by selling a horse for

$132.50, how much per cent, is lost by selhng him for $115 ?

(299) A person invests $6825 in 6 per cent, stock at 91 ;

he sells out $5000 stock when it has risen to 93^, and the

remainder when it has fallen to 85. How much does he

gain or lose by the transaction ? If he invest the produce

in M. B. S., which pays a dividend of 12 per cent., at 175,

what is the difference of his income ?

(300; The flooring of a room, 14 ft. 3 in. long by 13 ft. 4

in. broad, is composed of ^ in. planks, each 8 in. wide and
10 ft. long. How many will be required ; and what will be

the weight of the whole, if 1 cubic inch of wood weighs hall

an ounce ?

I 129-4947

I (301) Find the square roots of 4957*5681 and
~go^75*

(302) At what rate will' $157.50 amount to $189 in 6
years ?

(308) Two bills for $273.75 and $456.87^ are due on the

2nd and 22nd July respectively. "What is their value on the
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12tli Jiily, interest being reckoned at the rate of 5 per cent,

per annum ?

(3J4) If a cask contain 3 parts wine and 1 part water,

liow much of the mixture must be drawn off and water sub-

stituted for the mixture in the cask to become lialf and hah?

(305) Three tramps meet together for a meal ; the first

has 5 loaves, the second 3, and the third, who has his share

of the bread, pays the other two 8 half-pence ; how ought
they to divide the money ?

(306) If the discount on a bill due 8 months hence at 7^
per cent, per annum be $48.75, what is the amount of the
bill?

(307) A began business with a certain capital. The first

year he gamed 2u%, which he added to his capital; the
second year he gained 37^%, which he also added to his

capital ; the third year he lost 40%, and now found himself
§200 worse than when he began business. Find the capital

with which he began.

(308) A man sells tw^o horses for $100 each, and by so

doing gains 25 per cent, on one horse and loses 25 per cent.

on the other. "What did the horses cost him ? Does he gain
or lose on the whole ?

(309) The difference between the interest and the discount
on a certain sum of money for 6 months, at 4 per cent., is

$2 : what is the sum ?

(310) A cistern without a top is 27 ft. long, 22 ft. wide,
and G ft. 6 in. deep : what will it cost to paint it inside and
out, at 4A cents a square yard ?

(311) Simplify

(a) 3 - divided by 1 + ^

G + i

/
(&)

3 + i5L-3} -r-lA + 2i

(312) Three-fourths the selling price of goods is 20% less

than cost. Find the gain per cent, at which the goods are

sold.

(313) A sum of money amounts in 10 yrs. at 7h% simple

interest to $787^. In how many years will it amount to

$990.
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(314) I spent 25% more than my income in a certain

year ; for each of the next four years I gaved G§% of it and
then I had found that I had lived within it and had $50
besides. "What was my income.

(315) A school rate of 5 mills per dollar and a general

purpose rate of 8 mills in the dollar produce a tax of $101.40 ;

find the assessed value of the property.

(316) A grocer has 225 lb. of tea, of which he sells 45

lb. at 72 cents per lb., and only gains 8 per cent, at this

price. He now raises the price so as to gain 10 per cent,

on the whole outlay, "What is the price when raised ?

(317) If I owe $2,000, to be paid in 4 months' time, and
I pay $500 now, what extension of time ought to be allowed

me for the payment of the remainder, reckoning money to

be worth 8 per cent, per annum simple interest ?

(318) A and B run a mile race : at first A runs 11 yards

to B'i 10 ; but after A has run half a mile he tires and mns
9 yards in the time in which he at first ran 11, B running

at his original rate. "Which wins, and by how much ?

(319) A woman buys a certain number of eggs at 21 a

Bhilhng, and the same number at 19 a shilling ; she mixes

them together and sells them at 20 a shilling : how much
does she gain or lose per cent, by the transaction ?

(320) A room whose height is 11 feet, and length twice

its breadth, takes 143 yards of paper 2 feet wide for its four

walls : how many yards of gilt moulding will be required ?

(821) Sunplify

4| + ln-5U
2^

6f X 8i - ^ X If

x(ltx6i)-hi-hiiy

P^nd find their sum.

(322) SimpUfy (-006 of ^62. 1#. 8<?. 4-3-454 of £3. 6s.) X 5t*t.

(823) Two boys, A and B, come into school punctually

by their own watches, which are quite right at 9 o'clock on
Monday morning. A's watch gains two minutes, and B'l

watch loses a minute and a half every day : find how much
later B will be than A at Friday afternoon school, 2 p.m.

(324) Two gangs of 6 and 9 men are set to reap two fields

of 35 and 45 acres respectively. The first gang works 7

hours in the day, and the latter 8 hours. If the first gang

compete their work in 12 days, in how many days will the

second gang complete theirs ?
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(825) A grocer buys some tea at 48 cents per lb. and some
at 66 cents ; in what proportion must be mix them that

when he sells at 72 cents per lb. he may be making a profit

of 20 per cent. ?

(326) A pays 83.60 more tax than B, their incomes being
equal: living in different towns, they are rated at 1^ cents

and 1:^ cents in the dollar respectively : what is A't income ?

(327) A bankrupt can pay 40 cents in the $ ; if his assets

were 8500 more he could pay 45 cents. Find his debts and
his assets.

(328) If a piece of work can be done in 50 days by 35 men
working at it together, and if, after working at it for 12 days,

16 of the men were to leave the work ; find the number of

days in which the remaining men could finish the work.

(329) Alfred owed Robert two-thirds of the amount that

Robert owed Charles ; and to settle matters, Robert gave
10(i. to Alfred, who then paid Charles: what did Robert owe
Charles ?

(330) The length, breadth and height of a wooden box are

4 ft., 2^ ft., 3 ft. respectively. Find the cost of painting the
outside at Is. dd. a square yard.

(831) SimpHfy

id find their sum.

(332) A man walks a certain distance, and rides back in

8 hours 45 min.: he could ride both ways in 2^ hours. How
long would it take him to walk both ways ?

(333) I have to be at a certain place in a certain time, and
find that, if I walk at the rate of 4 miles per hour, I shall

be five minutes too late, if at the rate of 5 miles per hour, I

shall be 10 minutes too soon. How far have I to go ?

(334) A, B, C, and D enter into partnership : A and B
contribute $1390, B and C $1590, G and D $1810, A and D
$1610, A and C $1500 : they gain $1152 : what is the share
of each ?

(335) On a stream, B is intermediate to and equidistant

from A and C ; a boat can go from A to B and back in 5 hr.

15 min., and from J. to C in 7 hr. How long would it

take to from C to -4 ?

(C86) I have a certain sum of money wherewith to buy a
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certain number of nuts, and I find that if I buy at fie rate

of 40 for 10 cents I shall spend 5 cents too much ; ir at the
rate of 50 for 10 cents, 10 cents too little. How much
money had I ?

(337) If A has S33940 to invest, and can buy Toronto
city 6% bonds at 98^, or Montreal Corporation Consolidated

7% stock at 117^, how much will the one transaction be
better than the other, brokerage being l%?

(338) What must be the face of the note for 3 mos. made
on 18th Aug., so that discounted at 7^ per cent, on the day of

making at the bank the proceeds may be $14315 ?

(339) If in a meadow of 20 acres the grass grows at a

uniform rate, and 183 oxen consume the whole of the grass

on it in 13 days, or that 28 oxen 5 acres of it in 16 days :

how many oxen can eat up 4 acres of it in 14 days ?

(340) In a constituency, in which each elector may vote

for two candidates, half of the constituency vote for A , but

divide then- votes among B, C\ JJ, E, in the proportions of

4, 3, 2, 1 ; of the remainder, half vote for B, and di\'ide

their votes among (7, IJ, E, in the proportions of 3, 1, 1;
two-thirds of the remainder vote for D and is', and 540 do

not vote at all ; find the order on the poll, and the whole
number of electors.

•24 -f •53\

,(341) Simphfyliof2| +(6i^2ii+ 5^+- '

} KJ ' V \
' 2-2 --64/

5| -T- t 1^ of 4i
(342) Simplify 11 of i - 101 ^ ^ ^^ 13^^51

(343) Wlien the New York gold market is at 104f, what
would I get for $2304.50 currenc3\

(344) A person invests S9450 in 5^ i)er cent, stock, so as

to receive an income of $787.50 ; what was the price of the

stock ?

I (345) Two pipes A and B, would fill a cistern in 25 min-
utes and 30 minutes respectively. Both are opened together,

but at the end of 8j minutes the second is turned off. In
how many minutes will the cistern be filled ?

(346) A man for 5 years spends £40 a year more than his

income. If he, at the end of that time, reduce his expendi-

tm-e 10 per cent, in 4 years he wdll have x^aid off his debts

and saved £120. Find his income.

(347) The sum of £177 is to be divided among 15 men, 2f)
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women, and 80 children, in sncb a manner that a man and
R child may receive lojjjelber as much as two women, aud all

the women may together receive i:GU ; what will they each
respectively receive?

(348) li' 8000 metres be eqnal to 5 miles, and if a cubic
fathom of water weigh six tons, and a cubic metre of water
1000 kiloijrammes, tind the ratio of a kiiugramme to a pound
avoirdupois. (LongtouJ.

(340) A mixture of soda and potash, dissolved in 2540
grams of water, took up 980 grains of atiuoous sulphuric

acid, and the weight of the compound solution was 4285
grains. Find how much potash and how much soda the

mixture coutaiuod, assuming that aqueous sulphuric acid

nnites with soda in the proportion of 41) grains to 32, and
with potash in the proportion of 49 to 48.

(350) A room is 21 ft, lonz, 15 h. G in. wide, 10 ft. high
;

it contains 3 windows, the recesses of which reach to the

ceiling, and are 4 ft. in. wide ; there are in it 4 doors, each
6 ft. G m. high and 3 ft. 3 in. wide ; the hre-place is 6 ft. wide
and 4 ft. high ; a skirting 1 ft. 8 in. deep runs round tlie

Walls ; find the expeude of papering the room at 5 cents, a
square '.i^

1/



ANSW^ERS.
Ex. (i), p. 5.

(1) Seven ; thirteen ; forty-five ; fifty-nine ; three hnndre.^

and twenty-six ; four thousand, five hucdred and seventy-

eight.

(2) Ninety ; one hundred and ten ; two hundred and
seven ; four thousand, three hundred ; four thousand and
thirty-six ; four thousand, three hundred and six.

(3) Seven hundred and eighty; six hundred and nine;

five thousand, three hundred and sixty ; two thousand and
twenty ; one thousand, one hundred and one.

(4) Thirty-six thousand, four hundred and ninety-seven;

forty-nine thousand, five hundred and thirty-two ; six

hundred and fifty-four thousand, three hundred and twenty-

one ; seven hundred and forty-three thousand, two hundred
and sixty-nine.

(5) Forty-five thousand ; thirty-two thousand, six hundred;
seventy-five thousand, two hundred and thirty ; five hundred
thousand.

(6) Eight millions, five hundred and seventy-two thousand,

nine_hundred and fourteen ; three miUions, four hundred
and sixty-nine thousand, two hundred and eighteen ; four

millions, six hundred and twenty-nine thousand, eight

hundred and seventeen.

(7) Nine milUons ; twenty-nine miUions ; seven hxmdred
and fifteen millions.

(8) Nine hundred and ten millions, three hundred and
seven thousand, two hundred and forty ; three hundred and
seven miUions, four thousand two hundred and five ; three

hundred and eightymUhons, five hundred and three thousand

and forty.

(9) Two hundred and forty-three billions, seven hundred
and fifty-nine millions, two hundred and sixty-eight thou-

sand, three hundred and forty-two ; three hundred and seven

bilhons, four hundred and five millions, six thousand, two
hundred and seventy.
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Ex. (ii), p. 6.

(1) 9; 12; 17; 19; 13; 16; 11.

(2) 23 ; 27 ; 35 ; 38 ; 44 ; 40 ; 26 ; 84.

(3) 67 ; 75 ; 62 ; 83 ; 74 ; 92 ; 68 ; 95. •

(4) 76 ; 22 ; 60 ; 15 , 28 ; 61 ; 49 ; 18 ; 00 ; 73.

(5) 107 ; 130 ; 246 ; 372 ; G08 ; 740 ; 900.

(6) 836; 747; 410; 913; 750; 384.

(7) 818; 808; 206; 430; 512; 787.

(8) 7845 ; 9637 ; 12000 ; 8400 ; 6003 ; 85040.

(9) 6470 ; 3650 ; 8780 ; 1247 ; 4808.

(10) 6004 ; 7022 ; 3500 ; 9047 ; 2017 ; 19402.

(11) 70007; 60000; 14014; 70017; 12303; 16005.

(12) 856728 ; 640842 ; 900000 ; 800040.

(13) 701.0000 ; 4576865 ; 7580G940.

(14) 815000000 ; 5040000 ; 8000700 ; 18000020 ; 700000002.

(15) 815674018003; 35000000520.

(16) 7000000000; 5800000600047; 8000000043007.

(17) 805005004006003; 53000053053.

(18) 9000000000009; 90000000000900; 19000000019000:
1000001001101.

Ex. (iii) p. 9.

1.

(1) Twenty-seven. (2) Forfy-nine. (3) Siity-eiglit

(4) Seventy-three. (5) Ninety-two.

(6) One hundred and forty-lour.

(7) One hundred and sixty-three.

(8) One hundred and ninety-nine.

(9) Six hundred and sixty-lour.

(10) One thousand eight hundred and seventy-two.

2.

(1) XXXVII. (2) LIX. (3) LXII.
(4) LXXXVII. (5) XCV. (0) CXXXIX.
(7) CXLV. (8) CLXXIX. (9) DCCCXLVI

(10) MDCGLXIII.

Ex. (iv), p. 10.

(1) 11; 16; 20; 26. (2) 98. (3) 07.

(4) 60. (5) 1409. (6) 949.

(7) 738. (8) 4971. (9) 23406.
(10) 74338. (11) 2008. (12) 8310.
(13) 1671. (14) 880. (15) 28493.
(16) 33633. (17) 28206. (18) 18526.
(19) 208. (20) 1163. (21) 9289.
(22) 12932. (23) 106384. (24) 69223.
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(16) COntn5ni27G3018. (17) 1842670oSol00a
(18) 7();50)4o():5. (19) 35n!)88()740.

(20) 34.34;;()'.)8:58. (2i; 49:51 io;}8l2-4.

(22) Gllli);Ui)U;7. (23) 1407i)H9(52I.

(24) 242:.9:5.-)4428. (25) 248i:)59l47G0.

(26) 13j7^5jj747. (27) 24949359G7U2.

Ex. (is), p. 21.

J) 6840. (2) 1909GS0. (2) 1121111043844000,

Ex. (x) p. 21.

(1) 225. (1) 570. (3) 1000.

(4) 3249. (5) 4701. (6) 5184.

(7) 7500. (8) 10000. (0) 12990.
(IJ) 50100. (11) 390025. (12) 804009.

(13) 022521. (14) 1831. (15) 2197.

(10) 15025. (17) 103823. (18) 314432.
(19) 804857. (20) 1000000. (21) 10974593.

(22) 45118010. (23) 150590819. (24) 34S9136o4.

(25) 901504803.

Ex. (xi), p. 24.

(1) 3. (2) 3. (3) 12. (4) 11.

(5) It. (0) 14. (7) 24. (8) 103.

(9) 108. (10) 13. (11) 523. (12) 1082.

(18) 50285. (14) 241243. (15) 458097. (10) 75S9523,

(17) 2104. (18) 17558. (19) 240ii0729. (20) 2019.

(21) 50109. (22) 507S094. (28) 4848482. (24) 5072.

(25) 817049. (20) 391525. (27) 39870548. (28) 80207.

(29) 8409.S05. (80) 08274(125. (31) 472804974.

(82) 5(;428!)U741. (38) 8402974231. (34) 9U807.

(85) 8JU071. (30j 29970.

Ex. (xii), p. 25.

(1) 3420. (2) 6187. (3) G 1008924.

Ex. (xiii), p. 26.

(1) 8820. (2) 241987. (3) 2102553.

(4) 1749804. (5) 1248904. (0) 500003.

(7) 79207440. (8) 300547. (9) 059872.

(10) 444518074545. (11) 0i>47544Gll. (12) 3UU74902C04o7.
(13) 21819(;2, 1421808, 1005981.

(14) 310218774, 20(5812510, 155109387.

(15) 13770459132, 9180300088, 0885220506.
nO) 9035784, 581G115, 51G9880.
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(17) 196350840, 122719275, 109083800.

(18) 46913400, 29320850, 20063000.

(19) 1138764, 724668, 664279.

(20) 4224924, 2688588, 2464539.

(21) 962341116, 612398892, 561365651.
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Ex. (xx),p. 32.

(i) 276, rem. 13. (2) 36724, rem. 11.

(3) 2378, rem. 9. (4) 20174, rem. 18.

(6) 28998, rem. 22. (6) 21074998, rem. 25.

(7) 85629, rem. 23. (8) 246925, rem. 21.

(9) 7429, rem. 7. (10) 129295, rem. 33.

(11) 2987635, rem. 19. (12) 4236, rem. 57.

(13) 423, rem. 72. (14) 604, rem. 123.

(15) 5G87, rem. 207.

Ex. (xxi), p. 33.

(1) 1. (2) 472369. (3) 624. (4) 3012.

Examination Papers. (Page 40.)

(1) Fonr millions, two hnndred and thirty-seven thousand,
fom* hundred and ninety- six; 653812.

*

(2) 196181. (3) 7829.

(4) 4253111; 15362894. (5) 935977; 7429.

(n.)

(1) 25257630 ; four hundred and two millions, fifty thou-
"land four hnndred and seven.

(2) 16992009. (3) 26438313; 99914800.

(4) 338091, rem. 53. (5) 1175427 ; 130G03.

(111.)

(1) Ten billions, ten millions, two hundred and one thou-

sand, four hundred and one ; 1023001 ; 10011224402 ;

2046002.

(2) 1546478344; 15779188] 6. (3j 2237069, rem. 11.

(4) 81405999. (5) 5226, rem. 33.

(IV.)

(1) 1888. (2) 7482229, rem. 93.

(3) 2, 2, 2, 7 ; 2, 3, 13 ; 2, 3, 19. (4) 12000590.

(5) 999899.

(V.)

(1) 65290176, rem. 5346. (2) 88652792964.

(3) 2,2,2,5; 2,3,3,5; 2,3,3,7.
(4( xxiv;ilvii; clxxviii. (5) 12000.
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(YI)

(1) 619161890. (2-)

(3) 7283 (4)

(5, 7084 and 978
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(1)

(4)

Examination Tapers. (Page 49).

3327. (2) 35 times. (3) 44496 rails.

7. {^) 84, 36 and 132.

(11.)

(2) Bags of 1, 2, or 3 bu. each ; bins of 300, 150, or 200
bii.

(3) $1650. (4) 60min. (5) 982832.

(in.)

(1) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 18, 20, 24, 25, 30, 36,

40, 45, 50, 60, 72, 75, 90, 100, 120, 150, 180, 200, 225, 300,
360, 450, 600, 9w0, 1800.

(2) 29.

(3

)

3391 and 2699 are piime ; 14787 and 1477 are com-
posite.

(4) 60 hom-s ; A, 300 mi. ; B, 240 mi. ; C, 180 mi.

(5) 40 grains.

(lY.)

(3) 9| mi.(2)

(5)

(2)

(5)

(1)

(6;

203^

24 fiirkins.

60. (3)

3366000.

(V).

3 and 6.

(4) 70560.

(4) 44 times ; 9284 trees.

TIT- (2)

(7)

Ex. (xx^•ii.), p. 54.

A- (3) h (4)

if. (8) ^. (9)

Ex. (xxviii), p. 55.

(5)

(1) I'-
20

(2) it
15 14
6¥» '6^ (3)

(4) 10 15 6 6_1_ .3 8

2 31 ??0 2 10
5-5 S-' IT-g-J' ^SS'

4 g 6 3 3 r. 4 455
TT4' 7T4' 7T¥' TT¥.

3 •> 4 2 8 4 3 3
ToSff' TolO» lor¥lT' TQ^U'

(5)
00 1 i _

54^' 24^» 2417'

(6) 18. il ih U- (7)

Ex. (xxix.), p. 56.

Tlie fractions are arranged in descending order,

(1) i, ^\, I (2) i, I, j =
. (3)

(5) 5^3. A. ii- (6)(4) :jV' li' A-

1 3

5
3-¥>

IT' ^T-
7 2
3T' IT*
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Ex. (xxxix.), p. 68.

(1) n- (2) t\- (3) h\.
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(2) I.
3GUU rodi

A.
iOOO rods.

(1)

(5)

(13)

(17)

(1)

(7)

a)
(5)

(8)

(1)

(7)

(«)

(H)

(17)

(4)

(7)

(10)

(13)

(16)

(22)

(1)

(4)

(3)

(5)

Ex.

(Yin.)

36. (4)

252.

30 min. ; 4500 rods ;

(2)

(0)

(10)

(14)

•02oG79. (18)

12 500 1

2 500
•4579.

(xli), p.

(3)

(7)

(11)

(15)

3-25793. (19)

i
29

TT5000iy

1 0000 1

10 00
•003.

'6.

V
•9

172-95.

•0019.

(4)

(8)

(12)

(16)

I
3J8 4 7

2 00

•37.

•0000059.

Ex.

•7. (2)

758-2r9R32. (5)

0904-72072. (8)

(xlii), p. 7f

•2404.

385-200863.

970-17047.

(3) -0012.

(6) 8741-2062.

Ex. (xliii), p. 79.

51-211.

•0C)i)7.

•004385.

(2)

(B)

(9)

1-54.3.

679-1-274.

9-9998.

(3)

(7)

(10)

48^2293.

•0000014.

•00101.

(4) -001

Ex. (xliv), p. 81.

85-25. (2)

•00041.583. (5)

14977-92025425.
•057740898828045.
•011984120. (12)
•15'2058()6. (15)

1500625.

Ex.

18 -9326. (3) •100345.

12-08980432. (0) '9.

(8) •0000465131.

(10) 203-175602750726562.
1-01. (13) -00(131304.

•1000981674. (16) 20-570824

(xlv), p, 85.

12. (2)

12700. (5)

430. (8)
98-470. (11)
•000(1771039.(14)

2409300000. (17)
1-290. (20)

76.371. (23)

Ex,

14400,
43-078.

147.

•0O65839.

299846000.
3596.
8-59.

905741000.

p. 87.

(3)

(C)

(9)

(12)

(15)

(18)

(21)

23.2.^125.

83 »35-448.

(xlvi),

(2) 1-110296875.

(5) ^00192.

-0013.

100(.)0.

•0000002004.

876540000.
•20162.

•00000029.

45701.

(8) 8^4608.

(6) -0001736.
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(1) 26-654875.

(4) •00U01614.

(7) 154468-75.

(10) -0000005005005.

Ex. (xlvii.), p. 87.

(2) -0010902475.

(5) ] 75-03J99875.

(8j 25000000.

(1) 18478-260.

(4) 8658146-964.

(1)

(5)

(9)

•35.

-ooi.

-01236.

Ex. (xlviii.), p,

(2) -249.

(5) -095.

Ex. (xlix

(2) -44.

(6) -62439.

(10) 2-345.

Ex. (1.)

(3) 14498-8.

(6) 00J0926.

(9) -00001.

(3) -092.

(6; 32714-285.

I, p. 92.

(3) -857142.

(7) -523809.

(1) -09484.

(4) 235104.

(7)

(10)

(1)

(5)

-0374.

-928.

8
TTTT-

p. 95.

(2) -002521.

(5) 26-38702.

(8) 426-104.

(4) -01.

(8) -216.

(3) 165-6995.

(6) 1-611.

(9) 170-3367.

421
(1)

(5) 53^A^

(2)

(6)

(2)

(6)

Tl'
•447
TUT-

W t¥t't-

(8) TTiTT-

(4) 'mo'OS'

(1) 15-8430,

(4) -02067249.

(7) ii§.

(3) 1st.

(4)

5

1 1

Ex. (li.), p. 96.

(^) T^T
(7) TTfrr-

Ex. (lii.), p. 97.

117 8 ^3^ 41 9
5"4T5- '^^f ^TS'
7 -' 9 C?^ 2 1 7 5 1

Ex. (liii.), p. 99.

(2) 20-51662025.

(5; 20

(8) ...

Examination Papers. (Page 99.)

(I.)

(4) 263 times; i. (5) -0000006 and '0000009

(11.)

(2) 114.90. (3) 8.715.

(5) -7142.

,76
(3) 1-7780052.

37

77 1 fl 00
TT(J"0'' -J^TS

9 1
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*2) $816f. (3) 13

(in.)

$3000. (4) $232f. (5) W(/V^.

(IV.)

<2) $21.60. (3) 425, (4) 4000004-00000010000090007;
Seventy-four millions, three huncLred and six, and sixty
millions and seven tiillionths. (5) 82^ yd.

(2) YfffH
(5) A, ^19;

(3) $3M

(1) 14.

(5) 297.

(9) 440.

(13) 23456.

(17) 5678.

(1) 4-1.

(5) -25.

(9) 210-75.

(1) 4-4721.

(5) -4110.

(9) 4-0305.

(1) f
,

(5) m-
(9) 8^.

(13) -7905.

(17) 8-7649.

(1) 16.

(5) 85.

(9) 85.

.23.

(V.)

(3) 10-7608 miles.

5, $145.53i;
(7, $110.94^.

(VI.)

(4) 13H.

(4) 3-141592.

Ex. (Iv.), p. 105.

(2) 23. (3) 32.

(6) 345. (7) 327.

(10) 835. (11) 6031.

(14) 72500. (15) 2031.

(18) 437962.

Ex. (hi.), p. 106.

(2) 16-79. (3) -95.

(6) -027. (7) 131-31

(10) 137-65.

Ex. (Ivii.), p. 107.

(2) 5-4772. (3) -9486.

(6) -1264. (7) -0252.

(10) -9999. (11) -5025.

Ex. (hiii.), p. 108.

(2) A. (3) H
(6) 21. (7) 2|.

(10) 6h (11) 4^
(14) -6454. (15) 2-5298.

Ex. (lix.), p. 110.

(2) 32.

(6) 64.

(10) 99.

(3) 42.

(7) 34.

(11) 39-

(5) -00097061,

(4) 75.

(8) 867.

(12) 4698.

(16) 739000.

(4) -61.

(8) 1-001.

(4) -3478.

(8) -0347.

(12) 6-4833.

(4)11.
(8) ni

(12) 3f.

(16) 3-0822.

(4) 79.

(8) 73.

(12) 63.
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Ex (lx),p. 112.

807

(1) 245. (2) 531. (3) 307. (4) 670.

(5) 128. (6) 179. (7) 463. (8) 103.

(9) 256. (10) 579. (11) 4
'.S. (12) 507.

(13) 686. (14) 708. (15) 868. (16) 512.

(17) 4968. (18) 8765.

Ex. (Ixi), p. 113.

(1) .73. (2) -364. (3) 3002. (4) ^
(5) ^ (6) If (7) 7j (8) 1-709.

(9) 8-320. (10) -495. (11) 2-516. (12) -822.

(13) -908. (14) -693. (15) 1-906. (10) 1-473.

Ex. (Ixii), p. 113.

1) 27. (2) 45. (3) 6-3. (4) 13.

\5) 54. (6) 8 1.

Ex. (Ixili), p. 117.

(1) 13; 80; 88; 47. (2) 108; 270; 615; 845.

(3) 3456 ; 4800 ; 2702 ; 16535. (4) 72 ; 58 ; 94 ; 105 ; 163.

(5) 900 ; 1228 ; 4253 ; 14087. (6) 41880 ; 103870 ; 305973.

Ex. (Ixiv), p. 118.

(1) 14^. (2) 43ii. (3) 49\d.

(4) 7*. 5^'^ (5) 9^. llld. (6) 15s. G^d.

(7) M. S*. 'did. (S) £391. 19s. 4Jd. (9) £564. 19s. Id.

Ex. (Ixv), p. 120.

(1) £21. 155. Id. (2) £31. 8*. Od. (3) £32. 15». 2d.

(4) £31. 125. 9d. (5) £23. 135. S\d. (6) £33. 18s. i^d.

(7) £32. 9s. 31^. (8) £32. Gs. 5d. (9) £169. 55. Id.

(10) £181. 185. 6(i. (11) £240. 19s. Id. (12) £168. lis.

(13) £-200. 175. 11 }d. (14) £220. 65. 9|d.

ri5) £3602. 17«. Gd.
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El. (Ixvii), p. 12a.

(1^ £1.9s. (2) 5*. lOd. (3) ds.9d.

(4) JilS. 6s. f)d. (5) 18.S. 8(/. (C) £1. 2s U.
(7) i:22. 14.S. 8d. (8) i:l4. 11«. (9) i'12. 5».

(10) £'-). 18*. ly. (11) i'21. l-2«. (12) ilo. 16*.

(18) i'lU. fix. bd. (14) £5. 185. l|d. (15) £122. 9«. 4<i.

(10) £1(14. 125. (17) £5. 125. Od. (18) £8. U/t. lU.id,

(19) £:^. 14.S. 8(/. (2U) £48. (21) £36. 6s,

(22) £39 7s. 6d.

Ex. (Ixviii), p. 125.

(1) £^.Ws.6d. (2) £2A.9s.l\d.

(3) £3. 12^. 5kd. (4) £5. 18s. 4d.

(5) £20. Us. 4d. (G) £34. Is. 7U.
(7) £11)7. 19s. 2d. (8) £15212. 12s. Gd.

(9) £(5189. 5.«. 7W. (10) £GU22. Os. 7^.
(11) £8615. 3s. dd.

Ex. (Ixix), p. 127.

I. (1) 7». lOi'i. (2) £5. 12s. Gd. (3) 18s. 7U.
(4) £3. 19s. Ad. (5) 12s. 3^<7. (G) £1. ITs. 7R

II. (1) £1. 16s. G^rf. (2) 4s. 3^. (3) 5s. 6d.

(4) 2s. Ad. (5) Is. G^'^. (G) 19s. lOd.

[II. (1) £1.3s. 2^. (2) Ss.A\d. (3) £1. 4s. lO^c?.

(4) £4. 4s. did. (5) 6s. Aid. (6) £1. 3s. 9ktd.

Ex. (Ixx), p. 127.

(1) mo. (2) 22. (3) 42. (4) 79.

(5j 231. (6) 10.

Ex. (Ixxi), p. 128.

(1) 3s. 6|i. (2) As. 53d. (3) 6s. Gfd.

(4) Is. (5) Is did. (6) £24. 16s. 8rf.

(7) lOs. 6d. (8) 14s. 8d. (9) £13. G.s. 6d.

(10) £48. ls.4H (11) 'i;*^?. 5s. (12) £1. 15s. Old.

(13) £8. 8s. did. (14) £8. 12s. Id.

Ex. Gxxii),p. 129.

(J) £1412. lis. Sd. (2) £3226. 0». 6d.

(8) £28299. Is. lOd. (4) £31282. 8s. 5d.

(5) ^18873. Is. 6d. (6) £27877. 13s. Sd.
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Ex. flxiiii), p. 130.

(1) 22645 sec. ; 61243 sec.

(2) Iu7()208(i0 sec. ; 544824 min.

(3) 33 ila. 17 br. 27 min. ; 6 hr. 32 min. 5G sec.

(4) 8 (la. 14 hr. 13 min. 12 sec. ;

wk. 2 (la. hr. 24 min. 56 sec.

(6) 118; 151 ; 286; 120; 151. •

(6) 76 hr. 34 min 36 sec. (7) 136 da. 1 hr. 42 min.

(8) 26 \vk. 2 da. 2 hr. (9) 22 yr. 203 da. 1 hr.

(10) 77 hr. 3 min. 41 sec.

(11) 250 da. 23 hr. 1 min. 13 sec.

(12) 2 hr. 54 min. 48 sec. (13) 83 fla. 17 hr. 47 min.

(14) 6 da. 22 hr. (15) 208 da. 21 hr.

(16) 1 yr. 331 da. 21 hr.

(17) 6 da. 9 hr. 36 min. 46 sec.

(18) 463 hr. 35 min. 6 sec. ; 740 hr. 46 min. 57 sec.

(19) 2 da. 6 hr. 14 min. ; 12 min. 17 sec.

Ex. (Ixxiv), p. 132.

(1) 132 in. ; 23166 ft. (2) 446418 in. ; 5409 in.

(3; 13513 po. 3^ yd. ; 306 fur. po. 4 yd. 2 ft. 6 m.
(4) 187 mi. 36 po. 3 yd. 1 ft. ;

1800 mi. 4 lur. 32 po. 4 yd. 2 ft. 8 in.

(5) 107 yd. 1 ft. 8 in. (6) 154 mi. 2 fur. 20 po.

(7) 23 fur. 21 po. 4} yd. (8) 75 yd. 8 in.

(9) 50 mi. 2 fur. 35 po. (10) 35 p. 3 yd.

(11) 87 yd. 3 in. ; 982 mi. 1 fur. 31 po.

(12) 1858 po. 3 vd. ; 1788 mi. 3 fur. 5 po. 1 yd.

(13) 6 yd. 1 ft. 2 in. ; 5 fur. 6o\ po.

(14) 2 yd 1 ft. 5| in. ; 1 fur. 20; J po.

Ex. (ixxv), p. 134,

(1) 36751875 sq. in. (2) 44425044 sq. in.

(3) 1210001) sq. yd. ; 94608 sq. in.

(4) 4 sq. yd. 55 sq. in. ; 3 ac. 28 po. 9 sq. yd.

(5) 1 148 po. 2 sq. vd. ; 14 po. 10 sq. yd. 7 sq, ft. 110 eq

(6) 28 4 ac. 2 ro. 25 p.

(7) 163 sq. yd. 7 sq. ft. 91 sq. in.

(8) 112 ac. 3 ro. 33 po. 15^ sq. yd.
. i'J) 27 ac. 2 ro. 36 po.

(10) 5 sq. vd. 8 sq. ft. 129 sq. in.

(11) 1 ac. 2 ro. 16 po. (12) 8 ac. 1 ro. 80 po,

(13) 6 sq. yd. 7 sq. ft. 22 sq. in.

(14) 66 ac. 3 ro. 36 po.

(15) 88 ac. 2 ro. ; 931 ac. 3 ro. 9 po.

(16) 1 ro. 18 po. ; 1 ro. 27 po.

in.
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Ex. (Ixxvi.), p. 135.

(1) 202 cub. ft. ; 1175183 cub. in. ; 654558 cub. in.

(2) 43 cub. ft. 21 cub. in. ; 9 cub. yd. 11 cub. ft. 372 cub. in.

(3) 244944 cub in.; 149904 cub. m.
(4) 270 cub. yd. 26 cub. ft. 1143 cub. in.

(5) 195 cub. yd. 3 cub. ft. 298 cub. in.

(6) 3558 cub.'ytl. 10 cfib. ft 284 cub. in.

(7) 8 cub. yd. 20 cub. ft. 1545 cub. in.

(8) 8 cub. yd. 1634 cub. in.

(9) 27 cub. yd. 7 cub. ft. 1472 cub. in.

(10) 707 cub. yd. 1323 cub. in.

;

2312 cub. yd. 17 cub. ft. 518 cub. in.

(11) 6 cub. yd. 14 cub. ft. 1029 cub. in.; 8 cub. yd. 24 cub. in.

Ex. (Ixxvii.), p. 136.

(1) 59 pts. ; 109792 pts.

(2) 8 qr. 2 bu. 1 gaU. 2 pt. ; 47 qr. 4 bus. 3 pk. 1 gaU.

(3) 41 gaU. 1 pt. C4) 20 bus. 1 pk. 1 gall.

(5) 197 qr. 3 bus. (6) 2 qt. 1 pt.

(7) 3 pk. 1 gall. (8) 6 qr. 7 bus. 3 pk.

(9) 342 qr. 4 bus. 2 pk. ; 1115 qr. 4 bus. 1 pk.

(lo) 3 qt. 1 pt. qr. 3 pk.

Ex, (Ixxviii.). p 137.

(1) 12960 gr. (2) 1680 dwt. : 3420 dwt. • 6185 dwt.

(3) 22253 gi\; 42663 gr.,

(4) 6 oz. 11 dT\i;. 1 gr ; 7 lb .4o2. IS dwt.

(5) 12 lb. 6 oz. 19 dwt. 13 gr. ; 13 lb. 6 oz. 6 dwt.

(6) 74 lb. 7 oz. 7) 30 oz. 4 dwt. 9 gr.

(8) 87 lb. 7 oz. 12 dwt. 18 gr. (9) 3 o^ 4 dwt. 21 gr.

(10) 7 lb. 9 oz. 13 dwt. (11) 9 oz. 12 dwt. 23 gr.

(12) 89 lb. 5 oz. 8 dwt. ; 141 lb. 7 oz. 19 dwt.

(13) 401 oz. 7 dwt. 11 gr ; 148 lb. 9 oz. 6 dwt. 21 gr.

(14) 2 lb. 12 dwt. ; 6 oz. 6 dwt. llf gr.

(15) 5 dwt. 8 gi'. : 2 oz. 19 dwt. 20 gr.

Ex, (Ixxix.), p 138.

(1) 17600 oz, : 4352 dr. ; 10000.

(2) 203200 oz. ; 30050 lbs.

(3) 78416 dr. ; 7507 lbs.

(4) 2 cwt. 3 qrs. 22 lbs. 11 oz. : 1 ton 17 cwt. 1 qr. 24 lbs.
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(5) 4 cwt. 2 qrs. 14 lbs. 8 oz. ; 9 cwt. 2 qrs. 15 lbs. 15 oz.

14 dis.

(6) 53 lb. 12 oz. 1 dr. (7) 45 qr. 19 lbs. 15 oz.

(8) 88 cwt. 2 qr. 14 lbs. (9) 2 lb. 1 dfe. 9 di-.

(10) 2 qr. 22 lb. 8 oz. (11) 1 cwt. 1 qr. 11 lbs.

(12) 7t. 19 cwt. 3 q. (13) 3 lbs.

(14) 34t. 18 cwt. 1 qr. 13 lbs.

(15) 120 cwt. C7 lbs. 2 oz. ; 187 cwt. 65 lbs.

(16) 156 cwt. 1 qr. 15 lbs. ; 390 oz. 13 dr.

)17) 1 cwt. 21 lbs. 8 oz. ; 16 cwt. 1 qr. 13 lbs. 2 oz.

(18) 1 qr. 1434 oz. ; 2t. 3 cwt. 3 qr. 6^ lbs.

Ex. (Ixxx.), p. 139.

(1) 13 cwt. 1 qr. 2^ lb. (2) 13 lb. 14 oz. 12 dr.

(3) 80 mi. 1 fm-. 22 po. (4) 679 yd. 1 ft. 6 in.

(5) 166 ac. 3 ro. 32 po. (6) 757 ac. 2 ro. 12 po.

(7) 78 sq. yd. 7 sq. ft. 6 sq. in.

Ex. (Ixxxi.}, p. 139.

(1) 2 cwt. 4 lb. (2) 10 oz. 5 dr.

(3) 1 mi. 5 ftu-. 8 po. (4) 3 yd. 6 in.

(5) 5 ac. 3 ro, 4 po. (6) 1 ac. 3 ro. 8 po.

(7) 5 sq. yd. 7 sq.A. 87 sq, in.

Ex. (Ixxxii.), p. 140.

(1) 13s. 4d ; ^1 lis. dd. ; £2 10s. 9d.

(2) 6 fm\ 16 po. ; 30 po. ; 3 qr. 8^ lb.

(3) ^152 lls.Oid.; £i Ids. 9d.; 2 mi. 2 ftir.

(4) £514 16s. los.dd. (5) £1 2s. lO^d.

(6) 13s. (5d. (7) 9 ac. 2 ro. 13^ po.

(8) 16 da. 3 In-. 35 min. (9) 2 ftir. 37 yd. li in.

(10) 4 cwt. 2 qrs. 11 lbs. lOf oz.

Ex. (Ixxxiii.), p. 141.

(1) tV
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Ex. (Ixxxvii.), p. 151.

(1) ^231 Os. 8\htd,
(3) £32 2s. ly.
(5) £805 9s. l^d.

(7) M'3 Gs. 5|(/.

(9) £311 16s. l|f<i.

(2) £50 14s. 4Uud'
(4) £496 2s. 6yV(j<^.

(6) £3127 is. lid.

(8) £1066 Is. CfJ.

(10) 839 15s. d^d.

Ex. (Ixxxviii.), p. 153.

(1) $1600.

(4)
§74.14i.
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Ex. (xciii.), p. 163.

(1) 21y\ iiiin. past 4. (2) 32y\ min. past 6.

(3) 49xV min. past 9.

(4) 5yY min- and dSjj min. past 4.

(5) 21 1\ min. and 54yY miu. past 7.

(6) lO-jy min. and 43yy min. past 11.

(7) 38y\ min. past 1. (8) 54y\ min. past 4.

(9) 10If min. past 8.

Examination Papers. (Page 164.)

(I.)

(1) 1800 lbs. (2) §18360. (3) $26.40. (4) $1042.40.

(5) ^615.

(H.)

(1) $0.02M. (2) $269,331. (3) $2408-40. (4) 300.

(5) 324 days.

(in.)

(1) 18 days. (2) 1200 men. (3) 35 days. (4) 33^ days;

i. (5) 60 min.

(lY.)

(1) 24 days. (2) 360 days. (3) 60 mi. from A's starting

point ; 5 hxs. and 15 lu's. from starting. (4) At 10 lu-s. 15
min. a.m. on Satm:day, the watch is 5 min . 364^3 sec. too
slow. (5) 10^ min. past 5 and 9J| min. to 5.

(V.)

(1) 52 days. (2) 10 hrs. (3) A in 9f hi's. ; B in 6f hrs.

(4) 3 hr. 54f min. p.m. (5) -^\ more.

Ex. (xciv.), p. 169.

(1) S825. (2) $1160. (3) $1215. (4) $4589.

(5) $95.70. (6) $156. (7)
$164-02i

(8) M 9s. 2UUd.

Ex. (xcv.), p. 171.

(1) 4i per cent. (2) 5^ years, (3) $1250.

(4) $375. (5) 20 years. (6) 5iper cent: •

(7) 12^ years. (8) 5 per cent (9) 97 days.
(10) 4|percent nearly(ll) 9| percent. (12) Gained $50.

(13) 6 per cent. (14) $6U0;13^yrs. (15) October 6.
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(1) ^869.75.

(1) $59,109. (2;

(1) $125-509.

(4) $5,508.

(7) 92 cents.

(1) $4G00.

(4) $1050.

(7) S456.80.
(lU) £7 19s. dd.

(13) 5 per cent.

(15) $15i $13,\.

(17) $16Hj.

Ex. (xcvi.), p. 183.

(2) §902.83.

Ex. (xcvii.), p. 176.

175.28. (3) $248.77.

Ex. (xcviii.), p. 177.

(2) $238.81.

(5) ^4 3s. 2,~-.^^d.

(3) $82.56.

(4) $297.89.

(3) $153.22.

(6) $420.25.

(9) $24000.

(1) $0-285.

(5) $18.86...

(1) $3121.60.

(4) $77.90.

(2) $19,047

(5) $100.

(8) $15400.

Ex. (xcxix). p. 181.

(2) $70. (3) $561.50.

(5) ^537 10s. (6) $36.

(8) $137.50 (U) ^152 Is.

(11) $6000. (12) $16-186.,

(14) $1105; Bill is due May 4.

(16) 80 to 83
; $32.

(18) $520; 6%.

Ex. (c.)

(2) $716.76. (3) $314.

Sd.

Examination Papers, Page 184.

(I.)

(2) $781.25.

(5) $8108.326...

(H.)

95 cents. (3) ^£9 3s. 4:d.

(m.)

(4) $511,

(3) 4.08%.

(4)
3i%.

(4) $41 AV.(1) $2500. (2) $71-88... (3) $888.88f.

(IV.)

(1) $7-ll|. (2) $50000. (3) 6i%; £574 13s.

(4) A's by $224.05. (5) $12000.

Ex. (ci.), p. 187.

(1) 7* mo. (2) 4^ mo. (3) 5 mo.
(4) 3| mo. (5) 7^, mo. (6) $666iff4.
(7) 9f mo. (8) $364.01. The equated time is

May 5, 1869. All the biils are equivalent to $362.35, but
this will draw interest at 6y<. till June 2. (9) 28 May.
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Ex. (cii.), p. 190.

(1) Aug. G, 1375. (2) Nov. 20, 1877.

(3) Not. 25, 1877.

Ex. (ciii.), p. 191.

(2) 738-571428.

(5 10-154875.
(1) 21-25.

(4) 26-9625.

Ex. (civ.), p. 192.

(1) $120 ; 278 horses.

(3) 75844.

(5) 300 ; 23437^ ; 4300000.

Ex. (cv.), p. 193.

(2) S700.(1) $106-40.

(4) $1.87^.

(7) $7488.

(10) $20000; $50.

(1) S3-125.

(4) 8415-25<

(7) $10000.

(1) $56.70.

(5) ^%.
(8j §d800.

Ex. (cri.), p. 194.

(2) 747-25.

(5) $i73.

(8) $4800.

Ex. (c^ii.), p. 195.

(2) $0-017.

(3) 56087-6.

(2) 33^; 2; 40.

(4) 3|; 12^; 15.

(3) $5-91.

(6) $77.

(9) $38400.

(3) £4488155
(6) $9.80.

(3) $1312500.

(4) li cents in the dollar.

Ex. (cviii.), p. 196.

(1) 8458.10. (2) $88. (3) $450.

(4) $199.50. '

(5) $9500.

Examinatiort. Papers, (Page 197.)

(1) 4-065.-

(4) 41825.

(1) $1760.

(4) $10935000.

(1) $8400.

(3) As 40 and 31

(2) S225. (3)

(5) 10.

(H.)

(2) $7119.80. (3) 21.75.

(5) ^ , $40 ; B, $45.

(m.)

(2) 418 bales; $323.58

(4) SS. (5) 2-97<i
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(IV.)

(1) $305.78,^ (2) 16222-11 lbs.

(4) Grain, $1020
;
groceries, $950.

(5) A gets $842.30 ; B, $918.87 ; C, $1598.83.

(3) 165; 255; 330.

(1) $2535H.
14) $255.

(1) 25.

(2) $2C40.

(5) $31)00.

Ex. (cix.), p. 203.

(1) *Z5. (2) $2000.

(4) ^l Is. IfZ.pergaU. (5) S\^ gain.

(7) 8 per cent. (S) 10 vex ce

(10) 23.

(13) $300.

(16) $3.45.

(3) 100 bales.

(3) $4.35.

(6) 333^.

(9) 5.(8) 10 per cent. yv) u.

(11) 13-9. ..per cent. (12) 10.

(14) 3.S. 7^d. per lb. (15) 4 1b.

(17 j $3.60. (18) 33^ per cent.

Ex. (ex.), p. 212.

(1) $7262 75.

(4) i'3542.

(7) $31)00.

(10; £6000.

(13) S385.

(16) $600.

(19) $3200.

(22) 5{h
(25) lOSf.

(28) 80.

(31) $67500.
(34 1 85.

(37) 6 per cents;
(4i!) £2496t1.

(43) Increased $
(45) Gain $125.

(48) 6000.

(51) $44092.

(54) $4,,i^: 4A

(2)

(5)

(8)

(11)

(14)

(17)

(20)

(23)

(26)

(29)

(32)

(35)

i%.(38)
(41)

;56.55.

(46)

(49)

(52)

(55

$7840.
£523 165. 9d.

$55.50.

$150.

6f.

4f.
^

119-.^f.

$5000.

$41540.
92i.

£4725.
90.

5f years.

6 per cents.

89f.
$3200000.

(3) $9065.25.

(6) $11200.

(9) £2400.

(12) $228.80.

(15) £276.

(18) $950.

(21) -

(24)

(27) 90i^.
$9600.

lOli.

lllj.

(30)

(33)

(39)

(42)

Examinauon Papers.

(!•)

(1) $2568.

(3) $1.86H perlb.

(5) Loss of $10-163...

H.
Nothing.

(44) $10692 ; $21384
(47) Loss $45.22.

(50) $30300.

(53) $95.

(56) 50miM'

(Page 215).

(2) Loss 8f per cent.

(4) 21^ per cent.
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(n.)

(1) $2.33^. (2) IH; 8--. (3) 9^^ cts. per oz.

(4) 90. (5) 229^.

(in.)

(1) 4000 lbs.; $1.08^. (2) 80. (3) A] $2.67^;

82.68f; 40%and39H%- (4) §10. (5) 102-723...

(lY.)

(1) 12-99 gain. (2) Lost $71|^ (3) $6000;
$-^160; $6528. (4) $510.59. (5) $2530.

(1) $1000. (2) 40. (3) $9142f
(4) 43^. (5) Loses $60 ;

gains $180.

Ex. (cxi.), p. 220.

(1) $33 ; $27. (2) $250 • $375 ; $875 ; $1000.

(3) $3300; $-2200; $1650; $1320.

(4) 9 cwt. of saltpetre; 1^ cwt. of sulphur; 1|- CTvi. of

charcoal.

(5) 120 yd. ; 160 yd. ; 200 yd. (6) $240 to A
; $80

to B
;
$320 to G. (7) 28 ; 32 ; 40.

(8) A, ^102 3s. 9ri. ; B, ^132 16s. lO^d.; C, ^183 18s. 9d
(9) 113; 339; 678; 79L (lOj 30.

(11) 57H; 4024; 91fi. lOff.

(12) ^, 9s. . B, 12s.; 0, 24s.

(13) Men, $5 ; women, $3 ; boys, $2
(14) Men, $182.70; women, $182.70; childi-en, $152.25.

(15) $6000. (16) A, S7U0 ; B, $2500 ; C, $1800.

(17) ^,$1050; B, $1200; C, $1250 ; D, $1500.

(18) 1W3; T^A; m-
(19) $175.50; $218.40; $252.72; $117.00; $149.76.

(20) 1200 boys.

Ex. (cxii.), p. 222.

(1) Fu-st. $44.25 ; Second, $88.50.

(2) ^,$4.50; ^,$6.75; a, $11.25.

(3) A, $2062.40; B, $2320.20; C, $773.40.

(4) 4, S656t£«V9-; B, $286iV4V (5) A «20; E, $50.

(6) A, $87.50; B, $120; C, $202.50.
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(7) $30; $48; $28. (8) $15.8U; $14.25.

(9) ^,$245; B, $225.

(10) Johnston, $585 ; Wilson, $487.50 ; Miller, $175.50

(11) A, $34.30; i^, $53.90.

(12) A, $735; B, $400 ; 0, $367.50 ; B, $294.

(13) 16« gall, and 25^^^ gaU.

(14) A, $118.30; B, $55.90; C, $13.

Ex. (cxiii), p. 225.

(1) Net gain, $1974 ; ^'s, $2312 ; B% $2172.

(2) Net loss, $3165 ; ^'s, $2836 ; B's, $1154.

(3) Net loss, $3550 ; ^.'s, $1010 ; B's, net insolvency,
$2730.

Ex. (cxiv), p. 230.

(1) 5 lbs. of first, 7 lbs. of second.

(2) 30 bu. oats ; 20 bu. rye ; 20 bu. barley.

(3) 50 lbs. at 55 cts. ; 30 lbs. at 75 cts. (4) 15 gall, water.

(5) 12 gall, kerosene. (0) 14 bu. rye ; 14 bu. barley.

(7) 18 lb. at 14 cts. ; 18 lb. at 18 cts. ; 48 lb. at 30 eta.

(8) 86 lb. at 33 cts. ; 36 lb. at 37 cts. ; 48 lb. at 45 cts.

Ex. (oxv), p. 237.

(1) 109^ (2) S44693.20 (3) 2 fr. 13 cent.

(4) 1760 cope ks. (5) 9 fl. 20 kr. (6) 3345.44.

(7) ^576.12*. 6d. (8) ^1 = $48665. (9) London gives

25 fr. 45c. for£l. (10) ^1 = VSt marcs Banco.

(11) S4.86. ^1. (12)2602 Ifl. (13) 53^ per

milree. (nearly). (14) 0102045 oz : 25.17 francs.

Examination J'apers.

(!•)

(1) 1-2372. (2) A $6075 ; B $5400; 6' $6000.
(3)5774.43. (4) Direct S14224.91 ; Cir. $14476.72;
gain $251.81 (5) 2-341-% discount.

(1) 78f cents and 66 J cents. (2) A $4912 ; B $6168.

(3) .ei = 25. 35it. (4) A, $2324; B $1708.

(5) 10 and 4.

(m.)

n) 83^ lbs. of 8, 10 and 12 cents and 100 lbs of 20 cts.

(2) S1212. (3) $1257 . (4) ,V.. (5) ^2. 3*.2i(i.(nearly).
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(lY.)

\,

(1) $2211 A-. (2) $43.G3. (3) S5.

(4) Paris, $14285.71f; London, 114600; Amsterdam,
$14G40. (5) 1 lb. at 8 ; 8^ lb. at 13 ; 8 lb. at 14.

(V.)

(1) 59, 17, and 106. (2) 1184- per cent.

(3) 8, 10 and 12 months. (4) 9176i^.

(5) -42
; 23/y per cent.

Ex. (cxri.), p. 242.

(1) i is gi-eater. (2) \^ is greater.

(3) ^1 is greatest : f is least. (4) 45: 364.

(5) il2: 405. (6) $31.25. (7) ii
(8) i : 3^. (9) 128 '- 1 (10) 9 : 13.

Ex. {cx\ii.) p 245.

(1) 4: 3 :: 12:9. (2) 12f. (3) -0076

(4) J : C : : 25 : 39. (5) 21. (6) if
(7) -048. (8) 28. (9) A.

(10) A $552; B $460; C $345 ; i>$230.

Ex. (exviiii.) p 247.

(1) £1285. (2) 10 h. 40 m. 36 4^ sec. (3) ^3 mi.

(4) 3 h. 25 min. P.M. (5) 10 d. ; 12f d, (6) $47.13.

^ (7) 78|. (8) 8 P.M. Thursday.

(9) 7722 stones. \ (10] 12800

Ex (cxix.^, p. 249.

(1) 54 men. (2) 1050 men. (^) 18.

(4) 50 men. (5) Navvies did 6 times as much as soldiers.

(6) 12.^ di^onas. (7) 576. (8j 16|.

(9) 155c (10) 12 days.

Ex. (cxx),, F< 252.

(4) 5000 mm. (5) 1067.25 dcm.
(6) 15 milligrams. (7) 43-7 mm, ; 4 37 cm.

(8) 155000 sq. cm. (9) 1086-42 sq. dcm.

(10) 1725 gi-ams. (11) 100 milligrams; 10000 decigrams.

(12) 256-7 centigi-ams. (13) 5000 milHgi'ams.

(14) 1-60931 kHometres. (i5) 567-875 cu. cm.

(16) 3720htres.
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Ex. (cxxi), p. 255.

(1) 35 sq. ft. (2) 135 sq. ft. (3) 300| sq. ft.

(4) 12 sq. ft. (5) 452t sq. ft. (6) 224 sq. It.

(7) 608 sq ft. (8) 150/, sq. ft. (9) 402^ sq. ft.

(10) 30 j sq. yd. (11) 1387^ sq.yd. (12) 315,V eq. ft.

(13) SlQi sq. ft. (14) 91 sq. ft. 121 in.

(15) 111 «q. ft. (16) 502 sq. ft. 73 sq. in.

(17) 2232 sq. ft. 81 sq. in. (18) 16 ft.

(19) 7 ft. 6 in. (20) 8 ft 9 in. (21) 11 yd.

(22) 88 yd. (23) 99 yd. (24) 9 ft.

(25) 16 ft. (26) 103 ft. (27) 405 yd.

(28) 255 vd. (32) 360-5 yd. (30) 163-25 yd nearly.

(31) 5v/ 2in. (32) 625y/ 2 ft.

Ex.(cxxii), p. 266.

(1) 28s. (2) 46A. (3) 67.

(4) 58. (5) 142|f. (6) §03.60.

(7) $90.93^-. (8) $83.89^. (9) ^11. y«. 8<i.

Ex. (cxxiii), p. 258.

(1) 630. (2) 855. (3) 875|. (4) 798.

(5) $25.60. (6) $13.62. (7) ^6. 13s. 2^d.

(8) £Q. &s. 9^%d.

Ex. (cxxiv)
, p. 258.

(1)
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Examination Papers.

(3) 31; H; U;i.
(6) -02; 2000; -000002:

(1) 113. (2) $75.

(4) 30 inches. (5) 6 of each.

2000-020002; 'Tollll''
'

(7) -432. (8) 7899 mi. 1 fur. 25 po. 3 ft. 6 in.

(11) 9405 steps.

(13) yM^; -0189.

(16) 17695260 in. Tfli.
(19) $12000.

(21) 1 ; If.

(23) iWi : twice.

(9) 45 miles. (10) $210.

(12) $5670, $7560.

(14) f ; -75. (15) 14.

(17) 12 days. (18) 108.

(20) A, $2.49; B, $15.81.

(22) \%%^; Tender; '21; 2100. , , .„„,

(24) ^142 12s. 6d.; ^42 15s. 9c?.; £U 5s. Sd

^,,11 (26) 5h. 48min
(27') 21 yd.' 2'ft. 2t in. ;

(29) $166-66|.

(31) 3i.

(33) 4 per cents.; $12870(y.

(35) $35.00 and $52.50. /

(37) 3 ft. /
(39) 55-3 ft. (40) 75| yds,

(42) $4200. (43) 26lW-
(45) 16s. Qd.

(47) $2f; 10%. (48) $1785.

(50) ^5 15s. 0^(^.(51) i#|.
(53) $3733^. (54) 36 days

(57) $9.37*.

(60) $15i.-
(63) 1 hr.

(66) 8hr.
(69) 161 ft.

(72) 7-976 d.

,.-, ^ _.._.. (75) 16 day.

(77) A gets $1925; B $770; $154.

(79) Loss of 40 %.

(81) I 6.33403. (82) ^7.

(84) 4 hr. 32 min.

charcoal, 3^ lb. of sulphur

(87) $16. (88) $12705.

(90) $60.75 ; $20.42^.

(02) 31116.

(94) I34, min. to 12.

(98) 4% & 5%. (97) $805.

(99) 900.

{5^) $823.68.

(59) $1.50.

(62) 33-6 in.

(65) Bhr.

(68) $1680.

(71) nn-
(74) $4906-25

(28) $32-66|.

(30) $49-50 and $49.50.

(32) tm.
(34) 7iVknofs.
(36) 35 cents less.

(38) 5A% ; nn%'
(41) 1.

(44) 256.

(46) 200, 189, 101.

(49) 270 ft.

(52) 5s. U.
(55) 26 sec. loss.

(58) $16J.

(61) 2|.

(64) $3346.87^
(67) 7 %.

(70) 11 sq. It.

(73) 89^V ; -000365.

(76) 107yV^ days.

(78) $3600; 5|%.
(80) M Is. 6|4cZ.

(83) 8 days.

(85) 221b.ofnitre, 4|lb.of

(86) 95tV cents.

(89) 1-2535 lb.

(91) 1.

(93) £1 ; -m
(95) n %.

(100) $67.50.
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(101) 42238274625. (102) -8937 in.

(103) A in G|f da.; B in 9f3 da.; C in 14^ da.

(104) 90 miles. (105) $410; $800;
(106) $9.50. (107) Loses 4/<.. (108) $214.

(109) $9.38t^. (110) 1^ lid.

(Ill) 14min. (112) |. (118) $8250.
(114) 80 mi.; 25 mi. per hour. (115) 7i ; £50 less.

^,116) 4 days. (117) $6.17^. '

(119) On Tuesday p. m. when one clock marks 9h. 11m.,
and the other 8h. 54m. SOsec.

* (120) $1238.70 (121) 4497 times.

(122) $450. (123) $10, $18, $15.

(124) $1.12. (125) 30. (126) 4 times.

(127) £ walks a mile in 13^ min ; he loses by 11^ min.
and by ff mi (128) 7^ months.

(129) 90 ; $465. (130) 1200 gal.

(131) 4,\. (132) 46. (133) 4(^00 ft.

134) A, gets 88 cents ; B, 49^ cents.

(135) 18|^ min. and 16-j^ min. past 3.

136) 13^ years. (137) £136. 9«. 2d. ; 6i %
(138) 10. (139) £60000. (140) 38.

fl41) $1.76. (142) Si days. (143) 3^ hra.

;i44) 28^ days. (145) 400 miles.

(146) 87i. (147) A gets $1155 ; B,

$572 ; C, $259.50. (148) 6}.

(149) 111835f metres. (150) £44. 135. 3c?.
; ^ ft.

(151) 2. (152) 937 ; '02268 of an inch.

(153) 7i miles. (154) 8^. (155) £600. (156) $760.

(157) 16| miles. (159) M'9 fr. = £1. ; 25-15 fr. = £1.

[160) 8ft. IIV, in.(161) 1. (162) 7442^^
(163) 48 min. (164) 4tV months.
(165) 9 of spirit to 31 of water. (166) 56:^%.

(167) $2035. (168) 10. (169) 2 -1981 n. in a century

(170) 6.30 p.m. (171) 103-67; 574. (172) 15 hr.

(173) 56 yd. (174) $6. (175) ^ mm.
(176) $23 • 17f ^. (177) 13f9 min. (178> 1520 tons.

(179) 10861578 nearly. (180) 1120 yd. ; 262^Qj. ac,

(181) 15 masters, 345 boys.

(182) A gets $17.50 ; B, $52.50 ; C7, $105 ; D, $175.

(183) $4500. (184) 18 cents. (185) 40 % of loss.

(186) $-24360. (187) 6 cents. (188) $11835.76.

(189) $3.40. (190) $81.12 ; 7 yds. (191) 2.

(192) lA hr. (193) $7500.

(194) $3750. (195) $8400.

(196) Each child gets $1920.60 ; each brother, $960.3(}.
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$215.

50000000 quarters.

8 miles au hour ; 1^ miles an hour.

(198) He gains 14 1\ ^o.

87A.
$2.(!0.

$5. 40 of increase.

h'6 lb. 7 oz. Avoir.

(202) 4i

£9. 35. Qd.

4%.
$92; $116.
^400'L
•05.

9000 men.
$9125.
10 hours.

C212)

(219)

(224)

(226)

(204) 1G09-30G metres.

(206) 8-243 %.
(208) 2 : 7.

(210) 2 ft. 8 in.

5 '/c and 10 %. (213) 3 pints

(215) $2450.

(217) 30 days.

S115. (220) 474.

(222) 124.001 and f.
Second greater by §50.

7i hr. ; 18 hr. ; 5f hr.

(229) $6120.
Length 32 ft. ; breath 16 ft. ; lieigbt 8 ft

(237)
14

5s

$33.75.

$305.

$9.50.

8s. (242; u^ ,

$56000, $48000, §42000.
160 ; 623.

^1. lis. 4H.

8A- days.

(232)

(235)

(240)

(243)

(245)

(247)

(249)

42000.

LoS't §1.

(238)
48000.

90 days.

$35.

1500 bbls.

6^ years.

^6000.

9.

Length, 27 ft. ; breadth, 18 ft. ; height, 12 ft

3993936616. (252)

Increase §160.

4^ days. (257) $30.

24 days.

400 in.

Iff mi.

(253)

(255)

(258)

(260)

(262)

(26'5)

(268)

(270)

70/

17f%.
4i per cent.

^ilO; 150 per cent

$553i ; 6%.
$200.

$4.81 nearly.

25 cents.

(273) A $3200 ; £$4800;
(274) $6.50.

(277) 96jcents.

(280);7h-. "^•

(264) B.

$1200. (267) Loses 5%.
$40800.
Between '0001 and -0002.

C $6000 ; n $7000.

IJ cents. (276) $5.60.

$12800. (279) $4.30. , ,^^^^
750 (282) 478, 369, and 584.

45 mi. and 80 mi. per hr.

60 per cent. (285) 82^^ cents

15i cwt. of nitre ; 1^% cwt. of sulphur; 2^"o

charcoal. (287) 4^ miles per hour.

Capital $1000000 ; Receipts $100000. (289) 3^ %.

1;23. (291) 86H ; lOxVs. (292) 1^.

^£66. 13a. 4d. (294) 2-8523809 hr.

cwt. oi
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(295) 5 hr. lOif min. (29G) 82 days.

(297) $no.l)5. (-i'.IS) 8 per cent.

(299) $1(3?. 0^^^') 28^; 427Ub.
(301) 70-41 ; 1'46. (302) 4 per cent.

(803) 8274.12^; $450.25 (304) ^
(305) 8^ and ^.

'

(306) $1023.75.

(307) S2.)000.' (308) §80 ; $133^ ; Loss
^131 (309) $5100.

(310) $12.31 ^- (811) l||g^; 1|.

(312) G| per cent. (313) IG years.

(314) $3000. (315) $7800.
(31 G) 735cent9. (317)

(318) B, by IG yds. (310) i per cent, loss

(320) 2Gyd. (321) ^V ; G^^,
; 7.

(322) ^G2. 55. (323) 14 min. 43| sec.

(324) 9 .lays. (325) 1 ; 2.

(326) $1440. (327) $10000 ; $4000.

(328) 70. (329) 2s. ed. (330) 8s. 2iri.

(331) I ; i
; 1. (332) 5 br. (333) 6 mUes.

f334) $234; $2GG.40
; §30G; $345. GO.

(33.5) 3^ hours. (83G) 70 cents.

(887) First is $50. (338) $14000. (339) 25 oxen.

(340) A, 3240 ; B, 2910; D, 2052; C, 1944; E, 1728, in

all, G480.

(341) 12lf|. (342) 4||. (343) $2200.
(344) 60. (345) 18 min. (34G) ^1100.
(347) Man gfets £4. 4s. ; woman gets £8 ; child £1 10*.

(348) 27951: 12500.

(349) 875 grains of potash: 390 grains oi' sodii.

(350) $20.9.';.



APPENDIX I.

INTEREST, ANNUITIES, ^c.

1. To find the amount of a given sum, in any tfiven

time, at Simple Interest,

If P be tlie principal in dollars, n the length of time in
years, r the interest of $1 for 1 year; then the interest of $P
for 1 year will be Pr, and for n years will be Vm ; where-
fore, if I be the interest, then

I = Pm.
If M be the amotint, we have

M = P + Prn
= P (1 + rn).

2. To find the amount of a given sum, in any ^iven

time, at Compound Interest.

Let P = the principle in dollars ;
«« r = the interest of $1 for 1 year ;

" n = the number of years
;

<« R = the amount of $1 fori year = 1 -}- r;

then PE will be the amount of $P for 1 year,

and this becomes the Princiijal for the 2nd year;
.-. PR-R = PR2

will be the amount of $P for 2 years,

and this becomes the Principal for 3rd year ;

.-. PR2R = PR3
will be the amount of $P for 3 years, etc.

;

bence, M = PR**
= P(l+r)%

will be the amount of $P for n years.

Interest = PR" — P
= PIR"—1).

3. To show that the formula, M= PR" is true when
n is fractional.

If n is fractional we can always find a whole number such
that noc is a whole number = g., suppose. Divide the
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year into a equal interv^als, and let m be the amount of #1
in one of these inten*als, then the amount of $1 in a in-

tervals is m"' , and is equal to R; also the amoimt of SI in
'A j-ears, that is na intei-vals, is equal to m""^, and therefore
eq[ual toR" ; hence the amount of |P = PR'* , therefore the
formula is true for fractional values of n.

Thus, if r' is the nominal yearly rate of interest of $1 pay-

able q times a year, meaning that — is the interest payable

at the end of each qth. part of a year, then the amount of $1

/ r'\ 1

in a year is S 1 + —
, and the <nte yearly rate ofinterest is

./ w

(-^r-

100 1+2 '1^0 +

Ex. (1). Find the amount of §100 in 2^ years at 8

per cent. Compound Interest.

M = 100(1 + 10-0)

5-3 /A\ ^ 5-8-1
/ 8 \

^

r2^^- (100) + l-2-3-2^ (lOoj + —

= 100 (1 + -02 + -012 + -000155 + ...)

= $121-215...

Ex. (2). Find the advantage when Compound Inter-

est is reckoned, of having the interest paid half-yearly,

quarterly, &c., instead of yearly.

The advantage per $1 for a year, when the interest is paid
half-yearly, and the half-yearly payment is half the yearly

one.

=
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And generally, when the interest is paid j5 times a yeai',

the advantage

(-r (1 + r)

p—l\

~2fl
^' nearly.

Ex. (3). Find the amount of a given sum at com-
pound interest, the interest being supposed due every
instant.

If the interest were paid q times per aimum, then

M= p(l + -)

f
r nq(nq— 1)

=:P-1 + 7?2 • - +
q ^ 1-2 cr-i

= P [l + nr + n In— -]r^+...\

1-2

Now, if 5 be indefinitely gi'eat, that is. the. intervals be-

tween the payments indefinitely small, then, neglecting

-

and its powers, we heve

^l = v[l+nr +-^ + r:2^ + -
[

= Pe^, where e = 2'71S2818.

Todhmiter's Algebra, Art. 542.

Ex. (4J. If P represents the population of any place

at a certain time, and every year the number of deaths

is -th, and the number of births -th, of the whole
P Q

population at the beginning of that year; required the

amount of population at the end of n years from that

time.

At the end ol one year trom the time the population was P.

/. the mcrease = - -
]^
=P-^
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Exercise I.

(1) A sum of $P is put out at Simple Interest for n years

;

find au expression for its amount at the end of that time.

(2) If H be the amount of §1 in one year at any rate of

interest, the amount of P dollars in n years will be PR",
whether n be integral or fractional.

(3) If $P at Compound Interest'amonnt to SM in t years ;

what sum must be paid down to receive $P at the end of t

years?

(4) If $P at Compound Interest, rate r, double itself in n

years, and at rate 2r, in m years; show that— N. i.
n ^

(5) In what time will a sum of money treble itself, at 5 per
cent.. Compound Interest ?

log 3 = -4771212, log 1-05= -0211893.

(6) A sum of money, $P, is left among A, B, 0, in sach a
manner that at the end of a, 6, c years, when they respective-

ly come of age, they are to possess equal sums ; find the
share of each at compound interest.

(7) Two men invest sums of $4410 and $4400 respectively,

at the same rate of interest, the former at simple, the latter

at compound interest ; at the end of two years their pro-

perties amount to equal sums; find the rate of interest.

(8) In a certain county the births in a year amount.to an
wth of the whole population, and the deaths to an ntli ; in

how many years will the population be doubled?

(9) A person spends in the first year m times the interest

of his property ; in the second year, 2m times that of the

remainder ; in the third year, 3m times that at the end of

the second, and so on ; and at the end of 2^) years he has

nothing left ; shew that in the |)th year he spends as much
as he has left at the end of that year.

(10) If interest be payable at every instant, in how many
years would $1 amount to §6, reckoning interest at 5 per

cent. ?

(11) A person starts with a certain capital which produces

him 4 per cent, per annum compound interest. He spen^^^:

every year a sum equal to twice the original interest on his

capital. Find in how many years he will be ruined, having

given log. 2 =. -3010300, log. 13 = 1-1139434.

(12) The population of a county is 35743. There is no
emigration or immigration. The annual deaths are 27 in
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the 1000, and the births 62 in 1000. What will be tlie in-

crease of the population in five years ?

(13^ If the population of a country be P, and every year
the number of deaths ',s -gVtb and the number of births

-4Vth, of the whole population at the beginning of the year

;

find in what time the population will be doubled,

iog 181 = ?.-25768, iog 3 = -4771213.

log 2 = -30103.

(14) On a sum of money borrowed, interest is paid at the

rate of 5 per cent. After a time $600 of the loan is paid off,

and the mterest on the remainder reduced to 4 percent., and
the yearly interest is now lessened one-third What was the
sum borrowed?

(15} If a debt a at compound interest is discharged in

a
yments of— , show th

a + rf (1— m?-)= 1.

a
years by annual payments of— , show that

DISCOUNT.

5. To find the Present Worch and Discount on any sum
for a given time. (1) Compound Interest. (2) at Simple

Interest.

The principal difference between Amount and Present
Worth is that the former is reckoned forwards from a given
date while the latter is ckoned backwards fi'om the same
date. Hence it is ev t tliat if V represents the Present
Worth, then,

V -= P(l -f- r)-^

P= 7j-
, \n for Compound Interest;

expanding and neglecting r* and Mgher powers we have

P
, for Simple Interest.
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If D be the Discount, then

I3 = P -V
p— P_ — , Compound Interest.

P= P-^-^:^^, approximately,

P?ir= 1 —r~~.' Simple Interest.
JL -f- nv

6. If we expand P (I + r)"", and neglect r^ and higher

powers, we get

P (1 — nr)

which may be called the common present worth.

The true present worth is

P
r— ; by di^-ision
1 +nr' "^

= P {1-nr + n-r^ — ?iV^ + etc.

Subtracting the common fi'om the true present worth, we
get

P?i2r2 (1 _ nr + n^r^ — cfcc.)

1

^^^ ^ 1 + nr '

and, therefore, when n is small the error committed in

taking common for true discount is nearly proportional to the

square of the time.

In the expression
P (1 — r7i),

1
. .

1

if u = - the common present worth is nothing ; while if n > -

it is a negative quantity. That is, the common present

worth of a bill for 1 100 due 20 j-ears hence at 5 per cent, is

nothing, and for any period beyond 20 years the holder of

the bill would require to pay a certain sum to get quit of it,

which is absurd. The true present worth of $100 due in 20
P

years, as given by the formula -. , is $50.
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7. The interest is greater than the discount.

P 1IT
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$24. Wliat is the sum of money? If the time be 3i
years, what is the rate per ceut. ?"

From the above formula we have

28 P
24 =

P + 28

24P-f 24 X28 == 28P
4 P = 24 X 28
P = $168

;

ihe sum. required is $1G8.

Again, D =-—.

3= '
2+7r •

1

' ="2— '

rate per cent.= 100r=
^

— 4^

Ex. (2) If the Simple Interest on a sum of money
for a given time and rate is ith of that sum itself, ihe

True Discount will be -of the sum.

but, in this case, I = -i P ;

... D=-^-P+±P
P

Similarly, if the interest be^of the principal, the discount

is ——rof the principal.
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Ex. (8). Bank Discount at 5 per cent, being $130.90,

find tLe true discount on the same amount.

D__ n^

1 n+1'
20

where n= TW=in7'

~ 21

•.D = I^X S130.90.

= $124- 66|. %^

10. Bank Discount exzeeds True Discount hy the Simple

Interest on the True Discount.

Bank Discount—True Discount = I—D
Pnr= Pnr

True Discount.
Simple Interest on the

Ex. (4) The True Discount on a hill due in 1 year,

and discounted at 8 per cent, being $500, what would
have been the Bank Discount thereon ?

Bank Discount = True Discount -f- Thir

= eoOO + $500 X rhj= §540.

Exercise II.

(1) Bank discount being 5 per cent., a person receives

137.10 less than the nominal value of his bill. TVhat
should he receive for his bill if true discount only were
deducted?

(2) A person possesses a sum of money, the simple inter-

est of which at 4 per cent, is $530.25. With this sum he
purchases an estate, for which he pays by a note payable in

4 month's time, and which being discounted at 4 per cent.,

is worth at present exactly the money he possesses. For
how much is the bill drawn.
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(8) True disconnt, at 4 per cent., on a sum of money
beini,' $15, find simple interest on the same sum at 5 per
cent.

(4) The interest on a certain sum of money is |180, and
the discount on the same sum for the same time, and the
same rate of interest is $15U ; find the sum.

(5) If the interest on $A for a year be equal to the dis-

count on $B for the same time, find the rate of interest.

(6) If the three per cents are at 90 one month before the
payment of the half-yearly dividend, what is the rate of

interest ?

(7) A gives B a bill for Sa, due at the end of m years, in

discharge of a bill for %h, due at the end of n years: for

what sum should B give A a bill due at the end of -p years,

to balance the account at Compound Interest ?

(8) Given A my income, a the premium for assuring

$100, r the rate of Interest per cent, per annum ; find what
sum I must lay out in assuring my life, so that my execu-

tors may receive a sum, whose interest shall equal my
reduced income.

(9) A sells goods to 5 and allows him 10 per cent, dis-

count, if he pay in six mouths ; what discount ought he to

allow if payment be made in two months, at 5 per cent, per
annum, simple interest ?

(10) The discount on a promissory note ofSlOO amounted
to $7.50, and the interest made by the banker was $5-405

per cent. ; find the interval at the end of which the note was
payable.

EQUATION OF PAYMENTS.
11. To find the equated time of payment of two sums

lue at different times at a given rate of interest,

Pi (P1 + P2) Pa ^^

7ii n 712

Let Pj, Pj, be the sums due at the eud of the time
Wj, 7?2 ; r the rate of interest ; take time N greater than
n^. Then it is manifest that the amounts of P,. P,, at
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the time N, should in equity he together equal to the
amount of their sum, (P^ + P^), in the same time.

Wlience,

/ \N-ni / \N-n2
Pi (1 + rj + P2 !l + rj

/ \N
or dividing both sides by 1 1 + r I , we have

Pi(l + r) ''Vp,(l+rj '''=(Pi +Po)(l + r)^.(l)

tliat is, the present values of the?e sums, due at then* respec-
tive times, are equal to the present value of their sum, due
at the equated time.

If we expand, neglecting rS and higher powers we have,

Pi (1— nir) + PoCl— 7i2r) = {V ^ + P.,) {1 ^nr)
or, Pi^i + Pon^ = (Pi + Po)>i;

Pi?ii +'Po«2
•••^=

Pi + p;
which is the rule given in Art. 184.

12. We have seen, Art. 6, that the expansion of

(+,)-, neglecting r- and higher powers, gives

common present worth instead of true present worth.

The above process is, therefore, incorrect. It may easily

be seen that we have taken the interest instead of the

discount of sum paid before it is due, and thus, since

interest is greater than discount, Art. 7, a small advan-

tage has been given to the payer.-

13. If we write equation (1) in the torm.

Pi P2 P1+P2
(1 + 7-)^. "^ (1 + r}\ ""

(1 + r;'*
'

and expand, neglectmg /g, and higher powers, we have

Pi Po Pi + P^
^

1 4- /^J/ 1 + tioV 1 + nr

which is the lorm of the equation for Simple Interest.
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Solving for 71 we get

'^- " Pi+P2+r(P,'«, +P2^2) '

which is the correct value of the equated time.

If r be a very small quantity, as in practice it usually is,

and Pi, Po, not veiy large, we shall have

P^^i +Pon2
, -

n = —^p
—— p

, as before.

AXNUITIES.

14. The term Annuity is understood to signify any
interest of money, rent, or pension, payable from time

to time, at particular periods ; and these payments may
take place yearly, half-yearly, quarterly, dc.

15. To find the Amount of an annuity, to &B paid for

a given number of years, at Compound Interest.

Let A be the annuity, n the number of years, R the

amount of one dollar in one year, M the required

amount.

We have
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r [ 1-2 j

= A|7z + |(n-l)r|.

17- To find the Present Value ofan annuity, to he paid
for a given number of years, at Compound Interest.

I. The amount of the annuity at the end of the first

year is A, while the present vakie is AE~^ ; similarly,

the amount at the end of the nth year is AK"~\ and the

present value is AR~". Hence in order to obtain the

present value from the amount we must first multiply

the formula for the amount by R, and then change
the sign of the index of E.

Multiplying by R we get

A — t' ~^
R~l

Changing sign of index we have

P = A R-^"+^^— R-^
R-i—

1

R-" -1
-^'l - R

=-(l-R-»).
r

n. We may obtain the same result by proceeding on
the principle that if the present value P be put out to
compound interest for n years, it ought to amount to
the same as the annuity for that time.

„ R" — 1
Hence PR" — -^
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III. We will now proceed on the principle that the

present value P is the sum of the present values of the

respective annual payments.

Present value of A due 1 year hence = AR~*
" 2 ' = All-*

&c. = &c.
i< a ^ .i 4< ^ AK-«

.-. P = AR-i
-f- AIl-2 + AR-3 . . . AIi-»

Il-»-lAB-i

= ^1
r

R-i-1

E-M

18. For Simple Interest, expanding and neglecting

r^ and higher powers, ^\ ^ get

:

— -^ (i^r)"- i
~~

r (1 + rj*

_ A 1 + nr + '•(^)r2 + . . . —

1

r 1 -\- nr

= A. ^ + ^0^—1)*-

1 -I- nr

= nA . 2 + (?t —l)r
.

2 1 + 7ir

19. Tofind tJie present value ofa perpetual annuity,

Z. Reckoning Compound Interest.

P = AR-i-f ART? .... ad vifinittim.

_AR-^
~1—R-^

A
R—

1

r
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II. Fieclxonimj Simple Interest.

p _ ^'^'^
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Ex. 1. A sum of $a is borrowed for a period of w
years, to be repaid by equal annual instalments, the
first jmymentto be made after one year. Fin^ the
amount of the annual instalment.

Let A be the annual instalment.

Then the amount of this annual payment in m years.

A
= f{— }

Again, if the sum a be allowed to accumulate for m years
at compound interest, its .iinount

= aR"*.

Now, these two amounts ought to be equal.

Hence, we have

.-. A = -
r Il'« - 1

1

Ex. 2. The present value of an annuity of $1, to

continue x years, is $10 ; and the present value of an
annuity of $1, to continue 2x years, is $16; find the

.ate of interest.

Here, 10 = - (l-R-*), art. 17,

and 16 = i (l-E-^');

16 l-R-**

10
"~ l-H^
_ (1-R-')(1 +R^

1-R-
=-- 1 + E-^

;

16
or 2 — -^ = 1 - Jt;

2
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Subtituting in the first equation, we get

2 1
. . = 10

;

1
••• '' = :?5

'

or 100 r = 4.

The rate is, therefore, 4 per cent.

Ex. 8. A mortgage of $5,000, interest at 6 per cent,

per annum, has 7 years and 10 months to run ; find its

present value, interest at 10 per cent, per annum, pay-
able half-yearly.

The fii'st payment of interest is $330, and will be due in 10
months; its amount for seven years, at 10 per cent., pay-
able half-yearly, will be 300(l-05)^*. Similarly, the amount
of the second payment of interest at the end of the 7 years,

will be 300(1 -05)^ -
; and so on. The amount of the last

payment will be §300.

Hence, the whole amount of the mortgage and interest

will be

5000 + 300 (l-05j"+ 303(l-05)i^+ -r 300.

= 5000 + 300 {a-04j"n- (1.05)^2+ _^ l}

=.5000+300
IJjT^^^^^I

= 8162-OG.

Now, if the present value, P, be put out to compound,
interest at 10 per cent, per annima for 7 years and 10 mos,,
it ought to amount to the same as the mortgage for that

time.

.-. P (l-05)i5J = 8462-06

.-. P = 3940.13.

The Present Value of the Mortgage is, therefore, §3940.13.

The value of (1*05)^* may be found

(1) By means of a table of logarithms.

(2) By raising 1'05 to the 16th power, dividing tliis by
1-05 we obtain the 15th power, taking f of the difference

and adding to the 15th power, we get ai)proximately the 15f
power of 105.
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(3) By the Bmomial Theorem, as follows :

(1.05)»=(1 -f-^)* = l -1-^V
—

tVitf = 1-0163; then
(1.05)1^^ 1.0163 Will give a close approximation to (1.05)^*

For additional information on this subject consult Loan
Tables by Professors Cherriman and Loudon,

Exercise, III.

(1) A person's dividend from his Bank Stock is $530 a
year. What is the present value of thie income for five

years to come, computing by simple, and also by compound
interest, at 7 per cent.

(2) What annuity, to continue 20 years, can be purchased
for §10000, allowing compound interest, at 5 per cent.

(3) For what sum mio^ht the Government of a country
undertake to pay an annuity of $1000 a year, for ever, on
the supposition that money may always be invested at 6 p^r
cent.

(4) For what sum mij^ht an annuity of $400 a year, for 10
years, to commence in 5 years, be purchased, allowing com-
pound interest at 6 per cent ?

(5) A person who enjoyed a perpetuity of $1000 per
annum, provided in his will that, after his decease, it

should descend to his only son for 10 years, to his only
daughter for the next 20 years, and to a benevolent Institu-

tion for ever afterwards. What was the value ol each
bequest at the time of his decease, allowing compound inier-

est at 6 per cent. ?

(6) A person at the age of 22 put $100 at interest, at 6
per cent., and $100 each year afterwards, until he was 40
years old. He also collected the interest annually, and con-

verted the same into principal ; what amount vvas, by these

means, accumulated ?

(6) A corporation borrows ^£3769 at 4 per cent., to be paid
in 30 years by equal amiual instalments. What will be the

annual payment ?

(7) A property is let out on lease for a years at an annual
.rental of $6, and after c years the lease is renewed on pay-

ing a fine of $ci. What is the additional rent equivalent to

this fine ?

(8) A farm is let for n years at a fixed rent and a fine of

$p. When p years of the lease remam, what fine must be

piiid to extend these p years to 5, at compound interest ?
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(9) If two joint proprietors have an equal interest in a

freehold estate worth §a per annum, but one of them pur-

chased the whole to himself by allowing the other an equiva-

lent annuity of $6 for n years, find the relation between a
and b.

(10) Find the present value of an annuity of $1, paid n
times per annum, and continuing for m years, allowing

compound interest at the rate of r per cent, per annum;
and prove that, as n is indefinitely increased, this present

alue continually approaches the limit .

(11) A monthly instalment of $10 has 2 years one month
to run, what sums must be paid at once to reduce the period

six months, money being worth one-half per cent, per

month ?

(12) A mortgage of S4000 interest at 5 per cent, per an-

num, payable half-yearly, has 17 years and 8 months to

run. Find its present value, interest 10 per cent, per an-

num, payable half-yearly.

(13) If two sums, «i, $2, due at times t^, t^, be paid to-

gether at an intermediate time t, t being determined from the
equation.

•iE-*iH-5,B-*^=(si+ 5,)R-*,

Show that whichever moJe of payment be adopted

(1) At any antecedent period, the present values are the

same

;

(2) At any subsequent period, the amounts are the same

;

(3) At the intermediate time of payment, the interest oi

the sum overdue is the discount oi that not due.
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CUBE BOOT.

The extraction of the cube root, by the ordinary inile, is a

troublesome process, seldom used and easily forgotten. The
following process is much simpler and more easily remem-
bered.

Let a be an approximate value ofthe cube root of N, so that

-j^N = a + JJ, X being very small
;

then N = (a + xY = aS + ^a^x + Saa-s + x^

z=z a^ -{- oax{a + x), nearly, since x is

small.

Fii'st suppose N =^ a^ + da-x\

y + 2a-

3

and .-. a + x = .^.^ ;

N + 2a3
therefore, more nearly, N = a^ + 3ax —gTa"" '

N — a3
and ^ = N + 2a3

"'

and, therefore, -j^N = a + cc

2N + a3= 'a.

N + 2a3

Suppose we wanted to find the cube root of any number N

.

In the first place we find some nimiber a whose ^ cube is

somewhere near the given number. Then the fraction,
^

N + 2a3

will be a nearer approximation to the cube root than a itself

was. "When we have found this value, we can take this as

a and repeat the process.

Thus, to find the cube root of 241-804367, we observe that

216, the cube root of 6, is nearest to 241. Hence the first

value of a is 6.
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Therefore,
^N+ o^

699-608734

673-804367
4197-636404

X e

673-804367
= 6-23 very nearly.

On trying 6,23 we find it is correct.

Ex. (1). Find the cube root 47.

The n62t4est cube to 47 is that of 4.

_ 2 N + as ^
Hence, •

N -j- 2 a^

94 + 64 X 4
47 + 128

_ ???~ 175

__ 2528
~ 700
= 3.61 nearly.

Next, take 3.61 for a, and substitute in the formula, and
we get 3.6088261, which is correct to seven places of deoi-

nals.

Ex. (2). I^d the cube root of 10.

2 N + a3 -

In this case.
N + 2 a»

20 + 8
X 2

10 + 18
= 2.153.

Next, substitute 2.15, instead of 2, and we get

20+9-938375 ^ ^-l?
10 + 19-876750

= 2-1544346,

which is correct as far as six places of decimnla. This
method has also the practical advantage that an error oi

work gets corrected at the apit *j-iaL



ANSWERS

Exercise I.

pa
(3) ——

.

(5) 22-5 years, nearly.

(6) A^s share is

(7) 5 per cent. (8)
loof. 2

log. [mn —m + n) — log. mn

(10) n = 20^-^. (11) 17-67 years,
log e

(12) 6708.471. (13) 125 years, nearly. (14) $3600.

Exercise II.

(1) $706.66^. (2) $13585. (3) $19.50.

(4) $900. (5) 100 ?-=i^ per cent,
A.

(6) 3f^. (7) dBp-^—lBp-^,
Art

(8) ——

.

(9) 11-463 per cent. (10) H years.
a-^r'

Exercise III.

(1) A.t simple interest, §2237.77 ; at conapound interests

$2173.10. (2) $802.42.

(3) $16666.66|. (4) $2199.95.

(5) §7360.08; $6404.74; $2901.83. (6) $3000.56
150-76 drBP_

^^' l-(l-04)-3o • ^'^ E''- 1 •

(8) fZ:^ (K--E-) (9) ^=2 |l-^}.

16) 7 ]
1 "~

n_|_ r\mn [
» »* IS interest of $1 for 1 year.

11) $53.63. (12) $2422.85.
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It is attractive in foi'm, neat and handsome in appearance, and, in my
humble opinion, contains more solid and useful matter than any similar

Journal in the United States.

D. R. Boyle, West Arichat, C. B.

Indeed, the solution of No. 2 Arithmetic, in the April number is alone

worth the subscription price.
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HAMBLIX SMITH'S MATHEMATICAL WORKS.
Authorized for use, and now used in nearly all the principal Schools of

Ontario, Quebec, Xova Scotia and Manitoba.

Hamblin Smith's Arithmetic.
An Advanced treatise, on the Unitary System, by J. Hamblin Smith,

M. A., of Gonville and Caius Colleges, and late lecturer of St. Peter's Col-
lege, Cambridge. Adapted to Canadian Schools, by Thomas Kirkland,
M. A., Science Master, Normal School, Toronto, and William Scott, B. A.,
Head Master Model School for Ontario.

12th Edition, Price, 75 Cents.

KEY.—A complete Key to the abo'o Arithmetic, by the Authors.

Price, $2,CX).

Hamblin Smith's Algebra.
An Elementary Algebra, by J. Hamblin' Smith, M. A., with Appendix

by Alfred Baker, B. A., Mathematical Tutor, University College, Toronto.

8th Edition Price, 90 Cents.

KEY.—A complete Key to Hamblin Smith's Algebra.

Price, $2.75.

Hamblin Smith's Elements of Geometry.
Containing Books I. to VI., and portions of Books XI. and XII.,of Euclid,

with Exercises and Xot€s, by J. Hamblin Smith, M. A., &c., and Examina-
tion Papers, from the Toronto and McGill Universities, and Normal School,
Toronto.
Price, 90 Cents.

Hamblin Smith's Geometry Books, i and 2.
Price, SO Cents.

Hamblin Smith's Statics.
By J. Hamblin Smith, M. A., with Appendix by Thomas Kirkland, M. A.,

Science Master, Normal School, Toronto.

Price, 90 Cents.

Hamblin Smith's Hydrostatics. 75 Cents.

KEY.—statics and Hydrostatics, in one volume. $2,00.

Hambl'in Smith's Trigonometry. $1.25.

KEY.—To the above. $2.60.
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BOOKS FOR TEACHERS AND STUDENTS, BY DR. McLELLAN.

Examination Papers in Arithmetic.
By J. A. McLellax, M. A., LL. D., Inspector of High Schools, Ont., and

Thomas Kirkland, M. A., Science Master, Normal School, Toronto.
" In our opinion the best Collection of Problems on the American Con-

tinent."—National Teachers' Monthly, N. Y.

Seventh Complete Edition, - - Price. $1.00.

Examination Papers in Arithmetic. ---Part I.

By J. A. McLellan, M. A., LL. D., and Thos. Kirklakd, M. A.

Price, . - - . _ 50 Cents.
This Edition has been issued at the request of a large number of Public

School teachers who wish to have a Cheap Edition for the use of their
pupils preparing for admission to High School.

Hints and Answers to Examination Papers
in Arithmetic.

By J. A. McLellan, M. A., LL. D., and Thos. Kirkland, M. A.

Fo\irth Edition, . _ - - - $1.00.

McLellan's Mental Arithmetic. ---Part I.

Containing the Fundamental Rules, Fractions and Analysis.

By J. A. McLellan, M. A., LL. D., Inspector High Schocls, Ontj.rio.

Third Edition, ... - SO Cents.
Authorized for use in the Schools of Nova Scotia.

McLellan's Mental Arithmetic. ---Part II.

Specially adapted for Model and High School Students.

Third Edition, - . . Price, 45 Cents.

The Teacher's Hand Book of Algebra.
By J. A. McLellan, M. A., LL. D.

Second Complete Edition, _ . - $1.25.

Teacher's Hand Book of Algebra, ---Part I.

Prepared for the use of Intermediate Students.

Price, _ - _ - - 75 Cents.

Key to Teacher's Hand Book of Algebra.
Second Edition, ... Price, $1.50.
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WORKS FOR TEACHERS AND STUDENTS, BY JAS. L. HUGHES.

Examination Primer in Canadian History.
On the Topical Method. By Jas. L. Hi^giiks, Inspector of Schools, To

ronto. A Primer for Students preparing for Examination. Price, 25c

Mistake*5 in Teaching.
By Jas. Laughlin Hughes. Second edition. Price, 60c.
ADOPTED BY STATE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA, A3 AN ELEMENTARY WORK FOR USB

OF TEACHERS.

This work discusses in a terse manner over one hundred of the mistakes
commonly made by untrained or inexperienced Teachers. It is designed to
warn young Teachers of the errors they are liable to make, and to help the
older members of the profession to discard whatever methods or habits may
be preventing their higher success.

The mistakes are arranged under the follo^ving heads :

1. Mistakes in Management. 2. Mistakes in Discipline. S. Mistakes 11

Methods. 4. Mistakes in Manner.

How to Secure and Retain Attention.
By Jas. Laughlin Hughes. Price, 25 Cents.

Comprising Kinds of Attention. Characteristics of Positive Attentionl
Characteristics of The Teacher. How to Control a Class. Developing- Men
tal Activity. Cultivation of the Senses.

(From The School and University Magazine, London, Eng.)
"Replete with valuable hints and practical suggestions which are eviden

ly the result of wide experience in the scholastic profession."

Manual of Drill and Calisthenics for use in

Schools.
By J. L. Hughes,Public School Inspector, Toronto, Graduate of Military

School, H. M. 29th Regiment. Price, 40 Cents.

The work contains : The Squad Drill prescribed for Public Schools in On-
tario, with full and explicit directions for teaching it. Free Gymnastic Ex-
ercises, carefully selected from the best Gennan and American systems,
and arranged in proper classes. German Calisthenic Exercises, as taught
by the late Colonel Goodwin in Toronto Normal School, and in England.
Several of the best Kindergarten Games, and a few choice Exercise Songs.
The instructions throughout the book are divested, as far as possible, of

v.nnecessarj' technicalities.

"A most valuable book for every teacher, particularly in country places-

It embraces all that a school teacher should teach his pupils on this subject.
Any teacher can use the easy drill lessons, and by doing so he will be con-
ferring \a benefit on his countrj-."—C. Radcliffe Dearnalt, Major First
Iftfe Guards, Drill Instructor Normal and Model Schools, Toronto.
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MASON'S GRADUATED SERIES OF ENGLISH GRAMMARS.

Mason's Outlines of English Grammar.
For the use of junior classes.

Price, 45 Cents.

Mason's Shorter English Grammar.
With copious ami carefuUj^ g^r&ded exercises, 243 pages.

Price, 60 Cents.

Mason's Advanced Grammar.
Including: the principles of Grammatical Analysis. By C. P. Mason,

B. A., F. C. F., fellow of Uni^•ersity Colleg-e, London. Enlarged and
thoroughly revised, with Examinations Papers added by W.Houston. M.A.,

27tli Edition, price, 75 Cents.
" I asked a grammar school inspector in the old country to send me the

best grammar published there. He immediately sent Mason's. The chap-
ters on the analysis of difficult sentences is of itse'f sui'.icient to place the
woi'k far bevond any English (rrammar hitherto before the Canadian pub-
lic."—Alex. Sims, M. A., H. M. H. S., Oakville.

English Grammar Practice.
This work consists of the Exercises appended to the " Shorter English

Grammar," published in a separate form. They are arranged in progressive
lessons in such a manner as to be available with almost any text book of
English Grammar, imd take the learner by easy stages from the simplest
English work to the most difficult constructions in the language.

Price. 30 Cents.

Outlines of English Grammar.
These elementary ideas are reduced to regular form by means of careful

definitions and plain rules, illustrated by abundant and varied examples for

practice. The learner is made acquainted, in moderate measure, with the
most important of the older forms of English, with the way in which words
are constructed, and with the elements of which modern English is made
up. Analysis is treated so far as to give the power of dealing with sen-

tences of plain construction and moderate dificulty. In the

English Grammar
the same subjects are presenied with much greater fulness, and carried to
a more advanced and difficult stage. The work contains ample materials
for the requirements of Competitive Examinations reaching at least the
standard of the Matriculation Examination of the University of London.

The Shorter English Grammar.
is intended for learners who have but a limited amount of time at their dis-

posal for English studies ; but the experience of schools in which it has
been the only English Grammar used, has shown that, when well mastered,
this work also is sufficient for the London Matriculation Examination.
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BEST AUTHORIZED ELEMENTARY TEXT-BOOKS IN GRAMifAR.

Revised Ed. Miller's Language Lessons.
Price, 25 Cents.

PROOFS OF THE SUPERIORITY OF MILLER'S REVISED EDITION OVER ALL OTDERS.

Its enormous sale.

Nearly two hundred thousand have been sold within the last four years.
Miller's Swinton"s is authorized b}* the Education Department for use in

the Schools of Ontario.
Only Edition adopted by the Protestant Board of Education of Montreal,

and used in many of the principal Schools of the Province of Quebec.
Only Edition used in the Schools of Newfoundland.
Only Edition adopted by the Supt.of Education for theSchoolsof Manitoba.
Miller's Revised Swinton is used in nine-tenths of the principal Schools of

Ontario.
Only Edition prepared as an Introductory Book to Mason's Grammar,

both having the same Definitions.

A THOROUGH EXAillNATION GIVEN.

To the President and Members of the County of Elgin Teachers' Associa-
tion : In accordance with a motion passed at the last regular meeting of the
Association, appointing the undersigned a Committee to consider the re-

spective merits of different English Grammars, with a view to suggest the
most suitable one for Public Schools, we beg leave to report, that, after ful-

ly comparing the various editions that have been recommended, we believe
that "Miller's Swinton's Language Lessons " is the best adapted to the
wants of junior pupils, and we would urge its authorization on the Govern-
ment, and its introduction into our I^ublic Schools.
Signed, A. F. Butler, Co. Inspector. J. McLean, Town Inspector.

J. Millar, M. A., Head Master St. Thomas Collegiate Institute.

A. Steele, M. A.,
" Orangeville High School.

N. Campbell, " Co. of Elgin Model.^chool.
It was moved and seconded that the report be received and adopted.

—

Carried unanimously.

To avoid mistakes, ask for Miller's Swinton's.

Mason's Outlines of English Grammar.
authorized for use in schools.

New and Improved Edition. For the use of Junior Classes, by C P
Mason, B. A., F. C. P., Fellow of University College, London.

Sixth English, and fourth Canadian Edition, price 45 cts.

From the Daily Globe, Toronto.
Mr. C. P. Mason, w^hose excellent " English Grammar" is now the author-

ized text book in the schools of Ontario, has prepared and issued a more el-

ementary and much-needed work entitled "Outlines of English Grammar."
The text of this work is substantially the same as that of the larger treatise

in both matter and form, except that the very elaborate notes in the latter

are either omitted or verj- much reduced in extent.
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EXAMINATION SERIES.

Canadian History.
By James L. Hlgues, Inspector of Public Schools, Toronto.

Price, 25 Cents.

HISTORY TAUGHT BY TOPICAL METHOD.
A PRIMER IX CAXADIAX UISTORY, FOR SCHOOLS A.ND STLDENTS PREPARING FOR

EXAMIXATIO.N'S.

1. The history- is dinded into periods in accordance with the great na

tional changes that have taken place.

2. The history of each period is given topically instead of in chronolo[

ical order.

3. Examination questions are given at the end of each chapter.

4. Examination papers, selected from the official examinations of the

different provinces, are given in the Appendix.

5. Student's review outlines, to enable a student to thoroughly test his

own progress, are inserted at the end of each chapter.

6. Special attention is paid to the educational, social and commercial

progress of the country.

7. Constitutional growth is treated in a brief but comprehensive exer-

cise.

SW By the aid of this work students can prepare and review for exam-

inations in Canadian History more quickly than by the use of any other

work.

Epoch Primer of English History.
By Rev. M. Creigutca, M. A., Late Fellow and Tutor of Merton College,

Oxford.

Authorized by the Education Department for use in Public Schools,

and for admission to the High Schools of Ontario.

Its adaptability to Public School use over all other School Histories will

be shown by the fact that

—

In a brief compass of one hundred and eighty pages it covers all the

work required for pupils preparing for entrance to High Schools.

The price is less than one-half that of the other authorized histories.

In using the other Histories, pupils are compelled to read nearly three

times as much in order to secure the same results.

Creighton's Epoch Primer has been adopted by the Toronto School

Board, asd many of the principal Public Schools in Ontario.
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ALithorized for use in the Schools of Ontario.

The Epoch Primer of English History.
By Rev il. Creigutu.n, M. A., Late Fellow and Tutor of Merlon Colle*,

Oxford

Sixth Edition, - ^^ Price, 30 Cents.

Most thorough. Aberdeen Joirnal.

This volume, taken with the eight small volumes containing the ac-

counts of the different epochs, presents what may be regaixied as the most

thorough course of elementary English History ever published.

What was needed. Toronto Tailt Gixbe.

It is just such a manual as is needed by public school pupils who are

going up for a High So -ool course.

Used in separate schools. M. Stafford, Priest.
We are using this History in our Convent and Sepp,rate Schools in Lind-

say.

Very concise. Hamilton Tlmes.

A ver3" concise little book that should be used in the Schools. In its

pages will be found incidents of English History from A. D. 43 to 1S70, in'

teresting alike to young and old.

A favorite. London Advertiser.

The book will prove a favorite with teachers preparing pupils for the

entrance examinations to the High Schools. .

Very attractive. BRiTisn Whig, Kingston.

This littli book, of one hundred and forty pages, presents history in a

Yery attractive shape.

Wisely arranged. Canada Presbyterian.

Th epoch chosen for the division of English History are well marked
—not mere artificial milestones, arbitrarily erected by the author, but reaj

natural landmarks, consisting of great and important events or remarkable

changes.

Interesting. Yarmotth Tribune, Nova Scotia.

Witn a perfect freedom from all looseness of style the interest is so well

sustained throughout the narrative that those who commence to read it

will find it difficult to leave off with its perusal incomplete.

Comprehensive. Literary World.
The special value of this historical outline is that it gives the reader a

comprehensive view of the course of memorable events and epochs,
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THE BEST ELEMENTARY TEXT-BOOK OF THE YEAR.

Gage's Practical Speller.
A MANUAL OF .spELLLXG AXD DICTATION.

Pi'ice, 30 Cents.

Sixty copies ordered. Mount Forest Advocate.

AfT*r_careful inspect on we unhesitatinglj- pronounce it the best spell-

ing book ever in use in our public schools. The Practical Speller secures

an eas}- access to its contents by the verj- systeiuatic arrangements of the

«-ords in topical classes ; a pemaanent impression on the memory by the

frequent review of difficult words ; and a saving of time and effort by the

selection of only such word's as are difficult and of common occurrence

Mr. Reid, H. S. Master heartily recommends the work, and ordered some
sixty copies. It is a book that should be on every business man's table as

well as in the school room.

Is a necessity. Press. Witness, Halifax.

We have already had repeated occasion to speak highly of the Educa-

tional Series of which this book is one. The " Speller" is a necessity ; and
we have seen no book which we inn recommend more heartily than the one

before us.

Good print. Bowmakville Observer.

Tlie *' Practical Speller " is a credit to the publishers in its general get

np, classification of subjects, and clearness of treatment. The child who
iises this book will not have damaged eyesight through bad print.

What it is. Strathrot Age.
It is a series of graded lessons, containing the words in general use

with abbreviations," etc. ; words of similar pronunciation and different spell-

ing a collection of the most difficult words in the language, and a number
of literarj- selections which ma\ be used for dictation lessons, and comutit"

ted to memory by the pupils.

Every teacher shovUd introduce it. Caxadian Statesman.

It is an improvement on the old spelling book. Every teacher should

introduce it into his classes

The best yet seen. Colchester Srx, Nova Scotia.

It is away alicad of any"speller"that we have heretofore seen. Our public

schools want a good spelling book. The publication before us is the best

»Te have \et seen.
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The Canada School Journal
HAS RECEIVED AN HONORABLE MENTION AT PARIS EXHIBITION, 1878

Adopted by nearlj' even' County in Canada.
Kecommended by the Minister of Education, Ontario.
Recommended by the Council of Public Instruction, Quebec.
Recommended by Chief Supt. of Education, New Brunswick.
Recommended by Chief Supt. of Education, Nova Scotia.
Recommended by Chief Supt. of Education, British Columbia
Recommended by Chief Supt. of Education, Manitoba.

IT IS EDITED BT

A Committee of some of the Leadins? Educationists in Ontario, assistea

by able Pro\-incial Editors in the Provinces of Quebec, Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, Manitoba, and British Columbia^ thus

having each section of the Dominion fully represented.

CONTAINS TWENTT-FOUR PAGES OF READING MATTER.

Live Editorials ; Contributions on important Educational topics ; Selec-

tions—Pleadings for the School Room ; and Notes and News from each Pro-

vince.

Practiual Department will always contain useful hints on methods of

teaching different subjects.

Mathbmatical Department gives solutions to difficult problems al$o on
Examination Papers.

Official Department contains such regulations as may be issued from

time to time.

Subscription, Sl.OO per annum, strictly in advance.

Read th2 Following Letter from John Gp^enleaf Whittier, tee Fa-
mous A.MER1CAN Poet.

I have also received a No. of the " Canada School Journal," which seems

to me the brightest and most re:\dable of Educational Magazines. I am very

truly thy friend, ^ John Greenleaf Whitrier-

A Club of 1,000 Subscribers from Nova Scotia.

(Cop5') Education Office, Halifax, N. S., Nov. 17, 1878.

Messrs. Adam Miller Si Co., Toronto, Ont.

Dear Sirs,—In order to meet the wishes of our teachers in various parts

of the Province, and to secure for them the advantage of your excellent

periodical, I hereby subscribe in their behalf for one thousand (1,000) copies

at club rates mentioned in your recent esteemed favor. Subscriptions wil|

begin v.'it' -January issue, and lists will be forwarded to your office in a few

days. Yours truly,

DaVXD Allison, Chief Supt. of Education.

Address, W. J. GAGE & CO Toronto, Canada.
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